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How To Study Medieval Philosophy

Leo Strauss

Edited by

David Bolotin

St. John's College, Santa Fe

Christopher Bruell

Boston College

Thomas L. Pangle

University ofToronto

The following lecture is one of a number of lectures by the late Leo Strauss

which Interpretation has undertaken to publish. The editors of these lectures for

Interpretation have been able to obtain copies or transcripts of the lectures from

various sources: none of the lectures was edited by Professor Strauss for the

purposes of publication nor even left behind by him among his papers in a state

that would have suggested a wish on his part that it be published posthumously.

In order to underline this fact, the editors have decided to present them as they

have found them, with the bare minimum of editorial changes.

These lectures have all been published once before, at least in part, but in a

more heavily edited form intended to make them more accessible to a wider

audience (The Rebirth ofClassical Political Rationalism: An Introduction to the

Thought ofLeo Strauss, edited by Thomas L. Pangle [Chicago: The University
of Chicago Press, 1989]). The University of Chicago Press, which holds the

copyright on the materials and which will retain the copyright on them in the

version now to be published, has generously given its permission for their re

publication in Interpretation, as has Professor Joseph Cropsey, Leo Strauss's

literary executor.

A notice will be attached to each lecture indicating the state in which the

manuscript or transcription was found; and a list will be appended to some

of the lectures calling attention to divergences from the previously published

version.
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Lecture to be delivered on May 16, 1944 at the Fourth

Institute ofBiblical and Post-Biblical Studies.

How To Study Medieval Philosophy

Leo Strauss

"How To StudyMedieval
Philosophy"

was available to the editors in Professor

Strauss's original typescript, with additions, corrections and alterations added

in pencil in his own hand. We are grateful to Heinrich and Wiebke Meier for

their most generous help in deciphering Professor Strauss's handwriting and to

Hillel Fradkin for help with regard to Hebrew and Arabic words. A few minor

changes by the editors in spelling and punctuation have not been noted.

We raise the question of how to study medieval philosophy. We cannot discuss

that question without saying something about how to study earlier philosophy in

general and indeed about how to study
intellectual1 history2

in general.

In a sense, the answer to our question is self-evident. Everyone admits that,

if we have to study medieval philosophy at all, we have to study it as exactly

and as intelligently as possible. As exactly as possible: we are not permitted to

consider any detail however trifling, unworthy of our most careful observation.

As intelligently as possible: in our exact study of all details, we must never lose

sight of the whole; we must never, for a moment, overlook the wood for the

trees. But these are trivialities, although we have to add that they are trivialities

only if stated in general terms, and that they cease to be trivialities if one pays

attention to them while engaged in actual work: the temptations to lose oneself

in curious and unexplored details on the one hand, and to be generous as re

gards minutiae on the other, are always with us.

We touch upon a more controversial issue when we say that our understand

ing of medieval philosophy must be historical understanding. Frequently peo

ple reject an account of the past, not simply as unexact or unintelligent, but as

unhistorical. What
do2

they mean by it? What ought they to mean by
it?3

According to a saying of Kant, it is possible to understand a philosopher

better than he understood himself. Now, such understanding may have the

greatest merits; but it is clearly not historical understanding. If it goes so far as

to claim to be the true understanding, it is positively unhistorical. [The most

outstanding example of such unhistorical interpretation which we have in the

field of the study of Jewish medieval philosophy, is Hermann Cohen's essay on

Maimonides'

ethics. Cohen constantly refers statements of Maimonides, not to

1994 by The University of Chicago. All rights reserved.
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322 Interpretation

Maimonides'2
center of reference, but to his

own2

center of reference; he under

stands them, not within
Maimonides'2

horizon, but within his
own2

horizon.

Cohen had a technical term for his procedure: he called it
"idealizing"

inter

pretation.4

It may justly be described as the modern form of allegoric inter

pretation. At any rate, it is professedly an attempt to understand the old author

better than he understood
himself.]6

Historical
understanding7

means to under

stand an earlier
philosopher8

exactly as he understood himself. Everyone who

ever tried his hands on
that9

task, will bear me out when I say that this task is

an already sufficiently tough assignment in itself.

In the
normal10

and most interesting case, the philosopher studied by the

historian of philosophy is a man by far superior to his historian in intelligence,
imagination,11

subtlety. This historian does well to remind himself of the expe

rience which Gulliver made when he came in contact, through necromancy,

with the illustrious dead: "I had a Whisper from a Ghost, who shall be name

less, that the Commentators of Aristotle and other great philosophers always

kept in the most distant quarters from their Principals, through a Consciousness

of Shame and Guilt, because they had so horribly misrepresented the meaning

of those authors to
Posterity."

The most sustained effort of the most gifted

historian, hardly suffices to carry him for a short moment to the height which is

the native and perpetual
haunt12

of the philosopher: how can the historian even

dream of reaching a point from which he can look down on a
philosopher?13

For1
the attempt to understand a philosopher of the past better than he under

stood himself, presupposes that the interpreter considers his insight superior to

the insight of the old author. Kant made this quite clear when suggesting that

one can understand a philosopher better than he understood himself. The aver

age historian is much too modest a fellow to raise such an enormous claim with

so many words. But he is in danger of doing so without noticing it. He will not

claim that his
personal2

insight is superior to that ofMaimonides e.g. But only

with difficulty can
he14

avoid claiming that the
collective2

insight available to

day is superior to the collective insight available in the 12th century. There is

more than one historian who in interpreting, say, Maimonides, tries to assess

the contribution of Maimonides.
His15

contribution to what? To the treasure of

knowledge and insight which has been accumulated throughout the ages. That

treasure appears to be greater today than it was, say, in the year of Maimoni
des'

death. This means that when speaking of
Maimonides'

contribution, the

historian has in mind the contribution ofMaimonides to the treasure of knowl

edge or insight as it is available
today.2

Hence, he interprets
Maimonides'

thought in terms of the thought of the present day. His tacit assumption is that

the history of thought is, generally speaking, a progress, and that therefore the

philosophic thought of the 20th century is superior to, or nearer the truth than

the philosophic thought of the 12th century. I contend that this assumption is

irreconcilable with true historical understanding. It necessarily leads to the at

tempt to understand the thought of the past
better2

than it understood itself, and
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not
as2

it understood itself. For: it is evident that our understanding of the past

will tend to be the more adequate, the more we are interested in the past; but

we cannot be seriously interested, i.e. passionately interested in the past, if we

know beforehand that the present is, in the most important respect, superior to

the past. It is not a matter of chance that, generally speaking, the historical

understanding of the continental romantics, of the historical school, was supe

rior to the historical understanding of 18th century rationalism; it is a necessary

consequence of the fact that the representatives of the historical school did not

believe in the superiority of their time to the past, whereas the 18th century

rationalist believed in the superiority of the Age of Reason to all former ages.

Historians who start from the belief in the superiority of present-day thought to

the thought of the past, feel no necessity to understand the past by itself: they

understand it as a preparation of the present only. When studying a doctrine of

the past, they do not ask primarily: what was the conscious and deliberate

intention of its originator? They prefer to ask: what is the contribution of the

doctrine to our beliefs? what is the meaning, unknown to its originator, of the

doctrine from the point of view of the present? what is its meaning in the light

of later developments? Against this approach the historical consciousness rightly

protested in the name of historical truth, of historical exactness. The task of the

historian of thought is to understand the thinkers of the past
exactly2

as they

understood themselves, or to revitalize their thought according to their
own2

interpretation of it. To sum up this point: the belief in the superiority of one's

own approach, or of the approach of one's time, to the approach of the past is

fatal to historical understanding.

We may express the same thought somewhat differently as follows. The task

of the historian of thought is to understand the thought of the past exactly as it

understood itself; for to abandon that task is tantamount to abandoning the only

practicable criterion of objectivity in the history of thought. It is well-known

that the same historical phenomenon is interpreted in most different ways by
different periods, different generations, different types of men. The same his

torical phenomenon appears in different lights at different times. New human

experiences shed new light on old texts. No one can foresee e.g. how the Bible

will be read 100 years hence. Observations such as these have led some people

to adopt the view that the claim of any one interpretation to be
the2

true inter

pretation is untenable. Yet the observations in question do not justify such a

view. For the infinite variety of ways in which a given text can be understood,

does not do away with the fact that the author of the text, when writing it,

understood it in one way only provided he was not
muddle-headed.16

The light

in which the history of Samuel and Saul appears on the basis of the Puritan

revolution e.g., is not the light in which the author of the Biblical history

understood that history. And the true interpretation of the Biblical history in

question is the one which restates, and makes intelligible, the Biblical history

as understood by the Biblical author. Ultimately, the infinite variety of inter-
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pretations of an author is due to conscious or unconscious attempts to under

stand the author better than he understood himself; but there is only one way of

understanding him
as2

he understood
himself.17

To return to the point where I left off: The belief in the superiority of one's

own approach, or of the approach of one's time, to the approach of the past, is

fatal to historical understanding. This dangerous assumption which is charac

teristic of what one may call progressivism, was avoided by what is frequently
called historicism. Whereas the progressivist believes that the present is supe

rior to the past, the historicist believes that all periods are equally "immediate

to God". The historicist does not want to judge of the past, by assessing the

contribution of each period e.g., but to understand and to relate how things

have actually been, wie es eigentlich gewesen ist, and in particular how the

thought2

of the past has been. The historicist has at least the
intention2

to under

stand the thought of the past exactly as it understood itself. But: he is constitu

tionally unable to live up to his intention. For: he knows, or rather he assumes,

that, generally speaking and other things being equal, the thought of all epochs

is equally true, because every philosophy is essentially the expression of the

spirit of its time. Maimonides e.g. expressed the spirit of his time as perfectly

as, say, Hermann Cohen expressed the spirit of his time. Now, all philosophers

of the past claimed to have found the truth, and not merely the truth for their
time.2

The historicist however asserts that they were mistaken in believing so.

And he makes this assertion the basis of his interpretation. He knows a priori

that the claim of Maimonides e.g. that he teaches the truth, the truth valid for

all times, is unfounded. In this most important respect, the historicist, just as

his hostile brother the progressivist, believes that his approach is superior to the

approach of the thinkers of old. The historicist is therefore compelled, by his

principle, if
against2

his intention, to try to understand the past better than it

understood itself. He merely repeats, if sometimes in a more sophisticated

form, the sin for which he is used to blame the progressivist so severely. For,
to repeat, to understand a serious teaching, one must be seriously interested in

it, one must take it seriously. But one cannot take it seriously, if one knows

beforehand that it is "dated". To take a serious teaching seriously, one must be

willing to consider the possibility that it is simply true. Therefore, if we are

interested in an adequate understanding of medieval philosophy, we must be

willing to consider the possibility that medieval philosophy is simply true, or,

to speak less paradoxically,18 that it is superior, in the most important respect,
to all

that19

we can learn from any of the contemporary philosophers. We can

understand medieval philosophy
only20

if we are prepared to learn something,

not merely about the medieval philosophers, but from them.

It remains then true that if one wants to understand a philosophy of the past,
one must approach it in a philosophic spirit, with

philosophic2

questions: one's

concern must be primarily, not with what other people have thought about the

philosophic truth, but with the philosophic truth itself. But: if one approaches
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an earlier thinker with a question which is not his central question, one is

bound to misinterpret, to distort, his thought. Therefore, the philosophic ques

tion with which one approaches the thought of the past, must be so broad, so

comprehensive, that it permits of being narrowed down to the specific, precise

formulation of the question which the author concerned adopted. It can be no

question other than the question of
the2

truth about the whole.

The historian of philosophy must then undergo a transformation into a phi

losopher or a conversion to philosophy, if he wants to do his job properly, if he

wants to be a competent historian of philosophy. He must acquire a freedom of

mind which is not too frequently met with among the professional philosophers:

he must have as perfect a freedom of mind as is humanly possible. No preju

dice in favor of contemporary thought, even of modern philosophy, of modern

civilization, of modern science itself, must deter him from giving the thinkers

of old the
full1

benefit of the doubt. When engaging in the study of the philoso

phy of the past, he must cease to take his bearings by the modern signposts to

which he has grown familiar since his earliest childhood; he must try to take his

bearings by the signposts which guided the thinkers of old. Those old signposts

are not immediately visible: they are concealed by heaps of dust and rubble.

The most obnoxious part of the rubble consists of the superficial interpretations

by modern writers, of the cheap cliches which are offered in the textbooks and

which seem to unlock by one formula the mystery of the past. The signposts

which guided the thinkers of the past, must be
recovered2

before they can be

used. Before the historian has succeeded in recovering them, he cannot help

being in a condition of utter bewilderment, of universal doubt: he finds himself

in a darkness which is illumined exclusively by his knowledge that he knows

nothing. When engaging in the study of the philosophy of the past, he must

know that he embarks on a journey whose end is completely hidden from him:

he is not likely to return to the shore of his time as the same man who left it.

II. True historical understanding of medieval philosophy presupposes that the

student is willing to take seriously the claim of the medieval philosophers that

they teach the truth.
Now,21

it may justifiably be objected, is this demand not

most unreasonable? Medieval philosophy is based, generally speaking, on the

natural science of Aristotle: has that science not been refuted once and for all

by Galileo, Descartes and Newton? Medieval philosophy is based on
practically'

complete unawareness of the principles of religious toleration, of the represen

tative system, of the rights of man, of democracy as we understand it. It is

characterized by an indifference touching on contempt, toward poetry and his

tory. It seems to be based on a firm belief in the verbal inspiration of the Bible

and in the Mosaic origin of the oral Law. It stands and falls with the use of a

method of Biblical interpretation as unsound as the allegoric interpretation. In

brief, medieval philosophy arouses against itself all convictions fostered by the

least indubitable results of modern science and modern scholarship.
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Nor is this all. Medieval philosophy may have been refuted by modern

thought, and yet it could have been an admirable and highly beneficial achieve

ment for its time. But even this may be questioned. A strong case can be made

for the
view22

that the influence of philosophy on medieval Judaism was far

from being salutary. Most of you will have read the remarkable book by Dr.

Scholem on Major Trends in Jewish Mysticism. Dr. Scholem contends that

from the point of view of Judaism, i.e. of Rabbinical Judaism, the Kabbalah is

by far superior to Jewish medieval philosophy. He starts from the observation

that "both the mystics and the philosophers completely transform the structure

of ancient Judaism". But "the philosopher can only proceed with his proper

task after having successfully converted the concrete realities of Judaism into

a bundle of abstractions ... By contrast, the mystic refrains from destroying
the living structure of religious narrative by allegorizing it . . ["The differ

ence becomes clear if we consider the attitude of philosophy and Kabbalah

respectively to the two outstanding creative manifestations of Rabbinic Jewry:

Halachah and Aggadah, Law and Legend. It is a remarkable fact that the phi

losophers failed to establish a satisfactory and intimate relation to either . . .

The whole world of religious law remained outside the orbit of philosophic

inquiries which means of course too that it was not subjected to philosophic

criticism . For a purely historical understanding of religion,
Maimonides'

analysis of the origin of the religious commandments is of great importance,

but he would be a bold man who would maintain that his ideology of the

Mitzvot was likely to increase the enthusiasm of the faithful for their actual

practice ... To the philosopher, the Halachah either had no significance at all,

or one that was calculated to diminish rather than to enhance its prestige in his
eyes."

"The Aggadah . . . represents a method of giving original and concrete

expression to the deepest motive powers of the religious Jew, a quality which

helps to make it an excellent and genuine approach to the essentials of our

religion. However, it was just this quality which never ceased to baffle the

philosophers of Judaism . . . Only too frequently their allegorizations are sim

ply . . . veiled
criticism".]23

Scholem does not leave it at suggesting that our

medieval philosophers were, qua philosophers, blind to the deepest forces of

the Jewish soul; he suggests also that they were blind to the deepest forces of

the soul of man as man. Philosophy, he says, turned "its back upon the primi

tive side of life, that all-important region where mortals are afraid of life and in

fear of death, and derive scant wisdom from rational philosophy". The Kabbal

ists on the other hand "have a strong sense of the reality of evil and the dark

horror that is about everything living. They do
not,2

like the philosophers, seek

to evade its existence with the aid of a convenient formula".

We ought to be grateful to Dr. Scholem for his sweeping and forceful con

demnation of our medieval philosophy. It does not permit us any longer to rest

satisfied with that mixture of historical reverence and philosophic indifference
which is characteristic of the prevailing mood. For Scholem's criticism, while
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unusually ruthless, cannot be said to be paradoxical. In fact, to a certain extent,

Scholem merely says quite explicitly what is implied in the more generally

accepted opinion on the subject. The central thesis underlying the standard

work on the history of Jewish philosophy, Julius Guttmann's Philosophy of

Judaism is that our medieval philosophers abandoned, to a considerable extent,

the Biblical ideas of God, world and man in favor of the Greek ideas, and that

the modern Jewish philosophers succeed much better than their medieval prede

cessors in safeguarding the original purport of the central religious beliefs of

Judaism. In this connection we might also mention the fact that Franz Rosen-

zweig considered Hermann Cohen's posthumous work (Religion der Vernunft)

definitely superior to
Maimonides'

Guide for the Perplexed.

Criticisms such as these cannot be dismissed lightly. Nothing would be more

impertinent than to leave things
at24

a merely dialectical or disputative answer.

The only convincing answer would be a real
interpretation2

of our great medi

eval philosophers. For it would be a grave mistake to believe that we dispose

already of such an interpretation. After all, the historical study of Jewish medi

eval philosophy is of fairly recent origin. Everyone working in this field is

deeply indebted to the great achievements of Salomon Munk, David Kaufmann

and Harry A. Wolfson in particular. But I am sure that these great scholars

would be the first to admit that modem scholarship has not yet crossed the

threshold of such works as Halevi's Kuzari and
Maimonides'

Guide: BEN

ZOMA 'ADAYIN
BACHUTZ.25

We are still in a truly preliminary stage.

But quite apart from this perhaps decisive consideration, the critical remarks

quoted can be answered to a certain
extent26

without raising the gravest issue.

Dr. Scholem takes it for granted that our medieval philosophers intended to

express, or to interpret, in their philosophic works, the living reality of histori

cal Judaism, or the religious sentiments or experiences of the pious Jew. Their

real intention was much more modest, or much more radical. The whole edifice

of the Jewish tradition was virtually or even actually under attack from the side

of the adherents of Greek philosophy. With all due caution necessitated
by1

our

insufficient information about what had happened in the Hellenistic period of

Jewish history, one may say that the Middles Ages witnessed the first, and

certainly the first
adequate,2

discussion between these two most important

forces of the Western world: the religion of the Bible and the science or philos

ophy of the Greeks. It was a discussion, not between ethical monotheism and

paganism, i.e. between two religions, but between religion as such and science

or philosophy as such: between the way of life based on faith and obedience

and a way of life based on free insight, on human wisdom
alone.2

What was at

stake in that discussion, were not so much the religious sentiments or experi

ences
themselves,2

as the elementary and inconspicuous
presuppositions2

on the

basis of which those sentiments or experiences could be more than beautiful

dreams, pious wishes, awe-inspiring delusions or emotional exaggerations. It

was very well for the Kabbalist Moses of Burgos to say that the philosophers
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end where the Kabbalists begin. But does this not amount to a confession that

the Kabbalist as such is not concerned with the
foundations2

of belief, i.e. with

the only question of interest to the philosopher as philosopher? To deny that

this question is of paramount importance is to assert that a conflict between

faith and knowledge, between religion and science is not even thinkable, or that

intellectual honesty is nothing to be cared for. And to believe that the specific

experiences of the mystic are sufficient to quell the doubts raised by science or

philosophy is to forget the fact
that1

such experiences guarantee the absolute

truth of the Torah in no other way than
that27

in which they guarantee the

absolute truth of the Christian dogma or of the tenets of Islam; it means to

minimize the importance of the doctrinal conflicts between the three great

monotheist religions. In fact, it was the insoluble character of those doctrinal

conflicts which engendered, or at any rate strengthened, the impulse toward

philosophic studies. [It is perhaps not altogether insignificant that Jewish phi

losophy has proved to be much more impervious to the influence of the Chris

tian dogma than the
Kabbalah.]28

One may say of course and this is the implication of the view taken by
Guttmann and Rosenzweig in particular that modern Jewish philosophy has

discussed the question of faith and knowledge, of religion and science, in a

much more advanced, in a much more mature way than medieval
Jewish1

phi

losophy. At the root of all our internal difficulties is after all the conflict be

tween the traditional Jewish beliefs, not with Aristotelian metaphysics, but with

modern natural science and with modem historical criticism. And this conflict

is being discussed of course, not by
medieval2

Jewish philosophy, but by mod

ern2

Jewish philosophy. Yet there is another side to this picture. Modern Jewish

philosophy from Moses Mendelssohn to Franz Rosenzweig stands and falls

with the basic premises of modern philosophy in general. Now, the superiority
of modern philosophy to medieval philosophy is no longer so evident as it

seemed to be one or two generations ago. Modern philosophy led to a distinc

tion, alien to medieval philosophy, between philosophy and science. This dis

tinction is fraught with the danger that it paves the way for the admission of an

unphilosophic science and of an unscientific philosophy: of a science which is a

mere tool, and hence apt to become the tool of any powers, of any interests that

be, and of a philosophy in which wishes and prejudices have usurped the place

belonging to reason. We have seen modern philosophy resigning the claim to

demonstrable truth and degenerating into some form of intellectual autobiogra

phy, or else evaporating into methodology by becoming the handmaid of mod

ern science. And we are observing every day that people go so far in debasing
the name of philosophy as to speak of the philosophies of vulgar impostors

such as Hitler. This regrettable usage is not accidental: it is the necessary out

come of the distinction between philosophy
and29

science, of a distinction which

is bound to lead eventually to the
separation2

of philosophy from science

Whatever we might have to think of Neo-Thomism, its considerable success
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among non-Catholics is due to the increasing awareness that something is ba

sically wrong with modern philosophy. The old question, discussed in the 17th

century, of the superiority of the moderns to the ancients, or vice versa, has

again become a topical question. It has again become a question: only a fool

would presume that it has already found a sufficient answer. We are barely

beginning to realize its enormous implications.

But the mere fact that it has again become a question, suffices for making

the study of medieval philosophy a philosophic, and not merely a historical,
necessity. [ I would like to stress one point which is of particular significance

for the right approach to our medieval philosophy. The development of modem

philosophy has led to a point where the meaningfulness of philosophy or sci

ence as such has become problematic. To mention only one of its most obvious

manifestations: there was a time when it was generally held that philosophy or

science are, or can, or ought to be the best guide for social action. The very

common present-day talk of the importance and necessity of political
myths2

alone suffices to show that at any rate the sociap significance of philosophy or

science has become doubtful. We are again confronted with the question "Why
philosophy? why

science?"

This question was in the center of discussion in the

beginnings of philosophy. One may say that the Platonic dialogues serve no

more obvious purpose than precisely this one: to answer the question why phi

losophy, why science? by justifying philosophy or science before the tribunal

of the city, the political community. In fundamentally the same way, our medi

eval philosophers are compelled to raise the question why philosophy, why

science? by justifying philosophy or science before the tribunal of the law, of

the Torah. This most fundamental question of philosophy, the question of its

own legitimacy and necessity, is no longer a question for modern philosophy.

Modern philosophy was from its beginning the attempt to replace the allegedly

wrong philosophy or science of the Middle Ages by the allegedly true philoso

phy or science: it did not raise any longer the question of the necessity of

philosophy or science
itself:2

it took that necessity for granted. This fact alone

can assure us from the outset that medieval philosophy is distinguished by a

philosophic radicalism which is absent from modern philosophy, or that it is, in

this most important respect, superior to modern
philosophy.]30

It is then not

altogether absurd that we should turn from the modern philosophers to the

medieval philosophers with the expectation that we might have to learn some

thing from them, and not merely about them.

III. The student of medieval philosophy is a modern man. Whether he knows it

or not, he is under the influence of modern philosophy. It is precisely this

influence which makes it so difficult, and to begin with even impossible, really

to understand medieval philosophy. It is this influence of modern philosophy

on the student of medieval philosophy which makes an
unhistorical2

interpreta

tion of medieval philosophy to begin with inevitable. The understanding of
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medieval philosophy requires then a certain
emancipation2

from the influence

of modern philosophy. And this emancipation is not possible without serious,

constant and relentless
reflection2

on the specific character of modern philoso

phy. For knowledge alone can make men free. We modern men understand

medieval philosophy only to the extent to which we understand
modern2

philos

ophy in its specific character.

This cannot possibly mean that the student of medieval philosophy must

possess a complete knowledge of all important medieval and modern philoso

phies. The accumulation of such a vast amount of knowledge, of factual infor

mation, if at all possible, would reduce
any2

man to a condition of mental

decrepitude. On the other hand, it is impossible for any genuine scholar to rely

on those "fables
convenues"

about the difference between medieval and modern

thought which have acquired a sort of immortality by migrating from one text

book to another. For even if those cliches were true, the young scholar could

not know that this is the case: he would have to accept them on trust. There is

only one way of combining the duty of exactness with the equally compelling

duty of comprehensiveness: one must start with detailed observations at strate

gic points. There are cases e.g. in which a medieval work has served as a

model for a modern work: by a close comparison of the imitation with its

model, we may arrive at a clear and lively first-hand impression of the charac

teristic difference between the medieval approach and the modem approach. As

an example one could mention Ibn
Tufayl'

s Hayy ibn Yaqzan and Defoe's

Robinson Crusoe. Defoe's work is based on the Latin translation made in the

17th century, of the work of the Arabic philosopher. Both works deal with the

question of what a solitary human being can achieve with his natural powers,

without the help of society or civilization. The medieval man succeeds in be

coming a perfect philosopher; the modem man lays the foundation of a techni

cal civilization. Another type of strategic points is represented by modern

commentaries on medieval texts. A comparison ofMendelssohn's commentary

on
Maimonides'

Treatise on Logic with the Maimonidean text itself could well

perform the function of an entering wedge into our subject. The third type

would be detailed modern polemics against medieval teachings. Take Spinoza's

critique of
Maimonides'

teaching and method in the Theologico-Political Trea

tise. By observing what theses of
Maimonides'

are misunderstood or insuffi

ciently understood by Spinoza, one is enabled to grasp some of the specifically

modem prejudices which to begin with prevent us at least as much as they did

Spinoza from understanding Maimonides. Yet, all examples of the three types

mentioned are open to the objection that they may mislead the unwary student

into taking the difference between these specific modern and medieval philoso

phies for the difference between modem philosophy as such and medieval phi

losophy as such. To grasp that general difference, there is, I think, no better

way than a precise comparison of the most typical divisions of philosophy or

science in both the Middle Ages and the modem period. It is easy to compile a
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list of the philosophic disciplines which are recognized today, from the curric

ula of present-day universities, or from the title-pages of systems of philosophy

composed in the 19th and 20th centuries. Compare that list with, say, Al

farabi's or
Avicenna'

s division of philosophy. The differences are so big, they
are so appallingly

obvious2

that they cannot be overlooked even by the most

shortsighted person; they are so obtrusive that they compel even the most lazy
student to think about

them.31

One sees at once e.g. that there do not exist in the

Middle Ages such philosophic disciplines as esthetics or philosophy of history,

and one acquires at once an invincible and perfectly justified distrust against the

many modem
scholars32

who write articles or even books on medieval esthetics

or on medieval philosophy of history. One becomes interested in the question

when the very terms esthetics and philosophy of history appeared for the first

time; one leams that they make their first appearance in the 18th century; one

starts reflecting on the assumptions underlying their appearance and one is

already well on one's way. Or take the absence of a discipline called philoso

phy of religion from medieval philosophy. How many books and pamphlets

have been written on Jewish philosophy of religion in the Middle Ages, on

something, that is, which strictly speaking, does not exist. Something must be

basically wrong with all these books and pamphlets. In the place of our modem

philosophy of religion, we find in medieval philosophy: theology as a philo

sophic discipline, natural theology as it was formerly called. There is a world

of difference between natural
theology,33

the
philosophic1

doctrine of God, and

philosophy of religion, the analysis of the
human2 attitude2

toward God. What

is the meaning of that difference? What does it mean that the greatest work of

medieval Christianity is entitled Summa Theologica whereas the greatest work

of the Reformation is entitled Institutio Christianae Religionisl And what does

it mean that Maimonides excludes the discussion of religious subjects from his

Guide? This is exactly the type of questions with which one has to start in

order to arrive eventually at a tme, exact, historical understanding of medieval

philosophy.

[Many scholars consider the type of questions which I have mentioned, as

pedantic, not to say bureaucratic. They would argue as follows: why should we

not describe a medieval philosopher's remarks on poetry e.g. as his contribu

tion to esthetics? The medieval philosopher would have considered those re

marks as belonging to poetics, or to ethics, or perhaps even to political science.

He conceived of poetry as an essentially purposeful activity, as an activity

destined to please by instructing or to instruct by pleasing. He conceived of

poetics as a technical art destined to teach how to make good poems etc. He

considered poetry essentially subservient to ulterior purposes such as moral

improvement. In short, he had a terribly narrow view of poetry. Thanks to our

modem philosophers, we know better: we know that poetry is something exist

ing in its own right, and that esthetics far from teaching a poet how to make

poems, is the analysis of poetic productivity and of esthetic enjoyment or ap-
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preciation or understanding. The modem view being so manifestly superior to

the medieval view, why should we hesitate for a moment to refer the medieval

philosopher's remarks on poetry to our center of reference, and hence to de

scribe them as belonging to esthetics? Well, this is precisely the mental
habit34

which makes impossible historical understanding of medieval philosophy. If we

know from the outset that the medieval view of the matter is wrong or poor, we

should not waste our time in studying it, or if someone does not mind wasting

his time, he simply will not command the intellectual energy required for truly

understanding a view for which he cannot have any real sympathy. Since I

mentioned this example of esthetics vs. poetry, I may be permitted to add that

the medieval view of poetry ultimately goes back to Plato's Republic, i.e. to

the work of a man who cannot be accused of having had a monkish lack of

sense of
beauty.]35

The implication of the point I have been trying to make, is that
terminology2

is of paramount importance. Every term designating an important subject im

plies a whole philosophy. And since to begin with, one cannot be certain which

terms are important and which terms are not, one is under an obligation to pay

the utmost attention to any term which one reads, or which one uses in one's

presentation. This naturally brings us to the question of
translations.2

There is

no higher praise for a translation of philosophic books than that it is of utmost

literalness, that it is in ultimitate literalitatis, to avail myself of the Latinity of

those wonderful medieval translators whose translations from the Arabic into

Hebrew or from either language into Latin infinitely surpass
most36

modem

translations I
know:37

although their Latin in particular is frequently in ultimi

tate turpitudinis. It is difficult to understand why
many1

modem translators

have such a superstitious fear of translating literally. It leads to the consequence

that a man who has to rely entirely on modem translations of philosophic

works, is unable to reach a precise understanding of the thought of the author.

Accordingly, even the poorest linguists (such as the present speaker) are com

pelled to read the originals. This was not so in the Middle Ages. Medieval

students of Aristotle, who did not know a word of Greek, are by far superior as

interpreters of Aristotle, to modem scholars who possess a simply overwhelm

ing knowledge of Greek antiquities. This superiority is decisively due to the

fact that the medieval commentators disposed of most literal translations of the

Aristotelian text and that they stuck to the text and the terminology of the text.

IV. The foregoing remarks apply to the study of medieval philosophy in gen

eral. Now let us turn to Jewish medieval philosophy in particular. Medieval

Jewish philosophy consists broadly of two types, an earlier type which flour

ished in an Islamic environment, and a more recent type which emerged in a

Christian environment. I shall limit myself to the older type which is more

interesting from the point of view of our methodological question, to say noth

ing of other considerations. There are specific difficulties obstructing our un-
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derstanding of Arabic-Jewish as well as of the Islamic philosophy on which it is
dependent. History of philosophy, as distinguished from doxography, is an out

growth of the modem world. Its program was stated for the first time by Francis

Bacon. Originally it was considered as something outside of philosophy proper,

as a pursuit for antiquarians rather than for philosophers: it became an integral

part of philosophy in the 19th century only, owing to Hegel in particular. His

tory of philosophy, being an outgrowth of Christian Europe, has a congenital

inclination to take its bearings as regards the study of medieval philosophy, by
the standards of Christian or Latin scholasticism. The student of medieval phi

losophy, as a modem man, is prevented by the influence of modem philosophy

on his thought, from understanding medieval philosophy, if he does not coher

ently reflect on the difference between modem and medieval philosophy. Sim

ilarly, the student of Islamic and Jewish philosophy, who as a historian of

philosophy participates in a tradition of
Western2

origin, is prevented by that

tradition from understanding Islamic and Jewish philosophy, if he does not

coherently reflect on the difference between Christian scholasticism and Is

lamic-Jewish philosophy.

One has to start from the difference between Judaism and Islam on the one

hand, and Christianity on the other. For the Jew and the Muslim, religion is

primarily not, as it is for the Christian, a
faith2

formulated in dogmas, but a
law,2

a
code2

of divine origin. Accordingly, the religious science, the sacra

doctrina is, not dogmatic theology, theologia revelata, but the science of the

law, Halachah or Fikh. The science of the law thus understood has much less in

common with philosophy than has dogmatic theology. Hence, the status of

philosophy is, as a matter of
principle,38

much more precarious in the Islamic-

Jewish world than it is in the Christian world. No one could become a compe

tent Christian theologian without having studied at least a substantial part of

philosophy; philosophy was an integral part of the officially authorized and

even required training. On the other hand, one could become an absolutely

competent Halachist or Fakih without having the slightest knowledge of philos

ophy. This fundamental difference doubtless explains the possibility of the later

complete collapse of philosophic studies in the Islamic world, a collapse which

has no parallel in the West in spite of Luther. It explains why, as late as 1765,

the Ashkenazic Jew Mendelssohn felt compelled to offer a real apology for

recommending the study of logic, and to show why the prohibition against the

reading of extraneous or profane books does not apply to the study of works on

logic. It explains at least partly why
Maimonides'

Guide in particular never

acquired the authority enjoyed by Thomas
Aquinas'

Summa Theologica. Noth

ing is more revealing than the difference between the beginnings of these two

most representative works. The first article of
Thomas'

great'

Summa deals

with the question as to whether theology is necessary apart from, and in addi

tion to, the philosophic disciplines:
Thomas39

defends theology before the tribu

nal of philosophy.
Maimonides'

Guide on the other hand is
explicitly40

devoted
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to the science of the law, if to the
true2

science of the law; it opens in the form

of1

a somewhat diffuse
commentary42

on a Biblical
verse;43

it opens as a de

fense of philosophy before the tribunal of traditional
Jewish science rather than

as a defense of traditional Jewish science before the tribunal of philosophy. Can

one even imagine Maimonides opening the Guide with a discussion of the ques

tion as to whether the Halachah is necessary in addition to the philosophic

disciplines?
Maimonides'

procedure is illustrated by a treatise of his contempo

rary Averroes the explicit purpose of which is the legal justification of philoso

phy: it discusses in legaP terms, in terms of the Islamic law, the question as to

whether the study of philosophy is
permitted2

or
forbidden2

or
commanded.2

Philosophy was clearly on the defensive, not so much perhaps in fact, but

certainly as far as the legal situation was concerned. There is more than one

parallel to
Averroes'

argument in Jewish literature.

The problematic status of philosophy in the Jewish Middle Ages finds its

most telling expression in the use of the terms
"philosophy"

and "philosopher".

We take it for granted that men such as Maimonides and Halevi were philoso

phers, and we call their respective books without hesitation philosophic books.

But do we act in agreement with their view of the matter by doing so? In their

usage, philosopher designates normally a man whose beliefs are fundamentally
different from those of the adherents of any of the three monotheist religions,

whether he belongs nominally to one of these religions or not. The philosophers

as such are supposed to form a group, a
sect,2

fundamentally distinguished

from the group of the Jews, that of the Muslims and that of the Christians. By

calling thinkers such as Halevi and Maimonides "philosophers", we implicitly

deny that there is a
problem2

in the very
idea2

of a Jewish philosopher or of

Jewish philosophy. But of nothing were these men more deeply convinced than

of this that Jewish philosophy is, as such, something problematic, something

precarious.

Now let us consider the other side of the picture. The official recognition of

philosophy in the Christian world had doubtless its drawbacks. That recognition

was bought at the price of strict ecclesiastical supervision. The precarious posi

tion of philosophy in the Islamic-Jewish world, on the other hand, guaranteed,

or necessitated, its
private2

character and therewith a higher degree of inner
freedom.2

The situation of philosophy in the Islamic-Jewish world resembles in

this respect its situation in classical Greece. It has often been said that the

Greek city was a totalitarian social order: it comprised, and regulated, not only

political and legal matters proper, but morality, religion, tragedy and comedy

as well. There was however one activity which was, in fact and in theory,

essentially and radically
private,2

trans-political and trans-social: philosophy.

The philosophic schools were founded, not by authorities civil or ecclesiastical,
but by men

without2

authority, by private men. In this respect, I said, the

situation of philosophy in the Islamic world resembles the Greek2
situation
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rather than the situation in Christian Europe. This fact was recognized by the

Islamic-Jewish philosophers themselves: elaborating on a remark of Aristotle,

they speak of the philosophic life as a radically
private2

life: they compare it to

the life of a hermit.

Religion is conceived of by Muslims and Jews primarily as a law. Accord

ingly, religion enters the horizon of the philosophers primarily as a political

fact. Therefore, the philosophic discipline dealing with religion is, not philoso

phy of religion, but political philosophy or political science. The political sci

ence in question is a specific one: Platonic political science, the teaching of

Plato's Republic and of his Laws. No difference between Islamic-Jewish phi

losophy on the one hand and Christian scholasticism on the other is more palpa

ble than this: whereas the classic of political science in the Western world was

Aristotle's Politics, the classics of political science in the Islamic-Jewish world

were the Republic and the Laws. In fact, Aristotle's Politics were unknown to

the Islamic-Jewish world and the Republic and the Laws made their appearance

in Christian Europe not before the 15th century. The Islamic law as well as

the Jewish law is of course considered a divine law, a law given by God to men

by the intermediary of a prophet. The prophet is interpreted by Alfarabi, Avi

cenna and Maimonides in terms of the Platonic philosopher-king: as the foun

der of the perfect political community. The doctrine of prophecy as such is

considered by these philosophers a part of political science. Avicenna describes

Plato's Laws as the standard work on prophecy. This view of the essentially

political character of prophecy influences the very plan of
Maimonides'

Sefer

Hamitzvot and of his Sefer Hamadda. Its implications appear from Maimoni
des'

remark that the neglect of the arts of war and of conquest in favor of

astrology led to the destruction of the Jewish state.

The difference between Islamic-Jewish philosophy and Christian scholasti

cism shows itself most clearly in the field of practical philosophy. As regards

theoretical philosophy, both Islamic-Jewish philosophy and Christian scho

lasticism build on substantially the same tradition. But in political and moral

philosophy, the difference is fundamental. I have mentioned the absence of

Aristotle's Politics from the Islamic-Jewish world. Equally significant is the

absence from it of the Roman literature, of Cicero and the Roman Law in

particular. This leads to the consequence that the doctrine of natural law, so char

acteristic of Christian scholasticism, and indeed of Western thought up to the end

of the 18th century, is completely lacking in Islamic-Jewish philosophy: it appears

in some later Jewish writers only under the influence of Christian thought. It is

true, the Islamic theologians, the Mutakallimun, had asserted the existence of

rational laws which were practically identical with what were called natural laws in

the Occident; but the Islamic-Jewish philosophers reject this view altogether. The

rules of conduct which are called by the Christian scholastics natural laws and by

the Mutakallimun rational laws, are called by the Islamic-Jewish philosophers:
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Generally accepted opinions. This view appears in the Christian Middle Ages only

at their fringes as it were, in the teaching ofMarsilius of Padua, the most energetic

medieval opponent of clerical claims.

This leads me to the last point which I would like to make in order to

indicate the extent and bearing of the difference separating
Islamic-Jewish phi

losophy from Christian scholasticism, and in order to justify my contention that

a genuine understanding of Islamic-Jewish philosophy must be based on con

stant awareness of that difference.
That44

school of Christian scholasticism

which was most deeply influenced by Islamic philosophy, was Latin
Averro-

ism. Latin Averroism is famous for its doctrine of the double truth, for its

assertion that a thesis may be tme in philosophy but false in theology and vice

versa. The doctrine of the double truth does not occur in Averroes himself or in

his predecessors. Instead, we find in Islamic philosophy a relatively ample use

of the distinction between exoteric teachings, based on rhetorical arguments,

and the esoteric teaching based on demonstrative or scientific arguments. Up to

now, students of Islamic philosophy have not paid sufficient attention to this

distinction which is evidently of absolutely decisive importance. For if the true,

scientific teaching is an esoteric, a
secret2

teaching, we have no right to be
as45

certain as we are accustomed to be, that the public teaching of the Islamic

philosophers is their real teaching. We would have to acquire a special tech

nique of reading not necessary for the understanding of books which set forth

the views of their authors directly, without any concealment or circumlocution.

It would be wrong to trace the esotericism in question to certain spurious phe

nomena of dying antiquity: its origin has to be sought in Plato himself, in the

doctrine of the Phaedrus concerning the superiority of oral teaching to teaching

by writings, in the doctrine of the Republic and the Laws concerning the neces

sity of noble lies, and, above all, in the literary technique used by Plato himself

in all his works. One may safely say that before
this46 Platonism2

of the Islamic

philosophers has been duly studied, our understanding of Islamic philosophy

rests on extremely shaky foundations. Similar considerations apply to the Jew

ish philosophy which is dependent on Islamic philosophy. Everyone who has

read the Guide, knows how emphatically Maimonides insists on the secret char

acter of his own teaching: he warns his reader from the outset that he has set

forth only the chapter headings of the secret teaching, and not the chapters

themselves. In the Kuzari, we are confronted with a similar situation: the final

conversion of the Kuzari to Judaism is the consequence
of47

his listening to a

highly secret interpretation of the secret teaching of the Sefer Yetzirah. It was

with a view to phenomena such as these that I ventured to say
that48

our under

standing of medieval philosophy
is1

still in a truly preliminary stage. In making
this remark I do not minimize the debt which we owe to Wolfson and Isaac

Heinemann in particular, who have spoken on the peculiar literary technique of
our

medieval49

philosophers on various occasions. What is required beyond the

general observations, is a coherent and methodic application of those observa-
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tions to the actual interpretation of the texts. Only after this interpretation has

been completed, shall we be in a position to judge of the
value,2

of the
truth2

of

our medieval philosophy. For the time being, it is good policy to suspend our

judgment and to
learn2

from our great
teachers.50

For there are many
important'

lessons which modem man can learn only from pre-modem, from un-modem

thinkers.
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precise sense of the
term."

18. "to speak less
paradoxically"

added in pencil.

19.
"that"

added by the editors to replace
"what"

in the text.

20. A comma after only has been deleted by the editors.

21.
"Now"

added in pencil to replace
"But"

which has been crossed out.

22.
"view"

added in pencil to replace
"assertion"

which has been crossed out.

23. The brackets in which this passage is enclosed were added in pencil and an arrow has been

drawn from the last word preceding the brackets to the first word following them.

24. "to leave things
at"

added in pencil.

25. Dr. Fradkin, to whom we owe the transliteration of the Hebrew in the text, informs us that

the meaning is "Ben Zoma is still
outside,"

a phrase from the Babylonian Talmud (Hagigah 15a)

that is quoted by Maimonides in the Guide (III51).

26. "to a certain
extent"

added in pencil.

27. "than
that"

added by the editors.
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28. The brackets in which this sentence is enclosed were added in pencil.

29.
"and"

added by the editors to replace
"or"

in the text.

30. The brackets in which this passage is enclosed were added in pencil.

31. The sentence, "Such a study is even more exciting than the reading in a first class historical
dictionary"

following
"them"

has been crossed out.

32. The words, "(nomina sunt
odiosa)"

following
"scholars"

have been crossed out.

33. The word
"between"

following
"theology"

has been crossed out.

34. The word in the text was originally "habitude";
"ude"

has been crossed out.

35. The brackets in which this paragraph is enclosed were added in pencil.

36.
"most"

added in pencil to replace
"all"

which has been crossed out.

37. The words "with the exception of Schleiermacher and Salomon
Munk"

following
"know"

have been crossed out.

38. "as a matter of
principle'

added in pencil to replace "to begin
with"

which has been crossed

out.

39.
"Thomas"

added in pencil to replace
"he"

which has been crossed out.

40. "is
explicitly"

added in pencil to replace "claims to
be"

which has been crossed out.

41. Above the line containing the words "it opens in the form of which have not been crossed

out, an alternative has been written in pencil: "Its first chapters look like".

42. At this point an alternative is added in pencil above the line: "(a
midrash)"

43. At this point the following is added in pencil above the line: "which
verse'

44.
"That"

added in pencil to replace
"The"

which has been crossed out.

45. Above
"as"

which has not been crossed out, an alternative has been written in pencil:
"so"

46. The word
"the"

has been replaced by
"this"

by crossing out
"e"

and adding
"is"

in pencil

above the line.

47. "of added in pencil to replace
"to"

which has been crossed out.

48. The words "we are
in"

following
"that"

have been crossed out.

49. Brackets have been placed in pencil around "our medieval"; the alternative
"earlier"

has

been written above the line in pencil.

50. "our great
teachers"

added in pencil to replace
"them"

which has been crossed out.
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The study of the Bible as a political teaching has undergone a considerable

revival in the past decades. One need only consult the works of Wildavsky,

Brams, Walzer, and the materials published by the Jerusalem Center for Public

Affairs group in the Jewish Political Studies Review to get a good sense of the

scope of this rediscovery of biblical
teachings.1

While the Bible never ceased to

be a source of political teaching, after the mid-nineteenth century it was pushed

out of the mainstream of Western civilization. Now it is being brought back

through the application of contemporary methodologies in political philosophy

and political science.

This article analyzing the Book of Judges is another attempt in that direc

tion. It follows on my earlier analyses of the covenant idea in the Bible and its

political teaching and the political tradition to which it gave birth, my articles

on the books of Deuteronomy and Joshua, and my larger analysis of the Jewish

political
tradition.2

My analysis of Judges is rooted in those earlier efforts,

which trace out a larger theory of the biblical teaching, provide an over-all

analysis of politics and government in biblical Israel, and present the biblical

political terminology and that of the Jewish political tradition.

THE POLITICAL DISCUSSION IN THE FORMER PROPHETS

The former prophets include six books: Joshua, Judges, I Samuel, II Sam

uel, I Kings, and II Kings. While all are considered prophetic books in that

they were composed or redacted by the prophetic school, in fact they deal

primarily with civil leadership in the Israelite polity. A close reading suggests

that among their other purposes each reflects and analyzes a particular form of

regime as understood by the prophets, that is, the keter torah (the domain of

God's teachings to humans see below) of that time. Taken together, they

provide us with a very hard-headed review of the limits and possibilities of

political order in light of the teachings of the Torah (Pentateuch or Five Books

of Moses)
itself.3

The discussion of Judges is set within the framework of the Jewish political

tradition as it was first articulated in the Bible and then refined by the postbibli-

interpretation, Spring 1996, Vol. 23, No. 3
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cal sages, medieval halakhists, modem statesmen and polemicists, and contem

porary analysts. One of the central elements of that tradition is the edah, usu

ally translated as assembly or congregation. In the Jewish political tradition,

from the Bible onward, it refers to the republican polity of the Jewish people,

what we can refer to in general political terminology as Jewish federal repub

licanism. The classic term embraces within it the principles of both federalism

and republicanism. It is a term of biblical origin roughly defined as the people

assembled in its entirety or through its representatives at set times. A second

terminological framework is that of the ketarim (literally crowns or wreaths,

visible symbols of authority), a terminology that came into use during the Sec

ond Commonwealth after the Babylonian exile to describe the authoritative do

mains into which rule was divided in the edah (by that time known also by a

synonym, knesset, a Hebrew translation of the Aramaic kenishta, which in turn

is a translation of the biblical edah).

Another is the system of the separation of domains, roughly similar to West-

em separation of powers in certain respects, but profoundly different in some

critical ones because of the comprehensiveness of the Jewish way of life includ

ing, as it does civil, religious, and spiritual dimensions united in one compre

hensive system. In Pirkei Avot (the Chapter of the Fathers) 4:1, three public

ketarim are identified: keter torah, which refers to the authority of those en

trusted with communicating God's message and will to His people: prophets,

sages, and later rabbis; keter kehunah (literally, priesthood), those authorized to

communicate the people's needs and wants to God: namely priests or, in later

times, the synagogue officiants who replaced the priests after the Temple was

destroyed; and keter malkhut (literally, kingship), which does not refer to king

ship per se but to civil authority of the kind that inhered in kings, but which

also inhered in magistrates (nesiim), elders (zekenim), judges (shofetim), offi

cials (shotrim), and later various other offices of civil authority (e.g., par-

nassim, community leaders).

Since time immemorial (long before these names came into use), authority

and power in the Jewish polity have been divided into these three domains,

which actually precede the kind of separation of powers into executive, legisla

tive, and judicial that we know as modem and of which the Bible was aware

(Isaiah 33:32) as such, but which was treated as a separation secondary to the

separation into domains. In other words, domains could combine or separate to

exercise executive, legislative, and judicial authority or powers depending on

the situation.

All of this is derived from a powerful tradition of constitutionalism based

upon a variant of the ideas of ancient constitutionalism which embraced far

more than the constitution as frame of government, the essence of modem

constitutionalism. The term torah (literally teaching) was used to describe the

constitution of the Jewish people and to give Jewish constitutionalism a particu

lar
"spin."

Primarily, torah consisted of God's teaching, though in its constitu-
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tional form it came to be referred to as Torat Moshe (the teaching of Moses),

embodied in hukim (basic laws), mishpatim (regular laws), and later takkanot

(ordinances). The legitimate and required existence of the edah and the ketarim

were mandated and constitutionalized by the Torah.

In this article I use the terms ketarim even though they are anachronistic,

that is to say, introduced perhaps several hundred years after the compilation of

Judges and the other books of the former prophets, because they became the

most authentic expression of the division into domains already clearly and un

mistakably evident in the much earlier biblical times with which the former

prophets deal. By the same token I have used such Western political terminol

ogy as republicanism in place of the biblical Hebrew terminology of the edah

for comparative purposes and to sharpen the connection between the ideas of

Judges and those of the Western political tradition.

Let us first review the political purposes of the Former Prophets to provide a

context within which Judges must be read.

1. Joshua describes the classic polity envisaged in the Torah, headed by
an Eved Adonai (God's prime minister), paralleled by a Kohen Gadol (high

priest).4

The Eved Adonai is responsible for the civil rule of the edah (the

classic Israelite federal republic literally, assembly), what is much later to

become known as the function of the keter malkhut (the domain literally,

crown of civil rule), and the Kohen Gadol is responsible for linking the peo

ple to God, what is later to become known as the function of the keter kehunah

(the domain of priesthood). Both share the task of interpreting the Torah-as-

constitution, the function of the keter torah (the domain of constitutional inter

pretation). Both leaders function within the framework of a very active tribal

federation in which the tribal leadership plays a vital role. The regime is pre

sented as generally successful and classic in its form.

2. Judges presents the tribal federation in its minimalist state what happens

when the federation becomes, in fact, a loose confederation and "every man

does what is right in his own
eyes."

Power has reverted to the tribal elders,

assisted by regional shofetim (judges, who lead the tribes in battle and adminis

ter justice as much as or more than they adjudicate disputes), who share the

keter malkhut. The keter kehunah is also handled by local priests and Levites,

while the keter torah functions through the prophets that appear periodically.

While concluding with a negative evaluation, it offers a mixed picture of the

era it describes, by no means all negative for example, the rejection of mon

archy is portrayed as good. On balance, however, confederal anarchism is re

jected as a suitable regime.

3. I Samuel presents a picture of a prophet-led regime, or at least an attempt

to restore the tribal federation by eliminating confederal anarchy through insti

tution of a prophet-led regime. It paints a very dynamic picture of a confedera

tion whose principal federal office was a hereditary priesthood which is deposed

in the period under discussion, the rise of a prophet who was trained within the
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keter kehunah but shifts to the keter torah and his introduction of a nagid/

melekh (high commissioner/king), reluctantly and out of necessity, to head the

keter malkhut but be subordinate to the prophet. The discussion documents the

failure of this regime to stand up to foreign military pressure, the limits of the

navi as national leader, and the error, both practical and constitutional, of try

ing to combine the authority and/or powers of all three domains in the hands of

one person, even one chosen by God.

4. U Samuel, in describing David's reign, presents the classic regime of king
ship. The head of the keter malkhut becomes, in the people's eyes, a king and not

just a chief magistrate. He reaffirms the authority of the other two ketarim, but

also subordinates them to the keter malkhut by bringing them into his court, and

retains the form of a tribal federation while centralizing power through a standing

army and bureaucracy. While this regime is portrayed as successful in serving

critical public needs, its flaws are clearly pointed out as well.

5. I Kings portrays the regime of kingship in its ordinary or declining
phases. In fact, it contrasts two forms of kingship dynastic kingship in the

regime of Judah and nondynastic kingship in the regime of Israel showing the

virtues and defects of both.

6. II Kings discusses ordinary dynastic kingship in a political union rather

than a federation, its strengths and weaknesses. Here, again, we are following
the biblical account, which has problems from certain historical perspectives

but which can be seen as a continuous whole as a political teaching. In addi

tion, I and II Chronicles add texture to the historical discussion from the per

spective of the keter malkhut of the time. They emphasize political and military

affairs, government organization, and the problem of balancing powers and

interests. In our examination of David and the establishment of kingship in

Israel, it will be useful to keep these perspectives in mind.

THE REGIME OF THE JUDGES

If Joshua presents a picture of the classic Mosaic regime in its ideal mani

festation, the Book of Judges presents a picture of a far different reality. By
that reality, Israel shifts from being a reasonably strong federation to a weak

confederation, operationally hardly more than a league at times. Its prolonged

problems as a result of that weakness ultimately lead to a change in regime of

major proportions, a change that undermined the very character of the covenant

in its pristine form.

According to the Bible, Adat Bnei Yisrael (the Assembly of Israelites the

accepted term for the Jewish commonwealth used in the Bible and subsequently
in Jewish halakhic [legal] literature interchangeably with knesset yisrael to the

present time) took a new turn after the end of "the polity settled by
Moses"

(in

the words of Josephus) that came with the death of Joshua. Formally, that
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polity or regime was still in place. God ruled Israel directly, the nation was

unified through the Torah and governed through the tribal federation, but Joshua

left no successor as Eved Adonai. According to the biblical text, between Joshua

and Samuel there was no nationwide federal leader. The conquest had gone as

far as it would go except for border adjustments and the conquest of holdout

Canaanite cities. The newly settled Israelites became agriculturalists both

farmers and herders of cattle, sheep, and goats and artisans (weavers, dyers,

tanners, smiths, potters, and other crafts). Class divisions were still insignifi

cant. This was the ideal age in that
respect.5

While the tribes were still linked by covenant, the Israelites shifted to less

institutionalized national government, rooted more in tribal and local custom,

modified only by the emergence of charismatic judges in times of crisis who

emerged to serve as civil and military leaders as needed, generally on a re

gional
basis.6

The only standing national institutions were the priestly servants

of the Ark of the Covenant at the central sanctuary and the Levites, scattered

throughout the land, who are described as both private entrepreneurs and repre

sentatives of the cult. The tribal government itself, led by elders, is a constant,

its local government based on a system of townships, each with its own town

ship assembly based on all males eligible and obligated to serve in the local

militia (in Hebrew: ha'ir) and a court of local elders that meets at the city gates

(in Hebrew: shaarei
ha'ir).7

The term shofet is not exclusive to ancient Israel. The Phoenicians and their

Carthaginian offshoot also used the term to describe their civil rulers. For ex

ample, in the Targum Yonatan to the Bible, shofet is presented as being the

equal of nagid or God's high commissioner, the term used for Saul and later

kings by the prophets who seem to have an aversion to the term king. In the

Pentateuch, the shofetim had been second-level officials combining executive

and judicial functions in the tribal federation, responsible to the Eved Adonai.

The Bible is ambivalent about this period and its regime. On one hand, it

was seen as an attempt to implement the classic version of the polity in which

God alone would be the supreme national ruler with no permanent human

leader except for local purposes or in times of national emergency. As a system

of government it failed, apparently because it was too weak to meet the chal

lenges which the Israelites faced. Beyond that, it also failed to prevent Israelite

lapses into paganism or syncretism ("idolatry"), which are of prime concern in

the Bible. It is not entirely clear from the text whether these lapses were part of

the over-all dynamics of Israelite life or preventable sins.

Governmentally, the national political system came close to
anarchy.8

This

had consequences in internal affairs, including problems in the maintenance of

the covenant among the tribes as well in external affairs in dealing with "bar

barian"

invasions, wars with local Canaanites, and, in the end, the Philistine

menace. Gideon, Jeptha, and Samson were the most famous military heroes

with varying degrees of peacetime authority.
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The book mentions twelve judges, but there may have been more. Again,

the biblical chronicler is not concerned with relating the specifics of the history
of the period but in using historical materials to develop moral issues and points.

The climax of the period as presented is when Gideon responds to God's call,

brilliantly defeats the Midianites through a combination of reliance on men's

faith in God and good human tactics, and then refuses the kingship (6:11-

8:35). Gideon came closest to being a national leader. He is presented as a

faithful servant of God, portrayed as believing in the Mosaic regime and refus

ing a popular offer to make him king.

Deborah played a civil role in a military situation. She and one other anony

mous figure at the time of Gideon are referred to as prophets (4:4). The distinc

tion is clearly ketaric. Judges were raised up to lead the people civilly and

militarily. Deborah and the anonymous prophet, on the other hand, passed on

God's communications to the people and are designated by the appropriate

ketaric name. The priests were the custodians of the central shrine, principally

located at Shiloh, suggesting that all that was left in the form of national orga

nization is what the Greeks referred to as an amphictyony, a collection of

bodies politic united for religious reasons around a central shrine (cf . Alt and

Noth, cited in note 6).

The principal regional divisions were along northern and southern lines. The

northern tribes, located in a topographically more open part of the country,

were harassed by invaders and marauders during most of the period. They also

had more Canaanite enclaves in their midst and were exposed to greater pagan

pressure. The material in the book deals mostly with them.

The southern tribes lived relatively undisturbed until the very end of the

period, when the Philistines on their western border invaded their land. At first

the tribe of Dan served as a buffer and absorbed most of the Philistine's blows,

as indicated in the story of Samson, a Danite whose role in the Divine scheme

of things was to fight the Philistines (chapters 13-16). Then the Danites tired

of the responsibility and migrated to the far north of the country, exposing

Judah's flank, which changed the history of Israel.

The book before us has the usual problems of authorship. It is rather obvi

ously based on several sources, at the very least a compilation of ancient texts

(the Song of Deborah [chapter 5] has been recognized as one of the very oldest

passages in the Bible, apparently dating from the period claimed). It is gener

ally agreed that these texts and sources were compiled by an editor from the

prophetic school who gave the book its tone and direction. It is equally clear

that some of the occurrences recounted in the book took place simultaneously.

Because this is not a history, strict chronological sequence is not of the essence

to the author. At the same time, the language and style of the book are consis

tent with the other books of the former prophets and of the Torah. One source

has identified 108 parallelisms with the Pentateuch and running parallelism

with Joshua and the other prophetic
books.9
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The book's major contradiction of previous material is in its suggestion that

the Israelite conquest of the land did not happen in one fell swoop, as is sug

gested in Joshua, but took place slowly. Without trying to resolve the problem,

in fact the two are not that contradictory, since Joshua describes the conquest as

a sweep, leaving behind pockets, and Judges refers to the reduction of the

pockets. While Joshua emphasizes the Joseph tribes, Judges begins the shift of

emphasis to Judah, as the book's beginning indicates.

The pattern of the book is the
Israelites'

lapse into idolatry, their defeat by a

foreign enemy, their za'akah (formalized crying out) to God, the raising of a

shofet by God, salvation by the Lord's mercy, the
Israelites'

temporary repen

tance, the death of the shofet, a new Israelite relapse, and the cycle starting

anew, until by the end of the period covering the book, God is entirely dis

gusted and refuses to help, leaving the Israelites to the domination of the Philis

tines. This pattern suggests why the ideal commonwealth failed. The refusal of

the Israelites to follow the "way of the
Lord"

made them more like all other

peoples and finally made kingship necessary. The book suggests that kingship
was their first punishment (the Prophets as a whole suggests that when this was

not enough, the long-suffering Lord inflicted a more drastic punishment, exile).

THE CHARACTER OF THE BOOK

Judges is a difficult book to read alone, because it is so much embedded in

the context of its predecessor, Joshua, and its successor, I Samuel. It begins as

a continuation of Joshua reflecting the slow but continuing process of the Isra

elite conquest of Canaan (1:1-36). It continues to deal with the
Israelites'

reli

gious backsliding after they have settled in (2:1 -end). It concludes with what

is, in part, a harsh indictment of the Israelite tribal federation under the Judges

for its inability to maintain Israel's security and even its internal order without a

king (21:25). In this respect, as a book Judges is ambivalent about the existing

regime.

Kingship is directly and indirectly presented as religiously and constitution

ally wrong throughout the book. Gideon specifically rums down the people's

offer that he become their king for religious and constitutional reasons. His

offspring, Abimelekh, who is portrayed as an improper ruler in every respect,

from his ancestry, his seizure of power, and his personality, tries to impose

monarchic hierarchy on Israel. This unconstitutional effort is viewed very dis

approvingly in the book (chapter 9).

The only references to kingship that could possibly be interpreted positively

are the references to "there was no king in
Israel,"

which come after the decline

is in full swing. Picked up by later generations of apologists for the monarchy,

I would suggest that they need to be read in the context of a major prophetic

shift from an antimonarchic position to one that sees kingship as a necessary
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evil and is on the way to viewing kingship as a punishment, as in I Samuel 8

and 12, where the king is portrayed by the prophets as someone who is legit

imately entitled to usurp the rights of the people.

Thus a sequence is established. The ideal righteous regime is established

with a maximally public-spirited citizenry led by republican leadership, as pre

sented in the Book of Joshua. The deterioration of this regime is presented in

the Book of Judges. The consequence of that deterioration, namely the down

fall of the republic, is portrayed in the two Books of Samuel, followed by the

downfall of the monarchic regime, first in the north and then in the south, in

the two Books of Kings.

Nevertheless, at the beginning, the book seems very accepting of the re

gime. Even the rhythm of backsliding and redemption seems to be part of the

regular rhythms of life, i.e., peace and prosperity, religious backsliding, the

emergence of a charismatic judge to lead the people to redemption in security

matters by returning them to the tme ways of God-fearing, thus bringing a

generation of peace before the process starts all over again.

The Bible, while not being strictly a book of history, has an historical sense,

in other words, it views life as dynamic and not static; therefore no single state

of homeostasis is to be expected. Rather, there is to be a rhythm in events. The

question is whether that rhythm is within the range of God-fearing or not.

Obviously the prophets would have preferred it if the people had remained

God-fearing all the time, but apparently they could live with a degree of human

weakness. It was only when that weakness passed an acceptable point that

God's punishments became other than limited and generational, to become

more extensive and multigenerational. The progressively harsher tone of the

Book of Judges as we have it, coupled with the consequences presented in I

Samuel, suggest this. The more condemnatory tone develops only in the latter

chapters of the book (chapters 17-21).

If one emphasizes the documentary hypothesis of biblical criticism in its

pure form, which does not seek coherence in the Bible and indeed rejects it,

then this is easily explained. If, however, one believes that, however formed,

the Bible as we have it is a coherent work, then the shift three-quarters of the

way through the book must be accounted for in some reasonable way. Michael

Walzer has suggested recently that the Bible has to be read as a dialogue be

tween different viewpoints, much like later Jewish sacred literature, e.g., the

Talmud. Judges would certainly fit his thesis.

The book is written in the spirit of covenantal religion in the covenantal

polity, although the only direct references to covenant are at the beginning. The

first is chapter 2:1-5, where a messenger of the Lord appears to the Israelites to

accuse them of breaking God's covenant with them by entering into covenants

with the inhabitants of Canaan, which have allowed idolatry to persist in the

land. In the end, as a punishment, God will not drive out the rest of the

Canaanites. Upon hearing thjs the Israelites wept and named the site of the
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visitation
"Bochim,"

which means "They
cried."

It is this visitation that sets the

stage for what happens in the rest of the book. Judges, then, is the first book of

the Bible based upon the playing out of the theme of the broken covenant.

At two other points in the book there are special references to what would

have been understood by the readers of the time as covenantal, both based on

the spirit of hesel that informs covenantal relationships. The Bible presents

covenants as having two parts, the "cutting and
binding"

or adoption of the pact

itself and its implementation through hesel, which can be translated as loving
covenant obligation, that is, the need to go beyond the letter of the law to

ensure proper living under the covenantal partnership, what the Germans know

as bundesrue. In chapter 8:22-23, Gideon defers the kingship proferred him by

the Israelites on the grounds that according to the Israelite constitution only the

Lord is to rule Israel as king; and then again in chapter 21, where the Israelites

find a way to restore the tribe of Benjamin after its punishment for the gross

incident of the murdered concubine. On the other hand, the pattern of backslid

ing and foreign invasion as punishment, repentence, and redemption by a judge

who mobilizes the people, is in itself the repetition of a covenantal pattern, but

recognizes the reality of human weakness.

AN OUTLINE OF THE BOOK

Since the Bible is not strictly chronological history and is selective in its use

of historical data, we should assume that what it does use is important. Hence

an outline of Judges is in order to enable us to better pursue the point.

Judges begins the biblical shift of focus from the Joseph tribes to Judah,

with its sister tribes, Simeon, that seems later to have disappeared within it,

and Benjamin. In chapter 1, Judah, with Simeon, takes the lead in extending

the conquest, led by Joshua's cosurvivor from the desert, Caleb ben Yefuneh, a

Kenite. While the focus is on Judah, the chapter also deals with the conquests

of the Joseph tribes, Zebulun, Asher, Naftali, and Dan and their tribal limits, to

bring us up to date on the progress of the conquest along the borders of Israel.

These provide a setting for the book. All this is presented as happening imme

diately following the death of Joshua.

In chapter 2, we have the incident at Bochim where God's messenger con

veyed to the Israelites the consequences of violating
God's covenant. In a sense

we are presented with a dilemma. Realistically, there were limits to the Isra

elites'

ability to conquer fortified cities, but equally realistically, by having the

Canaanite peoples in their midst they were constantly tempted by pagan local

custom with its idolatrous consequences.

The incident is followed (2:6-10) by a description of how the Israelites

remained faithful to the Lord "all the days of Joshua, and all the days of the

elders that outlived
Joshua who have seen all the great work of the

Lord"

(verse
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7); in other words, as long as there were human witnesses alive who had been

present at the great events testifying to God's role on behalf of Israel. Later,

after "all that generation were gathered unto their fathers and there arose an

other generation after them that knew not the Lord nor the work that he had

wrought for
Israel,"

the backsliding began (verse 10).

The rest of the chapter is essentially a generalization of the historical pattern

to come, thereby strengthening the Lord's resolve not to drive the remaining

Canaanites from the land, even if He intervenes from time to time to send a

judge to redeem His people, because the people are faithful only so long as that

judge is alive. The specifics begin in chapter 3:7, where intermarriage and

idolatry bring God to give the Israelites into the hands of Aram-Naharayim, the

Syria of today, for eight years. Following the covenant formula, the Israelites

cry out to the Lord, who sends them Othniel ben Kenaz, another Kenite (Ken-

nizite) and Caleb's younger brother, as their judge and savior, to throw out the

Arameans and establish a generation of peace until his death.

Next it was the
Moabites'

turn when again the Israelites lapsed into idolatry.

Assisted by Ammon and Amalek, the Moabites imposed tribute on Israel for

eighteen years until they again cried unto the Lord in the formulary manner.

God responds to them by providing them with Ehud ben Gera, a Benjaminite,

who by strategem, while presenting the tribute to Eglon, the king ofMoab, also

stabbed him to death with his sword. This stimulated an uprising that freed

Israel and brought two generations of peace, according to the biblical account.

Ehud had a successor, Shamgar ben Anat, who did not have to restore Israelite

independence but to preserve it by fighting with the Philistines. From the con

text, he seems to have been either of the tribe of Judah or Simeon.

Once again, there is a backsliding (chapter 4). Jabin, the Canaanite king of

Hatzor, aided by his military commander, Sisera, subdued the Israelites for

twenty years. Once again, the Israelites cried unto the Lord, who sent them

Deborah, apparently an Ephraimite, a prophetess who judged Israel. She mo

bilized Barak ben Avinoam from the tribe of Naftali, who mobilized his fellow-

tribesmen and the Zebulunites. They destroy
Sisera'

s chariot force by intel

ligently forcing the enemy to come to them where their infantry had the advan

tage of the high ground.

Once again, the Kenites play an important role, in this case through Yael,

the wife of Heber, who lives in the north. The prominent role of the Kenites in

Judges may be another sign pointing to the prophetic view of the importance of

maintaining whatever possible of the nomadic life of the desert rather than

being corrupted by the sedentary life of the Fertile Crescent.10
The Kenites are

portrayed in the Bible as a tribe who have joined the Israelites as God-fearers

without merging with them, who have refused to end their nomadic existence

after reaching the Promised Land, but rather continue to live in tents in the

manner of the original wandering Israelites. The implicit argument is that be

cause they do not live in settled towns, they do not become involved with the

Canaanite city-dwellers and are not turned by them into idolators.
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Once again, peace came to the land for a generation, but by chapter 6 the

Israelites were backsliding again, so "the Lord delivered them into the hands of

Midian for seven
years"

(6:1). Being subdued in this period meant being forced to

pay tribute to the subduing power. The Midianites, however, were nomadic tribes,

not settled kingdoms, so they and their Amalekite allies simply raided Israel when

ever the harvest was ready, taking not only organized tribute, but worse, taking

whatever there was. Thus God had escalated the
Israelites'

punishment.

This time when the Israelites cried unto the Lord, God sent an anonymous

prophet and a messenger who chose Gideon ben Joash to judge and redeem

Israel. Gideon was of the tribe of Menasseh. The story of his victory and the

subsequent refusal to accept the kingship of Israel in violation of God's com

mandment is the climax of the Book of Judges. The story is told in much

greater detail than in the case of the previous judges. As is often the case, God

is presented as having chosen an unlikely candidate, a man from the poorest

household in Menasseh. Gideon goes through a test with the messenger of God

which ends with his assault on and destruction of the idolatrous altars. Gideon

uses in his defense that if they had been divine, as a human he could not have

done any such thing, the classic Jewish argument that if the gods could not save

themselves, why should anybody else be angry (6:27-32. On Gideon see Ency

clopedia Judaica, 7:557).

Jewish tradition abounds with such stories. The famous midrash in which

Abraham breaks some of his father's idols and places sticks in the hands of the

others so that he can accuse them, and then refute his father's idolatrous be

liefs, is widely diffused. Less well known is the first reference to Jews by a

European historian, Hecateus ofMiletus: He told of a Jewish archer who slays

a bird of omen that was holding up Alexander the Great's army on its march to

Egypt. When set upon by the pagan soldiers for doing so, the archer gives the

same reply as Abraham, only about the inability of birds of omen to even

forecast their own demise. Moses uses the same argument against pharoah and

his priests.

Significantly, the story reveals that Gideon had another name, Jerubaal, one

that clearly reflected baal worship or the kind of syncretism that was a product

of Israelite assimilationism. We do not know from the story whether his name

was Jerubaal before it became Gideon or whether he bore two names, as most

Jews in the diaspora do today.

There follows the rather complete story of Gideon's successful war against

the Midianites, where, once again, it is the Lord's favor combined with good

tactics that win the day. Gideon's tactics are portrayed as being dictated by God

down to the last detail. Gideon is presented as having all the experiences of a

tme charismatic leader of the Lord: an
encounter with God's angel messenger,

divine dreams, God's promises through them, taking a strong and public stand

against idolatry, and demonstrating great faith in God's highly unconventional

military
tactics. Gideon not only liberated the Israelites at home but, to make

his victory complete, he pursued the Midianite enemy across the Jordan and
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inflicted a major defeat upon them. In the process Gideon is portrayed as hav

ing some problems with his fellow Israelites from other tribes. After resolving

those problems, Gideon is offered the kingship by the Israelites (8:22). In what

is clearly presented as his finest hour, he rums down the offer, rejecting the

very idea of kingship for Israel.

Gideon remained as Judge for the remainder of his life. While he brought a

generation of peace to the land, he also reflected the syncretism of the time by

erecting an ephod to the Lord, which in due course is turned to idolatrous

purposes, to the worship of the baalim, especially baal brit (the lord or master

of the covenant), a baal about which we know little but who has a significantly

covenantal name.

Gideon may have turned down the kingship but he lived like a king. He is

presented as having many wives and sons. One of his sons by a concubine,

Abimelech, settled in Shechem, originally a Canaanite city and city-state where

indigenous Canaanite paganism was the state religion, and sought to establish

monarchic rule over Shechem and the adjacent Israelites (chapter 9). Abimel

ech secures the support of the men of Shechem in the traditional way. First he

proves his prowess as a warrior, in this case by killing the other eighty sons of

Gideon, all except the youngest, Jotham. After this feat, the Shechemites as

sembled and proclaimed him king. At the assembly he is challenged by Jotham

through the parable of the trees, one of the great democratic and anti-monarchic

parables in Western literature (9:7-15):

When they told it to Jotham, he went and stood at the top ofMount Gerizim and

raised his voice and cried out to them, "Hearken unto me, you men of Shechem,

that God may hearken unto you. The trees went forth at one time to anoint a king
over them and they said unto the olive tree, 'reign over

us.'

But the olive tree said

to them, "should I leave my fatness, seeing that beyond they honor God and man,

and go to hold sway over the
trees?'

And the trees said to the fig tree, 'Come thou

and reign over
us.'

But the fig tree said to them, 'Should I leave my sweetness and

my good fruitage and go to hold sway over the
trees?'

And the trees said to the

vine, 'Come thou and reign over
us.'

And the vine said unto them, 'Should I leave

my wine which cheers God and man, and go to hold sway over the
trees?'

Then all

the trees said to the bramble, 'Come thou and reign over
us.'

And the bramble said

unto the trees, 'If in truth you anoint me king over you, then come and take refuge

in my shadow, and if not, let fire come out of the bramble and devour the cedars

of
Lebanon.'"

Nevertheless, Abimelech held sway over Israel, apparently through Shechem,
for three years. Then there was a falling out between him and the Shechemites.

Taking advantage of Abimelech's absence, they revolted. While in the process

of successfully subduing the Shechemites and those who joined in rebellion

against him, Abimelech was mortally wounded in battle, thereby ending the

episode of the maverick who claimed to be king.
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After Abimelech, Tola ben Pua of Issachar judged Israel (10:1-2). He was

followed by Yair the Geriotite, both of whom could function as civil judges,
since the land was at peace (10:3-5). Then the Israelites backslid again and

were conquered by the Philistines from the west and the Ammonites from the

east. Once again the Israelites cried out and repented.

The Israelites mobilized against Ammon on the east led by the people of

Gilead who chose Jephthah as their military leader. His is the interesting story

of a social outcast who was a natural leader called upon to save his people. He

does so but he destroys himself by a thoughtless vow that led him to sacrifice

his daughter in one of the dramatic and poignant stories of the Bible. For

accepting the call of his Gileadite brethren to help them, he insisted on being
appointed the head of the Gileadites and made a pact with the Gileadite elders

to that effect (11:6-11).

Jephthah is then presented as sending a message to the Ammonite king in

which he summarizes the history of Israel's experience with the peoples east of

the Jordan on their way to the Promised Land after the Exodus. The account

suggests that even a ruffian outcast was expected to know the history of his

people (11:12-27). Jephthah wins a great victory, which leads to the horror of

his having to sacrifice his daughter to fulfill an ill-considered vow. He then

becomes involved with a brief civil war with Ephraim, judged in Gilead for six

years, and died young.

Jephthah was followed by Ibzad of Bethlehem (Judah), Elon the Zebulunite,

and Adon of Ephraim. All three were essentially civil rulers who were not

confronted with military conflict. Following those three, Israel again turned

away from God and was oppressed by the Philistines for a generation, bringing
us to the story of Samson. Even more than any of the other judges, Samson is

purely a warrior. He is presented as having few if any qualities needed to hold

public office other than great strength and courage, good for leading people

into battle.

The book portrays a decline in public virtue after Gideon, who not only is

faithful to God but to the Mosaic constitutional institutions of the tribal federa

tion, stage by stage to Jephtha, who is a civil as well as a military leader by

virtue of his natural talents but misunderstands the premises of God's rule, to

Samson, a leader by virtue of his
parents'

vow that brings him extraordinary

strength but who never leams how to be a public leader, thereby setting the

stage for the need to change the regime from one resting upon the public-

spiritedness and diffused talent
required in a democratic republic to a system of

hereditary kingship, where
at least one family is chosen because of its founding

father and subsequently is expected to be educated into public leadership.

Samson, of the tribe ofDan,
is portrayed as having been bom through God's

intervention and bound to preserve his Nazerite status by letting his hair grow

and abstaining
from wine. He is portrayed as being clever (e.g., his riddles)

and extraordinarily
strong. He gets involved with Philistine women, who prove
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to be his downfall. Even his motives for helping his people are personal. He is

seeking revenge on the Philistines for taking away his Philistine wife and other

wise slighting him. He is never portrayed as having any public-spirited interest

except, perhaps, at the very end of his life where, a prisoner blinded by his

Philistine captors, he brings down the Temple of Dagon on their heads and his,

utilizing his extraordinary strength, and even then the personal motive is stron

gest. While he is numbered among the judges, he is not like any of his prede

cessors so labelled in that his public role is a very limited one.

After Samson's death, the book portrays an Israel in decline, beginning in

chapter 17 with the story ofMicah and his molten image dedicated to the Lord.

Another example of the syncretism of Israelite religion, Micah worships the

Lord, but he does so through building a graven image and consecrating a Levite

as a priest to serve it. It is in this chapter that we first come across the formula:

"In those days there was no king in Israel. Every man did that which was right

in his own
eyes"

(17:6). Here we have a story of an entirely private act not

associated with governance in any way but reflecting the decline of virtue in

Israel.

In chapter 18 the story is continued and connected with intertribal conflict.

The migrating Danites seize Micah 's graven image and his Levite to take with

them to their new northern home, thereby making Micah's private lapse into a

public sin, not only because of the image but because of establishing an alter

nate shrine when "all the time ... the House of God was in
Shiloh"

(18:31).

Chapter 18 includes the "no king in
Israel"

formula. So does chapter 19, which

begins the horrible story of the mass rape-murder of the concubine at Gibeah.

According to this story, the base men of Benjamin assault an Israelite passing

through from Judah to Ephraim and have their way with his concubine until she

is dead. The wronged Israelite summons men from the other tribes to punish

Benjamin.

Here for the first time since the days of Joshua all of Israel from Dan to

Beersheva and from both sides of the Jordan is presented as assembling at

Mizpeh to punish the Benjaminites. The processes of federal governance de

scribed in chapters 20 and 21 to close the book are of special interest, giving us

a glimpse of the tribal federation in action in that epoch, first to respond to a

case of wantonness and wickedness and then to preserve the intertribal dimen

sions of the edah.

After three days of battle against the obviously powerful Benjaminites, the

other tribes prevail against them, winning by strategem, destroying the tribe's

settlements, and killing most of the Benjaminite men. Then, realizing that the

long-term consequences of this action (chapter 21) would be to eliminate Ben

jamin as one of the tribes, they set about to prevent that consequence. Having
bound themselves by oath not to give their women in marriage to the Ben

jaminites because of Benjaminite wantonness in the previous episode, they ar

range for the surviving Benjaminites to
"kidnap"

the womenfolk they need with
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the implicit consent of the other tribes. The deed is done and Benjamin is

restored.

The whole story suggests how the tribal federation could function to main

tain the law throughout the land, while at the same time assuring that even in

the case of civil war no tribe should be eliminated from the federation. The

story concludes with the formula: "In those days there was no king in Israel.

Every man did that which was right in his own
eyes"

(21:25).

WHAT DOES JUDGES TEACH US?

While this story is presented at the end of Judges, from the context of the

story, where the High Priest is Pinchas ben Elazar, Aaron's grandson, it must

have taken place much earlier in the period of the judges when the tribal federa

tion was still constitutionally capable of acting together. The problem of chro

nology is not an insignificant one in Judges. While the figures mentioned as

"judges"

are presented as if they simply follow one another chronologically,

there is no certainty that this is the case. Some may have functioned parallel to

one another in different parts of the country. First of all, while the matter is not

entirely clear, the judges mentioned came from eleven of the twelve tribes,

omitting only Asher and of course the Levites, who have an entirely different

role. This may mean that judging was rotated among the tribes, or it may

describe historically parallel developments.

Representatives of all three of the ketarim are mentioned in the course of the

book. The High Priests, Elazar and Pinchas, play their allotted roles as repre

sentatives of the keter kehunah, plus two unnamed Levites who are turned to

other purposes. There are two prophets from the keter torah. One, Deborah,

plays a leading role in delivering her people and is shown to have had influence

over a substantial portion of Israel. In addition there were the anonymous

prophets who appeared in connection with Gideon, suggesting that there were

prophets active throughout this entire period.

The other figures mentioned are all of the keter malkhut, most designated

judges. Five Tola, Yair, Ibzan, Elon, and Abdan are presented as civil

judges with no military involvement. Three Ehud, Shamgar, and Samson,

plus Barak who is not designated a judge had purely military functions, while

three Othniel, Gideon, and Jephthah are presented as combining civil and

military functions.

The choosing of the judges is generally presented as an act of God's cha

risma, as in the case of Gideon and Samson. But Jephthah is made a judge by

covenant with the elders of Gilead. Only then does the spirit of the Lord come

over him (11:29), while Abimelech, a deviant case, is the only one who seems

to have attempted to impose a hierarchical regime, and he has his major source

of support
in Shechem, a very non-Israelite city consistently portrayed as such
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in the Bible. He, however, is unable to do so, and indeed provokes a successful

revolt against him as a result of his trying.

While the term
"covenant"

is used only twice, at the beginning of the book,

covenanting is pervasive throughout. Jephthah makes a pact with the elders of

Gilead, the Israelites who assembled against Benjamin take oaths, Gideon and

even Abimelech are offered power as rulers by popular assemblies. The spirit

of the age is summarized in the fable of the trees told by Gideon's surviving

son, Jotham.

Tribal government in Israel is still in the hands of elders, but sarim are also

mentioned. Here they seem to be permanent tribal officers. Othniel (and his

uncle Caleb before him) are Kenite/Kennezites from a people that has thrown

its lot in with Israel, serving the Lord in a way that tries to maintain republican

virtue through preserving the nomadic way of life. Yair and Jephthah are from

Gilead, that is to say, they are identified with a territorial rather than a tribal

division that has come in place of the tribal designation, reflecting another

theme in the Book of Judges, namely the transition from ideological to terri

torial democracy, a theme common to all new
societies."

FROM IDEOLOGICAL TO TERRITORIAL DEMOCRACY

If Joshua describes the fulfillment of the Mosaic promise that Israel will be

rewarded by the Lord with a land flowing with milk and honey, then Judges,

inter alia, reflects the transition of a new society from one held together by its

ideology to one rooted in a particular territory, where its original ideology has

to struggle to maintain itself in its pure form. Part of that struggle is, of course,

the struggle over periodic Israelite backsliding into idolatry and its return to the

ways of the Lord. The pattern is relatively straightforward. A new people is

formed around some great idea and a way of life attached to it. This motivates

them to migrate from their place of origin to a new land, where they are able to

establish that way of life with relative freedom and with a maximum of detach

ment from the cultural baggage of their previous lives.

Over the course of time new generations are bom whose primary commit

ment is once again to place, family, and neighbors rather than to ideological

motivations. They are members of the new society by accident, as it were, not

by choice. Ironically, they represent both the success of the new ideology and

sow the seeds for its failure to ultimately change the world in the ways it seeks.

Much has been written about how New England was transformed from the

Puritan effort to build a city upon a hill into a Yankee society pursuing both

higher and lower
ends.12

Biblical Israel represents the first such case in recorded

history. The process is reflected in the Book of Judges, both in the references

shifting away from identifying people purely on tribal lines to also identifying
them on territorial ones, as, for example, the people of Gilead, or judges as
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first and foremost coming from particular townships within tribes. Increasingly,

the security struggles also revolve around protecting particular territories from

foreign incursion, and the involvements of the various tribes depend upon their

geographic positions. Unless the issue is an ideological one, as in the case of

the concubine in Gibeah, the military involvement is by tribes or region and is

clearly geographically motivated. Then, too, the tribal leaders themselves,

judges, and even prophets are leaders in specific geographic areas rather than

comprehensive leaders of the entire federation, so much so that while the first

figure in the book, Caleb, is still fighting to conquer the land in the name of the

Mosaic ideology, the last, Samson, has only personal territorial interests in

what he does to advance his interests or to protect his fellow Danites.

THE DECLINE OF REPUBLICAN VIRTUE

Over all, the book seems to be about the decline of civic virtue and a conse

quent change in Israelite political culture which leads to a major change in

Israelite political institutions. While subsequent generations have read it as if it

were presented to describe that the tribal federation without a king could not

handle Israelite backsliding, this does not seem to be the major issue in the

book. A close reading suggests that, at least at the beginning, the pattern of

backsliding, return, and deliverance is the predicted normal course of human

events which God Himself has forecast and which is entirely compatible with

the regime of the twelve tribes, as long as the regime has the capacity to pro

duce virtuous ("righteous") judges. The real problem is that after Gideon,

Judges portrays a decline in the republican virtue of the Israelite leadership.

Gideon, the climactic character in the book, is the epitome of the virtuous

republican leader as portrayed in the Bible. Jephthah is already a step down

ward, and Samson does not even
have the minimum requirements of republican

virtue, only personal
strength and courage.

Under these circumstances the provisions of the classic regime for respond

ing to the ordinary dynamics of
life and the realities of human frailty no longer

are sufficient, hence a constitutional change must be introduced. The conclu

sion of the book seems to suggest that
republican virtue must first repose in the

people (who at least earlier in the period did possess it) if their leaders are to

have it. By the time we reach the end of the Book of Judges we have already

been given at least a broad hint that the
tribal federation can be saved, but only

by a proper revival of
by-then-degenerated republican virtue. If not, there will

be a regime
changefor good or for ill.

This thesis finds a strong
measure of internal confirmation in the Bible it

self particularly
in the Prophet Samuel's argument against kingship in I Sam

el 12 where Samuel argues that the regime does indeed work, except when

the
Israelites themselves abuse it or refuse to live by its principles. Civic or
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republican virtue is not an insignificant theme in the Bible, where it is included

under the general category of righteousness. Indeed, the Bible tries to present

its own understanding of what constitutes republican virtue within the context

of yirat shamayim (God-fearingness). God is portrayed in the Bible as trying to

make humanity righteous by developing one righteous people that can show the

way, after his earlier attempts with Adam and Noah to shape all of humanity in

one fell swoop have failed. First through covenanting with Abraham and his

family and then through leading the Israelites out of Egypt through Moses and

covenanting with them at Sinai, his efforts are all pointed in that direction. The

Bible is the record of those efforts.

Righteousness, as presented in the Bible, has many dimensions, just as the

Bible itself must be read as a prismatic book, what later Jewish sages refer to

as the Bible having "seventy
faces."

Those interested in the Bible's political

teachings will be interested in righteousness as civic virtue, especially republi

can virtue, in contrast, e.g., to those primarily interested in its religious teach

ings, who will seek to understand righteousness in ritual demands and spiritual

terms. While certainly not the only books to dwell on this, Joshua and Judges

together present us with a fairly comprehensive picture of the biblical under

standing of republican virtue:

First of all, republican virtue, like all biblical virtue, begins with fear of the

Lord as manifested by hearkening to God's Torah. (Contrast this with the foun

dation of Classical virtue that involves having the requisite talents for the par

ticular task at hand.) Second, it involves public-spiritedness. Third, it requires

a respect for the Israelite constitution and its limitations. Fourth, it emphasizes

courage in the pursuit of public purposes. Fifth, it demands faithfulness to the

tradition. Sixth, it expects a sense of the equality of all Israelites and public

behavior reflecting that sense.

While the biblical discussion and its presentation here to this point have

been couched in terms of political thought, what Judges describes is perhaps

even more a change in political culture. Like all such changes, it developed

slowly over the nine generations (nearly three centuries) during which the re

gime described existed, from the days of the conquest and settlement of the

land to the days of the consolidation of the monarchy under David. In fact it is

this change in the political culture that the biblical narrative traces as it shows

the decline of public-spiritedness and religious ideology and their replacement

by private interests and even religious syncretism or outright paganism. The

subtle changes from generation to generation and their acceleration as they pass

a certain critical point are lessons that the perceptive reader can leam from

following the narrative in the book.

Being the kind of book that it is, the Bible does not label these changes for

its readers. It presents them embodied in concrete situations with concrete in

puts and outcomes. It remains for the politically attuned reader to draw the

necessary conclusions. A generation of political scientists have explored the
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phenomenon of political culture both in the United States and elsewhere as "the

patterned system of political action and as the expectations of the governors and

of the governed of government, of the governors, and of
themselves,"13

defini

tions which can be easily applied by readers to Judges, even if Judges has not

explicitly applied them as generalizations or generalized questions itself. That

is not the biblical way. But we who can, add that dimension to the Bible to

continue the tradition of commentary and textual probing which has kept the

Bible the great living teaching that it is.

This republican virtue is grounded in a combination of what Martin Dia

mond described in connection with the American regime of the low but solid

virtues of the middle class and the high and ennobling virtues of the Torah as

embodied in God's covenant with
Israel.14

These virtues are found in abundance

in the Book of Joshua and continue to animate the Israelites after they have

settled in their land until the prosperity and ease that come with permanent

settlement begin to erode those virtues, as portrayed in Judges. These lead to a

civic and constitutional crisis in I Samuel that brings about a change in regime

to one which has fewer expectations of the broad body of the people but in

return limits their freedom and the closeness of their connection to God.

In this respect, Judges can be read as a tragedy. At its beginning the Isra

elites are living under a regime which can accommodate the perverse tides of

human behavior and that can, with God's help, act to set the people aright after

they have strayed, following a
"normal"

course of human success, lapse, and

return. Suddenly in the middle of the book, precisely at its climax when the

greatest of the judges sets the example of being most faithful to the constitution

by keeping the Mosaic regime in place, the almost automatic recycling begins

to get out of control. The next outstanding judge, while trying to do the right

thing, ends up committing the horrible sin of human sacrifice. From then on,

each judge is further from the expected model, as are the people he is leading.

By the end of the book the rhythm has been shattered, the mechanism seems

to be running out of control, and the way is opened for a new regime, consid

erably less than the model which God and Moses designed for the Israelites

because they have become less than they were or what the model was to have

made them. They have acted like all the nations. They are now to receive a

king like all the nations, and while that king is to be bound by the Mosaic

constitution, the very fact that he is a king will lead him to behave like the

kings of the nations in many critical ways, to the ultimate detriment of Israel.

On one hand, Judges can be read as if the transformation comes out of

externally generated necessity
a stronger regime is needed to save the peo

ple from its enemies but the major thrust of the book is to suggest that it is

internal necessity the decline of what political science refers to as civic

republican virtue and its consequences. Here is the tragedy: a people unable

to live as they should as a free people under covenant are inexorably driven

to lose their freedom.
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The Politics of Truth in Plato's Gorgias
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And not only Aristotle but the whole of Greek antiquity thinks differently from us

about hatred and envy, and judges with Hesiod, who in one place calls one Eris

evil namely, the one that leads men into hostile fights of annihilation while

praising another Eris as good the one that, as jealousy, hatred, envy, spurs men

to activity; not to the activity of fights of annihilation but to the activity of fights

that are contests.

Nietzsche

We are subjected to the production of truths through power and we cannot exercise

power except through the production of truth.

Foucault

According to Diogenes Laertius and the medieval manuscript tradition,

Plato's Gorgias bears the subtitle "or on
rhetoric"

(e peri rhetorike), a perhaps

all too obvious designation that arises out of the initial question "What is rheto
ric?"

posed by Socrates to
Gorgias.1

Modem critics allow the formal correct

ness of this designation but deny its adequacy as a description of the dialogue's

scope or purpose. This is a preliminary question about the function of rhetoric,

they argue, not the subject of the dialogue. The main themes emerge gradually

in the course of the conversation: the problem of justice, the question of

whether it is better to do injustice or suffer it, and the value of the philosophical

over the political life. The topic of rhetoric would seem incidental, then, to

these more weighty issues. The subject matter here is the moral basis of poli

tics the dialogue is centrally concerned with how one ought to live not the

rhetor's
craft.2

But rhetoric has experienced a revival of late, and perhaps this renewed

interest helps reveal a dimension of the dialogue previously elided. For contem

porary philosophers and literary theorists the rhetorical turn is not incidental to

the pressing questions of power and morality, but involves them directly. Con

sider Foucault's redeployment of the sophists, Derrida's engagement with

Plato's Phaedrus, Lyotard's appropriation of the
"pagan"

philosophy of Aris

totle's Rhetoric or Habermas 's defense of an antirhetorical discourse ethic. For

Foucault, the sophists and rhetors reveal the will to power behind the preten

sions of the philosophers, while for Derrida, rhetoric provides the necessary

interpretation, Spring 1996, Vol. 23, No. 3
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tools to unmask the origins and practices of Western logocentrism. Lyotard

relies on the Rhetoric to debunk claims that "the political can be derived from

the
theoretical"3

and Habermas appropriates the tradition of civic virtue that

reaches back to Aristotelian deliberation and Socratic dialogue in his formula

tion of a communicative ethics. While I do not want to deny that the Gorgias is

about "how one ought to
live,"

especially since I will take up the issue of

power and morality as a central theme in the dialogue, my own purposes are

best, and most interestingly, served by paying attention to what has passed as

the obvious: that the Gorgias is about rhetoric, and that rhetoric matters. I think

that the dialogue acknowledges the force and importance of rhetoric, as do

these contemporary theorists. What better text, then, to illuminate the present

controversy over truth's relationship to power than Plato's Gorgias?

In that dispute, Habermas and Foucault offer us a choice between deriving

norms communicatively or imposing them politically, between achieving con

sensus cooperatively or vanquishing an opponent strategically, between assent

ing to the "unforced force of the better
argument"

or winning that argument in

order to dominate the conversation and others. Where Habermas reckons that

"reaching understanding is the inherent telos of human
speech,"

Foucault ar

gues that truth is produced through multiple forms of constraint and dismisses

the project of dissolving relations of power in a "utopia of perfectly transparent

communication."4

Put as a question, the opposition between Habermas and

Foucault reads something like this: "Can we fix the limits to the rights of

power, or does power implement the rules of right by which we
live?"

But perhaps this opposition is somewhat overdrawn. Even though the pros

pect of communication free from domination remains an attractive goal (Who

now wants to remain dominated?), a world in which not all communication is

transparent, in which agreement might be achieved by more mundane linguistic

mechanisms such as courtesy and politeness (or even lying), or by such rhetori

cal tropes of speech as irony, satire, or hyperbole, is a possibility we ought not

to foreclose. Why discount the positive effects of ambivalence or ambiguity in

words (even if that were possible), why privilege the prosaic over the poetic,

the logical over the rhetorical, the illocutionary over the
perlocutionary?5

Cer

tainly the latter terms in these pairs make political and theoretical life both

richer and, ultimately, possible (even if at times confusing, perplexing, and

frustrating). We surely ought to heed Foucault's warning against hypostasizing
a state of communication "without obstacles, without constraints, without coer

cive
effects"

("Ethic of
Care,"

p. 18) lest we be seduced by the cult of the

dialogue and blithely fail to recognize when, where and how power is at work.

From this perspective, the seductions of a romanticized "ideal speech
situation"

are just as dangerous as the cynical strategies of a thoroughly hardheaded real

ism. Yet if all speech is not ultimately about reaching rationally grounded

agreement, neither is it always the case that "to speak is to
fight."6

The opposition sketched here, between dialogue and domination, consensus

and contest, reasoned discourse and rhetorical performance, seems intractable.
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In a contest that replays the struggle between Socrates and Callicles in the

Gorgias, Habermas and Foucault advance apparently irreconcilable arguments

concerning the possibility of liberating truth from power. But is it possible, in

the face of these oppositions, to cultivate a philosophical ethos that is both

prosaic and poetic, theoretical and political, dialectical and rhetorical, a sensi

bility attuned to the desire for a philosophical foundation beyond political con

test and for the need to disturb such foundations? Can we formulate a post-

Socratic practice that combines a healthy dose of genealogical suspicion for all

teleological forms of truth with the humanist goal of securing philosophical

standards of the good available to everyone? Might we envision a "politics of
truth"

that sustains such standards yet that also exposes the political character

of truth and resists its pretensions to uncontestability? Can we adopt and adapt

an agonistic ethos to our search for philosophical or theoretical certainties, an

ethos that would amount to a wholly ironic stance toward
"truth,"

its conditions

and its possibilities? The Gorgias explores just such a post-Socratic agonistic

ethos by advancing as a theoretical and political paradigm something very

much like the unconstrained communication of an ideal speech situation even

as it interrogates the very possibility of that ideal by dramatizing the rhetorical

moves in the struggle (that occurs below or outside the dialogue's argument)

between Socrates and his interlocutors over who will control the terms of politi

cal
discourse,7

both within and without the parameters of the dialogue.

That struggle is played out on a number of levels both dialectical and dra

matic, logical and psychological, philosophical and political, discursive and

rhetorical, between several characters and through a number of themes. To get

at this layered complexity, I want to analyze the dialogue by paying attention

not only to what the interlocutors say, but to how they say it. This means

analyzing the dialectical progression of the argument as well as the parallel

dramatic action, attending to a method that is logical as well as psychological,

rhetorical as well as discursive, exposing the political in the philosophical.

Indeed, as I will argue, the Gorgias subtly articulates how it is that Socratic

philosophy presupposes a politics, or, more precisely, how the search for truth

is at the same time a straggle for power, the inscription of philosophical dis

course on the Athenian body politic itself a political act. The political continu

ally encroaches upon the philosophical in the Gorgias, and in a way that

heightens, rather than resolves, the contradiction between them. Philosophy
and politics, dialectic and rhetoric, truth and power these remain the essen

tially contested terms in the agonistic economy of Plato's Gorgias.

I

The occasion for the dialogue is the visit of the rhetor Gorgias to Athens.

Gorgias is receiving visitors at the home of his host Callicles, and Socrates

wishes to find out from the expert exactly what his craft is and what value it
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has. As the dialogue progresses, however, this initial theme broadens and multi

plies: the conversation begins with Gorgias and rhetoric, then moves to Polus and

the question of committing or suffering injustice, and finally takes up with Calli

cles the question of how one ought to live, as a philosopher or a politician. The

dialogue concludes with
Socrates'

claiming for himself and philosophy the true

arts of politics and rhetoric. Thematically, the dialogue returns to its starting point,

the symmetry of the
Gorgias'

conclusion brings us back to its beginning through a

Socratic redefinition of rhetoric: true rhetoric is practiced only by Socrates, he is

the one citizen practicing the art of politics (politike techne), that art is identical

with philosophy and it aims to make the Athenian citizens better. This expansion

of the initial theme of rhetoric is also accompanied by an intensification of the

discussion: as the dialogue enlarges its scope, the stakes involved in the discussion

escalate accordingly. The question concerning rhetoric soon involves questions of

responsibility, justice, civic education and political leadership. The Gorgias ends

with an attempt (and, as we shall see, an ambiguous one) to transfer moral and

political authority to philosophy and Socrates.

For all his incoherence, Gorgias is a gentleman and knows how to conduct

himself decorously in public. He remains friendly to Socrates and encourages

him to define rhetoric, even when that means defining it as flattery (463ab).

Indeed, later in the dialogue when Callicles threatens to withdraw, Gorgias

reenters the conversation as
Socrates'

ally and urges the recalcitrant politician

to continue the discussion. Polus, the pupil of Gorgias, is a different story

altogether, and only with him do we see how problematic is the teaching of his

master. The product of Gorgianic education is boorish and ill-bred. What had

been a rather friendly and intellectually abstract discussion among polite com

pany quickly turns hostile and personal, potentially a game of domination.

Polus of course is right to understand
Socrates'

attack on rhetoric as an attack

on his chosen profession. For Socratic elenchos not only refutes an argument, it

also refutes the way of life on which that argument rests. The stakes in the

dialogue increase again when Callicles enters the discussion. Here is an oppo

nent truly worthy of Socrates. Though he pretends goodwill, at issue in this

intellectual drama is nothing less than the life of the philosopher, a situation

Callicles does not hesitate to point out and about which he is correct. The focus

of the straggle is multiple: a sophistic amoralism versus justice, politics versus

philosophy, and Athens versus Socrates (Friedlander, p. 261). How Plato has

Socrates navigate this dangerous terrain in his pursuit of knowledge is instruc

tive for the way in which we view a politics of truth.

The Gorgias is constructed as a series of dialectical engagements in which

Socrates converses with three very different characters about, as we have seen,

ostensibly different topics. Gorgias the professional orator is concerned with

rhetoric; Polus, his rather clumsy pupil, praises then defends injustice over

justice; while Callicles, the Athenian politician, champions the free and power

ful life of the statesman over the slavishly weak philosopher. Despite this diver-
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sity of topics and interlocutors, however, one issue mns like a thread throughout

the dialogue and provides it with thematic unity: power and its relation to mo

rality. When Socrates opens the dialogue by having Chaerephon ask Gorgias

who he is, he wants to know about the power (dunamis) of rhetoric and how

Gorgias uses it. When Polus indignantly leaps into the fray in defense of his

master, he identifies the rhetor with the tyrant, but with one difference: where

the tyrant achieves power through violence and force, the rhetor achieves it by
artful persuasion. Callicles goes to the heart of the matter when, in his first

speech, he unmasks all talk of law, equality, and justice as inventions of the

naturally weak and inferior designed to shackle the naturally strong and supe

rior. There is only one law, insists Callicles, and that is the law of the power

ful. All other talk is merely specious pretense. Against this array of arguments,

Socrates must demonstrate that the power of true rhetoric serves justice, that

the tyrant is powerless, and that the philosophical commitment to truth sets the

moral standard for human action.

In his first response to
Socrates'

question about the power of the rhetorical

craft, Gorgias links rhetoric to power and freedom, to the field of politics in the

broad sense. Gorgias defines rhetoric as the craft that possesses the power to

persuade by speech. Under Socratic cross-examination he narrows this broad

definition down to the persuasion of the mob (ochlos) about the just and the

unjust. The politician who wishes to succeed in those political debates taken up

by the law courts, the council, or the assembly will find rhetoric indispensable.

A neutral tool that will allow its user to pursue whatever ends he so chooses,

rhetoric provides a power that will enslave others, be they physicians, trainers,

or moneymakers. This first definition of rhetoric is significant for two reasons:

first, is its amoralism. Rhetoric will serve any ends its master wishes. It is a

practice radically ungrounded and unguided by the values of the community it

seeks to persuade, both self-interested and self-serving. Second, its power de

pends upon a distinction between the one who knows and the many who don't

know, between the educated initiate (presumably the rhetor himself) and the

ignorant, ill-, or misinformed demos. Where the former distinction leads to

tyranny, the latter reveals a contempt for the demos. That contempt, however,

must remain unspoken and be carefully concealed, given the rhetor's depen

dence upon those he must persuade.

Before Socrates begins his refutation of Gorgias, he has been at work mak

ing his own distinctions. In friendly preliminaries with the great orator, Socra

tes has already pointed out the difference between rhetorical display (epideixis)

and dialogue (dialegomai), a point Gorgias says he understands (447c 1-4). He

follows
Socrates'

request with the boast that he is equally adept at giving short

answers as well as making long speeches, a boast that reveals his fundamental

misunderstanding of
Socrates'

dialectical art. For Gorgias, short answers and

long speeches are both part of rhetorical display. But Gorgias does not suspect

that his eagerness to give the short answers Socrates requests involves him in a
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subtle contest. He does not realize that, in submitting to questions by Socrates,

he has had
Socrates'

"own law imposed upon
him"

(Friedlander, p. 247). Rhet

oric, which Gorgias proclaims is the most comprehensive of the arts and the

most powerful, is unattuned to the immediate struggle over its scope and status.

Gorgianic rhetoric will prove no match for Socratic dialectic.

In the discussion that follows, Socrates makes a further distinction between

conviction and knowledge, where rhetoric merely produces conviction without

knowledge and does not teach about the just and the unjust. Gorgias admits that

the rhetor does not teach (didaskein) but merely persuades (peithesthai) the

mob. As an example, Gorgias refers to the building policies of Themistocles

and Pericles to demonstrate the power of rhetoric over the craftsmen responsi

ble for the actual construction. Gorgias continues to extol the powers of rheto

ric with another example: the rhetorician who knows nothing of the doctor's

craft will more easily persuade the patient to submit to an unpleasant treatment

than the doctor himself. Moreover, in a competition with a doctor or any other

craftsman, the rhetor would persuade his audience to choose him rather than the

expert, so powerful is his craft.

The power of this craft, however, does not entitle the pupil to abuse it. The

student must use it justly. But if it turns out that he doesn't we should not

blame the teacher, for he is not responsible, nor is the craft itself, but rather the

man who doesn't use it rightly. And Gorgias himselfwill justly "hate and expel

from the city and put to
death"

(457c) the student who uses rhetoric unjustly.

Gorgias defends himself this way on three occasions, driving home the point

that as a foreigner who potentially exerts great influence on the Athenian

young, he must watch his step. He is in a vulnerable position and so must

exercise caution by claiming moral neutrality for his teaching (Kahn, p. 81).

Socrates of course will make it a point to contrast his true rhetoric with Gor

gianic flattery. But there are two larger points that follow here: one concerns

the teacher's responsibility for his pupils, the other concerns the possibility of

moral neutrality. Socrates will later point out that the great Athenian statesmen

did not make the citizens better, and that he, practicing the true art of rhetoric,

is the only one now also undertaking the true art of politics. But this claim is

complicated by the fact that Socrates will be convicted of corrupting the young,
and insofar as he counts Alcibiades his protege (48 Id), is responsible for the

corrupt behavior of his pupil. This
"failure"

of Socrates in the education of

Alcibiades undermines his own claim about the benefits of philosophy and iron

ically links him to
Gorgias.8

The dialogue here raises a question about the professed moral neutrality of

Gorgias'

craft. Does not all knowledge contain an
"interest"

that inheres in its

very structure? If so, then the interest of medicine is the health of the patient,

while the interest of rhetoric is the flattery of the demos and so the power of the

rhetor. Whether the rhetor persuades his audience in the cause of justice or

injustice is incidental to the fact of persuasion. What guides the oration is the
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"victory"

of the orator, whether for good or evil. Rhetoric that regards itself

merely as a tool or technique is thus more seductive and dangerous than a

rhetoric that honestly proclaims its will to power, for it conceals its interest

behind a neutral facade and so lulls us into a false sense of its benignity.

Socrates will argue that dialectic or philosophy has an
"interest"

too, but its

interest lies in pursuing the truth, an interest shared by everyone, and hence not

an
"interest"

in the conventional sense at all.

Under the pressure of Socratic cross-examination Gorgias changes his posi

tion a third time, finally assenting to
Socrates'

view that if the teacher of rheto

ric teaches just things, then he himself must be just. Once Gorgias has made

this admission, he must agree with Socrates that the rhetor cannot use rhetoric

unjustly. Thus Gorgias himselfmust teach justice and take responsibility for his

pupils if he is not to be seen as a corraptor of youth and regarded with hostility
and suspicion. Socrates shames the teacher of rhetoric into this admission be

cause he is not willing to admit in public what would condemn him before his

Athenian hosts. Socrates thus catches Gorgias in a contradiction between the

amoralism of rhetoric and his own conventional morality, a morality dictated

by the paying fathers of his would-be pupils. The refutation thus shows us the

dependence of rhetoric on public opinion: Gorgias cannot say what he really

thinks without undermining the power of his craft, and Socrates demonstrates

that rhetoric is powerless to negotiate this dilemma. The freedom and power of

which Gorgias initially boasted (452d5) cannot be delivered by rhetoric after

all: the rhetor is not free to speak his mind and is powerless before the public

he must obey.

n

This rather reluctant admission by Gorgias is more than Polus can bear. If

rhetoric doesn't produce the power necessary for dominating debate in the as

sembly, defending oneself in court, or taking whatever one wants, then what

does it produce? At this juncture, "the situation of the dialogue enters into the
argument"

(Voegelin, p. 25). Gorgias was shamed into silence not only be

cause Socrates exposed the contradictions in his position but because of the

embarassing presence of the product of Gorgianic education; the vulgar and

immoral Polus. Polus is quite ready to admit what Gorgias was not, that he

studies rhetoric because he wants power in the city. For is not the rhetor, like

the tyrant, able to kill, expropriate, or imprison anyone he wishes at any time?

To prove that the tyrant is both powerful and happy, Polus praises a contempo

rary tyrant, Archelaus, who had recently risen to the rulership of Macedonia

through a series of particularly vile crimes.

Polus the would-be tyrant cannot believe that Socrates doesn't think Arche

laus the most powerful and happy of men, ascribing to Socrates the same mo-
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tivations, as if Socrates or any other Athenian doesn't envy the tyrant. What is

revealed here is the measure of
Polus'

own tyrannical impulses as he gropes his

rather inarticulate way towards the distinction which Callicles will make be

tween nature and convention. Socrates is trapped by a conventional morality

that does not give free reign to a man's true impulses, calling just what the

mass of men believe. He is not strong enough to break out of the conventional

mold, as does Polus, who appeals, however inchoately, to a law of nature

under which the stronger and superior rale. Under such a
"natural"

dispensa

tion, what Socrates conventionally calls injustice is naturally just. But as Calli

cles rightly points out, Socrates manipulates Polus into confusing nature and

convention in his answers and so traps the pupil of Gorgias into an admission

he does not believe, that doing injustice is worse than suffering it, and, further,

that not paying justice is worst of all.

The exchange with Polus is instructive because of
Polus'

reliance on the

many, the democratic practice of the vote, and his appeal to the tyrant Arche-

laus. Polus associates rhetoric, democracy, and tyranny, implying that the dem

ocratic rhetor is really a tyrant at heart willing to use the intimidation of

numbers to get what he wants. Against this identification of power with tyranny

and numbers, Socrates opposes his elenchos. Socratic elenchos appeals not to

the many, but to only one, and in that appeal seeks to produce real conviction

in the listener. Its power relies on the "unforced force of the better
argument,"

not the thoughtless votes of the many. Nothing could be farther from the

conventional conception of democratic power (as Gorgias and Polus repre

sent it) than this model supplied by the practice of Socratic dialectic. And in

this model rhetoric has no place, unless it is to persuade the tyrant or would-

be tyrant to pay justice for the evils he has done. True rhetoric, then, is not

in the service of a tyrant like Archelaus who would use it to gain power over

others, but in the service of justice in order to gain control and moderation

over oneself.

Socrates'

conversations with Gorgias and Polus reveal a fundamental antag

onism between Athenian political practice and Socratic dialectic, an antagonism

that culminates in
Callicles'

prediction of
Socrates'

death and
Socrates'

as

sumption of the mantle of Athenian statesmanship. The rhetors and politicians

merely flatter the demos, gratifying the citizens with pleasing words, as a cook

gratifies the palate with pleasing food, in order to gain their favor and then their

votes. Unlike the true politician or the doctor, the rhetor does not need to know

anything, he only needs to seem to know, and just enough to be persuasive.

Socratic dialectic, on the other hand, forces its participants to reflect on the

nature and patterns of what they believe and do, not in order to persuade a

mob, but to choose the good. Whereas rhetoric is given over to displays of

verbal pyrotechnics as a means to conceal its ignorance, dialectic proceeds in a

singularly mundane fashion that begins with familiar examples from everyday
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life shoemakers, pastry cooks, and doctors to argue for the most important

matters of justice. After the unhealthy display of the rhetors, Socrates will

welcome the candid speech (parrhesia) of his next interlocutor, Callicles.

Ill

Callicles is a formidable and worthy opponent, the very antithesis to Socra

tes (Voegelin, p. 31; Jaeger, p. 138; Dodds, p. 267). He opposes rhetoric to

dialectic, politics to philosophy, the naturally powerful to the conventionally

just, and Athens to Socrates as his ultimate standards of judgment. Yet Calli

cles possesses all the qualities Socrates admires most: knowledge, goodwill,

and free speaking. That is why Socrates refers to Callicles as his
"touchstone"

(487a). If Socrates succeeds in convincing the politician, then the substance of

his argument must be true, since no one's agreement could be counted worthier

than that of Callicles (487e5). In a perverse sort of way, Callicles turns out to

be the
"ideal"

interlocutor. If Callicles can truly be persuaded, then philosophy

does have a point and place in the city and there are good reasons to believe

that a philosophically grounded politics is possible. The outcome of that con

test, however, is far from certain, and how one interprets that outcome will

determine any assessment of where the Gorgias stands concerning the relation

ship between philosophy and politics, dialectic and rhetoric, truth and power.

Socrates begins that persuasion by laying the groundwork for the mutuality

and friendship that meaningful dialogue requires. Callicles and Socrates both

share the same experience (pathos) in the form of two loves: Socrates loves

Alcibiades, son of Cleinias and philosophy; Callicles loves Demos, son of

Pyrilampes and the demos of Athens (48 Id). Despite the professed Socratic

identification of a shared erotic experience as grounds for dialogic community

with Callicles, these examples tend to drive Socrates and Callicles apart rather

than bind them together. Socrates juxtaposes the inconstancy of Alcibiades to

the constancy of philosophy, which he, Socrates, follows, and then juxtaposes

himself to Callicles, who flatters both the demos of Athens and the Demos of

Pyrilampes. Implicit in these pairings is the opposition between politics and

philosophy, rhetoric and dialectic, that will emerge again at the end of the

dialogue when Socrates will characterize the great Athenian statesmen as flat

terers of the Calliclean stripe. The comparisons, in addition to prefiguring the

contours of the dialogue in so compact a space, underline the vast difference

between the
"partners"

in conversation and point to the irreconcilability of the

opponents. If Socrates cannot replace the love of the demos with the love of

philosophy in Callicles, then it is unlikely that the experience they share will

provide sufficiently fertile ground for communication. It is against this back

ground, the pathos of communication, that the rest of the dialogue unfolds.
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Callicles is a worthy opponent because he is unafraid to say aloud what

Gorgias concealed and what Polus only inadequately articulated: the justice of

domination. Unlike his guests, Callicles will not be shamed into admitting what

he does not believe merely to satisfy conventional morality. Indeed, he has

seen how Socrates trapped the two rhetors by appealing now to nature, now to

convention, whenever it suited his purpose in the argument. Callicles will suc

cessfully avoid such Socratic sleight of hand if only he holds fast to the one

objective standard there is: nature (482d-483a). In that way he can unmask

Socrates'

claims to truth for what they really are, the philosopher's will to

power that hides behind the pretense of intellectual respectability.

In the great speech that follows, Callicles elaborates a genealogy of morals

worthy of (perhaps inspiration for) Nietzsche
himself.9

Socrates is advancing

nothing but a slave morality, a set of conventions made by the weak and for the

weak when he argues for justice. Such conventional lawmakers cannot defend

themselves and so must define justice to their own advantage and for their own

protection. They then call themselves virtuous and just for refraining from tak

ing more than their share and shameful and unjust those who would take more

than others (pleonektein) (483c). So do the weak and inferior manufacture vir

tue out of their weakness and tame the naturally stronger and superior into

submitting to convention. But if we hold to nature (physis), we will see how

things really stand. It is the same among men as it is among animals and cities:

the strong rale where they can and the weak suffer what they
must.10

The law of

nature (nomos physeos) prescribes as much and it is only by rales contrary to

nature that the weak and slavish hold the strong and noble in check. Thus is

Socrates able to "turn the whole of human life upside
down"

(481c). Socrates

would come to his senses and understand this, if only he would leave off phi

losophizing and turn to more important things. This is not to say that philoso

phy has no place in the education of a gentleman (kalos k'agathos), but when

pushed to extremes, as in the case of Socrates, the result does not befit a free

man. He will be unacquainted with politics, he will not be able to hold his own

in debate, and, what is more, if he is dragged into court by an inferior man, he

will be unable to defend himself. What good is a man who cannot protect

himself from his enemies, a man whom one may hit with impunity? Better to

leave off philosophy, Callicles admonishes, and tend to more important mat

ters. Philosophy pursued in excess makes a man effeminate: he will be forever

hanging about in comers with lisping boys, shy at public gatherings where

great matters are at stake and reputations are won. The philosophical life is the

life of a slave, hardly worthy of a free man and an Athenian.

Callicles champions the master morality of the "just by
nature,"

although his

preliminary definition is none too exact. Socrates will force Callicles to revise

that definition and eventually prove the position untenable. Callicles argues that

the tyrant, the man who gives his desires free reign and possesses the capacity

to satisfy them, is the model of nobility. Socrates opposes the tyrant with the
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model of the philosophical man who strives not to gain more than his share, but

to make his fellow citizens more just by teaching them successfully to rale

themselves. Callicles first identifies the strong with the good: rale by the stron

gest is justice (488c). As with men, so too with cities. If it is just for a strong

man to rale the weak, then a powerful city like Athens rules weaker cities with

justice as well. Socrates directs his attack against this position by undermining

the identification of the strong and the good. Do the numerous weak not prove

better than the few stronger ones when the former impose their hated conven

tions on the latter? And then wouldn't equality and justice be according to

nature (physis) and not convention (nomos)? According to the Socratic argu

ment, justice is right by nature, contrary to the position of Callicles. Callicles is

outraged by the prospect that a rabble of slaves, superior in strength alone,

should rale their superiors. He immediately withdraws the argument and re

defines the good as the
"better"

(beltion).

After a short Socratic cross-examination, the
"better"

turn out to be those

men who are wise and brave with respect to the affairs of the city. They ought

to rale, and it is fair for them to have more than their subjects (491bd). Calli

cles is then brought up short by the Socratic query, "Ought the rulers to have

more than
themselves?"

He quickly denies that such a man should be ruled at

all. On the contrary, he should let his desires grow to their fullest and then

possess the power to satisfy them: "luxury, intemperance and
freedom"

(tryphe,

akolasia, eleutheria) are truly virtue and happiness, and their pursuit right ac

cording to nature (492c). Socrates then offers a series of examples meant to

shame Callicles into admitting a distinction between good and bad pleasures:

hunger satisfied by food, thirst by drink, an itch by a scratch. But what about

the sexual tickle of the catamite? Callicles bridles at this last suggestion, and

even goes so far as to upbraid Socrates for such a shameful example, but for

the sake of argumentative consistency, maintains his position (494e-495a).

Socrates pushes the inquiry and Callicles further by attacking the equality of

good and bad pleasures through the same appeal to
"convention"

that defeated

Gorgias and Polus: Callicles implicitly admits the distinction of good and bad

pleasures because he accepts a ranking of the virtues in which wisdom and

courage are better than folly and cowardice. If, as Socrates concludes, the weak

and base can experience more pleasure than the strong and brave, then by
Callicles'

account, the former are better than the latter. This is a conclusion

Callicles cannot bear, and it forces him into the grudging admission that all

along he has thought "some pleasures are better and others
worse"

(499c).

Once Callicles has made this concession to conventional morality, Socrates

will, step by step, prove his case for the superiority of the life of justice and

temperance over the life of tyranny and license, for the superiority of the Socra

tic will to knowledge over the Calliclean will to power. As he does so, Calli

cles withdraws from the discussion. He first pretends ignorance (497b), then

answers only to gratify his guest Gorgias (501c, 505c), and finally breaks it off
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altogether when he suggests that Socrates either let the discussion go, have a

dialogue with someone else, or ask and answer for himself (505e).

The discussion so far has juxtaposed two models of power, the Calliclean

and the Socratic. For Callicles, political power is the power of domination, the

ability of one man or one city to fulfill his or its unlimited desires. Political

greatness means dominating debate in the assembly, gaining fame, honor,

wealth and reputation, or, in the case of a city, being powerful enough to

dominate other cities, "leaving behind monuments, whether for good or
evil.""

For Socrates, being powerful does not mean dominating other men or cities,

but dominating and controlling
ones'

own desires and appetites, ordering the

self and city (508a) in a just and lawful manner (504d). The best life is the life

of the philosopher, because he has power over himself, is not dependent on the

many as are the politicians, and will never commit injustice. Being great means

being good, which entails forsaking honor, wealth, and reputation as those

things are commonly conceived. Given this conception of
"power,"

Callicles

"rightly sensed the revolution in the words of
Socrates"

(Voegelin, p. 28), for

the Socratic criticism of Athenian politics has turned Callicles and his world

completely upside down.

There is one more model of power in the dialogue, however, one given by
the practice of dialectic itself. In that practice, power is dispersed among the

participants in the conversation. The point of dialectic is not the domination of

one interlocutor over another, but the mutual search for truth. Dialogue and

dialectic serve no one person's particular interest in getting or having more, but

rather harmonize a plurality of interests in the common search for the good (to

agathon) (500a). If there is competition, it is for mutual enlightenment, not

personal gain or aggrandizement. Socrates reminds his partners in dialectic that

he has no more knowledge than they, and that he searches in common with

them for the truth (506a). The dialectical model of power resists tyranny and

closure by insisting on the equality of the participants and honoring the diver

sity and multiplicity of viewpoints that characterize dialogue as the collective

search for wisdom.

Yet the Gorgias culminates in
Socrates'

famous claim that he alone of the

Athenians practices the true art of politics (politike techne, 521d). Not the great

statesmen of
Athens'

past Themistocles, Cimon, Miltiades, and, most impor

tantly, Pericles but Socrates, practices real rhetoric because through philoso

phy he makes the Athenians better citizens. Socrates advances a similar claim

in the Apology, where he exhorts the jury, as he has exhorted his fellow citi

zens all his life, to care more for the goodness of their souls than for wealth,

honor and fame the stuff of conventional Athenian political life that Callicles

so readily praises. But it is only in the Gorgias that Socrates claims philosophi

cal dialogue as a paradigm for political deliberation (527d) and identifies phi

losophy as the practice of the true art of politics.

The contours of that paradigm delineated by Socrates in the Gorgias are
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familiar from the early or aporetic dialogues and from his defense speech in the

Apology. Socrates goes about the city testing and examining all whom he meets

for their wisdom, ever the ironic man, always inquiring, searching, and pro

fessing ignorance. Philosophy, in contrast to rhetoric, entails the open-ended

search for knowledge, wisdom, and justice, unpretentious in its claims and

conscious of its mortal limits. Unlike his opponents, Socrates is more interested

in following the logos of the argument, wherever it may go, than in winning a

contest, as willing to be refuted as to refute (458a). Implicit in
Socrates'

trans

fer of political authority to himself and dialectical examination is the claim that

if the Athenians were to follow this Socratic practice in their political delibera

tions, then the city would now be healthy rather than bloated with harbors,

docks, and walls (519a), and the citizens
"good"

rather than the idlers, cow

ards, prattlers, and spongers they now are (515e5). As partners in a dialogue

share a mutual commitment to the argument (logos), so too would deliberating
citizens be united by a commitment to the good of the city. Debate in the

Assembly would then resemble the dialectical search for the truth, a search that

would result in the adoption of the best policy, that decision influenced neither

by the most rhetorically persuasive speech (as opposed to the most logically

persuasive) nor by any particular individual's or group's interest. Inside the

dialogue as well as inside the Assembly, "the unforced force of the better argu
ment"

would ideally prevail. Moreover, the richness of the dialogical commu

nity defined by a plurality of voices and a multiplicity of perspectives would

reflect a similar diversity in the Assembly, where plurality is the irreducible

condition of successful moral communication and debate. Such is the practice

and the promise of Socratic dialogue, both for us and for the citizens of Athens.

IV

But I am not sure that so easy an identification of philosophical dialogue

with political deliberation is possible. For one thing, the very practice of Socra

tic philosophy begs the question of where, when, and how philosophy is politi

cal. Unlike the assembly, council, law court, or even tragedy, philosophy had

no prescribed institutional status in Athens (though
Socrates'

suggestion in the

Apology that he be maintained at public expense indicates that it ought to). That

Socratic philosophy had no recognized public form or forum is bad enough, but

the fact that Socrates deliberately avoided the official spaces and places of

politics only makes matters worse. To claim a monopoly on the true art of

politics and then refuse to participate in the
"official"

discourse of the city (or

to do so
incompetently)12

indicates either the failure of philosophy as a political

ideal or else the failure of the Athenian citizens to respond to Socratic philo

sophical education. In both cases, Socratic dialogue remains marginalized,
per-
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forming its work at the interstices between public and private, trespassing on

both, at home in neither.

For these reasons, the Gorgias leaves us with an ambivalent message, both

about the practice of Socratic philosophy itself and about its promise for the

reform of the city's politics. This ambiguity makes it difficult for critical the

ory's ideal of unconstrained speech readily to absorb or assimilate the dialectic

of the Gorgias. While I do not doubt that the Gorgias offers philosophical

dialogue as something like an analogue for political deliberation, the dialogue

also reveals that such a model is problematic, for its lasting impression is more

complex, more nuanced, and certainly more ambivalent than this
"ideal"

read

ing suggests. A number of disturbing ambiguities mark the course of the dia

logue, ambiguities that challenge the idealized image of an egalitarian speech

community in search of the truth. These ambiguities tend to disrupt and so

challenge as disingenuous the explicit arguments in favor of philosophy put

forth by Socrates. They are generally dramatic in character, sometimes ac

knowledged by Socrates, but always reveal how the text subverts its manifest

content in the rhetorical surplus of meaning it generates. Let me elaborate.

The atmosphere of the Gorgias contributes to this impression in a number of

subtle ways. Unlike a dialogue such as the Protagoras, with its humorous and

good-natured ambience, the fate-laden gloom of tragedy pervades the Gorgias,

casting a somber shadow on the proceedings. Where the former dialogue por

trayed the exaggerated vanity of the sophists as harmlessly comic and Socrates

as a jester poking fun at such seriousness, here the menacing tone of Callicles

points to
Socrates'

own trial and death and the
"failure"

of philosophy (Jaeger,

p. 141). More than once Callicles reminds Socrates of the fate that awaits a

man who devotes too much of his life to philosophy: he will be accused with

impunity, unable to defend himself in court
(486b4-6).13

Moreover, unlike the

two other great antisophistic dialogues (Protagoras, Euthydemus), Plato pre

sents the Gorgias in direct dramatic form, without the benefit of mediation by a

narrator (Friedlander, p. 245). The characters confront one another, directly

expressing themselves and their objective differences. The absence of narrative

mediation and the dramatization of direct confrontation underscores the agonis

tic elements of the dialogue. Here direct drama subtly and effectively heightens

the tension of the contest: the form of the dialogue rearticulates its content in

the agonistic clash of opposites where once decorous speech threatens to drop
all pretense to civility and is exposed as verbal combat.

The tone and texture of its language, the examples used, and the images

evoked suggest another way in which the Gorgias deploys rhetorical strategies

to achieve a certain philosophical effect. It is no coincidence that Callicles

opens the dialogue with the words "of war and
battle"

(polemou kai maches),

a hint that the impending philosophical conversation between Socrates and

Gorgias will be "the continuation of politics by other
means."14

Nor is it a

coincidence that Plato sets the dramatic date in such a way that, although it is
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impossible to fix with any certainty, there is no doubt that the war with Sparta

provides both dramatic background to, and substantive content of, the
dialogue.15

The war of each against all, portrayed by
Thucydides'

accounts of the stasis at

Corcyrea and the
"dialogue"

at Meios, has now moved to Athens. The repeated

assurances of mutual friendliness to the contrary, the form of the agon and the

tone of war undermine the professed comity of intellectual exchange. As the

dialogue progresses, the social veneer of urbanity wears thin. In the communi

cative straggle between Callicles and Socrates we must hear, not the achieve

ment of consensus as Habermas would have us believe but rather, as

Foucault will remind us, in a different, though related context, "the distant roar

of
battle."16

Finally, the Gorgias concludes with a myth full of religious imagery and

symbols, the first intimation, Jaeger argues, that "behind the infinitely subtle

dialectic distinctions in which his moral principles are concealed, there is a

metaphysical transformation of the whole of
life"

(p. 141). Socrates quotes

Euripides'

"Who knows if life here be not really death, and death in rum be
life?"

Earlier in the dialogue Callicles was right to sense the revolution in Soc
rates'

exchange with Polus, a revolution that would turn political life upside

down. Now, at the conclusion of the dialogue, not only the conventions of the

would-be politician, but the orientation of human life itself is reversed. Socra

tes leaves us wondering if he prefers death to life, and if he has abandoned

Athenian politics altogether. Despite the cheery confidence of
Socrates'

convic

tions about the virtue of the philosophical life, the dialogue ends on a note of

pessimistic
resignation.17

The somber atmosphere, the reality of external and the imminent threat of

internal war, as well as the reminder of
Socrates'

impending death, all provide

a context for the
"failure"

of Socratic philosophy. That failure seems nearly

complete: Socrates points out on several occasions that the purpose of debate is

to persuade one's opponent, and he himself admits that if he succeeds in con

vincing Callicles, whom he deems his
"touchstone,"

then he will have arrived

at the truth of the matter. But by the end of the dialogue Callicles is not per

suaded that the virtuous life of the philosopher is better than a life ofpleonexia,

even though Socrates has demonstrated the incoherence of that position. As in

so many other dialogues in which Socrates outargues his interlocutor, Socrates

here refutes Callicles, yet fails to change his way of life. In spite of
Socrates'

repeated efforts throughout the dialogue to establish a minimum level of comity

and mutuality, the Socratic elenchos fails to encourage that agreement or con

viction (homologia) in Callicles necessary to establish and maintain the speech

community. Callicles, like Polus before him, slowly withdraws from any "hon
est"

engagement with Socrates. As a consequence, Socrates fails to meet the

standards of dialogical success he himself has set.

Closely related to this failure of philosophy is the failure of the dialogue

form itself. Socrates repeatedly juxtaposes dialectic to rhetoric and insists on
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conducting the conversation in the form of question and answer as a way of

ensuring a kind of communicative equality: no one speaker will be permitted to

dominate the discussion. But under the relentless questioning of Socrates, first

Polus and then Callicles retreats from the dialogue.
Callicles'

answers become

increasingly perfunctory, and he admits that the only reason he submits to Soc
rates'

demagoguery is to please his guest Gorgias and maintain some semblance

of decorum before the public. At the conclusion of the Gorgias, Callicles fi

nally refuses to answer: dialogue becomes monologue and Socrates is left, not

for the first time, talking to himself. The only voice we now hear is the voice

of Socrates. The irony is that Socrates himself has brought about what he said

he most feared: that Gorgias (or someone trained like him) would dominate the

conversation, silencing other views and other voices. Despite
Socrates'

best

efforts (or perhaps because of them) to save appearances, as the once actively

engaged participants in the discussion withdraw from the community of the

dialogue into private silence, the dialogic form of give and take succumbs to

the centripetal forces of a Socratic oration.

To the extent that Socrates proclaims himself to be the only Athenian prac

ticing the true art of politics and so claims philosophical dialogue as a paradigm

for political deliberation, the failure inside the dialogue also indicates its failure

outside. Despite
Socrates'

claims on behalf of philosophy, it is unlikely that it

can successfully guide the politics of the city. If Socrates cannot convince Cal

licles in private conversation, how will he (or anyone else) be able to convince

the Assembly in public deliberation? And doesn't the concluding Socratic

monologue simply imitate the rhetorical display (epideixis) that Socrates deems

inappropriate in both private philosophical conversation and public delibera

tion? How can philosophy guide political deliberation in any meaningful sense?

Indeed, if Alcibiades represents another example of failed Socratic philosophi

cal education, then perhaps it is best that philosophy stay out of the Assembly
and away from politics. This purposeful mention of Alcibiades alerts us to what

Socrates suppresses in his account of statesmanship. One might then ask the

same question of Socrates that Socrates asks of Pericles: Has philosophy made

any citizens better? If the presence of Polus gives the lie to the success of

Gorgias'

education in rhetoric, so too does the career of Alcibiades raise a

doubt concerning the dialectical education practiced by Socrates. If Alcibiades

is the product of Socratic education, then Socrates is indeed corrupting the

Athenian youth.18

These ambiguities in the Gorgias suggest that perhaps Plato

believes there is less to
Socrates'

boast about statesmanship than meets the eye.

Such failures (with Callicles and Alcibiades) certainly indicate that Socratic

dialogue is not possible "anywhere and at
anytime"

and that it provides no

unproblematic paradigm or substitute for political deliberation.

Except perhaps for the Republic, the Gorgias is the dialogue most aware of

its enabling context, most conscious of its own preconditions. It is a dialogue

about dialogue, contains speeches about speech, and frequently pauses to re-
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fleet on the grounds of its own possibility. It is a dialogue that takes itself as its

theme, a metadialogue. The subject of the Gorgias is the relationship between

power and morality. But below or alongside the arguments about the value of

rhetoric, the worth of justice or injustice, and the question of how one ought to

live, the Gorgias portrays a straggle over who will set the terms of political

discourse and so control both the dialogue and what counts as
"moral"

in it. In

Foucault's terms, it dramatizes how power implements the rales of right by
which we live. If we pay attention to this subtext, we see a struggle over what

the interlocutors will talk about and how they will talk about it. And, as I hope

to make clear, Socrates sets the terms of discourse in such a way that he vio

lates them in the act of establishing them. By articulating this paradox, the

Gorgias indicates that no morality is free of power, no theory not implicated in

political struggle, no logic without its rhetorical effects, no speech situation so

ideal that it can escape the violence of its own founding. If philosophy is to

replace rhetoric as the foundation of politics, as Socrates seems to teach, can it

do so only by extraphilosophical means?

The answer to that question requires a further exploration of the dialogue's

highly reflexive deployment of rhetorical effects. Recent critics have noticed

the importance of dramatic structure in the Gorgias, in particular how the com

plex nature of the elenchos "is reflected artistically in the interplay between the

personal and the dialectical, between the dramatic and the logical structure of

the
refutation."

Every dialectical encounter with Socrates turns into a critical

examination of the interlocutor's own life (Kahn, pp. 75-76). In the Gorgias,

Socrates relies as much on personal as on dialectical argument, as much on

shame as on logic. As Socrates moves closer to the conclusion of a refutation,

the personal becomes the dialectical.
Socrates'

method then becomes less the

attempt to argue Callicles into accepting his proposition than to maneuver him

into acknowledging that he has really believed it all along.
Socrates'

weapon in

this psychological warfare is shame (see McKim). This exchange is significant

for two reasons. On the one hand, it demonstrates the dependence of the rheto

rician upon the demos. If the conventional morality of the city requires a con

ventional belief, then the rhetor or politician who, like Callicles, really holds

unconventional (ie., natural) beliefs about justice cannot divulge them safely in

public. On the other, it shows Socrates doing exactly what Callicles charged:

appealing to either nature or convention when the occasion (and argument) suits

him, and appealing to public opinion to intimidate an opponent. Read this way,

can we understand
Socrates'

claim that in the pursuit of truth he is just as

willing to be refuted as to refute without irony? Or is truth fabricated piece

meal and out of alien forms by the hatred, passion, envy, and will to power of

philosophers, who aren't averse to deploying a variety of strategies, including

that of shame, to maneuver their opponents into defeat?

Socrates reveals those strategies at the dialogue's outset. He insists on con

ducting the conversation in the form of question and answer. Socrates is not
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interested in witnessing a rhetorical display, but in engaging his interlocutor in

a frank discussion. Gorgias agrees to his Socratic condition, boasting that he is

capable of short answers as well as long speeches (449c). Polus is a different

matter. He does not so readily submit to the Socratic condition when Socrates

asks him to restrain his long speeches. But Polus is either a slow study or else

he wilfully and subtly evades the condition: he either cannot or will not learn

the elenchos.
Socrates'

ironic response is to provide a display himself, at the

end of which he points out the violation of his own prohibition, one suspects

both for
Polus'

edification and ours. Socrates (or Plato) is playing with Polus.

At the same time Socrates drops the reader a clue: the dialogue, too, trans

gresses
Socrates'

prohibition against rhetoric.

Socrates continues to set the terms of the dialogue how the discussion will

be conducted by threatening a walkout. If Polus refuses to restrain the prolix

ity of his speech, then what choice does Socrates have but to leave? Here

again, Socrates sets the terms in which the discussion will be conducted, but

those terms are themselves beyond contestation. And he does so by appealing

to the crowd, who wish the conversation to continue. Polus would like to resist,

but finds himself in a bind: if he refuses to grant
Socrates'

conditions, then he

shows bad form; if he grants them, we all know he is no match for the master

dialectician. We also feel that Socrates knows this and so engineers the di

lemma in order to gain the upper hand. At this point in the dialogue, once

Socrates has maneuvered his opponents onto dialectical territory, he can sur

prise and ambush them at will, carrying out a successful campaign of elenchic

warfare. Successfully setting the terms of the discussion means that Socrates

has already won half the battle.

The Gorgias dramatizes the straggle over what the interlocutors will discuss

as well as how they will discuss it. If Socrates sets the formal parameters of the

dialogue, he also sets the substantive agenda of the discussion. The Socratic

maneuver is subtle, but Plato supplies enough clues so that we do not mistake

its significance. Polus and Callicles both defend some version of the thesis that

it is better to commit injustice than suffer it. To argue the other way round, as

does Socrates, is a ploy to force a slave morality on the strong and noble

natures of the masters. The argument Socrates pursues here, however, does not

concern the superiority of the life of justice over the life of injustice, but rather

whether everyone already believes as much. Socrates defends the following
position: "I believe that you and I and all men consider doing injustice to be

worse than suffering
it"

(474b). Polus, apparently unaware of the subtle,

though crucial, shift in the epistemological stakes of the debate, responds ac

cordingly with the counter: "I believe that neither you nor I nor anyone else

believes
that"

(474b6). What is plain from this passage is that Socrates and

Polus are arguing about what they already believe about justice and injustice,
not what is in fact the case. We always prefer justice to injustice, Socrates

argues, even if we do not always choose it, since we are often wrong about
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what is truly in our best interest. By moving the discussion onto the terrain of

"what you and I and all men already
believe"

Socrates does not have to prove

anything about justice and injustice (McKim, pp. 34-48). He merely has to

manuever his opponent into a position where he will capitulate out of shame.

By (re)establishing the terms of the argument, Socrates is free to wage the

conversational equivalent of guerilla warfare: he catches his opponent in a con

tradiction between belief and action, between what a character says and how he

lives his life, in order to change not only his beliefs about his life, but his life

itself.

I have been arguing that the Gorgias is a complex, nuanced, and
multi-

layered dialogue that violates the expectations of those who would defend the

idea of uncoerced speech (even if Habermas sometimes rejects Socratic dia

logue as a naive example of ideal speech) and of the genealogical critic who

would unmask all claims to truth (especially Platonic ones) as so many in

stances of the will to power, and so reject even the ironic truth, grounded in

ignorance, of Socratic philosophy.

That Socrates offers philosophical dialogue as a paradigm for political delib

eration is a serious, though I think ironic, gesture. The
"failure"

of either side

to convince the other implies that there are certain inescapable constraints on

the ideal speech situation and Socratic dialogue understood in its terms. To the

extent that knowledge is virtue, rationally grounded agreement would have to

result in conviction. But it is apparent from the dialogue that intellectual agree

ment does not necessarily produce existential conviction. Unlike critical the

ory's faith in the "unforced force of the better
argument,"

the Gorgias acknow

ledges those concrete realities that condition the search for truth. The Gorgias

shows us that pure Socratic dialogue is indeed "not possible anywhere or at

anytime"

by showing us the structural, material, and existential realities of

power that disable the mutually beneficial search for
truth.19

At the same time it

shows us, negatively perhaps, those qualities honesty (parrhesia), goodwill

(eunoia), mutuality (homologia) and fearlessness that enable a philosophical

as well as a political dialogue.

In the
"end,"20

Socrates defeats Callicles but does not persuade him: the

politician withdraws from the conversation. But the purpose of debate is to

convince one's opponent to change his life as well as his beliefs. Formal refuta

tion is insufficient: knowledge must become virtue. To the extent that this man

ifestly does not occur with Callicles, Socrates fails to meet his own "self-set

standards of
success."21

The dialogue is then a failure because it does not reach

Callicles on its own terms. Socratic philosophy is a failure because if it cannot

reach the
"touchstone"

Callicles, then it has little point or place in Athens.

Socrates, and Socratic philosophy, then, are more appropriately characterized

as an object lesson to be avoided rather than as a paradigm to be emulated or

imitated.

Perhaps
"failure"

is too strong a word. After all, Callicles cannot put
Socra-
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tes down. More than once he rejoins the conversation after lapsing into silence.

Echoing an observation made earlier by Polus (480e), Callicles admits that he

is at once attracted to, and repelled by, Socrates. "I do not know how it
is,"

Callicles admits in what is perhaps one of his more truthful utterances, "but

your words attract me Socrates. Yet as with most people you do not quite

convince
me"

(513c5). Though Socrates has not quite made his case, still Calli

cles cannot stop talking to him. There is no final closure here: Socrates is not

persuasive, and Callicles has not quite severed the tenuous bond that holds

them together. The politician and philosopher will continue talking to one an

other, for politics will not submit and philosophy has not yet had the last word.

There is still work to be done, for the ground of philosophy (and of politics)

remains essentially contested and contestable. Knowledge of that contestability,

at least in the Gorgias, is what makes Socratic philosophy political philosophy.

But the Gorgias does not leave matters here. As we have seen, the dialogue

periodically alerts its readers to the way in which what counts as true is deter

mined by extraphilosophical means, by means outside, below, or prior to the

"agreed
upon"

parameters of Socratic dialectic. This subtext of the Gorgias

largely concerns who will control the terms of philosophical discourse, and that

control is the substance of the agon between Socrates and his interlocutors. For

once
Socrates'

partners submit to the condition of question and answer, to

dialectic instead of rhetoric, the dialogue has shifted decisively in philosophy's

favor. That Socrates aims to set the terms of discourse, and so control the

dialogical as well as the political community, creates a paradox. Doesn't the

dialogue instantiate a paradigm of uncoerced communication by means of sub

tly coercive rhetorical strategies while it simultaneously denies the operation of

these tactics through its commitment to "the
argument"

(logos)? Hasn't Socra

tes transgressed the rales of philosophical discourse at the very moment and in

the very act of establishing them? The Gorgias must then "conceal the gaps it

opens by recourse to tactics it
opposes."22

Callicles it seems, is right: Socrates

hides his will to power behind the philosophical facade of truth.

All this implies that- the Gorgias contains its own rhetorical dimension, that

its dramatic structure (broadly understood) tellingly reveals those gaps the dia

logue opens by pointing explicitly to the
"tactics"

used by Socrates but opposed

by
"Socratic"

philosophy. The Gorgias both posits an ideal speech situation as

a model for politics and reveals the intricate (and perhaps ineluctable) workings

of power involved in the collaborative search for incontestable political founda

tions. The dialogue thus forces us to reflect not only on the difficulties (which

are formidable enough) that attend communicatively achieved understanding,

but also on what is suppressed, neglected, or ignored in the process of attaining
such rationally motivated agreement. Socrates insists that truth is intersubjec

tive and rests importantly on freely given conviction, and much of his efforts

are given over (unsuccessfully) to establishing the basis for such meaningful

communication. Yet the Gorgias asserts an even stronger claim about the impu-
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rities of reason in its account of rhetoricity. The dialogue's irreducible rhetori

cal dimension dramatized in the agon between Socrates and Callicles over

who will control the terms of discourse further alerts us to a lacuna in critical

theory's account of uncoerced speech, a lacuna that makes the theory not espe

cially attentive to the subtle workings of its own linguistic
"power"

to constitute

what counts as
"truth."

Though Habermas no longer posits an "ideal speech
situation"

anchored by
transcendental moorings, his qualified claim that communicatively achieved

agreement is immanent in the anthropologically deep-seated structure of every

day speech still implies an ideal or norm that excludes other forms of speech as

valid because they fall below its threshold of
rationality.23

The very norm

of rationality in this case of the free, reasonable, and responsible agent to

achieve a common situation definition based on valid criteria constitutes a

subtle mechanism of power that predefines what is reasonable and rational and

so systematically excludes what is other, alien, or different in both individual

and
society.24

Those feelings, motives, experiences, and selves that remain in

articulate or indistinct within the schema of rationally sanctioned discourse sub

sequently become the objects of disciplinary control, a control that tends

to vitiate difference, contribute to uniformity, and hasten the conformity and

thoughtlessness that any critical theory rightly suspects and fears. If genealogy

does not readily acknowledge that "to speak is [not always] to
fight,"

then

critical theory is not always sufficiently attuned to the effects of power that

produce its own possibility nor to the effects of power it produces. The Gorgias

indicates how a critical theory that does not make itself the subject of its own

genealogy of truth runs the risk, too, of concealing or denying those subtly

coercive rhetorical strategies and tactics that attend even the best-intentioned

attempts at unconstrained communication.

Does such a deconstructive reading of the dialogue, and of the ideal speech

situation, abandon all potentially universal moral standards for the endlessly

repeated play of domination? Does the Gorgias in the end really confer victory

upon Callicles and rhetoric, Nietzsche and Foucault, while Socrates and philos

ophy, Habermas and reason, are unavoidably implicated in the workings of

power? Can the dialogue be reduced merely to a straggle over who will control

the language in which citizens speak as this interpretation suggests? Callicles

himself provides one indication that reasoned agreement is possible and so par

tially validates
Socrates'

preference for the truth. That admission comes at the

point in the exchange between Socrates and Callicles when the latter defends

good pleasures against bad, the strong and noble against the weak and base

(499c). Callicles has appealed to an implicit standard all along, a standard that

Socrates exposes by suggesting a pleasure so ignoble that even Callicles

squirms. This reliance on an implicit standard of judgment reveals a telling gap

in Foucault's own account of genealogical critique that belies the possibility of

the critic's own professed "happy
positivism."

Foucault steadfastly refuses
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(perhaps this is his blind spot) to inquire into the motivations that guide his own

critical activity. If he did, wouldn't he have to admit, with Callicles, that some

regimes of power are not just different, but better than
others?25

And isn't an

unreflective genealogy that fails to investigate its presuppositions in danger of

becoming the new norm, standard, or center which would then require its own

genealogical critique? The Gorgias dramatizes and the historical triumph of

Socratic-Platonic philosophy over sophistic rhetoric confirms the suscepti

bility of critical and even revolutionary movements to travel from the margins

toward the center, from the outside to the inside, so that the radicalism of today
becomes the party of order tomorrow. The Gorgias thus contains a profound

irony, all but lost on the canonists, rationalists, and other self-proclaimed ene

mies of deconstractive play: in an effort to disturb its own (and all?) drive

toward closure, the dialogue portrays a Socrates more attuned to the subtle

workings of rhetoric and power than his formidable adversary Callicles, a phi

losophy that acknowledges its own implicit reliance on politics even as it tries

to transcend that reliance, and a philosopher who resists canonization by the

hagiographers of truth, even as Plato places him at the head of the Athenian

political hierarchy.

The Gorgias pushes at the limits of both the ideal speech situation and the

obstacles that inhibit its attainment, at the search for truth and the realities of

power, at the practices of dialectic and rhetoric, philosophy and politics. This

perspective on the Gorgias alerts us to the insufficiencies in the account of

truth's relation to power given us by Habermas and Foucault. If critical theory

ultimately succumbs to a blind spot in its attempt to disentangle power from

knowledge (as I think the Gorgias reveals), then genealogical criticism suffers

from a similar debility in its refusal to acknowledge that its own deconstractive

energy feeds upon the existence of ideals that make intelligible the real, upon

norms to define what is deviant, upon a center against which to mobilize the

margins. If critical theory too readily posits its own version of reason as an

incontestable final marker, genealogical critique too readily dismisses those tra

ditional signposts (truth and reason included) that help us negotiate the difficult

terrain of a (post)modem geography virtually without landmarks. Finally, if

critical theory ultimately fails to make itself the subject of its own critical in

quiry, then genealogical play, while it certainly deconstructs final markers,

similarly fails to excavate its own origins and thereby tends to reinstate itself as

another marker of finality. The Gorgias neither calls for the "dissolution of

final markers"26 tout court, nor posits a teleological truth that will secure the

horizons of our identities, practices, and institutions once and for all. Rather,
the dialogue maintains in productive tension two contradictory, but no less

necessary impulses: it both projects philosophical dialogue as a foundation for

politics and contests that projection through the agonistic straggle between Cal

licles and Socrates a straggle that leads not to annihilation but to the contin

uous activity of contests. The Gorgias thus cultivates an agonistic ethos that is
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both philosophical and political, dialectical and rhetorical, aware of the acute

desire for philosophical foundations beyond political contest and of the need to

disturb such foundations. The dialogue's great achievement is to keep these

contradictions which are our contradictions as well alive and so prohibit us

from privileging either side of the contest and slipping into a forgetfulness

about the political character of truth, a politics dramatized by the Gorgias

itself.

A glance back over the Gorgias shows that dialogue to have been concerned

with foundations, with the need for a solid philosophical ground for Athenian

politics. On close inspection, however, that philosophical foundation appeared

less than stable, built on shifting rather than permanent soil, a fractured mass

traversed by fissures and cracks, shot through with paradox and contradiction.

As we have seen, the dialogue hints at various solutions to finding (or found

ing) a stable basis for politics beyond question, opposition, or rhetorical manip

ulation, yet it returns us again and again to that essentially contested terrain.

The dialogue searches now hopefully, now resignedly, for a ground beyond

politics beyond power in the dialectical philosophy of Socrates, only to re

veal philosophy's founding moment as political. The Gorgias cannot, or does

not, wholly disentangle truth from power, but rather implicates each in the

construction of the other. One way to characterize this inability, or refusal, to

separate philosophy from politics, truth from power, and anchor the latter in the

former, is as a
"failure."

But we have also seen that failure is perhaps too

strong a word, not only because the contest ends inconclusively and so keeps

the agon alive, but also because, as one might imagine, the Gorgias represents

nothing like Plato's final word on the subject. The intractable problems of

politics and the genuine yearning to place those problems and their solutions

beyond contestability persist in Plato's theoretical imagination well beyond the

writing of the Gorgias.
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Harris, Strauss, and Esotericism in

Spinoza's Tractatus theologico-politicus

Paul J. Bagley

Loyola College in Maryland

Professor Errol Harris's recently published book, The Substance ofSpinoza,

contains fourteen essays, composed over the past twenty years, that address

doctrines and themes in the philosophy of Barach Spinoza or consider their

influence on the thought of his philosophic successors. "The title of the book is

deliberately
ambiguous,"

the author admits, but "it is appropriate because the

subject matter throughout is, by and large, Spinoza's doctrine of
Substance"

and "what is discussed does bear upon the substance of Spinoza's philosophy,

even if it does not treat of it
exhaustively."

The essays collected in the new

volume can be seen to supplement the study undertaken in Harris's earlier

work, Salvation from Despair: A Reappraisal of
Spinoza'

s
Philosophy.1

The Substance ofSpinoza is divided into three sets of essays devoted to three

different subjects. The first section contains essays treating Spinoza's episte

mology and metaphysics. In them, the author examines the connection between

method and metaphysics in Spinoza's philosophy; the meaning of
"finite"

and

"infinite"

in his system; the question of the infinity of attributes in Spinoza's

teaching; the foundation of the mind-body relation in the Ethica ordine
geomet-

rico demonstrate, Spinoza's teaching on the "order and connection of ideas";

and the problem of the essence of man. Within those essays, Professor Harris

debates renowned Spinoza scholars such as Harold Joachim, G.H.R. Parkin

son, Martial Gueroult, Stewart Hampshire, George Kline, Jonathan Bennett,

and Edwin Curley over their interpretations of doctrines central to Spinoza's

philosophy. Harris's arguments are detailed as well as thoughtful, and the last

section of the book may be seen to incorporate some of the conclusions ad

vanced in the first set of essays. The third part contains four separate articles

that assess Spinoza's influence on the teachings of Leibniz, Fichte, Schelling,

and Hegel, in addition to a paper that explores Constantin Brunner's "misread
ing"

of Spinoza.

The second part of the book contains three essays that consider Spinoza's

doctrines pertaining to politics and religion. They include studies on Spinoza's

treatment of natural law, the foundations of the original contract theory, and a

resolution of the question of whether the Tractatus theologico-politicus contains

an esoteric teaching. In the first of those papers, Professor Harris examines

Spinoza's teaching on natural law in relation to the traditions of Thomas

interpretation, Spring 1996, Vol. 23, No. 3
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Aquinas, on the one hand, and Thomas Hobbes, on the other, while he also

indicates the uniqueness of Spinoza's doctrine as it derives from his metaphysi

cal system. On the matter of original contract, the author notes the marked

similarity of the theories of Spinoza with those of Rousseau, and he concludes

that Spinoza's position represents a fusion ofHobbes's absolutism with Locke's

popular sovereignty. The final essay of the second part of the book
deals with a

question that has caused and still does occasion much controversy and partisan

rancor among Spinoza scholars. Professor Harris disputes Leo Strauss's judg

ment that there is an esoteric teaching in Spinoza's Tractatus theologico-poli

ticus, and Harris's verdict about that vexing matter in Spinoza interpretation

deserves close critical attention.

According to Errol Harris, the essays collected in The Substance ofSpinoza

deal with "particularly teasing
problems"

that arise out of Spinoza's thought, as

well as his exposition of it, and they are discussed in light of the way the

problems have been addressed by recent or contemporary commentators. Ac

cording to Harris, "the correct interpretation of Spinoza depends on the reading

of certain key passages [and] reference to these crops up again and again in my

discussion of how others have interpreted, and misinterpreted,
him"

(p. vii).

One such misinterpreter of Spinoza is said to be Leo Strauss, who "strongly

and insistently maintained that Spinoza wrote with double intent in his Trac

tatus
Theohgico-Politicus."2

But such an interpretation is deemed excessive:

"For the view goes beyond, and frequently misrepresents, the evidence, which

rightly understood supports more strongly the opposite
view"

(The Substance of

Spinoza, p. 125).

If it is true to say that the "correct interpretation of Spinoza depends on the

reading of certain key
passages,"

then it is equally true to say that determining

whether or not Spinoza composes exoteric/esoteric
literature3

is crucial to the

accurate understanding of his philosophic teaching. Professor Harris insists that

Spinoza did not engage in such a practice. But if his rebuttal of Strauss's argu

ment proves to be deficient, the question of the correct understanding and esti

mation of Spinoza's doctrine in the Tractatus (and perhaps even elsewhere)

remains at very least unsettled. In what follows, I will contend that with regard

to the substance of the teaching in the Tractatus theologico-politicus Errol

Harris's renunciation of an esoteric doctrine in that book is premature.

Professor Harris's repudiation of Leo Strauss's interpretation of Spinoza's

treatise employs three separate points of attack. The first point expresses the

objection that the practice of esotericism, or "writing between the
lines,"

is

morally reprehensible as well as incompatible with Spinoza's personality. The

second point involves the demonstration that Spinoza's doctrine is uniform

throughout the treatise and therefore it actually contains none of the contradic

tions or inconsistencies Strauss claimed to have detected. And the third point of

attack concerns a dispute about the meaning of the first of Spinoza's "rules of
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living"

articulated in the Tractatus de intellectus emendatione. To assess the

rectitude of Harris's verdict on Spinoza's esotericism, I will address each of the

three components in his critique of Strauss's teaching.

1 . ESOTERICISM AS MORALLY REPREHENSIBLE

Professor Harris argues against the probability of finding an esoteric teach

ing in the Tractatus theologico-politicus not only because the practice itself is

morally unacceptable but furthermore it is incompatible with what is known of

Spinoza's character.

Of course, Strauss is not the first to have held this opinion, for Spinoza was

accused in the nineteenth century, by Jacobi and Carl Thomas, even of using the

name of God, let alone attributing to him infinite attributes, as an accommodation

to the common sentiments of the pious and as a cover to shield his true heterodoxy
from the scrutiny and censure of the Church. Why he should have done this in his

written works, when his refusal to simulate Jewish orthodoxy had already cost him

his membership of the Synagogue, it is difficult to see; unless one is to argue that

the consequences of his youthful frankness had taught him caution which dictated

duplicity and deviousness in later life. If this were so, however, we should either

have to interpret his ethical teaching as hypocritical, or to believe that he failed to

practice what he preached. . . . [W]hat is known of Spinoza's character, even

through tributes paid to him by those, like Colerus, who thought his doctrines

pernicious, is inconsistent with the kind of dishonesty and prevarication implicit in

any such practice as Strauss alleges. Our estimate of [Spinoza's] character

comes largely, though not wholly, from our understanding of his writings, and our

assessment of it would be different if we thought they had a double entendre, from

what Spinoza intended. Had he believed it morally acceptable to insinuate his true

beliefs under a mask of appeasive presentation, that in itself would affect our

judgment of his integrity. (The Substance of Spinoza, pp. 125-26; and compare pp.

128-29)

The position espoused by Harris amounts to this: If Spinoza practiced esoteri

cism then his moral integrity is questionable; and if his moral integrity is ques

tionable then his teachings do not deserve serious attention. The premise behind

such an opinion is the tenet that philosophers should only speak candidly or

they never need to speak in disguised or indirect ways. Among early modem

philosophers, however, such a conviction was not universally accepted. On the

contrary, one finds in early modem philosophic literature explicit acknowledge

ments of the need to employ circumspect locutions either to protect oneself

from harm or for reasons of
prudence."

For example, in "Clidophorus: Or of the

Exoteric and Esoteric
Philosophy"

(1720), John Toland maintained that "con

sidering how dangerous it is made to tell the truth, 'tis difficult to know when
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any man declares his real
sentiments"

and so "the exoteric and esoteric distinc

tion is now as much in use as
ever."

Even as late as 1777, Lessing defended the

principle that "der Weise kann nicht sagen was er besser
verschweigt."5

The

perspective apparently embraced by Professor Harris implies a sentiment about

public philosophic discourse that became prominent only after the Enlighten

ment. But it was not an attitude typically shared by pre-Enlightenment thinkers.

Instead, during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries knowledge of the art

of reading circumspect texts was not uncommon, and the demise of that art

has been argued to be coeval with a "volte face in
philosophy"

during the

nineteenth century whereby "the perennial dispute between philosophy and the

ology was so artfully covered up that the gulf between them ceased to be
understood."6

When disputing the view that the Tractatus might incorporate an esoteric

teaching, Harris notes that Leo Strauss was not the first to impute such a prac

tice to Spinoza. F.H. Jacobi and Carl Thomas are named as figures who sus

pected that Spinoza's teaching in the Ethica ordine geometrico demonstrata

involved some duplicity or insincerity. But the catalogue of those who imputed

simulation, insinuation, disingenuity, deliberate ambiguity of expression, and

other literary stratagems to Spinoza is rather more extensive. Indeed, it could

be maintained that prior to the Pantheismusstreit controversy the dominant tra

dition of Spinoza interpretation had concluded that his doctrines were athe

istical. In part, that judgment often was reached based on the detection of

significant discrepancies in Spinoza's statements or from a recognition of his

attempts to subvert religious orthodoxy surreptitiously. For example, with re

spect to the being of God, Leibniz inferred from consequences of the proposi

tions of the Ethica that Spinoza actually had denied in fact what he also had

attempted to retain in word. In similar fashion, Francois Lami concluded that

Spinoza had affected an air of piety in the Ethica. But he warned readers of that

work not be deceived by its pretenses; "for under an apparent expression of

godliness, [Spinoza] conceals his actual
godlessness."

In De tribus impos-

toribus magnis liber, Christian Kortholt uncovered a number of "equivocations

and
shifts"

employed by Spinoza for the purpose of concealing his atheism in

the Ethica. Moreover, according to Jacob Freudenthal,
Kortholt'

s study was

"one of the most widely read and quoted works of the
era."

In an often

neglected work, E. E. Powell argued persuasively that Spinoza's teachings con

tain a variety of deliberate contradictions that can be resolved only by the appli

cation of the interpretive precept Powell enunciated in Spinoza and
Religion.1

Suspicion about Spinoza's sincerity in the Tractatus theologico-politicus was

a pronounced theme in five different refutations of the treatise published in

1674. In one book condemning the "secret
teaching"

of the Tractatus, Musaeus

began by announcing that Spinoza "had left no mental faculty, no cunning, no
art untried, in order to conceal his [atheistical intention] beneath a brilliant
veil."

A similar denunciation of the author of the treatise appeared in a letter
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published as a part of the correspondence of Spinoza in the 1677 edition of the

Opera posthuma BDS. In a letter to Jacob Oostens, written on 24 January

1671, Lambert van Velthuysen complained that the unnamed author of the

Tractatus theologico-politicus was guilty of "subverting all worship and reli

gion and secretly introducing atheism with hidden and disguised arguments

[tectis et fucatis
argumentis]."

The charge of employing "deliberate ambiguity

of
expression,"

with respect to the discussion of prophecy in the Tractatus, was

levelled against Spinoza by Mathias Earbury in his book Deism examin'd and

confuted
(1697).8

Earbury also reproached the author of the treatise for the use

of equivocations on the subject of miracles and criticized him for his "affected
obscurity"

on that matter (p. 119). But by focussing on the implications of the

discrepant statements in the Tractatus (see, e.g., pp. 99-102, 119, 138, and

176), Earbury came to conclude that Spinoza had attempted to conceal his own

atheism by "pretending to be a
Deist"

(p. 180).

Although such interpretations of Spinoza's teachings are instructive for the

purpose of considering his possible practice of esotericism, it must be conceded

that the testimonies cannot be regarded as decisive. An equal or greater number

of sources could be invoked to support the view that Spinoza speaks only with

utmost candor throughout his written works, although many of those sources

flatly denounced Spinoza's philosophy. Even Thomas Hobbes is reported to

have expressed shock at the audacity of Spinoza's assertions in the Tractatus,

thus lending credence to the presumption of Spinoza's frankness. According to

John Aubrey, in BriefLives,

[W]hen Spinoza's Tractatus Theologico-Politicus first came out, Mr. Edmund

Waller sent it to my Lord Devonshire and desired him to send word what Mr.

Hobbes said of it. Mr. H. told his Lordship: Ne judicate ne judicemini. He

told me [Spinoza] had cut through him a barre's length, for he durst not write so

boldly.'

Whether one agrees with the verdict of Errol Harris or the verdict of Leo

Strauss, the issue of Spinoza's practice of esotericism cannot be resolved

merely by an appeal to one or another competing interpretive tradition. How

ever persuasive either of them may be, any decision about the presence of an

esoteric doctrine in the Tractatus theologico-politicus must be reached based on

the evidence afforded by Spinoza or the lack of such evidence.

Professor Harris avows that Spinoza would not have believed it "morally
acceptable to insinuate his true beliefs under a mask of appeasive

presentation."

Yet when observing the consequences of repression of free speech and inquiry

by civil or religious authorities, in Chapter 20 of the treatise, Spinoza acknowl

edges that under precarious conditions men will simulate accepted opinions for

the sake of self-protection. That is, where persecution is practiced and indepen

dent thinking is made punishable by death, the only lesson one can take from
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that circumstance is to imitate the fate of the persecuted or learn
how to flatter

the oppressors by simulating their views.

What can be more calamitous than that men should be regarded as enemies and put

to death, not for any crime or misdeed, but for being
of independent mind? That

the scaffold the terror of evildoers, should become
the glorious stage where is

presented a supreme example of virtuous endurance, to the
utter disgrace of the

ruling power? . What sort of lesson, then, is learned from the death of such

men, whose cause is beyond the understanding of those of
sluggish and feeble

spirit, is hated by trouble-makers, but is dear to the hearts of all good men? The

only lesson to be grasped from this is to imitate them or flatter their
persecutors.10

If it is objected that Spinoza does not explicitly advocate the simulation of

orthodox opinions by those whose thinking is different from them, it is clear

that he only cites two courses of action when encountering circumstances of

persecution. One can speak openly against the conventional views he genuinely

opposes and thereby suffer the most severe penalties, or one can disguise and

even conceal his genuine thinking in order to protect himself from harm.

Though Spinoza's observations about the effects of persecution on free expres

sion may not amount to professing that it is "morally acceptable to insinuate

[one's] true beliefs under a mask of appeasive
presentation,"

they plainly indi

cate his acknowledgement of the fact that "necessity is often the mother of

invention"

in difficult circumstances.

Indeed, in the course of the teaching of the Tractatus, Spinoza also articu

lates what might be regarded as the principles of an educational method. When

examining the most effectual manner of communicating a lesson to a single

nation, such as the Jews, to say nothing of teaching the whole human race,

Spinoza asserts that one must frame the doctrine in such a way that it includes a

maximum accommodation of the views embraced by one's audience.

If anyone, in arguing for or against a proposition that is not self-evident, seeks to

persuade others to accept his view, he must prove his points from premises that are

granted, and he must convince his audience on empirical grounds or by the force of

reason; that is, either from what sense-perception tells them occurs in Nature, or

through self-evident intellectual axioms. Now unless experience is such as to be

clearly and distinctly understood, it cannot have so decisive an effect on a man's

understanding and dispel the mists of doubt as when the desired conclusion is

deduced solely from intellectual axioms, that is, from the mere force of the intellect

and its orderly apprehensions. This is equally so if the point at issue is a spiritual
matter and does not come within the scope of the senses.

Now the process of deduction solely from intellectual axioms usually demands
the apprehension of a long series of connected propositions, as well as the greatest
caution, acuteness of intelligence, and restraint, all of which qualities are rarely to

be found among men. So men prefer to be taught by experience rather than engage

in the logical process of deduction from a few axioms. Hence it follows that if
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anyone sets out to teach some doctrine to a whole nation not to say the whole of

mankind and wants it to be intelligible to all in every detail, he must rely entirely

on an appeal to experience, and he must above all adapt his arguments and the

definitions relevant to his doctrine to the understanding of the common people, who

form the greatest part of mankind. He must not set before them a logical chain of

reasoning nor frame the kind of definitions that are best suited to logical thinking.

Otherwise he will be writing only for the learned; that is, to a very small number

of men, compared with the rest of mankind, who will be able to understand him.

(TTP, 3:76-77/119-20)

The educational method recommended by Spinoza comprises three noteworthy

features. (1) Teachers or speakers should make concessions to the opinions of

those whom they address. (2) They should accommodate their instruction to the

abilities of their audience to grasp that teaching. And (3) they should communi

cate their doctrines by relying principally upon facts or experiences generally

assumed by their audiences. The educational procedures recommended by
Spinoza are not necessarily unique nor are they especially controversial.

Still, Spinoza explicitly advises that one should deduce his points "ex con-

cessis"; and he insists that the entire teaching must be adapted "ad captum

plebis."

In following those procedures, Spinoza says, one does not speak to

the learned. Rather one instructs the plebs "who compose the greatest por

tion of
humankind,"

and one speaks to the n in accordance with their un

tutored capacities for comprehension. At first glance, to speak "ad captum

plebis"

would appear to mean to teach a sophisticated doctrine in a manner

accessible to those of unsophisticated
talents."

But it will become clearer

from the subsequent discussion of what it means to speak "ad
captum"

that

Spinoza's educational method involves an appeasement of his audience's

vulgar prejudices and unphilosophic notions. Thus it can involve the kind of

duplicity that Professor Harris claims Spinoza would not have endorsed or

practiced.

With respect to the circumstance of persecution, Spinoza acknowledges that

men publicly will adopt views which they privately oppose; or at least they will

not contest authorized views openly without reserve. And when estimating the

prospect of general education, Spinoza advocates teaching in a fashion that

appeals to the interests and the sentiments of the vulgar, rather than presuming

any erudition on their part, because he acknowledges that the vulgar are

"many"

whereas the learned are
"few."

In neither instance does Spinoza rebuke

any individual for speaking less than candidly. On the contrary, he implicitly or

explicitly recommends the practice of accommodated speech. If those consid

erations, taken separately or taken together, are yet insufficient to warrant the

conclusion that Spinoza did not adopt the sentiment regarding the moral ques-

tionability of appeasive presentation, or less than frank speech, attributed to

him by Professor Harris, then one incontrovertible item of evidence remains to

be introduced.
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When the Tractatus theologico-politicus was published in 1670 (or the latter

months of 1669), the title page of the work did not name the author of the

treatise. It only stated that the work had been printed in Hamburg by Henry

Kunrath. The anonymous publication of the work might have resulted from one

of two probable motives. First, it could be presumed that Spinoza's natural

modesty induced him to publish the work anonymously so as to contribute to

the benefit of humankind without drawing attention to himself as their benefac

tor. Alternatively, it could be argued that Spinoza preferred anonymity because

the treatise expressed many overtly heterodox views, e.g., the teaching on mir

acles in Chapter 6, and he did not wish to entangle himself in a protracted

conflict with the civil or religious
authorities.12

Whatever plausibility the first motive may hold, the latter motive for the

anonymous publication of the Tractatus obtains greater credibility based on

Spinoza's explanation of the motives which prompted him to write the treatise.

In Epistle 30 to Henry Oldenburg, written in October 1665, Spinoza listed three

reasons that induced him to write "a treatise about my interpretation of Scrip
ture."

The first motive was to expose "the prejudices of the
theologians"

which

Spinoza regarded as "the chief obstacles preventing men from turning their

minds to
philosophy."

The second factor was the common opinion that Spinoza

was an atheist and he sought "to avert that accusation as far as it is possible to

do
so."

Finally, the third reason for composing the treatise was to promote the

"freedom of philosophizing, and of saying what one thinks; I desire to vindicate

that in every way because here it is always suppressed by the impudence of the
theologians."

Of the motives cited, the first and third confirm that Spinoza

intended the teaching of the Tractatus to be unconventional, and he must have

been cognizant that its publication risked censure and perhaps even personal

harm from civil or religious authorities if the author's identity were
known.13

In

light of his remarks in the correspondence with Oldenburg, the anonymous

publication of the treatise would seem to be more consistent with Spinoza's

interest to avoid conflict with authorities than with a desire to be a self-effacing

benefactor of humankind. And given Spinoza's observations about public dis

course under conditions of persecution and the suppression of free philosophic

speech, one legitimately might wonder whether even the teachings of the trea

tise are entirely candid. But even if that suspicion is not yet adequately war

ranted, one fact still stands. Contrary to what was inscribed on the title page

of the Tractatus, the book was not published by Henry Kunrath. Nor was it

printed in Hamburg. Rather, as it became known, the treatise was published in

Amsterdam. There is no evidence that Spinoza ever protested the deception

expressed on the title page of his book. Rather his silence about the matter

suggests his complicity in the
fraud.14

Accordingly, it is rash of Professor

Harris to conclude that "what is known of Spinoza's character is inconsistent

with the kind of dishonesty and prevarication implicit in any such practice [of

esotericism] as Strauss
alleges."

As a matter of fact, it is neither an exaggera-
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tion nor is it misleading to assert that Spinoza's Tractatus theologico-politicus

itself commences with a lie on its title page. Whether that lie is momentous or

trivial is open to debate. Nevertheless, what it demonstrates plainly is that

Spinoza was capable of practicing or approving a sort of prevarication that

Harris alleges he would have renounced as morally reprehensible.

2. SPINOZA'S DOCTRINE IS CONSISTENT THROUGHOUT THE TRACTATUS

The second stage of Professor Harris's argument against there being an eso

teric teaching in the Tractatus involves an attempt to demonstrate the falsity of

a central pillar of Strauss's argument. According to Harris, Strauss's case for

esotericism in the treatise depends principally upon the detection of various

inconsistencies or contradictions throughout the book which occasions the con

clusion that the Tractatus is
"hieroglyphical"

and consequently requires a pecu

liar form of
interpretation.15

The pivotal contradiction is said to involve Spinoza's

conflicting views about the possibility or the impossibility of "supernatural
knowledge."

The primary premiss upon which Strauss rests his case is the bewildering (or

hieroglyphic) character of Spinoza's treatise consequent upon its numerous

contradictions, and almost all of these depend upon the key question whether or

not, in Spinoza's view, supernatural knowledge is possible; for if it is not, he

cannot consistently allow exceptions in the case of prophecy, the mind of Jesus, or

the fundamental dogma of theology; nor should he allege that the Bible is

hieroglyphical as surpassing the grasp of human reason. We must, therefore,

consider first what Spinoza meant by captum humanum superare.

If supernatural knowledge is taken to mean knowledge involving contravention

of the laws of nature, Spinoza leaves us in no doubt that he rejects its possibility.

The laws of nature are universal, eternal and inviolable, and nothing can exist or

occur that is not in accordance with them. But this, he maintains, is because the

laws of nature are the laws of God, who does not and cannot contradict himself. It

does not, therefore, follow from the denial of supernatural knowledge, in this

sense, that no legitimate meaning can be given to divine inspiration. In fact,

Spinoza regards all natural (philosophical) knowledge as divine, so far at the very

least as it is knowledge of the third kind, scientia intuitiva, for that consists of

adequate knowledge of individual things derived from adequate ideas of God's

attributes that is, ideas as they are in the divine intellect. So he says in Chapter 1

of TTP:

For those things which we know by the natural light, depend solely on the

knowledge of God and his eternal decrees; but ordinary knowledge is common

to all men as men, and rests on foundations which all share. . . . Yet

nevertheless by equal right with other knowledge, whatever that may be, it can

be called divine, for God's nature, in so far as we share in it, and God's laws,

dictate it to us . .
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Natural knowledge, then, is not improperly described as rei alicujus certa cognitio

a Deo hominibus revelata ("the certain knowledge of some things revealed by God

to men"). But this is the definition of prophecy with which the TTP opens, and

Spinoza does say almost at once that from this definition it follows that natural

knowledge could rightly be called prophecy, and it is only the vulgar preference for

the unusual that excludes it from the common connotation of that term.

The difference between natural, or philosophical, knowledge (what is known by
"the natural light") and what is commonly called prophecy is not the source of the

revelation but the medium. The source of both (as of all truth) is the divine

intellect; but whereas rational knowledge is revealed to human beings through the

intellect, prophecy is revealed to the prophet through his (or her)
imagination.16

With respect to his understanding of Spinoza's teaching on the equivalence

of prophecy or revelation with natural or ordinary knowledge, Professor Harris

is generally correct. Spinoza does maintain that ordinary knowledge, insofar as

it "depends on God and his eternal
laws,"

rightly may be considered to be
"prophetic"

or
"revealed"

because it expresses "sure knowledge of some thing
revealed by God to

man."17

The obvious difference between revelation and

natural knowledge is the medium through which each is communicated. Whereas

natural knowledge is derived from foundations that are shared by all men as

men, prophecy or revelation employs unique means of communication. For

example, God spoke with Moses "face to
face"

(TTP, 3:20-21/64-65). Fur

thermore, Harris is correct to say that Spinoza denies the possibility of super

natural phenomena. Nevertheless his specific criticism of Strauss is actually

misdirected. For Strauss does not say that Spinoza contradicts himself on the

question of the possibility or the impossibility of "supernatural
knowledge."

Rather he shows that Spinoza contradicts himself on the question of whether

suprarational knowledge is possible or
not.18

Before explaining the equivalence of prophecy or revelation with natural or

ordinary knowledge, Spinoza asserts that the prophet is "he who interprets the

things revealed by God to those who do not have sure knowledge of them but

who can comprehend the thing revealed only by
faith."19

The status of the

prophet is privileged. He possesses "certain
knowledge"

that is unavailable to

others who rely solely on their natural faculties. Indeed, when contrasting the

subject of miracles with that of prophecy, Spinoza remarks that whereas the

question of the possibility of miracles "is plainly
philosophical,"

i.e., it is a

matter that falls within the scope of reason, the issue of prophecy is decidedly
different.

Before I bring this chapter to a close, there remains a further point to which I

should like to draw attention, namely, that in here discussing miracles I have

adopted a method very different from that employed in dealing with prophecy. In

the matter of prophecy I made no assertion that I could not infer from grounds

revealed in Holy Scripture, whereas in this chapter ["Of Miracles"] I have drawn
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my main conclusions solely from basic principles known by the natural light of

reason. The procedure I have adopted deliberately because in dealing with

prophecy, since it surpasses human understanding and is a purely theological

question, revelation provided the only basis for making any assertion about it, or

even for understanding its essential nature. (TTP, 3:95/137-38)

Because prophecy "surpasses human understanding [captum humanum su-

perat]"

what is known of it must be derived from the source that relates it, that

is, the Bible. But Spinoza also clearly indicates that the information we have

about prophecy or revelation must be taken principally from those who impart

it, namely, the
prophets.20

In short, only the prophet can authenticate the phe

nomenon of prophecy because all others are reduced to accepting his testimony

on the basis of their simple faith alone. It is even suggested that prophets can

have prophets, for example, "Aaron was as a prophet to Pharaoh for
Moses"

(see TTP, 3:15/59); and it is insinuated that the prophets could prophesy to

other prophets since "they were more apt for one kind of revelation or another

in accordance with their corporeal
temperament"

(TTP, 3: 33/77). Throughout

his characterizations of prophecy and the prophets in the Tractatus, Spinoza

emphasizes that what ensues from prophecy or revelation exceeds what an ordi

nary man could understand simply by the exercise of his natural intellectual

capacities. In particular, it is only through an act of revelation that the cor

nerstone of theology, the doctrine that human salvation depends upon obe

dience to the divine law of charity towards others, is made known to human

beings (see TTP, 3:165/211-12; 3:168/215; 3:174-78/221-25; 3:184-85/232-

33). And Spinoza asserts that the truth of that teaching is above or beyond

reason. That is, "the power of reason does not extend so far as to be able to

determine that man can be blessed by obedience alone without understanding
things"

(TTP, 3:184-232).

According to Strauss, the theological part of the Tractatus begins and ends

with the suggestion that prophecy or revelation as certain knowledge of truths

that surpass human understanding is
possible.21

With respect to prophecy or

revelation, as discussed in Chapter 1 of the Tractatus, it is said that "divine

knowledge extends beyond the limits of natural knowledge"; and it is asserted

that God reveals in prophecy "things which exceed the limits of our natural

knowledge as well as those things that do not exceed
them"

(TTP, 3:15/59). In

Chapter 15 of the treatise it continues to be maintained that the truth of the

cardinal instruction of theology (which Spinoza explicitly identifies with the

teaching of revelation22) cannot be proved to be true through the exercise of

reason nor can the fundamental dogma of theology be investigated by the "nat

ural
light"

(TTP, 3:185/233). Nevertheless, throughout Chapter 7 of the treatise

and its discussion of Biblical interpretation, Spinoza exhorts the reader to rely

exclusively upon his rational
faculties.23

And in Chapter 5, when considering

Rabbi Joseph's criticism of Aristotle's ethical teaching (namely, that "he did
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not embrace the things he teaches as divine doctrines prophetically revealed but

solely because they were dictated by reason"), Spinoza declares that those who

seek to claim unto themselves some faculty above reason have only a fabrica

tion that is far below reason (TTP, 3:80/126). Again in Chapter 6, when refut

ing the possibility of miracles, Spinoza makes the categorical assertion that

"from whatever surpasses our capacity for understanding we can understand

nothing [absolute ex eo, quod nostrum captum superat, nihil intelligere pos-

sumus]"

(TTP, 3:85/128).

Spinoza is inconsistent about what Strauss rightly calls a "central
subject"

of

the Tractatus theologico-politicus . Spinoza cannot coherently maintain that

prophecy or revelation relates "certain
knowledge"

that is characterized as su-

prarational, in that it "exceeds the limits of the human capacity for understand
ing,"

as well as insist that "whatever claims to be above reason is actually an

invention that is inferior to
reason"

and "from that which exceeds human grasp

we can learn
nothing."

The inconsistency detected by Strauss is not a conspic

uous one. Spinoza does not assert on one page that "X is
possible"

and then

immediately declare after it that "X is
impossible."

Yet the inconsistency, or

contradiction, discovered by Strauss is real and not merely alleged, even if it

takes a subtle form. For instance, revelation or prophecy is defined as impart

ing certa cognitio. But in the treatise Spinoza notes the fact that Moses warned

his people against following "false
prophets"

who prophesied to them and even

had the capacity to work "real
miracles,"

that is, an event regarded as the

evidence that their prophesying was
valid.24

The notion of a "false
prophet"

(even if that is not simply an oxymoron by the terms of Spinoza's own defini

tion of prophecy or revelation) casts grave suspicion upon the reliability of the

phenomenon of prophecy or revelation itself.

The genuine problem exposed by the inconsistency detected by Strauss is as

much the matter of the transmission of certa cognitio in prophecy or revelation

as it is the issue of the possibility or the impossibility of suprarational knowl

edge. Even if one concurs with Professor Harris that Spinoza does not contra

dict himself on the matter of "supernatural
knowledge,"

there remains the fact

that Spinoza's account of many prophetic or revealed teachings ultimately

erodes any serious regard for the independent credibility of prophecy or revela

tion insofar as he demonstrates that prophetic or revealed instructions did not

convey "certain
knowledge."

In Chapter 1 of the Tractatus, Spinoza defines prophecy or revelation as

"certain knowledge of some things revealed by God to
man."

But in Chapter 2,
and again in Chapter 15, he appears to qualify that definition with the acknowl

edgement that "the certitude of the prophets was not mathematical but only
moral,"

and consequently one should not consult prophetic testimonies to re

solve "speculative or
natural"

questions (TTP, 3:32/74; 3:35/78-79; 3:42/80;
3:180-88/232-36). Yet even when limited to considerations of revealed teach

ings concerning moral matters, Spinoza ultimately indicates that the
prophets'
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transmission of certa cognitio on those occasions is not guaranteed. For exam

ple, in Chapter 4 of the Tractatus it is concluded that the Mosaic moral doctrine

incorporated a vulgar and untrue account of the nature of God.

The discussion of the Divine Law in the Tractatus seeks to prove that the

laws of God are eternal truths rather than mandates, that is, edicts for "a man

ner of living that is followed by advantage or
injury"

(TTP, 3:63/106). In ac

cordance with the accurate comprehension of the Divine Law, it is realized that

God should not be imagined to be "a lawgiver or prince prescribing laws for
men"

(TTP, 3:62/105). Nonetheless the Bible regularly inculcates a perception

of the divine being as a legislator, and to illustrate that fact Spinoza cites the

case of Adam. Because of a "defect in his
understanding,"

Adam accepted

God's statements regarding the eating of the fruit of the tree of the knowledge

of good and evil as a law issued "solely from the desire and absolute injunction

of some
Prince."25

The same defect of understanding also applied to the Hebrew

people, according to Spinoza. To them the existence of God was not grasped as

an eternal truth; instead it was acknowledged as a law related through the Deca

logue (TTP, 3:63/106). In fact, according to Spinoza, the error of regarding

God as a legislator was attributable not only to Adam and the Hebrews but to

"all the Prophets who wrote laws in God's
name."

The chief legislative pro

phet, of course, was Moses, and Spinoza explains that "from revelation or from

a basis of what was revealed him [ex revelatione vel ex fundamentis ei reve-

latis\"

he grasped the manner whereby the Israelites could be united into a

society. But furthermore, from the same source, Moses portrayed God as "a

ruler, a lawgiver, a king, as merciful, just, and so on, whereas these are all

merely attributes of human nature, and not at all applicable to the divine na

ture"

(TTP, 3:64/107). With respect to the appropriate understanding of God's

nature, Spinoza formulates a doctrine that negates the one propounded by Moses.

We therefore conclude that it is only in concession to the understanding of the

multitude and the defectiveness of their thoughts [non nisi ex captu vulgi & ex solo

defectu cogitationis] that God is described as a lawgiver or ruler, and is called just,

merciful, and so on, and that in reality God acts and governs all things solely from

the necessity of his own nature and perfection, and his decrees and volitions are

eternal truths, always involving necessity. (TTP, 3:65/108-9)

Moses teaches that God is a lawgiver who rules over men and reigns with

justice and mercy. The moral teaching of the Old Testament, as transmitted

through the Decalogue, therefore requires that the faithful embrace the idea of

God as a being who must be worshipped and obeyed. That Mosaic teaching,

says Spinoza, was derived "ex revelatione vel ex fundamentis ei
revelatis."

Nevertheless Spinoza himself argues that the apprehension of God in those

terms is defective and vulgar. From prophecy or revelation, therefore, Moses is

said to teach the erroneous view that God is a king, a lawgiver, a ruler who
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dispenses justice and mercy. Spinoza explains that it is only from a vulgar

grasp of matters and a defect of understanding that God is perceived in that

way. In an extreme respect, one could infer that Spinoza insinuates
that there is

an equivalence between prophecy or revelation and vulgar comprehension or

defective understanding by way of their common doctrine pertaining to the

divine nature. But even if that suggestion were deemed to be extreme, one

necessary conclusion becomes plain. If, based on revelation, Moses inculcates

an inaccurate idea of God's nature, and that view serves as the foundation of

Old Testament morality, namely, the believer's adherence to the Decalogue,

then it is not the case that prophecy or revelation always transmits "certa cog
nitio"

even when it is limited to the sphere of moral concerns. But if the prom

ise of transmitting "certain
knowledge"

is removed from a source that relates

matters that "exceed the limits of human
understanding"

is it difficult to see

why anyone would continue to accede to doctrines whose primary appeal as

being
"certain"

was determined by their prophetic or revealed character. At one

place in the Tractatus, Spinoza seems to anticipate and resolve that quandary

by remarking that inasmuch as prophecy requires a certifying sign, it is inferior

natural knowledge which needs no sign because it involves certitude in its own

nature.26

Spinoza's inconsistency regarding the possibility or the impossibility of su-

prarational knowledge is reflected in the contradiction concerning the definition

and the consequences of prophecy or revelation. Although Spinoza defines

prophecy or revelation as the communication of "certa
cognitio"

by God, he

also asserts that "from
revelation"

Moses formed and promulgated misrepresen

tations about God's nature. From a consideration of those discrepancies in the

Tractatus, one glimpses the form of Spinoza's esotericism. It frequently in

volves the oblique subversion of one set of statements by another set of asser

tions or their implications. In other words, the reader is not simply confronted

with one exoteric doctrine as well as with another less perspicuous (but perhaps

parallel) esoteric teaching. Rather, the esoteric or true teaching of the Tractatus

theologico-politicus often amounts to the realization that the doctrine asserted

most conspicuously is exoterical or
untrue,27

as is the case with the claim that

what is attained from prophecy or revelation offers an assured disclosure of

some "certa
cognitio."

3: ON THE MEANING OF "AD CAPTUM VULGF SPEECH

The third element in Professor Harris's refutation of Leo Strauss's study of

Spinoza's Tractatus theologico-politicus concerns the interpretation of the first

of Spinoza's vivendi regulae articulated in his Tractatus de intellectus emenda-

tione. The first sentence of that rule is: "To speak in accordance with the vul

gar's ability to understand and to do all things that do not pose an impediment
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to the attainment of our goal [Ad captum vulgi loqui, et ilia omnia operari,

quae nihil impedimenti adferunt, quo minus nostrum scopum
attingamus]"

(see

Spinoza Opera, 2:9). The dispute between Harris and Strauss centers on the

question of what it means "to speak to the grasp of the
vulgar."

In his essay, "How to Study Spinoza's Theologico-Political
Treatise,"

Strauss

observed that one precept adopted by Spinoza for interpreting Biblical "contra

dictions between non-metaphoric statements of one and the same
speaker"

was

to suspend judgment about the speaker's authentic view on the matter unless

one could demonstrate that a difference of occasions or a difference of audi

ences was the cause for his asserting two conflicting statements.

[Spinoza] applies this rule to the (real or alleged) contradictions between certain

views of Jesus and Paul: while one of the views is addressed to the common

people, the other is addressed to the wise. The mere fact that Paul says on some

occasions that he speaks "after the manner of
man,"

induces Spinoza to dismiss all

statements of Paul which agree with what Spinoza considers the vulgar view, as

mere accommodations on the part of Paul and to say of them that they are spoken

"after the manner of
man."

If we reduce this procedure to its principle, we arrive at

the following rule: if an author who admits, however occasionally, that he speaks

"after the manner of
man,"

makes contradictory statements on a subject, the

statement contradicting the vulgar view has to be considered his serious view, nay,

every statement of such an author which agrees with views vulgarly considered

sacred or authoritative must be dismissed as irrelevant, or at least be suspected

even though it is never contradicted by him.

Spinoza himself is an author of this kind. The first of the three "rules of
living"

which he sets forth in his Treatise on the improvement of the understanding reads

as follows: "To speak with a view to the capacity of the vulgar and to practice all

those things which cannot hinder us from attaining our goal (sc. the highest good).

For we are able to obtain no small advantage from the vulgar provided we make as

many concessions as possible to their capacity. Add to this that in this way they

will lend friendly ears to the
truth,"

i.e., the vulgar will thus be induced to accept

such truths as the philosopher may wish to communicate to them, or they will not

resent occasional heresies of the
philosopher.28

The precept for interpreting discrepant assertions by the same speaker or

author is applied by Strauss to the study of Spinoza just as Spinoza had applied

the rale in his study of the Bible. In accordance with that hermeneutic pro

cedure, certain "rales of
reading"

are established that must be followed if the

authentic significance of conflicting statements is to be determined. For exam

ple, Spinoza maintains that the Apostle Paul contradicts himself on the question

of God's revelation of the divine law to mankind. On the one hand, Paul

teaches that "God is the God of the Jews and the
Gentiles"

and hence the divine

law is inscribed in the hearts of all men. But on the other hand, Paul affirms

that "the utterances of God were entrusted only to the
Jews."

Spinoza explains

the discrepancy between Paul's claims about the revelation of the divine law by
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observing that the latter declaration was made in concession to the
Hebrews'

conviction that the law of God was given uniquely to them in written form,

namely, the
Decalogue.29

Whether the Biblical authors, such as Paul, actually

contradict themselves becomes less significant than the fact that Spinoza attrib

utes contradictions to them and then develops an interpretive method that en

ables one to determine which of an author's conflicting statements is sincerely

believed by him and which one is not. In effect, Strauss adopts the precepts

articulated by Spinoza about how to read "hieroglyphical
books"

(viz., books

containing discrepant remarks by the same speaker or works that relate matters

which themselves are not easily intelligible, such as contradictions) and how to

read books that require no special interpretive method (viz.
,
books that contain

matters that are by their nature understandable) in order to understand Spi

noza's own
writing.30

For Strauss, the key to deciphering the authentic interpretation of the teach

ings of the Tractatus involves the recognition of the book's contradictions or

discrepancies and the resolution of them through the application of the her-

menuetic procedure recommended by Spinoza
himself.31

But according to

Harris there are no contradictions in the Tractatus theologico-politicus. Hence

any recourse to the method of literary interpretation proposed by Spinoza, in

order to make sense of his own inconsistent statements, is already a distortion

of the philosopher's teaching.

If Spinoza's main theses are patently correct, the representation of them as

cosmetic to appease vulgar prejudices and to disguise a hidden and more

unorthodox opinion would appear to spring from a somewhat perverse interpretation

prompted by some ulterior motive.

Strauss persistently contends that Spinoza adopted his own rule, as enunciated in

the TdlE: ad captum vulgi loqui. But it is first to be noted that the rule is stated as

a temporary practical precept to be observed until the correct method of discovering
the truth has been found. Secondly, ad captum vulgi loqui in no sense means that

one should deceive people, or hide the truth from them. On the contrary, its

meaning is (and it is always used by Spinoza in this sense) that one should express

the truth in such language and by such means as the vulgar can understand. For

instance, if one wants to persuade the masses that they should act justly and be

charitable, it would be futile to recite geometric proofs that such conduct is in
then-

best interests. It would be far more effective to teach them that God, an almighty
judge and ruler of the world, commands the practice of justice and mercy and will

reward men accordingly. (The Substance of Spinoza, p. 144)

Harris's understanding of Spinoza's "first
rule"

is in fact mistaken. And, quite

ironically, his illustration of the use of the rale actually confirms the interpreta
tion of the Tractatus advanced by Strauss.

Before clarifying the significance of the phrase "ad captum vulgi
loqui"

two

brief points are worth remarking. First, Professor Harris claims that the rale is
"a temporary practical precept to be observed until the correct method of dis-
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covering the truth is
found."

But the Tractatus de intellectus emendatione is the

articulation of that method and nowhere in the work (though it remained incom

plete) did Spinoza suggest under what conditions the rale should be abandoned

or amended. Second, Harris says that the meaning of the rale, "and it is always

used in this
sense,"

is that one should "express the truth in such language and

by such means as the vulgar can
understand."

Yet that second point nullifies

the prior observation of Harris since saying that the rale "is always used by
Spinoza"

in some particular way vitiates its character as merely a "temporary
practical

precept."

Still, there is a more pointed contradiction of Harris's opin

ion about the rale evident in the fact that Spinoza did not "express the truth in

such language and by such means as the vulgar could
understand."

On the

contrary, Spinoza wrote and was published only in Latin, the language of the

learned, and consequently "the
vulgar"

were excluded a limine from under

standing his "expression of the
truth."32

The phrase "ad captum vulgi
loqui"

may be translated in a number of non-

provocative ways. One very unbiased translation of it would read: "To speak in

accordance with the ability for comprehension of the general
public."

On that

reading, the sense of the rale would support Harris's benign explanation of it.

But even if some agreement can be achieved about what the word
"vulgus"

implies in the rule, the words "ad
captum"

remain problematic. What does it

mean to speak "in accordance with one's ability to comprehend something"?

The answer to that question is disclosed by Spinoza himself in the Tractatus

theologico-politicus where he offers illustrations of what is involved when one

engages in "ad
captum"

speech.

In Chapter 2 of the Tractatus, Spinoza discusses revelations that were made

to Biblical figures. Part of his intention there is to demonstrate that when God

revealed something to those individuals no unique or constant style of speaking

was implemented. Rather, God was "elegant, succinct, severe, uncultivated,

prolix, or
obscure"

in correlation with the learning and capacity of each one

with whom God spoke (TTP, 3:34/77). Spinoza then broadly concludes that

"God accommodated his revelations to the capacity for understanding and to

the opinions of the
prophets."33

At first glance, it would seem that such in

stances of "ad
captum"

speeches involve benign adaptations of a speaker's

discourse to the limitations of his auditors. But it becomes increasingly clear

from the examples of revelations cited by Spinoza that speaking "ad
captum"

does not mean "to express the truth in such language and by such means as the

vulgar can
understand."

Instead, the instances of revelations that are said to be

expressed "ad
captum"

entail confirming the false or vulgar notions of the

addressee without attempting any correction of them. And that kind of dis

course indeed does imply that one "deceives people or hides the truth from
them."

Furthermore, the reader is confronted once more with the inconsistency
that was recounted in the previous section of this paper. Namely, the content of

what was revealed to Biblical figures, especially when the revelation was

framed "ad did not necessarily impart some "certa
cognitio,"

as the
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definition of prophecy or revelation given in the Tractatus theologico-politicus

affirms.

In the space of a few paragraphs of Chapter 2, Spinoza offers a number of

examples of revelations that were made in accordance with the capacities of

their recipients. In each case, the revelation is said to have been made "ad

captum"

and what was imparted confirmed some erroneous view embraced by

the one to whom the revelation was made. Among the Biblical figures consid

ered are Noah, Adam, and Cain. With regard to the impending "great
flood,"

Spinoza asserts that "The revelation to Noah that God was destroying the hu

man race was also made in accordance with his understanding, for he thought

that the world beyond Palestine was uninhabited [Ad captum Noachi etiam re-

velatum ei fuit Deum humanum genus delere, quia putabat mundum extra Pal-

estinam non
inhabitari]"

(TTP, 3:37/80). In the case of the "first
man"

and his

offense against God in the Garden, Spinoza states that because Adam was un

aware of God's omnipresence and omniscience "in his case, too, God was

revealed in accordance with his understanding, that is, as one who is not every

where, and as not knowing where Adam was, or Adam's sin [Deus etiam ei ad

ipsius captum revelatus fuit, nempe ut qui non ubique est, & ut inscius loci, &

peccati
Adami]"

(TTP, 3:37/80-81). And, after the murder of Abel, Spinoza

asserts that God was revealed to Cain as being ignorant of human affairs be

cause no other knowledge of God was required of him for the repentance of his

sin: "To Cain, too, God was revealed in accordance with his understanding,

that is, as having no knowledge of human affairs; nor did Cain need to have

any higher conception of God before he could repent of his sin [Kaino etiam

Deus revelatus fuit ad ipsius captum, nempe ut rerum humanarum inscius, nee

ipsi, ut sui peccati poeniteret, opus erat sublimiorem Dei cognitionem
habere]"

(TTP, 3:37/81).

What it actually means to speak "ad
captum"

may be ascertained by consid

ering the significance that attaches to the phrase as it is used by Spinoza in the

Tractatus. In each of the instances mentioned, as well as on other
occasions,34

to speak "ad
captum"

means conceding to the opinions of the one who is being
addressed. But strikingly, what was thus revealed conflicted with actual or

assumed matters of fact. For example, with respect to an actual matter of fact,
Noah's prejudiced opinion that humankind consisted only of the population of

Palestine was the reason for the revelation to him that "the entire human
race"

was to be destroyed in "the
flood."

And with regard to an assumed matter of

fact, because his idea of God did not include omniscience and omnipresence,

God was revealed to Adam as "walking in the Garden, calling him, and asking
where he

was"

(TTP, 3:37/80). To speak "ad
captum,"

as examples throughout

the treatise evince, means to confirm, or at least not to contest, the erroneous

views of the one(s) to whom someone is speaking. But to let false beliefs stand
or to promulgate incorrect opinions is tantamount to being willing to "deceive
people or hide the truth from

them."

On no occasion is it said in the Tractatus
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that to speak "ad
captum"

involves correcting, even modestly, the innocent or

even the negligent misunderstandings of one's audience. On the contrary, even

God does not amend Noah's ignorance about the actual population of the

world; nor does God rectify Adam's misapprehension of the attributes that are

to be identified with the divine nature. Instead, when speaking "ad
captum,"

even God's revelations yield to the prejudices, misapprehensions, or false opin

ions of those with whom he is communicating. Spinoza does not question that

practice in its moral or pragmatic consequences.

Based upon his use of general phrases like "ad captum
hominum"

and "ad

captum
alicujus"

or their more specific counterparts, for example, "ad captum

Noachi,"

Spinoza discloses to his reader the fact that to speak "ad
captum"

is to

acquiesce in certain views espoused by one's audience. That is, it means to

speak in accordance with what they are able, willing, or prepared to grasp,

even though that practice means leaving their false notions intact, such as

Noah's opinion about the population of the world. To speak "ad captum
vulgi,"

then, is the universal form of the practice that takes into account opinions or

prejudices commonly shared by most men rather than the specific ones that

have been embraced by a particular individual or group. When Spinoza says, in

Chapter 5 of the treatise, that in order to teach "the whole human
race"

one

should adapt his discourse, or teach, "ad captum
plebis,"

that declaration is

tantamount to reciting the first of the "rules of
living,"

namely, "ad captum

vulgi
loqui"

which was enunciated in one of Spinoza's earliest compositions.

And from what has been learned about the authentic implications of "ad cap
tum"

speech from its use in the Tractatus theologico-politicus it is plain that

Spinoza's manner of teaching does permit him to "deceive people or hide the

truth from
them."

To demonstrate the accuracy of that conclusion, we only

need to consider the example of an "ad captum
vulgi"

speech that was defended

by Professor Harris as a faithful illustration of the kind of benign accommoda

tion supposedly intended by Spinoza in his "first
rale."

According to Harris, if one wishes to persuade the vulgar to act justly and

charitably it is futile "to recite to them geometrical proofs that such conduct is

in their best
interests."

Rather, "it would be far more effective to teach them

that God, an almighty judge and ruler of the world, commands the practice of

justice and mercy and will reward men
accordingly."

In fact, that is the doc

trine that Spinoza attributes to the "whole of
Scripture"

in its expression of the

one "universal
faith"

(TTP, 3:177/223-24). In Chapter 14 of the Tractatus,

Spinoza formulates the essential tenets of the universal faith as they pertain to

the one indispensable dogma of theology regarding man's salvation through his

obedience to God.

I can now venture to enumerate the dogmas of the universal faith, the basic

teachings which Scripture as a whole intends to convey. These all must be directed

(as evidently follows from what we have demonstrated in these two chapters) to
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this one end: that there is a Supreme Being who loves justice and charity, whom all

must obey in order to be saved, and must worship by practising justice and charity

to their neighbour. From this, all the tenets of faith can readily be determined, and

they are simply as follows:

1. God, that is, a Supreme Being, exists, supremely just and merciful, the

exemplar of the true life. He who knows not, or does not believe, that God exists,

cannot obey him or know him as a judge.

2. God is one alone. No one can doubt that this belief is essential for complete

devotion, reverence, and love towards God; for devotion, reverence, and love

spring only from the pre-eminence of one over all others.

3. God is omnipresent, and all things are open to him. If it were believed that

things could be concealed from God, or if it were not realised that he sees

everything, one might doubt, or be unaware of, the uniformity of the justice

wherewith he directs everything.

4. God has supreme right and dominion over all things. He is under no

compulsion, but acts by his absolute decree and singular grace. All are required to

obey him absolutely, while he obeys none.

5. Worship of God and obedience to him consists solely in justice and charity,

or love towards one's neighbour.

6. All who obey God by following this way of life, and only those, are saved;

others, who live at pleasure's behest, are lost. If men did not firmly believe in this,

there is no reason why they should obey God rather than their desires.

7. God forgives repentant sinners. There is no one who does not sin, so that

without this belief all would despair of salvation, and there would be no reason to

believe that God is merciful. He who firmly believes that God forgives from the

mercy and grace whereby he directs all things, and whose heart is thereby more

inspired by the love of God, that man verily knows Christ according to the spirit,

and Christ is in him.

No one can fail to realise that all these beliefs are essential if men, without

exception, are to be capable of obeying God as prescribed by the law explained

above; for if any one of these beliefs is nullified, obedience is also nullified. (TTP ,

3:177-78/224-25)

Within the seven articles of the "universal
faith"

it is explicitly stated or

presupposed that God is a king or a sovereign ruler who governs, judges, and

shows mercy. In Article 1, God is called "extremely just and
merciful"

and

those who do not know God or who disbelieve in God's existence "cannot obey

him and know him as a
judge."

The "uniformity of God's
justice'

in Article 2,
which follows from his omnipresence, again characterizes God as a legislator

and judge. God's "supreme right and dominion over all
things"

expressed in

Article 4 further represents God as a king or sovereign ruler. And the explicit

identification of God's capacity to forgive sins with God's
"mercifulness"

is

confirmed in Article 7.
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Spinoza's account of the seven fundamental dogmas of the "universal
faith"

continues to ratify notions about the nature of God that expressly represent God

as judge, legislator, and king, one who shows mercy and dispenses justice.

Yet, according to Spinoza, all such characterizations of the divine nature are

entirely false. Equally important, however, is the fact that those erroneous no

tions are said to have been derived "ex captu
vulgi."

For Spinoza to inculcate

the images of the divine nature articulated in his account of the seven funda

mental dogmas of the "universal
faith,"

without offering any correction of

them, is to advocate and promulgate vulgar, untrue opinions about God. For

instance, in Article 3 it is asserted that "God directs everything through the

equity of his justice"; and in Article 7 it is affirmed that it is "out of grace and

mercy that God directs
everything."

Yet to promote that conclusion about

God's activity is also to condone what is said to be an absurd idea about God.

For "in
reality,"

Spinoza insists, "God acts and directs everything solely from

the necessity of his own nature and perfection, his decrees and volitions are

eternal truths, always involving
necessity"

(TTP, 3:65/109).

What Spinoza teaches in Chapter 14 of the Tractatus concerning "the funda

mental dogmas of the universal
faith"

is identical with what Professor Harris

regards as an example of an "ad captum
vulgi"

speech that purportedly "ex

presses the truth in such language and by such means as the vulgar can under

stand."

But elsewhere in the treatise Spinoza flatly insists that all teachings that

attribute mercifulness or justice to God, or which describe God as legislator or

prince, are anthropomorphic fabrications that contain no truth. Still, Spinoza

upholds those vulgar teachings as indispensable components of the (presumably

true) revealed teaching of theology that man can be saved by mere obedience

without understanding: "a doctrine that cannot be investigated by the light of

natural
reason."

Consideration of the argument and evidence offered by Errol Harris to refute

Leo Strauss's teaching on Spinoza's Tractatus theologico-politicus ultimately

has the paradoxical consequence of providing support for Strauss's interpreta

tion of that book. Harris's cardinal illustration of an instance in the treatise that

evidences the use of the precept "ad captum vulgi
loqui"

really demonstrates

that Spinoza was prepared to indulge the ignorance of his audience through his

endorsement of generally accepted opinions that he honestly regarded as being
indefensible from a philosophical point of view. In other words, Spinoza did

not find certain forms of prevarication to be morally reprehensible. Rather, his

own declarations attest that he was prepared to inculcate the suprarational doc

trine of theology that requires belief in God as a legislator, judge, or king, a

being who rules with mercy and justice, while he also maintained that any such

ideas about God are untrue and derived only "ex captu
vulgi."

Those two posi

tions represent a conflict that can be resolved only by realizing what it actually

means to speak "ad captum
vulgi."

When Spinoza enunciates the teaching of
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the "universal
faith"

he is speaking "to the grasp of the
vulgar."

He is formulat

ing for them a doctrine that expresses and affirms the erroneous opinions they

already embrace. However, Spinoza himself rejects those very opinions. Through

the examples of what it means to speak "ad
captum,"

or to teach "ad captum

plebis,"

Spinoza provides his philosophical readers with a key for discriminat

ing between his exoteric and his esoteric statements. Although the two teach

ings have not been distinguished here exhaustively, it will be fair to say that it

is premature to conclude that there is no esoteric or hidden teaching in the

Tractatus theologico-politicus .
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tween their exoteric and their esoteric teachings, and they did so for reasons of prudence: see Werke

7:180. Also compare
"Clidophorus,"

p. 99: "For in a letter to his brother, Synesius roundly de

clares that it may sometimes he expedient to lie, in order to do good; exact philosophical knowl

edge not being necessary for the vulgar, who may receive hurt from their
knowledge."

6. See A.L. Motzkin, "Spinoza and Luzzatto: Philosophy and
Religion,"

Journal of the History
of Philosophy 17 (1979): 43-44. Cf. Leo Strauss, Persecution pp. 28-29: "Up to the end of the

nineteenth century many philosophers and theologians believed that Hobbes was an atheist. At

present many historians either tacitly or explicitly reject that view; a contemporary thinker, while

feeling that Hobbes was not a particularly religious man, has decried in his writings the outlines of
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a neo-Kantian philosophy of religion. Montesquieu himself, as well as his contemporaries, believed

that De
I'

esprit des lois had a good and even a wonderful plan; Laboulaye still believed that the

apparent obscurity of its plan as well as its other apparent literary deficiencies were due to censor

ship or persecution. One of the most outstanding present-day historians of political thought, how

ever, asserts that 'there is not in truth much concatenation of subject matter, and the amount of

irrelevance is
extraordinary,'

and that 'it cannot be said that Montesquieu's Spirit of the Laws has

any
arrangement.'

This selection of examples, which is not wholly arbitrary, shows that the typical

difference between older and more recent views is due not entirely to progress in historical exact

ness, but also to a change in the intellectual
climate."

7. See, e.g., F.H. Jacobi, "Ueber die Lehrer der
Spinoza,"

Werke, 4 vols. (Leipzig, 1812-20)

4:54-56, 180-205, 216-20; and Carl Thomas, Herbart-Spinoza-Kant (Langensalza, 1875), p. xiii.

G.W. Leibniz, Letter to Henry Justel, 14 April 1678, in Sdmtliche Schriften und Briefe (Darmstadt

& Leipzig: Preussiche Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1923-69), p. 393. Cf. Robert Blackmore's

poem Creation (London, 1712), p. 54:

Spinoza next, to hide his black Design,

And to his side th'unwary to incline,

For Heav'n his Ensigns treacherous displays;

Declares for God, while he that God betrays;

For whom he's pleased such Evidence to bring,

As saves the Name, while it subverts the Thing.

Francois Lami, Extrait du novel atheisme renverse ou refutation du sisteme de Spinoza (Paris,

1696), p. 350. C. Kortholt, De tribus impostoribus magnis liber (Kiloni, 1680), pp. 72-75, 96-

99, 145-48. J. Freudenthal, "On the History of
Spinozism,"

Jewish Quarterly Review 8 (1895-

96):40. E. E. Powell, Spinoza and Religion (Chicago & London: Kegan Paul, Trench, Triibner &

Company, Ltd, 1906), pp. 44-65. Powell's rule for interpreting contradictory passages in Spi

noza's writings is formulated on page 65.

8. The tracts against the Tractatus were published by Jacob Veteler, Regner von Mansvelt

(Professor of Theology at Utrecht), Spitzelius, Willem van Blyenburgh, and Musaeus (Professor of

Theology at Jena). Musaeus, Tractatus theologico-politicus ad veritatis lancem examinatus (Jena,

1674) pp. 1-2. The letters between Oostens and van Velthuysen appear as Epistles 48 and 49 in the

Opera posthuma BDS, and in Wolfs edition of The Correspondence of Spinoza they appear as

Epistles 42 and 43: see Opera posthuma BDS ([Amstelodami] 1677), pp. 553ff.; and The Corre

spondence ofSpinoza, ed. A. Wolf (London: George Allen & Unwin, 1928), pp. 253-54. Mathias

Earbury, Deism examin'd and confuted, in an answer to a book entitled Tractatus theologico-

politicus (London: Charles Browne, 1697), p. 14.

9. John Aubrey, Brief Lives (London: Cresset Press, 1949), p. 225. Hobbes's statement typ

ically is construed to mean that he was surprised by the bald heterodoxy of certain declarations

made by Spinoza, whereas Hobbes's own confessed diffidence prevented him from making asser

tions of a similarly bold nature. Nevertheless it is worth observing that to challenge specific ortho

dox teachings is not identical with revealing one's genuine thinking on such matters. For example,

in the Tractatus, Spinoza's negative treatment of numerous Mosaic doctrines prepares his putative

endorsement of the teaching of Christ with the result that Old Testament revelation is supplanted by
New Testament revelation. But even such a pronounced move does not necessarily disclose Spi

noza's genuine regard for the phenomenon of revelation itself.

10. TTP, 3:245/297. All passages cited from the Tractatus theologico-politicus will be taken

from the standard Heidelberg Latin edition and from the English translation of it by Samuel Shir

ley. See Spinoza Opera, 4 vols., ed. Carl Gebhardt (Heidelberg: Carl Winters Universitaetsbuch-

handlung, 1925); and Tractatus theologico-politicus, trans. Samuel Shirley (Leiden: E. J. Brill

Publishers, 1989). In the notes, the Tractatus theologico-politicus will be abbreviated TTP, and the

page number where the passage appears in the Heidelberg edition of the TTP will be cited followed

by the corresponding page of the Shirley translation. In the text, the Tractatus theologico-politicus

will also be referred to as the Tractatus or the treatise, wherever appropriate. In the main, I have
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adopted the Shirley English translations throughout the paper. Occasionally, however, I have of

fered minor modifications of them for the sake of more literal readings. The slight changes will be

evident to those consulting the Shirley translation.

The final sentence of the passage recommends the simulation of accepted opinions rather than

submit to the penalty of death for believing and expressing heterodox ones: "Quid ergo talium nece

exempli statuitur, cujus causam inertes, & animo impotentes ignorant, seditiosi oderunt, & honesti

amant? Nemo sane ex eadem exemplum capere potest, nisi ad imitandum, vel saltern ad adulan-

dum."

Still, the sentence poses difficulties for the translator. In the Elwes translation, the sentence

reads: "The only lesson we can draw from such scenes is to flatter the persecutor, or else to imitate

the victim": see TTP, trans. R. H. M. Elwes (New York: Dover Publications, 1951), p. 263. On

the other hand, Shirley's translation is more benign. He renders the Latin verb adulari as "to
revere"

rather than the more customary, though negative, sense of "to
flatter"

or "to
fawn,"

which

is the typical significance of the word in other passages of the TTP. Still, three considerations

support the interpretation of the passage I have proposed. (1) Chapter 20 of the TTP is devoted to

demonstrating that in a free republic "one is allowed to think as he wishes and to say what he
thinks."

In the passage cited, Spinoza denounces situations where there is punishment of those who

think differently than the authorities but who do not know how to simulate the authorized views.

Spinoza does not condemn simulation. Instead he condemns the political or religious circumstances

that force men to simulate. (2) The sentence immediately following the passage cited explains that

the alternative to compelling the kind of simulation practiced by those seeking to avoid persecution

is to allow full freedom of judgment and expression in all matters. That liberty, says Spinoza, will

foster authentic speech and action by the citizens. But where such liberty is not conceded then

simulation and deceit remain as necessary or reasonable alternatives, even though they are socially

and politically undesirable. (3) The disjunctive character of the grammatical construction vel sup

ports the Elwes rendition rather than the Shirley translation, for Spinoza intends to confront the

reader with these alternatives. Either there must be free speech and inquiry without persecution; or

where persecution exists individuals will learn to practice simulation of accepted opinions rather

than suffer the penalties prescribed for embracing unorthodox views.

11. The teaching of an identical doctrine in nonidentical ways (i.e., adapting the discourse to

the intellectual abilities of one's audiences) is the meaning of the distinction between one's exoteric

and one's esoteric writings as it was observed by Aristotle. See, e.g., Nichomachean Ethics

1217b20-25 and 1101a26; Politics 1278b30; Eudemian Ethics 1218b34. Also compare the charac

terizations of the differences between Aristotle's written works in these commentaries on his texts:

Cicero, De finibus 5:5.12; Simplicius, In de Caelo 288.31-289 and In Physica 695.34; Elias, In

Categoriae 114.5; Philoponous, In Physica 705.22; and Strabo, Geographikon, 13:154. For the

coining of the term esoteric in contradistinction to exoteric, in respect of Aristotle's "school note
books"

and his "exoteric
discourses,"

see Lucian, Vitarum audio, section 26.

12. Spinoza concludes the Preface to the Tractatus and Chapter 20 of the book with the same

deferential statement: "I have written nothing that I would not willingly submit to the scrutiny and

judgment of my country's government. If anything of what I say is deemed by them to be repug
nant to the laws of the country or the good of the community, I retract it. I know that I am human,
and may have erred. Yet I have taken great pains not to err, and I have made it my prime object

that whatever I have written should be in complete accord with my country's laws, with piety, and

with good morals [me nihil in eo scripsisse, quod non libentissime examini, & judicio summarum

Postestatum Patriae meae subjiciam: Nam si quid horum, quae dixi, patriis legibus repugnare, vel

communi saluti obesse judicabunt, id ego indicium volo: scio me hominem esse, & errare potuisse;

ne autem errarem, sedulo curavi, & apprime, ut quicquid scriberem, legibus patriae, pietati,

bonisque moribus omnino
respondeat]"

(TTP, 3:247/299 and compare 3:12/57). Though the con

tent of the statement is identical in both passages, there are some few differences between them in

respect to punctuation and tense.

Spinoza's deferential remark is not unique in the literature of his age. Nor does it simply
constitute obsequiousness on his part. On the contrary, much seventeenth-century literature in

cludes a declaration of the author's willingness to submit his book to the approbation of civil

authorities, for the "welfare of the
community."

Still, I believe Spinoza's declaration is interesting
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in two respects. First, his statement not only expresses a hope that he had violated no "laws, piety,

or good
morals,"

but it contains the promise to retract whatever proposition in the book has caused

offense. That promise exceeds the terms of other deferential statements typical of the age. And

while Spinoza's "wish to
unsay"

anything offensive may indicate his awareness of the radical

character of his doctrine, it also suggests his appreciation of the difficulty of teaching what one

believes openly and without reservation. Consequently, the promise of recanting seems more obvi

ously connected with a concern for safety rather than a regard for politeness. Second, I think that

Spinoza's promise, while instructive for the reason mentioned, is also quite hollow or disin

genuous. Since the author of the Tractatus was not named, how could the authorities demand or

even expect a retraction from an unknown source?

13. At the opening of Chapter 8 of the TTP, Spinoza boldly states that his intention is "to

remove common theological
prejudices,"

and he notes that "the history of the Bible is untrustwor

thy rather than imperfect": see TTP, 3:118/161. Public outrage at the content of the TTP is con

firmed in the fact that by 1675 publication and sale of the TTP had been forbidden by virtually

every synod in the United Provinces of The Netherlands.

14. By contrast, for example, we know that Spinoza fiercely objected to a proposal to translate

the TTP out of the Latin into Dutch: see Epistle 40 to Jarig Jelles in 1671 . But there is no indication

of any concern on Spinoza's part that the title page of the TTP deliberately communicated false

information.

15. The treatment of the difficulties involved with interpreting the Bible and the manner of

surmounting them is the focus of Chapter 7 of the TTP. There Spinoza devises a method of Biblical

interpretation because the Bible is "hieroglyphical": i.e., it possesses textual perplexities or incon

sistencies and it contains matters that are not easily intelligible by our natural faculties (see, TTP,

3:97-99/140-42). In discussing the hermeneutic procedure developed by Spinoza to decipher the

meaning of the Bible, Strauss suggests that the method employed by Spinoza to resolve Biblical

contradictions also may be applied to resolve contradictory statements in Spinoza's own book: see

Persecution, pp. 176ff.; and that application of Spinoza's Biblical hermeneutic is denounced by
Harris: see The Substance of Spinoza, pp. 129-32. But ultimately the issue of the

"hieroglyphical"

character of the TTP is subordinated by Harris to the question of the real or alleged contradiction

concerning the possibility or impossibility of "supernatural
knowledge'

: see The Substance of Spi

noza, pp. 132-35. For that reason, I have not offered a distinct account of Harris's criticism of

Strauss regarding the
"hieroglyphical"

character of the Bible.

16. The Substance of Spinoza, pp. 135-36. Strauss's position is related on pages 169ff. of

Persecution, esp. p. 169: 'The theological part of the Treatise opens and concludes with the

implicit assertion that revelation or prophecy as certain knowledge of truths which surpass the

capacity of human reason is possible. This assertion is repeated explicitly or implicitly, in a consid

erable number of other passages of the work. Yet there are also passages in which the possibility of

any suprarational knowledge is simply denied. Spinoza contradicts himself then regarding what one

may call the central subject of the book. To suspend one's judgment on what he thought about that

subject would be tantamount to throwing away the Treatise as a completely unintelligible
book."

To negate the interpretation of Strauss, Harris appeals to the equivalence between "prophecy or

revelation"

and "natural or ordinary
knowledge"

established by Spinoza at the beginning of Chapter

1 of the TTP But, in effect, Harris goes beyond the equivalence indicated by Spinoza and identi

fies "natural or ordinary
knowledge"

with scientia intuitiva as it is defined in the Ethica. That

"natural
knowledge"

(even in the highest sense) is the same as "knowledge of the third
kind"

may

be a conclusion inferred by Professor Harris. But it certainly would not be a matter known to the

reader of the TTP in 1670. At least in that one case, Harris's interpretation of Spinoza's doctrine

involves the interpolation of philosophic views that are formulated in the Ethica but which are not

evident in the TTP. For example, there is no discussion in the TTP of obtaining "adequate knowl

edge of individual things derived from adequate ideas of God's
attributes."

And invoking that

proposition from the Ethica to explain the connection between "prophecy or
revelation"

and "natu

ral or ordinary
knowledge"

in the TTP amounts to violating the integrity of the book by allowing

explanations based on external evidence to supersede interpretations derived from the internal evi

dence.
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17. TTP, 3:15-16/59-60. It would not be an exaggeration to remark that the equivalence

asserted by Spinoza between prophecy or revelation and ordinary or natural knowledge, "which is

common to all men and rests on foundations that are common to all
men,"

allows reason or the

"natural
light"

into a domain from which it otherwise might be barred. In effect, Spinoza makes

reason as reliable a source for learning how to secure man's well-being as revelation. Or, indeed,

because of the exclusory character of prophecy or revelation, i.e., the fact that though ordinary

knowledge may be called prophetic its possessors are not entitled to be called prophets (TTP,

3:16/60), natural or ordinary knowledge may be regarded as the more accessible and universal

source to employ as a guide.

18. Strauss, Persecution, p. 169. In the TTP, Spinoza denounces the belief that supernatural

events, i.e., "events that contravene the laws of nature or at least cannot be occasioned by
nature,"

are possible. When denying that miracles can occur, Spinoza goes so far as to assert that "what is

contrary to nature is contrary to reason and what is contrary to reason is absurd and therefore to be
rejected"

(TTP, 3:91/134). The connection between nature and reason expressed in the equation

cited may be what prompted the confusion of the word
"supernatural"

for
"suprarational"

in

Harris's rebuttal of Strauss. Even in the Bible, the supernatural and the suprarational are regularly

connected because the certification for a teaching as being prophetic or revealed is its confirmation

by some sign (see TTP, 3:31/75) by which Spinoza means a
"miracle"

as it is understood by the

vulgar, i.e., "an event that contravenes the laws of
nature."

For the identification of
"signs"

with

"miracles,"

compare TTP, 3:35-36/78-79 and 3:92/135; the same event of "the sun standing
still"

is referred to as a
"sign"

in Chapter 2, and then it is cited as an example of a
"miracle"

in Chapter

6. Still, with respect to the difference between
"supernatural"

and
"suprarational,"

it should be

clear that there can be claims to suprarational knowledge that do not depend upon supernatural

events. For example, the prediction of future events by
"seers"

does not require the aid of some

supernatural occurrence. Yet the
"knowledge"

imparted by the
"seer"

is not accessible to others by
the exercise of their faculty of reason alone. Rather, the

"knowledge"

attained derives from the use

of some putatively suprarational faculty.

19. TTP, 3:15/59. It should be noted that Spinoza effectively identifies the phenomenon of

prophecy or revelation with the religious experience of the Hebrews by citing the word navi ("inter
preter"

or "spokesman") and its Old Testament meaning, viz., "interpreter of
God,"

as the opera

tive definition of a prophet for the TTP Moreover, the Hebrew significance of the word prophet

implicitly extends to the New Testament since "all of the authors of the Old Testament and the New

were
Hebrews,"

and although the New Testament has been translated into other languages its

"idiom is
Hebraic"

(TTP, 3:100/143). Nevertheless, in the Preface to the treatise, Spinoza acknowl

edges the phenomenon of prophecy in groups other than the Hebrews, and he cites the example of

Alexander who sought advice from seers/prophets: "If anyone seeks particular examples to confirm

what I have said, let him consider Alexander. It was only when he first learnt to fear fortune at

Pylae Susidis (Curtius, Book V, sec. 4) that superstition drove him to employ seers. After his

victory over Darius he ceased to consult prophets and seers until he was once more dismayed with

his
plight"

(TTP, 3:6/50). Non-Hebraic prophecy did not imply that the prophet was an "interpreter
of
God."

In polytheistic cultures, prophets or augurs foretold future events or explained the mean

ings of enigmatic signs. But they did not have the singular function of serving as interpreter for the

god(s). Spinoza's emphasis upon Biblical prophecy is determined by his audience. Had Spinoza

written in or for Moorish Spain he might have concerned himself with the kind of prophecy rele

vant to the Koran.

20. See TTP, 3:16/60: "Our discussion must be confined to what is drawn only from Scripture.

For what can we say of things transcending the bounds of our intellect [limites nostri intellectus

excedentibus] except what is transmitted to us by the prophets in word or writing? And since there

are no prophets among us today, as far as I know, our only recourse is to peruse the sacred books
left to us by the prophets of old, taking care, however, not to make metaphorical interpretations or
to attribute anything to the prophets which they themselves did not clearly

declare."

21. See the text of note 15. In notes 34 and 35 on page 169 of Persecution, Strauss lists a

number of passages from the Tractatus expressing the view either that suprarational knowledge is
possible or that suprarational knowledge is impossible.
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22. TTP, 3:184-85/232: "By theology, I here mean, in precise terms, revelation in so far as it

manifests Scripture's objective as we have stated it, that is, the way of achieving obedience, or the

dogmas of true piety and faith. In other words, by theology I mean the word of God properly so

called, which does not consist in a set number of books (see Chapter
12)."

23. See, e.g., TTP, 3:112-17/154-60, where Spinoza extols the exercise of an unaided lumen

naturale and dismisses any claims that endorse the validity of some supra naturam lumen.

24. See TTP, 3:186/233-34. Also compare TTP, 3:30/74: "The prophets were not assured of

God's revelation through the revelation itself, but through a sign. This is clear in the case of

Abraham (Gen. ch. 15 v. 8) who, when he heard God's promise, asked for a sign. He did indeed

believe in God, and he did not seek a sign so as to have faith in God, but to know that this was

God's promise to
him."

It is curious, of course, that the genuinely faithful demand from the object

of their faith assurances about the merit of that faith. But it is equally peculiar that Spinoza would

mention miracles, i.e.,
"signs,"

in Chapter 15 with any seriousness after his refutation of the

possibility of miracles in Chapter 6. But I suggest that his introduction of the notion of miracles in

Chapter 15 is an illustration of the subtlety of Spinoza's deliberate inconsistencies.

The point of the argument in Chapter 15 addresses the motive for one's accepting the teaching

of theology even if it is "above
reason"

and therefore cannot be proved true or false by the exercise

of the "natural
light."

Spinoza reminds the reader that "the certitude of the
prophets,"

as described

in Chapter 2 (TTP, 3:31/75), consisted of three criteria: (1) a distinct and vivid imagination; (2) a

sign; and (3) a heart inclined toward the right and good. In Chapter 15 of the TTP it is maintained

that the first criterion could have applied only to the prophets and hence "our certitude about

revelation rests on the other
two."

But the second criterion, the sign (or the miracle, by virtue of

the identification established by Spinoza [see TTP , 3:20-21/64-65]) also must be ignored since

even "false prophets could work true
miracles."

Consequently, the only criterion that remains to

assure one of the certitude of the prophetic testimony is the goodness of the doctrine that is pro

fessed. In order to come to that conclusion, however, Spinoza undermines the certitude of prophecy
or revelation based upon any sign/miracle. And he achieves that goal by appealing to the Biblical,

viz., Mosaic, admonition against following the false prophet "even if he confirmed his authority

with signs and
portents."

Nevertheless, once the prophetic commendation of "justice and
charity"

is

declared to be the teaching of Scripture, Spinoza reverts to the view that the prophets confirmed

that benevolent doctrine with signs: "For since we see that the prophets commend above all else

justice and charity and have no other objective, we may hence conclude that it was no evil intent

but sincere conviction that prompted them to teach that men may achieve blessedness by obedience

and faith. And because they furthermore confirmed this teaching with signs we are convinced that

they were not speaking at random nor were they out of their sense while
prophesying"

(TTP,

3:186/234). To say that a doctrine is "certified by a
sign"

is to make the doctrine compelling by
recourse to the vulgar's interest or belief in miracles. But by connecting the implications of pre

vious arguments and statements, it should be realized that in the passage quoted Spinoza says that

the prophets were able to do what Spinoza elsewhere says it simply is impossible to do, i.e., work

a miracle.

25. TTP, 3:63/106. The "defect of
knowledge"

is elaborated in Chapter 2 where Spinoza de

scribes Adam in the Garden of Eden as being ignorant of God as an omnipresent and omniscient

being: see TTP, 3:37/80.

26. TTP, 3:30/74: "In this respect, then, prophecy is inferior to natural knowledge, which

needs no sign, but of its own nature carries
certainty."

27. I have in mind here the description of "the exoteric and the esoteric
distinction"

articulated

by John Toland in the complete title of his essay,
"Clidophorus."

The title of that work effectively

serves as a definition for one sort of esotericism: viz. ,
"Clidophorus or of the Exoteric and Esoteric

Philosophy, that is, of the External and Internal Doctrines of the Ancients: the one open and

public, accommodated to the popular Prejudices and the established Religions; the other private and

secret, wherein, to the few capable and discrete, was taught the TRUTH stripped of all
disguises."

28. Persecution, p. 177. On the principle of "suspending
judgment"

when confronted with

contradictory statements see TTP, 3:103/146. Similar formulations of the rule for the interpretation

of conflicting assertions by the same speaker or author are pronounced by John Toland and E.E.
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Powell. See Toland,
"Clidophorus,"

p. 96: "there is one observation left us, whereby to make a

probable judgement of the sincerity of others in declaring their opinions. Tis this. When a man

maintains what's commonly believ'd, or professes what's publicly injoin'd, it is
not always a sure

rule that he speaks what he thinks: but when he seriously maintains the contrary ofwhat's by law
establish'

d, and openly declares for what most others oppose, then
there's a strong presumption

that he utters his
mind."

And compare, Powell, Spinoza and Religion, p. 65: "In view of the

circumstances, the interpretation of Spinoza should evidently proceed according to the following

principle: Whenever two passages contradict each other, one of them expressed in religious termi

nology and the other not, we are bound to regard the latter as conveying Spinoza's real meaning;

and in general, whenever religious phraseology implies views clearly in contradiction with the first

principles of his philosophy, we must accept as his real opinions, not those implied in the religious

phraseology, but those in harmony with the first principles of his
philosophy."

For Powell, Spi

noza's philosophy represented a form of atheistic monism.

29. See TTP, 3:54/97-98: "So when he says, 'To the Jews alone were entrusted the oracles of

God,'

we should either take it as meaning that only to the Jews were the laws entrusted in writing

while to other nations they were communicated by revelation and conception alone, or we must say
(since Paul's aim is to refute the objections that could be raised only by the Jews) that Paul is

answering in accordance with the understanding and beliefs of the Jews of that time [Cum ergo ait,

Judaeis tantum Dei eloquia credita fuisse, vel intelligendum est, quod Us tantum Leges scripto,

reliquis autem gentibus sola tantum revelatione, & conceptu concreditae fuerunt, vel dicendum

(quandoquidem id, quod soli Judaei objicere poterant, propulsare studet), Paulum ex captu &

secundum opiniones Judaeorum, turn temporis receptas,
respondere]."

30. For Spinoza's instruction regarding the method of interpretation, see TTP, 3:1 101 1/153

55.

31. A precedent for the practice of an author explaining how to resolve contradictions in a book

with a view to having the reader apply the rule(s) disclosed by the author to the interpretation of his

own book is to be found in a work well known to Spinoza and Strauss. In The Guide for the

Perplexed, Maimonides describes "the causes [that] should account for the contradictory or con

trary statements to be found in any book or compilation": see The Guide for the Perplexed, 2 vols.,

trans. Shlomo Pines (Chicago and London: University of Chicago Press, 1962) 1:17-20. With the

description of the cause for the contradiction, Maimonides supplies the interpretive procedure by
which the contradiction can be understood and resolved. He then states that "[divergences found in

[The Guide] are due to the fifth cause and the
seventh."

And to that acknowledgement he adds:

"Know this, grasp its true meaning, and remember it very well so as not to become perplexed by
some of its

chapters"

(see The Guide, 1:20). Also see Leo Strauss, "The Literary Character of The

Guide for the
Perplexed"

in Persecution, pp. 38-94.

32. What or who Spinoza intends by "the
vulgar"

is an interesting question. Since he wrote in

Latin, he did not seek to address "the
vulgar,"

i.e., the commoners or the multitude, in the conven

tional sense of the term. Yet in the Preface to the TTP Spinoza does not invite "the
vulgar"

to read

his book: "Vulgus ergo & omnes, qui cum vulgo iisdem affectibus conflictantur, ad haec legenda

non
invito"

(TTP, 3:12/56). If it is plain that the book excludes the conventional vulgar who cannot

read Latin, then it would seem that Spinoza allows for the possibility that some portion of his

Latin-literate audience shares opinions in common with the vulgar. Thus, for Spinoza, there ap

pears to be a class of readers who could be characterized as the "learned
vulgar."

And perhaps for

that reason, in the Preface to the TTP, Spinoza addresses the book to the "Philosophe
lector"

(see

TTP, 3:12/56). How Spinoza's regard for a class of readers characterized as the "learned
vulgar"

affected his teachings in the TTP I have discussed in "Spinoza, Biblical Criticism, and the Enlight
enment,"

Studies in Philosophy and the History of Philosophy, ed. John McCarthy (forthcoming
from The Catholic University of America Press).

33. TTP, 3:42/86: "Ex his itaque satis, superque constat, id, quod ostendere proponebamus,

nempe Deum revelationes captui, & opinionibus Prophetarum
accommodavisse."
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34. To propose that the genuine meaning of "ad captum
vulgi"

can be attained by examining

the significance of the occasions when the words "ad
captum"

are used is to follow a principle

defended by Spinoza himself in the TTP. For according to him, "words have a definite meaning

solely from their
use"

(see TTP, 3:160/206-7; and compare passages from the Ethica ordine geo-

metrico demonstrata, 2:131-32; 195-96; 205-6).

E.g., see TTP, 3:84/127: "since miracles were wrought according to the understanding of the

common people who were quite ignorant of the principles of science [verum, quoniam miracula ad

captum vulgi facta fuerunt, quod quidem principia rerum naturalium plane ignorabat], men of old

doubtless regarded as a miracle whatever they could not explain in the way in which common

people are accustomed to explain natural
phenomena."

In a statement that illustrates something

being undertaken "ad captum
vulgi"

we find Spinoza discussing a phenomenon that is made cred

ible only because of the vulgar's lack of knowledge of nature and its eternal laws. In other words,

as the description of miracles attests, what is said or done "ad captum
vulgi'

is identified with

something that Spinoza regards as philosophically absurd. Spinoza also concludes Chapter 2 with

the observation that there are many passages in the Bible, adapted "ad
captum"

that cannot be

defended as divine doctrine without great prejudice to Philosophy: "if I had to enumerate all the

passages of Scripture composed 'ad
hominem'

i.e., according to the individual's understanding

and which could not be upheld as divine doctrine without great prejudice to philosophy, I should

depart from the brevity which is my aim [nam si mihi enumeranda essent omnia Scipturae Loca,

quae tantum ad hominem, sive ad captum alicujus scripta sunt, & quae non sine magno Philos-

ophiae praejudicio, tanquam divina doctrina defenduntur, a brevitate, cui studeo, longe dis-

cederem: sufficiat igitur, quaedam pauca, & universalia attigisse reliqua curiosus lector apud se

perpendat]"

(TTP, 3:43-44/87).
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INTRODUCTION

Much of the disagreement about the essence of Rousseau's thought stems

from the narrowness of the various perspectives from which it is viewed. Indi

vidual scholars only rarely encompass the scope of his works. Often specialists

in political philosophy who study the Discourse on the Sciences and the Arts or

the Discourse on the Origins of Inequality remain ignorant of the contents, or

even the existence, of his numerous essays on music. Students of comparative

literature who specialize in Julie tend to be unacquainted with the Letters Writ

ten from the Mountain. Almost no one who studies the Letter to d'Alembert on

the Theatre reads Rousseau's fairy tale, "The Queen
Fantastic."

One work that

has drawn very little attention from scholars in any field in the English-speak

ing world is the so-called "Fiction or Allegorical Fragment on
Revelation."1

Yet this work is of importance because in it Rousseau directly addresses the

nature of philosophy, gives his judgment of Jesus and Socrates, and presents

his view of the obstacles faced by philosophers who wish to have an influence

on the public.

Two factors that may have contributed to the neglect of this work are the

fact that its title does not give a very accurate account of its contents and the

degree of uncertainty about when Rousseau wrote the work. Rousseau origi

nally entrusted the manuscript to his friend and literary executor Paul Moultou,

along with many other papers that he wanted to preserve. He left no indication

of how he intended to use this fragment, although he took pains to preserve it,

unlike other fragmentary works which he took some care to destroy. There is

no evidence concerning how Rousseau planned to finish the story he tells in it

or whether it was meant to fit into a larger work, as the "Profession of Faith of

the Savoyard
Vicar"

fits into Emile, or the "Prosopopeia of
Fabricius"

fits into

the First Discourse. The manuscript has no title, but was given one by Moul-

tou's descendent Streckheisen-Moultou upon its first publication 1861 in an

edition of previously unpublished works and correspondence by Rousseau.

At the time of its initial publication it was suggested that the
"Fiction"

was

written in 1778, the last year of Rousseau's life, and even that it was his last

work, composed after he stopped writing the Reveries very shortly before his

death. More recently almost all scholars have rejected this date without agree-

interpretation, Spring 1996, Vol. 23, No. 3
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ing on an alternative. Three major possibilities have been suggested: the period

between 1750 and 1753 between the First and Second Discourses, the years

1756-57 shortly after Rousseau left Paris following the publication of the Sec

ond Discourse and prior to his work on Emile, and a date between these
two.2

In sum, there is no consensus beyond the unsurprising view that the
"Fiction"

was written sometime after the beginning of Rousseau's literary career in 1750

and before the end of his life in 1778. To date no one has made a case for a

date based on physical evidence such as the ink used on the manuscript or the

date Rousseau purchased the paper on which it was
written.3

All the evidence

cited by those who have attempted to establish the date the
"Fiction"

was writ

ten is based either on a presumed relation between the issues addressed in this

work and those addressed in other works the date of whose composition is

known or on a presumed development in Rousseau's thinking about issues or

individuals.4
Such evidence can be more or less persuasive, but it can never be

conclusive to anyone with a different interpretation of the
"Fiction."

This confusion over the dating of the
"Fiction"

underscores the fact that the

work presents issues and even specific examples to which Rousseau returned

many times over a period of more than twenty-five years. Much of its interest

stems from precisely the fact that it treats a range of topics of persisting impor

tance for Rousseau. It is, however, not entirely obvious how these topics fit

together in the
"Fiction,"

or what its major focus is. The title given to it by

Streckheisen-Moultou, "Fiction or Allegorical Fragment on
Revelation,"

desig
nates both a subject and a literary form, as well as the incompleteness of the

work. It indicates the editor's judgment about the central topic of the
"Fiction,"

namely religious revelation. This judgment was accepted and amplified upon in

the first treatments of the work. In one of the first reviews Sainte-Beuve said

that it "shows us Rousseau in all the fervor of his religious
enthusiasm"

and

that it demonstrates that Rousseau should be included among those people who

are "Christians by instinct, feeling and
desire."5

Fifty years later Saint-Beuve's

evaluation, which had been shared by numerous contemporary critics, was called

into question by Pierre-Maurice Masson, who argued that the work's early inter

preters had been led astray by the misleading title and by faulty assumptions about

the completeness of the
work.6

Masson argues that the
"Fiction"

is characterized

primarily by its opposition to any sort of philosophic or religious dogmatism. Most

importantly, he very reasonably insists that a proper judgment of this work and its

significance must depend on an evaluation of its contents.

THE FIRST PHILOSOPHER

At the beginning the focus of the
"Fiction"

is philosophy, not revelation. It

recounts the story of "the first man who attempted to
philosophize."

Rousseau
leaves in ambiguity whether he is concerned with a historical question concern-
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ing the beginnings of philosophy or with issues that perennially concern anyone

who attempts to philosophize. He does not tell us who this first philosopher is,

although at one point in the manuscript he originally identified him as Pythag

oras, only to withdraw this identification. He usually refers to him only as "the
Philosopher."

Although it was withdrawn, this identification with Pythagoras

may provide a clue to the issue of the
"Fiction."

In other works Rousseau fairly

regularly connects Pythagoras with the origins of philosophy. In both the Sec

ond Discourse and Emile he counts him among the ancient philosophers who

understood how to travel in order to learn.
'

In these contexts Rousseau uses the

Greek philosopher to illustrate the failings of modem philosophy which as

sumes that universal human nature corresponds to European customs.

In one of his replies to critics of the First Discourse, however, Rousseau

uses Pythagoras 's name to identify a characteristic defect in both ancient and

modem philosophy. In his
"Observations,"

he says,

[W]hat shall we say about the distinction between two doctrines so eagerly received

by all the Philosophers, and by which they professed in secret sentiments contrary

to those they taught publicly? Pythagoras was the first to make use of the esoteric

doctrine. He did not reveal it to his disciples until after lengthy tests and with the

greatest mystery. He gave them lessons in Atheism in secret and solemnly offered

Hecatombs to Jupiter. The Philosophers were so comfortable with this method that

it spread rapidly in Greece and from there in Rome. . . The History of this deadly

doctrine, written by an informed and sincere man, would be a terrible blow to

ancient and modern Philosophy. But Philosophy will always defy reason, truth, and

even time, because it has its source in human pride, stronger than all those
things.8

Here, the name of Pythagoras is connected with a separation between the pri

vate atheism of philosophers and their public conventional piety, and this sep

aration is portrayed in a sinister way. Thus Pythagoras represents to Rousseau

both the superiority of ancient to modem philosophy in the pursuit of truth and

the shared defect of the two in
morality.9

In short, Rousseau's use (even though

withdrawn) of the name Pythagoras in
"Fiction"

suggests at least the possibility

that he is concerned with the issue of the relation between philosophers and the

general public. As we shall see, this is indeed the major theme of at least part

of the
"Fiction."

THE SETTING

Prior to any confrontation with public opinion Rousseau's first philosopher

retreats from the bustle of the city to the countryside and solitude for his medi

tations. The first philosopher's isolation from the hubbub of public opinion is a

typical Rousseauian device. He very commonly insists on the need for some

more or less total rupture from the way of life represented by cities, even
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though he is well aware of how easy it is to "transport the life of the city into

the
country"

both physically and psychologically (see Lettres morales, Pleiade,

vol. 4, p. 1116). In order to stimulate his young student's meditations about

cosmology and providence, the Savoyard Vicar takes him out of Turin to a

hillside overlooking the valley of the Po River (see Emile, bk 4, p. 266).
Rous

seau himself arrived at the argument of the Second Discourse in the depths of

the forest of Saint Germain, and most of the great works he wrote from 1756

through 1762 were conceived during his walks in the forest of Montmorency

(see Confessions, Collected Writings, vol. 5, pp. 326 and 339). This sort of

retreat differs markedly from the activity of Plato's Socrates, who character

istically conducts his philosophizing in the market-place or at least well-at

tended functions in private homes of the sort that Rousseau's contemporaries

might well identify as salons if it were not for the absence of
women.10

MATERIALISM AND THE ORDER OF THE WORLD

In his rural retreat the first philosopher is surrounded by objects that give

him a pleasant sense of the orderliness of nature. His curiosity about this order

is stirred particularly by the sight of the complex motions of the heavens.

Rather than being comforted, however, he is troubled about the source of this

order. The philosopher's perplexity covers two general issues. The first of these

concerns the source of the order of the physical universe and the second con

cerns his own ability to perceive this order or to construct it in his thought. His

meditations focus on the first of these issues.

He is unsure about whether physical order is the result of a purely "fortu

itous
arrangement"

or the consequence of some ordering principle. In effect, he

is torn between materialist explanations of the world and teleological accounts.

He briefly ponders the difficulties facing materialists: the apparent spontaneity

of motion in animals, the nature of sensation, and his own experience of think

ing and free will. Although he sees no satisfactory materialist account of these

issues, he concedes that such an account is not outside of the realm of possi

bility."
He professes stronger reservations concerning what he regards as the

indispensable assumption of materialism, i.e., the claim that motion is intrinsic

to matter and that this motion can ceaselessly generate new combinations. The

philosopher's most profound meditations are unable to resolve or solidify his

reservations, and the spectacle of the order of nature becomes only a source of

uneasiness for him.

The formulation Rousseau gives to the philosopher's perplexity is very remi

niscent of a particular issue to which he returned several times in his literary
career. For example, in one version of his so-called Letter to Voltaire on Provi

dence from 1756 Rousseau says,
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I remember what has struck me the most forcefully in my whole life, on the

fortuitous arrangement of the universe is the twenty-first philosophical thought,

where is shown by the laws of analysis of chance that when the quantity of throws

is infinite, the difficulty of the event is more than sufficiently compensated by the

multiplicity of the throws, and consequently the mind ought to be more astonished

by the hypothetical continuation of chaos than by the real birth of the universe.

This is, while assuming motion necessary, what has never been said with more

force to my mind on this dispute; and as for me, I declare that I do not know the

least response that common sense might have, whether true or false, if not to deny
as false what one cannot know, that motion might be essential to matter.12

The reference to the twenty-first philosophical thought is to Diderot's Philo

sophical Thoughts. There Diderot uses the newly fashionable study of proba

bility to argue that the orderliness of the universe does not refute atheism. In

fact, he claims that atheism is favored by this orderliness because in the infinity
of time an orderly universe must necessarily arise out of randomness. While the

first philosopher concedes the force of Diderot's argument, he also insists that

it falls far short of a demonstration, given that it assumes without proving that

motion is intrinsic to matter and therefore that God is unnecessary to begin

motion.

Thus, Rousseau's first philosopher appears to be well acquainted with Di

derot's book published in 1746. (On this point see Gouhier, p. 197.) Neverthe

less, as is shown by the philosopher's reference to the Epicurean doctrine of the
"swerve"

which is needed to make moving atoms collide a doctrine not men

tioned by Diderot Rousseau was well aware that the relation between the

orderliness of the heavens and natural teleology had a long history. In one of

the fragments to Emile, he cites Aristotle as arguing against the materialist

position on the key issue of whether matter can be conceived of as having

motion intrinsic to it (see Pleiade, vol. 4, p. 876). In short, Rousseau regards

this issue as coeval with philosophy and as unsolvable, or at least unsolved. His

objection to his contemporary philosophers was to their dogmatic belief that

they had solved this vexing problem.

PHILOSOPHIC PRIDE AND HUMILITY

When offering guidance to a young man who had written to him about a

condition of perplexity into which he had fallen as a result of studying philoso

phy, Rousseau declared that the state of doubt in which the philosopher finds

himself was completely alien to him (see the "Letter to M. de Franquieres,

Pleiade, vol. 4, p. 1134). More commonly, however, he says that this is pre

cisely the condition into which his own studies had put
him.13

In addition to

asserting that doubt is the beginning of philosophy, he consistently claims that

uncertainty about certain ultimate metaphysical questions must be the ultimate
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outcome of philosophic pursuits. Although he frequently attacks skeptics and

Pyrrhonists, he does so mainly to object to the moral consequences they draw

from their skepticism, not to the skepticism
itself.14

The first philosopher's admission of uncertainty leads him to the brink of

abandoning any reasoning about these unsolvable questions. He sees that,

rather than being a reasonable pursuit of knowledge, further investigation will

only be in the service of his sense of pride. At this point comes the experience

that has led commentators to call this the fragment on revelation: "All at once a

ray of light happened to strike his mind and to unveil to him those sublime

truths which it does not belong to man to know by himself and which human

reason serves to confirm without serving to discover them. A new universe

offered itself so to speak to his
contemplation."

A faith that allows him to

conceive of the world as the work of a divine being takes the place of his

doubt. It is only when he has given up his philosophic pride, his conviction that

his reason alone can settle the issues he has been debating, that the first philos

opher receives this revelation.

The vulnerability of philosophers to pride is a regular theme in Rousseau's

works. In the First Discourse he places the origin of philosophy, or at least the

study of nature and of morality, not in wonder but in pride and similar vices

(Collected Writings, vol. 2, p. 12). As we have seen, in his remarks about

esotericism Rousseau traces the source of philosophy to pride. Moreover, this

philosophic pride gives birth to a certain misanthropy. Rousseau argues that, by

exposing human beings for what they are, philosophy engenders contempt for

his fellows in the philosopher. Finally, "his contempt for others turns to the

profit of his pride: his amour-propre increases in the same proportion as his

indifference to the rest of the universe. For him, family, fatherland become

words void of meaning: he is neither parent, nor citizen, nor man; he is a

philosopher"

("Preface to
Narcissus,"

Collected Writings, vol. 2, p. 192).

Finally, in the Second Discourse, it is the combination of amour-propre and

reason to which Rousseau attributes the lack of compassion in philosophers

(Collected Writings, vol. 3, p. 37).

In sum, pride causes philosophers to overestimate the power of their own

reason and to press their inquiries beyond their ability. In doing so they reach

dogmatic conclusions that gratify their vanity even though they would fail to

satisfy an impartial reason. This, in rum, causes them to congratulate them

selves on their superiority to other humans. This is also the source of their

esotericism, or willingness to deceive others for their own benefit.15

Somehow Rousseau's first philosopher is immune to or resists this tempta

tion of pride. This is what opens him to the
"revelation"

of the "invisible chain

that links all
beings."

The somewhat imprecise understanding now embraced by
the philosopher is identified more precisely elsewhere in Rousseau's writings.

This characterization of the orderliness of the universe belongs to optimism,

particularly in the version developed by
Pope.16

In effect the first philosopher
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turns away from materialism and toward optimism. He does so, however, not

as a turn from a faulty philosophic doctrine to another that is demonstrably
true. While optimism presents itself as an argument for divine providence, in

Rousseau's view it assumes the existence of God rather than proving it (see the

"Letter to
Voltaire,"

Collected Writings, vol. 3, p. 115).

Optimism is only one of the possible alternatives to materialism, and the

version presented here has a strong theological cast. Rousseau was well aware

of other alternatives, for example, in the citation of Aristotle's opposition to the

supposition of eternal motion referred to above Rousseau says that this philoso

pher "did not appear to have thought too well of the
Divinity"

(Pleiade, vol. 4,

p. 876). The rather tentative, or imprecise, character of the
"revelation"

given

to the first philosopher is indicated by the way it is described in the
"Fiction"

itself. Although it is said that the "sublime
truths"

seen by the philosopher are

confirmable by human reason, he remains incapable of providing a completely

rational account of what he has discovered. There are still "perplexing soph

isms"

that he is unable to resolve. It is not exactly the case that the philosopher

has come to prefer revelation to reason. Rather, he relies on his "interior senti
ment"

to decide between two alternative rational, but imperfect, accounts of the

world. In the "Letter to M. de
Franquieres"

Rousseau says, not that this interior

sentiment is beyond reason, but that it protects us against the "sophisms of

reason."17

Although Rousseau claims that this sentiment is infallible, although

not always followed, he does not claim any more than that it allows us to

recognize the limits of our reason.

The philosopher's excursion into philosophic meditation has taught him the

futility of attempting to resolve his remaining doubts. His reason has learned its

own limits, and his philosophic pride is replaced by a humility that leaves him

open to consolation. The effect of this change of feeling in the philosopher is

that he is inspired by a new philanthropy, the opposite of the misanthropy all

too typical of philosophers. While at the beginning he is seen only outside of

society and there is no indication that he philosophizes for any reason other

than to satisfy his own curiosity, under the influence of his new enthusiasm he

suddenly acquires a desire to share his consoling discovery. He believes that

what he has discovered can be put into the service of virtue. Philosophy be

comes philanthropic only after it becomes aware of its own limits. The first

philosopher now longs to share his discovery with the world, but his medita

tions have lasted into the night and, while waiting for the dawn, he falls into a

deep sleep and begins to dream.

THE DREAM: ON THE BLINDNESS OF PEOPLES

In his dream the philosopher finds himself in an immense temple, whose

dome is supported by seven statues each of which has the shape of one of the

seven deadly
sins.18

These statues accurately portray the hideousness of the
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vices they represent, but by a trick of perspective appear beautiful when seen

from inside the temple. In the center of the temple is an altar upon which there

is an eighth statue, which is veiled. This statue is worshipped in a variety of

ways by its devotees, each of whom imagines it in terms of his own dominant

passion. Sadistic perversity reigns everywhere. The forms of worship either

prohibit natural acts or require an unnatural cruelty.

The ministers of the temple, marked by "a modest and contemplative
air"

which thinly conceals their "pride and
cruelty,"

make sure that those entering

the temple are blindfolded until they reach the point of perspective at which the

seven statues will take on their deceptively beautiful appearance. Unlike the

people, who commit atrocious acts because they are under the spell of illusion,

the ministers are well aware of the deformity of their idols, but serve them out

of self-interest. They profit from the fanaticism they help to inculcate.

It is not unusual for Rousseau to transport his readers back to a time before

philosophy affected the world. In the
"Fiction,"

however, the prephilosophic

world is one of fanaticism and prejudice. It is characterized by the same quali

ties Rousseau elsewhere identifies as the distinctive marks of corrupt religion:

"iniquity, falsity, hypocrisy, and
tyranny"

("Letter to M. de Franquieres, Pleiade,

vol. 4, p. 1142). In such an atmosphere the philosophic gesture of stripping

away the veil, of undermining respect for irrationally held opinions, cannot

appear in the sinister light it usually takes on in Rousseau's treatments of phi

losophy. In this instance Rousseau makes common cause with his erstwhile

friends the Encyclopedists and with Voltaire. In the philanthropic first philoso

pher's dream the issue is less justifying philosophy than it is the tactical ques

tion of how philosophy can combat religious
prejudices."

One of the striking features of the
"Fiction"

is that, prior to his dream, the

philosopher is quite unaware of the precise nature and extent of the prejudices

from which his fellows must be liberated. To be sure, he knows that they are in

need of enlightenment and he hopes to make them happy and virtuous by filling
this need. Nevertheless, his own enlightenment took place entirely outside of a

social context, and he himself was liberated from doubt rather than from preju

dice. Rousseau seems to understand meditation and reasoning as a source of

and cure for the former, but not the latter. In this first part of the dream the

philosopher has presumably learned that the public is in even greater need of

his discovery than he had thought. In fact, it is tempting to say that the most

significant revelation experienced by the philosopher comes, not from his sud

den illumination about the order of the universe, but from what he leams from

the dream about the obstacles fanaticism opposes to the spread of the truth.

Rousseau's description of the temple and of what goes on in it bears a

certain resemblance to the cave image in Book 7 of Plato's Republic. In both

instances the populace is taken in by illusions presented to them by others, and
wise men are liberated from the

illusions.20
Rousseau's image differs from
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Plato's in focusing on religious authority in particular as responsible for the

deception. Most importantly, Rousseau's image is an entirely artificial one em

ploying blindfolds and tricks of perspective within a manmade edifice to sustain

the illusion. For Rousseau, men bear the sole blame for the position in which

they find themselves; nature plays no role in it at all.

THE DREAM: ON THE DESTINY OF THE WISE

The theme of public enlightenment in Rousseau's image is introduced by a

mysterious voice which says to the philosopher, "You have just contemplated

the blindness of peoples, it remains for you to see what the destiny of the wise

is in this
place."

The Pleiade editors suggest that the invisible source of this

voice may be connected with the illumination the philosopher has already expe

rienced (vol. 4, p. 1769). It should be considered, however, that the illumina

tion took place before the dream and was not accompanied by any voices.

However this may be, the reference to a missing earlier occasion on which the

invisible being spoke certainly betrays the unfinished character of the
"Fiction."

The function of the voice in the work as we have it is to introduce the theme of

the remainder of the dream.

The destiny of the wise is revealed by three characters who successively

enter the temple, each of whom confronts the corrupt religion with a different

tactic. Rousseau offers no account of how each of them acquires his wisdom;

each already has it upon his arrival at the temple. Like the first philosopher,

none of them appears to learn the truth from his encounter with the false opin

ions of society. Significantly, Rousseau gives no hint of any disagreement

among the three concerning the truth about nature. They either agree or their

disagreements are unimportant. What is important is their shared philanthropy.

Two of the three alternatives presented here are easy to identify. The details

of the second intruder's experiences clearly correspond to the death of Socrates

as portrayed in Plato's Crito and Phaedo and the third is identified as the "son

of
man,"

a clear reference to
Jesus.21

It has proven to be more difficult to attach

a name to the first wise man. His only clearly distinguishing mark is that he is

dressed like the first philosopher. Since it is in this part of the
"Fiction"

that

Rousseau originally identified the first philosopher as Pythagoras, some schol

ars have identified the first wise man as a Greek, specifically
Xenophanes.22

Others assume that the intruder is dressed like Rousseau himself and accord

ingly identify him as a contemporary, for example Diderot (see Masson, vol. 2,

pp. 52-53). In this interpretation, his tactic represents the publication of the

Encyclopedia. Another plausible, but not conclusive, suggestion is that this

man whose face is not visible is the first philosopher himself as he would be if he

tried to communicate his newfound wisdom without reflecting on the
dream.23
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THE FIRST WISE MAN: EXPOSING THE VICES OF RELIGION

This first wise man's behavior is marked by a degree of caution. Because he

understands the deceptive character of the temple and the power of its clergy,

he does not directly proclaim the truth to the populace as the first philosopher

had planned to do prior to his falling asleep. Instead, "subtly touching the

blindfold of those who were led [to the altar] he returned the use of sight to

them without causing any apparent
displacement."

His strategy, then, is a dis

creet enlightenment of a few rather than a direct public challenge of religious

authority.

The object of the enlightenment given by this wise man is the exposure of

the hideous character of the seven statues and of the atrocities incited by the

clergy. He pays no attention to the eighth statue and teaches nothing about the

truth concerning nature or divinity. The enlightenment he offers is largely nega

tive in character. It is successful in that those whose blindfolds have been

displaced refuse to worship the statues and attempt to convince others to behave

the same way. This lack of discretion on their part is the cause of this strategy's

failure. The ministers trace this sedition to its source and
"immolate"

the wise

man on the spot to great popular acclaim.

Masson is one of those who suggest that the first wise man is Diderot. He

supports this suggestion with a reference to La promenade du sceptique, written

in the late 1740's, in which Diderot uses an image of an army in blindfolds to

portray Christians and discusses the possibility of removing the blindfolds.

Against Masson, it should be pointed out that in this work and elsewhere Di

derot shows himself to be very conscious of the fate in store for anyone who

attempts to remove the blindfolds of prejudice. Consequently, it seems likely
that both Diderot and Rousseau share the same reservations about the approach

taken by the first wise man. It is not impossible that one of the objects of these

reservations is Voltaire, who crusaded tirelessly against what he perceived to be

the evil consequences of religion while often publicly disowning his own works,

adopting as one of his mottoes, "Strike and conceal your
hand"

(see Furbank,

p. 167). In any event, it is certain that this wise man represents a general

strategy as much as any particular individual.

This first strategy of enlightenment fails for two main reasons. First, its

gradual nature leaves it vulnerable to persecution by the ever vigilant ministers,
who will destroy any threat to their power before it becomes strong enough to

challenge them effectively. Second, because it depends on avoiding detection,
this strategy places too heavy a weight on the newly enlightened. The wise

man's own behavior is quite discreet, but those who have been enlightened by
him, i.e., those who have not been wise enough to enlighten themselves, are

incapable of the discretion necessary for the success of this conspiracy. With

this example Rousseau seems to be issuing a warning against a struggle for

allegiance against the forces of prejudice.
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THE SECOND WISE MAN: EXPOSING FANATICISM

The second intruder, or Socrates, avoids these causes of failure through a

combination of greater caution and greater boldness His caution consists in an

apparent devotion to the cult of the temple: he avoids the blindfold by claiming
to be a blind man in search of a cure from the divinity. In other words, he

dissimulates about his own enlightenment: he claims to know less than he does.

In fact, his claim to blindness is quite analogous to the Socratic claim of igno

rance. It is the ironic claim to know nothing, but in fact to be free of the

illusory claims to knowledge characteristic of the populace.

This deception allows the second intruder to draw near enough to the altar so

that he can leap onto it and strip the veil off the central statue. Rather than

contenting himself with exposing the vices of the clergy to a few, with one

stroke this wise man gets to the heart of the matter by exposing the very nature

of fanaticism to the many. The central statue is now revealed to be a combined

image of ecstasy and rage. Its eyes gaze tenderly toward heaven, but it stifles

humanity underfoot and holds an inflamed heart in one hand and a dagger in

the other. This image, which the worshippers had previously fashioned after

their own passions, is now revealed to be one of fanatical intolerance. To com

plete his action the wise man gives a speech indicating the self-destructive

character of this form of religious devotion.

This revelation of the destructive character of the religion of the temple does

not have its desired effect. The spectators are incapable of seeing the statue for

what it is even after its veil has been stripped off. What the philosopher sees as

cruelty the crowd sees as "celestial
enthusiasm."

Accordingly the wise man is

seized, tried, and put to death in the manner of Socrates.

This philosophic strategy fails because it assumes that stripping off the veil

of deception is enough. It assumes that people will recognize the truth when

they see it in front of them. It fails to see that the most powerful source of the

errors of the people lies in the people themselves. This example shows that the

deceptive hypocrisy of the ministers of the temple is founded on the self-decep
tion of the people. The purely rational strategy of exposing the truth is inade

quate to deal with this deeper phenomenon.

This characterization of Socrates, the proponent of the noble lie, as the

champion of public enlightenment who falls because he overestimated the ca

pacity of the many to understand the truth, can strike one as odd. In fact, in the

First Discourse, Rousseau presents Socrates as his own predecessor in arguing

against the public dissemination of learning (Collected Writings, vol. 2, pp. 9-

10). Nevertheless, the fact that Socrates was put to death for his philosophizing

is evidence that can be cited to show that his behavior was excessively bold and

involved a miscalculation.

The first philosopher finds something unfathomable in the behavior of this

second wise man after he is sentenced to death. In an apparent allusion to
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Socrates'

final words, "I owe a cock to
Aesculapius,"

Rousseau observes that

"the last speech of the old man who made a very distinct homage to that very

statue which he had unveiled cast into the Philosopher's mind a doubt and a

perplexity from which he was never able to extricate himself very
well."

How

can it happen that the man who willingly goes to his death for opposing fanati

cism, as Rousseau's Socrates does, openly professes a devotion to one of the

objects of the cult he
opposed?24

The Philosopher imagines two possibilities.

First, the statement must be understood allegorically rather than literally: for

example, by saying that he owes a sacrifice to the god of healing, Socrates may
be indicating that he regards life as a sickness from which he is about to be

released and that he indicates no particular devotion by his remark. Second,

Socrates may merely be making an act of submission to the laws which com

mand a particular mode of worship: "For if all manners of serving the divinity
are indifferent to it, it is obedience to the laws that must be

preserved."

The

first alternative is uncertain and depends on an unprovable interpretation. The

second leaves an apparent contradiction between this public submission and

Socrates'

earlier defiance of the publicly ordained worship of the temple. The

story of Socrates here seems to show how intractable is the problem of combin

ing the enlightenment gesture of stripping away the veil with a proper submis

sion to public
authority.25

The second interpretation which the Philosopher finds for
Socrates'

final

words, in fact, makes Socrates into an adherent of something like Rousseau's

own position. Rousseau strictly insists on dividing religion into three elements:

external worship, dogmas which serve as the basis of morality, and purely

speculative dogmas having no connection to morality. He insists that the last of

these is merely a matter of individual belief. The other two are within the

legitimate scope of legal
regulation.26

Thus the paradox in
Socrates'

behavior

could be resolved if he, like Rousseau, made these distinctions. This would

allow him to oppose fanaticism which attempts to force belief in purely spec

ulative dogmas on civic grounds while continuing to observe the religious

practices of the community that are not inextricably bound to fanaticism.

The similarity between Rousseau's own position and the philosopher's sec

ond interpretation of the Socrates of the dream suggests either that Rousseau

shares the contradiction that he finds in Socrates or that he has reservations

about
Socrates'

action in stripping off the veil. The difficulty is this: it appears

possible to maintain the distinction between the essentials of religious belief

and the inessential public religious worship only when the latter does not re

quire the immoral actions found in the temple. When the public religion does

make such demands, in other words when it uses speculative dogma to justify
immoral actions, some sort of opposition to that religion seems necessary.

In the end the problem is less with
"Socrates'"

bold opposition to some

aspects of religious fanaticism than with his failure to oppose it successfully.

The source of the failure of the Socratic strategy of unveiling was its under-
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estimation of the people's attachment to their passions, its belief that the mere

exposure of worship as fanaticism would cure that fanaticism. As Rousseau

says elsewhere, "The Philosopher can give the Universe some salutary instruc

tions, but his lessons will never correct either the nobles who scom them or the

People which does not hear them at all. Men are not governed in that way by
abstract

views."27

The failure of philosophy to overcome fanaticism leaves us

with the question of whether there is an alternative to the sort of enlightenment

symbolized by the Socratic gesture of stripping off the veil.

THE THIRD WISE MAN: TAKING THE PLACE OF FANATICISM

The third intruder in the dream, the "son of
man,"

presents such an alterna

tive. The first wise man offered an exposure of the effects of fanaticism, the

second revealed the nature of fanaticism itself. The third wise man offers some

thing to the passions that fuel fanaticism to supplement the purely negative

criticism given by his two predecessors. He seizes the statue, throws it to the

ground, and takes its place on the pedestal: he offers the populace, not philoso

phy, but a new object of worship in his example. He teaches, not with rational

demonstrations, but with fables and parables that have an inspiring effect on

even the least intelligent of his audience. His effect is precisely to transform the

passions and feelings that supported fanaticism. It can be said that, like Julie,

the Legislator, heroes in general, and other figures in Rousseau's works, he

gives his audience new souls, or changes them into different
people.28

It is important to note, as most commentators do, that there is nothing super

natural about the "son of
man"

aside from the mysterious voice that announces

his appearance. He performs no miracles, and Rousseau does not make even a

hint of a reference to the resurrection. Like Rousseau's legislator, it is his great

but thoroughly human soul that is the strongest source of the conviction he

inspires (see Social Contract, bk 2, chap. 7, in Collected Writings, vol. 4, p.

157). Furthermore, he does not appear to redeem men from their sins. Rather,

he says, "I come to atone for and cure your
errors"

(on this point see Gouhier,

p. 203, and Starobinski, p. 70). His mission is no different from the one under

taken by the two other wise men. The only difference is the means he employs

to be successful. In short, the Jesus of the dream is a particular sort of wise

man, and his superiority to his predecessors in the dream is based solely on the

superiority of his
tactics.29

The tactics used by the son of man are less a rejection than the completion

of the tactics used by the second wise man. It would have been quite possible

for him to overturn the central statue even if it had not been unveiled, but his

replacement of this statue with himself is aided by the fact that he can be

compared with the unveiled image of fanatical intolerance. In short, the "philo

sophic"

tactic of the second wise man was not useless, but it needed completion
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by the
"religious"

tactic of the third wise man. These two tactics are comple

mentary with each other in a way that neither of them is with the tactic of the

first wise man, which makes no contribution to the other two.

At the point that the
"Fiction"

breaks off the son of man is in triumph. His

"revolution"

has completely won over the people, although they waver tempo

rarily when he refuses to destroy his enemies. Although the
"Fiction"

does not

provide an ultimate judgment about the son of man, nothing in it is incompat

ible with what Rousseau says elsewhere. In other places he presents Jesus as a

failed political legislator and as the founder of a transpolitical revolution in the

universe (see the "Letter to M. de
Franquieres,"

Pleiade, vol. 4, p. 1146). He

presents this new revolution as one of the leading causes of the impossibility of

sound politics in the modem world (see Social Contract, bk. 4, chap. 8, Col

lected Writings, vol. 4, pp. 216-24) and also as one of the few remaining

barriers to the harshest despotism ever seen, a despotism founded on the dog
matic antireligious spirit of modem philosophy.

The
"Fiction"

leaves its readers with a very strong impression of Rousseau's

view of the superiority of Jesus to the alternatives presented in this work. Per

haps this impression should be tempered a bit by the acknowledgment that the

fragment breaks off with no reference to the crucifixion, which would match

the violence of the death of the first intruder in the
temple.30

Furthermore, we

do not know how the dream would have concluded or how the first philosopher

might behave when he wakes up. Does he worship Jesus or imitate him? Does

he seek and perhaps find an even better strategy for enlightening the public, or

does he abandon such hopes to return to his private reveries? Each of these

alternatives can be found in Rousseau's works or in interpretations given to

these works.

ROUSSEAU AND THE FIRST PHILOSOPHER

Whether or not Rousseau's first philosopher represents the purely historical

origins of philosophy, in many ways he bears a strong resemblance to Rousseau

himself. The formulation given to the
"revelation"

experienced by the philoso

pher, "a new universe offered itself so to speak to his
contemplation,"

is very

reminiscent of Rousseau's accounts of his own
"illumination"

on the road to

Vincennes (see Confessions, bk 8, Collected Writings, vol. 5, p. 294, and the

second "Letter to
Malesherbes,"

ibid., p. 574). In particular, Rousseau's de

scription of this philosopher's meditations and dilemmas closely resembles his

discussion of his own position around the time he wrote his Second Discourse.

This period is described in the second half of Book 8 and first half of Book 9 of

the Confessions. In sum, while Rousseau is presenting the origins of philosophy in

general, he is very much concerned with his own experience of philosophy.
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In Book 8 of the Confessions Rousseau summarizes the conclusions of his

reflections to explain his reconversion to Protestantism when he regained his

Genevan citizenship. The passage in which he explains this reconversion very

closely reflects the argument of the
"Fiction."

Rousseau says,

The study of man and of the universe had shown me everywhere final causes and

the intelligence that directs them. The reading of the Bible and above all of the

Gospel to which I had applied myself for several years had made me despise the

base and foolish interpretations given to Jesus Christ by the people least worthy of

understanding him. In a word, while attaching me to what is essential in Religion,

philosophy had detached me from that farrago of little formulas with which men

have obfuscated it. Judging that for a reasonable man there were not two ways of

being Christian, I also judged that everything that is form and discipline in each

country fell within the competence of the laws.31

As is the case for the Socrates in the
"Fiction,"

Rousseau here presents philoso

phy as paving the way for the reconciliation with civil religion.

However Rousseau may have intended to end the
"Fiction,"

it is clear that

its movement reflects his understanding of the movement of his own thought

and writing. Like the first philosopher, Rousseau's first impulse after making

his discovery of "another
universe"

is to use it to cure men of their errors. As

he says in the Confessions, "I no longer saw anything but error and folly in the

doctrine of our wise men, anything but oppression and misery in our social

order. In the illusion of my foolish pride I believed I was made to dissipate all

these
illusions"

(Confessions, bk 9, Collected Writings, vol. 5, p. 349). Not

long after he saw the reaction to the Second Discourse, he declared that he had

"lost so many days pursuing a vain glory, by telling the public truths that it is

in no condition to
understand"

(Lettres morales, Pleiade, vol. 4, p. 1082). It is

after making this reflection that Rousseau launched himself into writing Julie

and putting his thoughts on education into the form of a
novel.32

In these works

and in the Confessions he works to provide a new image for people to look up

to and imitate. In effect, he adopts a variant of the tactic of the third wise man.

In Rousseau's view, stripping away the veils from popular prejudices may

be necessary in some circumstances, but it is always dangerous. This is so

because, rather than leading necessarily to knowledge of the truth, this process

of enlightenment leads in the first place to doubt. It is possible that this state of

doubt will resolve into the skepticism about metaphysical questions and reas

surance about moral issues recommended by Rousseau, but it can also resolve

into a more comprehensive skepticism that is destructive of morality. Reason

able and modest philosophy knows its own limits at least in public discussion,

it "stops and does not touch the veil at
all,"

when it comes to the deepest

questions ("Letter to M. de
Franquieres,"

Pleiade, vol. 4, p. 1137). The most

influential modem interpretation of Rousseau, that developed by Jean Staro-

binski in Jean-Jacques Rousseau: Transparency and Obstruction, holds that
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essential to Rousseau's thought is a desire for transparency and a hatred of the

obscurity of
shadows.33

Evidence in support of this interpretation is abundant

wherever one looks in Rousseau's works. At the same time that he desires

transparency of a certain type, Rousseau is the implacable foe of philosophic

attempts to order society in accord with transparent reasoning.

When prejudices are so dangerous that they must be opposed, Rousseau

argues that they can be opposed successfully only on their own level. Stripping
off the veil can play a part in this, and when it can Rousseau is willing to

defend very bold action. Nevertheless there is a point at which it must stop,

both because it cannot lead to the ultimate goal and because the critical philo

sophic spirit that demands a reason for everything can easily degenerate into a

new
fanaticism.34

Fanaticism and the feelings that are its foundation must be

opposed by other feelings and new images to believe in. The attempt to make

popular opinion more rational and correct for example by writing the Social

Contract to give Genevans a sounder idea of their political principles must be

accompanied by or even preceded by efforts to predispose them to accept this

attempt. One can wonder whether Rousseau's strategy does not ran the risk of

replacing one form of fanaticism with another (see Emile, pp. 312-14). It is

certain that he was willing to run this risk, at least in part because he thought

that sound politics must be founded on the feelings and opinions of normal

citizens rather than on their reason or that of philosophers.

CONCLUSION

Rousseau's
"Fiction"

is a lesson for philosophers. It teaches about the dan

gers of philosophic pride and the proper practice of philanthropy. In doing so it

points to without settling a variety of perennial issues for philosophers about

the nature of the world and the mind's ability to grasp this nature. In the final

analysis Rousseau's philosophic
"Fiction"

practices what it preaches about the

undesirability of letting these issues intrude on the public arena. Like the third

wise man, Rousseau teaches through apologues and fables. He presents the

need for the use of allegories in the form of an allegory.

NOTES

1. The
"Fiction"

can be found in Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Oeuvres completes, ed. Bernard

Gagnebin and Marcel Raymond, 4 vols, to date (Paris: Bibliotheque de la Pleiade, 1959- ), vol. 4,
pp. 1044-54. Citations to this edition will be identified as Pleiade. Translations from the French,

including the Fiction,-
are my own.

2. For a brief account of these attempts to date the work, see Pleiade vol. 4, pp. 1766-67. For

subsequent attempts see Henri Gouhier, Les Meditations metaphysiques de Jean-Jacques Rousseau

(Paris: J. Vrin, 1970), p. 196, who suggests the spring of 1756; Michel Launay, who argues for

1753-56 in Jean-Jacques Rousseau ecrivain politique, 2d ed. (Paris-Geneva: Editions Champion
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Slatkine, 1989), pp. 202-5; and Raymond Trousson, who argues for 1756-57 in Socrate devant

Voltaire, Diderot et Rousseau (Paris: Lettres Modernes Minard, 1967), pp. 95-96. Trousson also

provides a useful account of the dispute over the date (see n. 142, p. 137).

3. Such a case has been made convincingly by Hermine de Saussure concerning parts of the

manuscripts of the Confessions. See Saussure, Rousseau et les Manuscrits des
"Confessions"

(Paris: Editions de Boccard, 1958).

4. For example, Trousson agrees with those who argue for 1756-57 based on his analysis of

Rousseau's treatment of Socrates at different periods of his literary career. See Trousson, pp. 95-

96.

5. C.-A. Sainte-Beuve, Causeries du Lundi, July 22, 1864. The translation is my own.
Sainte-

Beuve does qualify his claim by adding that, in comparison with his contemporary
"philosophes,"

"Rousseau was relatively
Christian"

(emphasis added). Given the religious views of the other "phi
losophes"

to whom Sainte-Beuve refers, it should be pointed out that there is a great deal of ground

between their hostile disbelief and religious enthusiasm.

6. Pierre-Maurice Masson, La Religion de Jean-Jacques Rousseau (1916; reprint, Geneva:

Slatkine Reprints, 1970), p. 50.

7. Pierre Bayle's article on
"Pythagoras"

in his Dictionary identifies him as the first person to

be called a philosopher. This article also discusses the esoteric doctrine which Rousseau attributes

to Pythagoras. See Second Discourse, in Collected Writings of Rousseau, ed. Roger D. Masters

and Christopher Kelly (Hanover, NH: University Press of New England, 1990-) vol. 3, p. 85 (This

edition will be cited as Collected Writings.), and Emile, trans. Allan Bloom (New York: Basic

Books, 1979), pp. 412 and 454.

8.
"Observations,"

in Collected Writings vol. 2, p. 45. In the part of this passage that is not

quoted, Rousseau argues that this "esoteric
doctrine"

is not peculiar to Western philosophy. He

claims that it arises wherever philosophy does, for example, in China. For a brief discussion of

Rousseau's attack on esotericism see Victor Gourevitch, "Rousseau on Lying: A Provisional Read

ing of the Fourth
Reverie,"

Berkshire Review vol. 15 (1980), pp. 97-98. One other reference to

Pythagoras by Rousseau (vol. 3, pp. 538-39) is given special prominence by James Miller. See

Rousseau: Dreamer ofDemocracy (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1984), p. 13. In this pas

sage Rousseau cites only a maxim attributed to Pythagoras that the simulacra of the Gods "give a

new soul to those who approach them to receive their
oracles."

As Miller points out, Rousseau

himself attributes this power, not to the simulacra of the Gods, but to the heroic actions of the great

men of antiquity. It will be argued below that it is precisely this ability of heroes to give others

"new
souls"

that distinguishes them from philosophers.

9. Launay has noted the relation between the passage about the internal doctrine and the use of

the name Pythagoras in the
"Fiction,"

but he mistakenly says that Rousseau uses the name to

describe a different figure in the dream, one of the wise men who visit the temple. This is the basis

of his identification of this figure with Diderot, who told Rousseau about the "internal
doctrine."

See Launay, p. 203.

10. On
Socrates'

attendance at such functions consider the settings of the Protagoras, Sympo

sium, Gorgias, and Republic. Even the Phaedrus does not present Socrates as meditating by him

self in a country setting.

11. Elsewhere Rousseau is more skeptical about this possibility. See, for example, the "Letter

to M. de
Franquieres"

of 1769 (Pleiade, vol. 4, pp. 1139-40) and "Profession of Faith of the

Savoyard
Vicar"

(Emile, notes to pp. 273 and 279).

12. "Letter to Voltaire, August 18,
1756,"

in Collected Writings, vol. 3, pp. 117-18. The

paragraph containing this passage is not in any of the manuscripts of the
"Letter."

It was published

for the first time in 1861 by Streckheisen-Moultou in the same volume as the
"Fiction."

For a list of

other places in which Rousseau refers to this example see the
editors'

note 34, pp. 195-96.

13. See Reveries, Pleiade, vol. 1, p. 1016, Emile, p. 267, and Lettres morales, Pleiade, vol. 4,

pp. 1087-91 . In the first two of these passages he presents doubt as the beginning point of philoso

phy, but in the latter he also insists that on metaphysical as opposed to moral questions it is

also the terminus. See especially Pleiade, Vol. 4, p. 1099, where he says that it is necessary to end

where Descartes began.
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14. The ultimate status of reason in Rousseau's thought goes far beyond the scope of this

paper. For an excellent account of the problem of reason in Rousseau and the influence of his

conception of this problem, see Richard L. Velkley, Freedom and the End of Reason (Chicago:

University of Chicago Press, 1989).

15. For a statement of the principle of morality of those who follow the esoteric doctrine see

Confessions, Collected Writings, vol. 5, p. 393.

16. Rousseau discusses the need for modification of Pope's version of the great chain of being

in the "Letter to
Voltaire,"

Collected Writings, vol. 3, p. 114.

17. Pleiade, vol. 4, p. 1138. It is also worth noting that the philosopher does not appear to

adopt the antimaterialist doctrine of two substances, another position which Rousseau liked to

encourage, although he was well aware of its problems.

18. This seems clear even though only four of the statues are described. These four represent

pride, prodigality, anger, and avarice.

19. In a portion of an early draft of the SecondDiscourse which he rewrote several times, only

to remove it from the final version, Rousseau gives a comparable account of the clergy that also

shows the extent of his agreement with the Enlightenment critique of religion (Collected Writings,

vol. 3, pp. 96-101). The passage in question also indicates the limit of this agreement by linking

the vices of religion to his analysis of philosophic pride. In this passage Rousseau attributes the

origin of fanaticism to a "proud
curiosity"

that attempts to exceed the bounds of human intel

ligence. This curiosity leads to dogmatic claims to possess truths beyond the capacity of human

reason. Ultimately it is the source of a new form of unnatural inequality. "It bred a species of

singular men who presenting themselves as Interpreters of incomprehensible things claimed to

subject all other people to their
decisions."

While this manipulative clergy are not themselves proud

philosophers, they are the beneficiaries of the tendencies set in motion by the latter.

20. As has been documented by P. N. Furbank, Diderot was fascinated by the cave image and

discussed it both during and after the period of his friendship with Rousseau. See Diderot: A

Critical Biography (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1992), pp. 1-2. In one of his discussions, dating
from 1751 at the height of his relations with Rousseau, Diderot published a letter in which he gave

an extensive discussion of the image. See Denis Diderot, Correspondance, ed. Georges Roth

(Paris: Les Editions de Minuit, 1955), vol. 1, pp. 120-21.

21 . For a brief but very useful account of "the son of
man"

in the Bible, see Gouhier, pp. 202-3.

22. See Pleiade, vol. 4, p. 1769. Most scholars today do not accept this identification. To the

best of my knowledge, Rousseau never mentions Xenophanes in any of his works.

23. See Jean Starobinski, Jean-Jacques Rousseau: Transparency and Obstruction, trans. Ar

thur Goldhammer (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1988), p. 67.

24. Trousson suggests that these last words reveal a lack of courage on
Socrates'

part (Trous

son, p. 94), but the emphasis in this last scene on the calmness with which Socrates meets death

makes this interpretation implausible. Therefore it is also necessary to reject the view he endorses

that Rousseau presents Socrates as "the first Jesuit there ever was in the
universe."

25. On the contradiction to be found in either interpretation of
Socrates'

behavior, see Gouhier,
p. 199.

26. See in particular Lettres ecrites de la montagne, Pleiade, vol. 4, p. 694. Rousseau also

relies on this distinction in his discussion of the civil religion in the Social Contract and in his letter

to Voltaire on providence (Collected Writings, Vol. 3, pp. 119-21).

27. Discourse on This Question: Which is the Virtue MostNecessaryfor a Hero and Which are

the Heroes Who Lacked This Virtue? in Collected Writings, vol. 4, p. 2. See also Rousseau's

comparison between Socrates and Cato in "Political
Economy,"

Collected Writings, vol. 3, p. 151.

28. On the son of man as an
"exemplar,"

see Starobinski, p. 69. On the difference between

Socrates who reasons and convinces and Jesus who engages in "immediate
communication,'

see

Trousson, p. 95. On the general theme of the opposition between convincing and persuading in

Rousseau's thought, see Christopher Kelly, '"To Persuade without Convincing': The Language of

Rousseau's
Legislator,"

American Journal of Political Science vol. 31, No. 2 (May 1987), pp.

321-35. See also Miller, pp. 5-13, and Judith N. Shklar, "Rousseau's Images of
Authority,"

in
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Hobbes and Rousseau, ed. Maurice Cranston and Richard S. Peters (Garden City, NY: Anchor

Books, 1972), pp. 333-65.

29. The son of man is also described as having less affectation than the second wise man. In

other words he is even better cured of philosophic pride.

30. Starobinski thinks that the
"Fiction"

ends the way it does because Rousseau "does not

know what to make of the cross, a symbol of
mediation"

(p. 69). Rousseau suggests elsewhere,

however, that it is precisely the manner of his death that makes Jesus such a compelling figure. See

Emile, p. 626. Starobinski is correct in suggesting that Rousseau strips Jesus of most of his signifi

cance for Christianity.

31. See Confessions, bk 8, Collected Writings, vol. 5, p. 329. This passage contains the vir

tually unique explicit reference to final causality in Rousseau's works.

32. Rousseau admits that even in Julie, he made the mistake of assuming that people were too

open to reason. See Confessions, bk 9, Collected Writings, vol. 5, p. 366.

33. For a treatment of the complexities of Rousseau's view of shadows, see Marc Eigeldinger,

Jean-Jacques Rousseau: Univers mythique et coherence (Neuchatel: Editions de la Baconniere,
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Translation

[Fiction or Allegorical Fragment on Revelation]

It was during a fine Summer night that the first man who attempted to

philosophize having abandoned himself to a deep and delightful reverie and

being guided by that involuntary enthusiasm that sometimes transports the soul

out of its abode and makes it embrace the entire universe so to speak dared to

raise his reflections up to the sanctuary of Nature and to penetrate by means of

thought as far as human wisdom is permitted to reach.

The heat had scarcely subsided along with the sun, the birds (already with

drawn and not yet asleep) betokened the pleasure they were tasting in breathing

a cooler air by means of a languishing and voluptuous warbling. An abundant

and healthy dew was already reviving the greenery withered by the heat of the

sun, the flowers were casting their sweetest perfumes from every direction. In

all their adornment, the orchards and the woods were forming a less lively and

more touching sight across the twilight and the first rays of the moon, than

during the brightness of the day. Having been effaced by the tumult of the day,

the murmur of the brooks was beginning to make itself heard, various domestic

animals returning slowly were lowing in the distance and seemed to be enjoy

ing the repose the night was going to give them, and the calm that was begin

ning to reign in every direction was all the more charming in that it betokened

places that were tranquil without being deserts, and peace rather than solitude.

Touched by this combination of pleasant objects, as a sensitive soul always

is in such a case where tranquil innocence reigns, the philosopher abandons his

heart and his senses to their sweet impressions: to taste them more at leisure he

lies down on the grass and leaning his head on his hand he lets his gazes move

delightfully over everything that charms them. After several moments of con

templation, by chance he turns his eyes toward Heaven and, from this sight

which is so familiar to him and which ordinarily strikes him so little, he is left

seized by admiration, he believes he is seeing this immense vault and its superb

adornment for the first time. He notices still in the Occident the traces of fire

which the star that gives us
heat1

and light leaves after it; toward the orient he

perceives the gentle and melancholy gleam of the one that guides our steps and

excites our reveries during the night; moreover he distinguishes two or three of

them that make themselves noticed by the apparent irregularity of their path

in the midst of the constant and regular disposition of all the other parts of

Heaven; he considers with I know not what shivering the slow and majestic

progress of this multitude of globes which are rolling in silence over his head

and which ceaselessly cast a pure and unfailing light across the spaces of the

Heavens. In spite of the immense intervals that separate them from each other,

there is a secret correspondence among these bodies which makes them all

move in accordance with the same guidance, and with a curiosity mixed with
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uneasiness he observes between the zenith and the horizon the mysterious star

around which this common revolution seems to be made. "What inconceivable

mechanic could have made all the stars submit to this law, what hand could

have linked all the parts of this universe among themselves in this way; and by
what strange faculty of myself are all these parts united outside by this com

mon law also in a sort of system in my thought which I suspect without

conceiving it?

"The same regularity of movement that I notice in the revolutions of the

celestial bodies, I find again on the earth in the succession of the seasons, in

the organization of the plants and animals. The explanation of all these Phe

nomena can be sought only in matter set into motion and ordered in accordance

with fixed Laws: but who can have established these Laws and how do all

bodies find themselves subjected to them? That is what I do not know how to

understand. Moreover, the progressive and spontaneous movement of the ani

mals, the sensations, power to think, freedom of will and action that I find in

myself and in my fellows, all this surpasses the concepts of mechanism that I

can deduce from the known properties of matter.

"That it might have some property that I do not know at all and perhaps

never will know so that ordered or organized in a certain manner it becomes

susceptible to feeling, reflection and will, I can believe without difficulty; but

how can the rale of this organization which could have established it be some

thing by itself or in what archetype can it be conceived as existing?

"If I assume that everything is the effect of a fortuitous arrangement, what

will become of the idea of order and the relation of intention and end that I

notice among all the parts of the Universe? I admit that in the multitude of

possible combinations the one that exists cannot be excluded and that it must

even have found its place in the infinity of successions; but these successions

themselves cannot have happened except with the aid of motion and this is a

source of new perplexity for my mind.

"I can conceive that there reigns in the universe a certain amount of motion

which, successively modifying bodies, might always be the same in quantity;

but I find that since the idea of motion is nothing but an abstraction and cannot

be conceived apart from the substance moved, what force could have moved

matter always remains to be sought, and if the sum of the motion was suscepti

ble to augmentation or diminution the difficulty would become even greater.

"Thus here I am reduced to assuming the one thing in the world most con

trary to all my experiences, namely the necessity of motion within matter: for

on every occasion I find bodies indifferent to motion and to rest by themselves,

and equally susceptible to either in accordance with the force that pushes them

or holds them back; whereas it is impossible for me to conceive motion as a

natural property of matter if only for lack of a fixed direction, without which

there is no motion whatsoever, and which if it existed would eternally carry

all bodies along in straight and parallel lines with an equal force, or at least an
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equal speed, without the smallest atom ever being able to meet another nor to

swerve from the common direction for an
instant."

Plunged into these reveries and abandoning himself to a thousand con

fused ideas that he could neither abandon nor clarify, the indiscreet Philoso

pher was striving vainly to pierce the mysteries of nature, its sight which

had at first enchanted him was no longer anything but a subject of uneasi

ness for him and the whim of explaining it had deprived him of all the

pleasure of enjoying it.

Weary at last of fluctuating with so much contention between doubt and

error, discouraged at dividing his mind between unprovable systems and un

answerable objections, he was ready to renounce deep and frivolous medita

tions more fit to inspire him with pride than with knowledge; when all at once a

ray of light happened to strike his mind and to unveil for him those sublime

truths which it does not belong to man to know by himself and which human

reason serves to confirm without serving to discover them. A new universe

offered itself so to speak to his contemplation; he perceived the invisible chain

that links all the Beings among themselves, he saw a powerful hand extended

over everything that exists, the sanctuary of nature was open to his understand

ing as it is to the celestial intelligences and all the most sublime ideas that we

attach to this word God presented themselves to his mind. This grace was the

reward for his sincere love for the truth and for the good faith with which,

without wishing to show off his vain researches, he consented to waste the

effort he had taken and to admit his ignorance rather than to consecrate his

errors in the eyes of other people under the fine name of philosophy. Instantly
all the enigmas which had made him so very uneasy were made clear to his

mind. The course of the Heavens, the magnificence of the stars, the adornment

of the earth, the succession of Beings, the relations of conformity and utility

that he remarked among them, the mystery of physical organization, that of

thought, in a word, the action of the entire machine, all became possible for

him to conceive as the work of a powerful Being, director of all things; and if

there were some difficulties left for him that he could not resolve, their solu

tionis]2

appeared to him beyond his understanding rather than contrary to his

reason he trusted the interior sentiment which was speaking to him with so

much energy in favor of his discovery, in preference to some perplexing so

phisms that drew their strength only from his mind's weakness.

His soul seized by admiration by these great and ravishing
lights3

and rais

ing itself so to speak to the level of the object that occupied it felt itself

penetrated by a lively and delightful sensation: a spark of that divine fire that it

had perceived seemed to give him a new life; carried away with respect, grati

tude and zeal he arose precipitously then, raising his eyes and hands toward

Heaven and next bowing his face against the earth, his heart and his mouth

addressed to the Divine Being the first and perhaps the purest homage that it

might ever have received from mortals.
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Set aflame by this
new4

Enthusiasm he would have wanted to communicate

its ardor to all of nature, he would have wished above all to share it with his

fellows and his most delightful thoughts turned upon the projects of wisdom

and felicity that he contemplated causing men to adopt by showing them in the

perfections of their common author the source of the virtues they ought to

acquire, and in his benefits the example and the reward of those they ought to

spread. "Let us
go,"

he shouted carried away with zeal, "let us carry every

where along with the explanation of the mysteries of nature the sublime Law of

the master who governs it and who manifests himself in his works. Let us teach

men to regard themselves as the instruments of a supreme will who unites them

among themselves and with a greater whole; to despise the ills of this short life

which is only a passage for returning to the eternal being from which they draw

their existence, and to love everyone as so many brothers destined to be re

united one day in the bosom of their common
Father."

It was in these thoughts so flattering for human pride and so sweet for every

loving and sensitive being that he awaited the return of day, impatient to carry

a purer and more striking one into the soul of other men and to communicate to

them the celestial enlightenment that he had just acquired. Nevertheless, since

the fatigue of a long meditation had exhausted his spirits and the coolness of

the night was inviting him to rest, he dozed off insensibly still dreaming and

meditating, and finally slept deeply. During his sleep the disturbances that con

templation had just excited in his brain gave him a dream that was as extraordi

nary as the ideas that had produced it. He believed he was in the middle of

an immense edifice formed by a dazzling Dome supported by seven colossal

statues instead of columns. To look at them closely all these statues were horri

ble and deformed, but by the artifice of a clever perspective, viewed from the

center of the Edifice each of them changed appearance and presented a charm

ing form to the eye. These statues all had separate and emblematic poses. One,

a mirror in her hand, was sitting on a Peacock whose vain and haughty counte

nance she imitated. Another with an impudent eye and a lascivious hand urged

the objects of her brutal sensuality to share it. Another held serpents nourished

from her own substance which she tore out of her bosom in order to devour

them and one saw them reborn endlessly. Another, a hideous skeleton that one

could distinguish from death only by the sparkling voracity of its eyes, shunned

true food in order to swallow with long gulps cups of molten gold which parched

it without nourishing it. Finally, all were marked by dreadful attributes which

should have made them objects of horror, but which, seen from the point at

which they appeared beautiful, seemed to be the ornaments of their beauty. On

the keystone of the vault were written these words in large letters: Peoples

serve5

the Gods of the earth. Directly underneath, that is to say at the center of

the building and at the point of perspective, was a large Heptagonal altar on

which the humans came in crowds to offer their offerings and their vows to the

seven statues which they honored with a thousand different rites and under a
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thousand bizarre names. This altar served as base to an eighth statue to which the

whole edifice was consecrated and which shared the honors rendered to all the

others.6

Always surrounded by an impenetrable veil, it was perpetually served by

the People and was never perceived by
them;7

the imagination of its worshippers

depicted it to them in accordance with their characters and their passions and

each all the more attached to the object of his worship the more imaginary it

was place under this mysterious veil only the idol of his own
heart.8

Among the crowd which flocked ceaselessly in this place,
he9

distinguished

at first some singularly dressed
men10

who through a modest and contempla

tive air had in their physiognomy an undefinable something sinister which

announced pride and cruelty at the same time. Occupied with continuously

introducing Peoples into the edifice, they appeared to be the officers or the

masters of the place and sovereignly directed the cult of the seven statues. They

began by blindfolding the eyes of all those who presented themselves at the

entrance of the temple, then having led them this way into a comer of the

sanctuary they gave them back the use of sight only when all the objects

cooperated in fascinating it. If someone tried to remove his blindfold during the

journey, they instantly pronounced over him some magic words which gave

him the form of a monster under which, abhorred by all and unknown to his

relatives, it was not long before he was torn apart by the assembly.

What was most surprising is that the Ministers of the temple who saw all the

deformity of their idols fully did not serve them less ardently than the blind

vulgar people. They identified themselves so to speak with their horrible divin

ities and, receiving in their name the homages and the gifts of mortals, each of

them offered for his self-interest the same vows to them that fear tore from the

peoples.

The continual noise of hymns and songs of gladness threw the spectators

into an enthusiasm that set them outside of
themselves."

The altar which stood

in the middle of the temple was barely distinguished through the fumes of a

thick incense which spread to the head and disturbed reason; but while the

vulgar saw there only the phantoms of its agitated imagination, the calmer

philosopher perceived enough of it to judge about what he did not discern, the

apparatus of a continuous carnage surrounded that terrible altar, he saw with

horror the monstrous mixture of murder and prostitution. Now tender infants

were thrown into flames from cedar wood, now grown men were immolated

through the falsehoods of a decrepit old man. While groaning denatured Fathers

plunged the knife into the bosom of their own daughters. Young people in an

elegant and pompous adornment which still enhanced their beauty
were12

buried

alive for having listened to the voice of nature while others were ceremoniously
abandoned to the most infamous debauchery, and by an abominable contrast

one heard at the same time the sighs of the dying along with those of sensual

pleasure.

"Ah,13"

cried the appalled philosopher to himself, "what
horrible14

spectacle,

why have my gazes been soiled by it? Let us hasten to leave this infernal
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abode."

"It is not yet
time,"

the invisible being who had already spoken to

him15
said to him while holding him back, "you have just contemplated the

blindness of peoples it remains for you to see what the destiny of the wise is in

this
place."

Instantly he noticed at the entrance of the Temple a man dressed exactly like

him and whose features he was prevented from distinguishing by the distance.

This man whose bearing was grave and composed did not himself go to the

altar, but subtly touching the blindfold of those who were led there without

causing any apparent displacement in it he returned the use of sight to them.

This service was soon discovered by the indiscretion of those who received it.

For, seeing the ugliness of the objects of their worship while crossing the tem

ple, the majority of them refused to go to the altar and attempted to dissuade

their neighbors from doing so. Always vigilant for their interest, the Ministers

of the Temple soon discovered the source of the scandal, seized the veiled man,

dragged him to the foot of the altar and immolated him on the spot to the

unanimous acclamations of the blinded troop.

Turning his eyes toward the nearest entrance the Philosopher saw there an

old man of a rather unimposing appearance but whose insinuating manners and

familiar and profound discourse soon caused his physiognomy to be forgotten.

As soon as he presented himself to enter the ministers of the temple brought the

sacred blindfold. But he said to them, "Divine men spare yourselves a super

fluous care for a poor old man deprived of sight who comes under your aus

pices to seek to recover it here; condescend only to lead me to the altar so that I

can give homage to the divinity and she can cure
me."

As he pretended to

bump rather heavily against the objects around him, the hope of a miracle made

them forget to verify its need any
better;16

the ceremony of the blindfold was

omitted as superfluous and the old man was ushered in leaning upon a young

man who served him as guide, and to whom no attention was paid.

Frightened by the horrible sight of the seven statues and by the blood that he

saw streaming around the eighth, twenty times this young man tried to escape

and to flee out of the temple, but, held back with a vigorous arm by the old

man, he was constrained to lead him or rather to follow him all the way to the

enclosure of the sanctuary in order to observe what he saw and to work one day
for the instruction of men. All at once, lightly leaping onto the altar, the pre

tended blind man uncovered the statue with a bold hand and exposed it to all

gazes without its veil. Depicted on its visage was seen ecstasy along with fury;

under its feet it stifled personified humanity, but its eyes were tenderly turned

toward Heaven: in the left hand it was holding an inflamed heart and in the

other it was sharpening a dagger. This sight made the philosopher shudder, but

far from revolting the spectators, instead of an air of cruelty they saw there

only a celestial enthusiasm, and felt augment for the statue thus uncovered the

zeal they had had for it without knowing it.
"Peoples,"

the intrepid old man

who perceived this cried out to them with a tone full of fire, "what is your

madness to serve Gods who seek only to harm, and to adore beings even more
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maleficent than you? Ah far from forcing them by indiscreet sacrifices to think

about you in order to torment you, endeavor rather to make them forget you,

you will be less wretched for it; if you believe you please them by destroying

their works, what can you hope from them other than that they destroy you in

their turn? Serve the one who wants everyone to be happy if you wish to be

happy
yourselves."

The Ministers did not permit him to proceed, and interrupting him with a

great noise they asked the People for justice for that ingrate who as a reward for

having, they said, recovered his sight upon the altar of the Goddess dared to

profane her statue and to disparage her worship. At once the whole People

threw itself upon him, ready to tear him to pieces, but seeing his death assured

the Ministers wished to clothe it with a juridical form and caused him to be

condemned by the assembly to drink green water, a type of death often im

posed on the wise. While the liquor was being prepared the friends of the old

man wished to take him away secretly, but he refused to follow them. "Let
me,"

he said to them, "go to receive the reward for my zeal from the one who

is its object. While living among these peoples, did I not submit to their laws,

and ought I to transgress them at the moment they crown me? After having
devoted my days to the progress of truth am I not only too happy still to be able

to devote to it the end of a life that nature was going to ask back from me? Oh

my friends, the example of my last day is the only instruction that I leave you

or the one at least that ought to give weight to all the others. I would be

suspected of having lived only as a sophist if I was afraid to die as a Philoso
pher."

After this speech he received the cup of the Wise Men and having drunk

with a serene air he conversed peacefully with his friends about the immortality
of the soul and the great truths of nature which the philosopher listened to all

the more attentively because they were related to his preceding meditations.

But the last speech of the old man which was a very distinct homage to that

same statue which he had unveiled cast into the mind of the Philosopher a

doubt and a perplexity from which he was never able to extricate himself very

well, and he was always uncertain whether these words contained an allegorical

sense or simply an act of submission to the worship established by the laws.

"For,"

he said, "if all the manners of serving the divinity are indifferent to it, it

is obedience to the laws that must be
preferred."

Nevertheless between this

action and the preceding one there always remained a contradiction which

appeared to him impossible to remove.

Struck by everything that he had just seen, he was reflecting deeply about

these terrible scenes; when suddenly a voice made itself heard in the air pro

nouncing distinctly these words: "Here is the son of man. The Heavens are

silent before him, earth listen to his
voice."

Then lifting his eyes he perceived

on the altar a personage whose imposing and gentle aspect struck him with

astonishment and respect; his clothing was common and similar to that of an

artisan, but his gaze was celestial, his bearing modest, grave, and less affected
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even than that of his predecessor;17 his features had something undefinably sub

lime in which simplicity was allied with greatness and one could not envisage

him without feeling oneself pierced with a lively and delightful emotion which

had its source in no feeling known to men. "Oh my
Children,"

he said in a tone

of tenderness which pierced the soul, "/ come to atone for and cure our errors,

love the one who loves you and know the one who
is."

Instantly seizing the

statue, he threw it down effortlessly and climbing onto the pedestal with as

little agitation, he seemed to be taking his place rather than usurping someone

else's.

His air, his tone, his gesture caused an extraordinary fermentation in the

assembly; the People were seized by them to the point of enthusiasm, the min

isters were angered by them to the point of fury, but they were hardly listened

to. Preaching a divine
morality,18

the popular and firm unknown man swept

away everything, everything announced a revolution, he had only to say a word

and his enemies were no longer: but the one who came to destroy bloodthirsty
intolerance had no care to imitate it, he employed only the means that suited

the things he had to say and the functions with which he was charged, and

because of this the people all of whose passions are furies became less

zealous for his
defense.19

After the testimony of strength and intrepidity that he

had just given he took up his discourse again with the same gentleness as

before; he depicted the love of men and all the virtues with such touching

features and such lovable colors that aside from the officers of the Temple

(enemies by their estate of all humanity) none heard him without being softened

and without loving better his duties and the happiness of others because of

them. His speech was simple and gentle and yet profound and sublime, without

stunning the ear he nourished the soul, it was milk for children and bread for

men,20

he
animated21

the strong and consoled the weak and the least adequate

geniuses among them all found him equally at their level, he did not at all

harangue with a pompous and dignified tone but his familiar speeches shone

with the most ravishing eloquence, and his teachings were fables and apolo

gues, common conversations but full of justness and profundity. Nothing per

plexed him; the most captious questions that the desire to ruin him caused to be

proposed immediately had solutions dictated by wisdom; it was necessary to

hear him only once to be certain of admiring him always, one felt that the

language of the truth cost him nothing because it had its source within
him.22

NOTES

1. Rousseau originally wrote
"life,"

rather than
"heat."

2. The form of the French possessive pronoun used by Rousseau requires a plural noun, but his

manuscript gives a singular. The Pleiade editors have supplied the plural ending of the noun in

brackets.

3. Rousseau originally wrote,
"ideas,"

rather than
"lights."
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4. Rousseau originally wrote,
"divine,"

rather than
"new."

5. Rousseau originally wrote, "Everyone come to
serve,"

and then, "Everyone hasten and

serve,"

before settling on the formulation in the text.

6. At this point in the manuscript occurs the following passage which has been crossed out:

"Depicted on its visage was seen ecstasy with fury; death and hell were under its feet, but its eyes

were turned toward heaven. In the left hand it was holding a blazing heart and in the other it was

sharpening a
dagger."

A passage closely resembling this appears several paragraphs below in the

final version.

7. The manuscript alternates between
"perceived"

and "saw
uncovered"

before settling on the

former. After this sentence comes the following passage which has been crossed out: "The Philoso

pher who had approached without being observed dared to draw aside the veil with a reckless hand

but frightened by a thousand menacing cries he let it fall back and hastily withdrawing, he

contented himself with examining in secret everything that struck his
eyes."

In this passage be

tween "fall
back"

and "and
hastily"

the following passage was struck out: "The veil drew itself

aside for the philosopher but he soon closed it himself seeing himself threatened by a
dagger."

8. Rousseau first wrote and then crossed out "the phantom of his own
mind,"

rather than "the

idol of his own
heart."

9. Rousseau originally wrote,
"Pythagoras,"

and then "The
Philosopher,"

each of which is

crossed out.

10. Here and several places below the manuscript gives only the letter
"h"

which Rousseau

frequently used as an abbreviation for hommes (men).

1 1 . This sentence is an addition to the original draft.

12. The manuscript gives a singular verb which has been corrected by the Pleiade editors.

13. At this point in the margin of the manuscript occur the words "and all the most sublime

ideas that we attached to this word, God, presented themselves to his
mind."

The words have been

crossed out and appear a few paragraphs earlier in the final version.

14. Rousseau originally wrote and then crossed out, "infamous and
barbarous"

and then, "exe

crable and
barbarous,"

before settling on horrible.

15. Rousseau originally wrote and then crossed out, "a man who was accompanying
him"

and

then "a man he suddenly noticed close to
him,"

before settling on "the invisible being who had

already spoken to
him."

16. Rousseau first wrote and then crossed out, "the hope for a miracle made the priests not

very fastidious about verifying the
blindness."

17. Rousseau first wrote and then crossed out, "his bearing, modest and grave without being
base or

imperious.'

18. Rousseau originally wrote and crossed out, "the purest divine
morality."

19. In place of "for his
defense"

some editors beginning with Streckheisen-Moultou have put

"and neglected to defend him seeing that he did not want to attack at
all."

This phrase occurs at the

bottom of the manuscript page without any indication of where or if it belongs in the manuscript.

At that point Rousseau first wrote and then crossed out, "did not any longer defend the one who did

not want to attack at
all."

20. Rousseau first wrote and then struck out "robust
people,"

instead of
"men."

21. This word is unclear in the manuscript. Rousseau originally wrote and then struck out,

"raised
up."

22. The manuscript ends here.
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The impetus behind Allan Bloom's Love and Friendship is his belief that the

modem understanding of the human being is incapable of providing a basis for

love and
friendship.1

Bloom sees this modem view as atomistic, materialistic,

and above all reductionistic because its general principle is that the higher can

be explained by the lower. The highest human activities can be explained by

lower, more primitive causes; Socrates is explainable by Freud; form is ex

plainable by atoms. What is real are not the phenomena of form appearing to

the lover, friend, or artist but the atoms known only by the
scientist.2

Eros,

classically understood as a natural desire for the other, is now reducible to sex,

a purely private, individualistic satisfaction, and sex is perhaps itself reducible

to power as the more fundamental
reality.3

Underlying this modem view is
Hobbes'

state of nature, which Bloom sees as the starting point for virtually all

modem discussions of
"eros."

Since human relationships are made up of natu

rally selfish individuals who have no natural inclinations towards each other or

to a common good, all relationships are contracts made for the sake of comple

mentary interests and tempered by a desire to protect myself from the other

who is using me for a private
good.4

Bloom's prescription corresponding to his diagnosis of the failure of modem

thought to account for the phenomena of love and friendship is a recovery of

the notion of form. He proposes to take seriously the forms of beauty appearing
to lovers, friends, and artists and to question whether or not they are reducible

to more primitive atomic
reality.5

Such a recovery of form would coincide with

seeing eros as rooted in nature. Atoms, being already fully actualized, have no

natural connection with or desire for perfection, but erotic nature needs to be

completed either by a state of perfection into which it naturally develops by
itself if unimpeded or through others who share its common good. If eros is

rooted in nature, then human beings are naturally in potentiality to their perfec

tion, and to understand human nature one cannot simply survey the most com

mon examples of human activity; rather, one must look to the highest human

achievements to appreciate human nature in its most actualized state. It is not

the most primitive but the highest instances of love and friendship which would

be most explanatory. If eros is rooted in nature, then it is by following the

highest erotic inclinations that one discovers what love and friendship
are.6
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Central to Bloom's approach, and the most interesting aspect of his attempt

to recover form, is the method he uses. The tyranny of the modem approach is

the a priori assumption that the only method belongs to natural science and that

it can explain the artist. Bloom contends, however, that the method of the artist

is irreducible and a valuable method for examining the subject matter of love

and friendship. His contention is, I believe, that if we leave aside the modem a

priori assumption, the results of following this other method will confirm its

validity. Bloom calls his method Socratic: it is psychology in the sense of a

science of the soul, but he says that it might more properly be called phenome

nology.7

The value of novelists and poets is that they are phenomenologists

inasmuch as they take seriously the phenomena of love and friendship and are

skilled observers of human beings. Bloom says of Shakespeare, for example,

that he preserves the phenomena because he is interested in discovering human

nature rather than transforming
it.8

Common to Socrates and the artists is an

interest in the highest forms of love and friendship.

How does one judge whether or not Bloom's method is successful? Modem

reductionism claims that there is no difference between the higher and the

lower. There is no essential difference, for example, between eros and sex: it is

a difference that makes no difference. A phenomenological analysis of love and

friendship, especially by means of the insights of Shakespeare and Plato, does

manifest differences in kind. The difference between Socrates and Eryximachus

in the Symposium is a difference that makes a difference. There are activities

that are better than others because they are more complete realizations of hu

man nature. Love and friendship themselves, in Bloom's analysis, appear dif

ferent in kind. Nonetheless, the question immediately arises whether this

method is begging the question. Does it not assume a priori that the phenome

nal is real? It does assume that differences in kind are primarily seen rather than

proved. That such distinctions exist must either be seen or they must be dis

missed altogether. Thus Bloom describes what Socrates learned from Diotima:

Diotima's nature, at least implicitly, puts more weight on the visible species and

gives preference to the kind of motion to be found in the growth of plants and

animals as opposed to that found in changes of place. In other words, she is not an

atomist and is closer to being a biologist, one who views atoms as controlled by
the species or Forms of things, the heterogeneity of kinds as superior to the

homogeneity of atoms. . Diotima reflects a change in ontology or the

understanding of nature, which is historically linked with
Socrates'

turning around

from the blinding attempt to see the atoms to viewing the reflections of the various

kinds of things. . . . The Forms or the Ideas in their etymological sense point

toward the primacy of the eyes and what they see. There is a connection between

natural philosophy understood in this way and the speculative or contemplative

pleasure of the lover, who in the first places enjoys looking at the beauty of the
beloved. (Pp. 513-14)
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More fundamentally, however, Bloom's point is that atomistic reductionism

can explain the phenomena only by explaining them away: it explains the dif

ferences in kind by saying that there are no real differences. The principle that

the higher can be explained by the lower denies a difference between the higher

and lower. But the principle that the higher can explain the lower denies

neither:

A psychology which hopes to do any justice to the phenomena must begin by

understanding the highest and most interesting human types. On the basis of such

an understanding, one can easily understand lower and less interesting types simply

by slicing off the peaks from the higher ones. But you cannot do it the other way

around. You cannot get the causes and motives for the higher types from observing

the lower ones, and any attempt to do so will be ludicrously distorting. Plato tries

to show in the Symposium that philosophy is the most complete and revealing form

of Eros. On that basis he is capable of working down to the activities and hopes of

persons who will never be philosophers or perhaps even know that there is such a

thing as philosophy. But if one says that the fundamental erotic activity is the gross

coupling of two individuals, you can explain the philosophic vision only as some

kind of miraculous covering up of what one really wanted, rather than a cosmic

solicitation. (P. 544)

Bloom's recovery of form entails approaching the phenomena of love and

friendship with a method that preserves the phenomena because it is adapted to

the subject matter. Hence his reliance on premodern artists and on Plato.

Whether or not Bloom's method is successful depends on whether one sees

the differences he sees when following his unique phenomenological analysis

based on works of art and the history of philosophy. The power of his analysis

is largely dependent on the ability of the language of the writers he uses to

present those irreducible forms and the difference between higher and lower

forms of love and friendship. Prior to the results of his method, however, is a

willingness to engage oneself in a method that takes seriously the phenomena

appearing to artists, friends, and lovers. If one finds Bloom's method success

ful in its argument for a recovery of form against a crude reductionism, more

interesting questions arise. In particular, assuming that the notion of form is

necessary to account for the phenomena of love and friendship, the question

arises whether it is possible to maintain a distinction between form and matter

without going beyond Bloom's method.

The problem is that although Bloom argues against a crude materialistic

reductionism, he himself remains reductionistic on a central point. Bloom ac

knowledges that his phenomenological analysis of eros consistently pairs the

highest forms of eros with a desire for eternity. Eros, as opposed to sex, is

always conjoined with a desire for
immortality.9

But immediately after ac

knowledging that eros is naturally united with a desire for immortality, he re-
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duces this to an illusion, even though it is not an illusion but very real for the

writers to whom he is referring and for the human experience
he is recognizing.

The lover's desire for the immortality of the beloved, the friend's desire for

immortality of the other, is irrational and impossible: indeed, he
calls it a natu

ral illusion, which is no less dangerous for being
natural.10

Up to this point

Bloom has been saying that the rooting of eros in
nature means that we should

trust our highest natural inclinations as a guide to what is real and fulfilling.

Suddenly, when it comes to immortality, human nature and the highest forms

of love and friendship cease to be completely trustworthy guides.

This brings us to another problem. Bloom's phenomenology or psychology

is a science of the soul, and such a science requires the existence of a soul.

Hence the recovery of form requires the recovery of the notion of soul as well.

This much Bloom
concedes."

But Bloom has nothing to say about the nature of

this soul. It is necessary as a suppositum underlying his psychology, but his

method evidently cannot investigate this reality supporting the phenomena of

love and friendship. The activities of soul appear to us but not the soul itself.

There is no attempt to move from the activities of the soul to the nature of the

soul. The question is whether Bloom's recovery of form can be maintained

without making this transition from the activities of the soul to the nature of the

soul. Such a question is implicitly raised by Bloom himself in his conclusion,

where the phenomena of love seem to be more illusory than real: "[Love] con

tains powerful elements of illusion, it may be thought to be entirely illusion,

but its effects are not
illusory"

(p. 547). It is Bloom's reduction of the desire

for immortality in eros to a natural illusion and his avoidance of a discussion of

the nature of the human soul that threaten his recovery of form. To illustrate

this point, I turn now to Thomas Aquinas.

What I propose to show first, using Aquinas, is that it is necessary to con

ceive the intellect as a wholly immaterial power, and the soul thereby as a

spiritual substance, in order to maintain Bloom's recovery of form and the

distinction of soul and matter. To do this, we begin with the contrary supposi

tion, namely, that the human intellect is a bodily organ. It is consistent with the

form-matter distinction to identify the intellect with the brain; that is, if the soul

is only a material form, then the intellect must be the brain. In this way there is

no difference between human and animal soul in the form-matter relationship

except that the intellect would be the most complex of bodily organs. Now in a

theory which maintains a form-matter distinction and teleology, bodily organs

are directed towards the sustenance and preservation of the
organism.12

But the

individual life of the organism is ordered to the species. Aquinas follows Aris

totle in viewing the end of individual plant and animal organisms as the imita

tion of the divine by reproduction. There is an eros in all living beings which

naturally seeks to imitate the eternity of the divine by contributing to the cease

less continuance of the same
form.13
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If there is no fundamental difference in the form-matter structure of human

and animal soul, then there is no reason why the presence of intellection in

human beings should constitute a different kind of eros. An intellect that is a

bodily organ is able to contribute to the self-preservation of the human organ

ism and the reproduction of the human species in a more complex way, but

there is no ontological reason why it should not be subordinated to the ends of

self-preservation and reproduction. This is problematic because it means that

what appears to be higher, namely the intellectual life, is actually subordinated

to the lower ends of self-preservation and reproduction. To use Bloom's lan

guage, the philosophic vision would be a kind of covering up of what one

really
wanted.14

In other words, there is no such thing as a philosophical activ

ity or eros which is an end in itself: all such intellectual activity is really reduc

ible to the ends of self-preservation and reproduction. All eros is for the

existence of the organism, and ultimately for the survival of the species.

Bloom would certainly find this view of eros unsatisfactory because it is

incompatible with the phenomena of the highest forms of love and friendship.

Is it, however, avoidable if the intellect is a bodily organ and the human soul

does not essentially differ from the animal? Can we say that human eros differs

in kind from the animal given that the human soul does not differ in kind? The

worst one can say about Aristotle's and
Aquinas'

view of eros in animals is

that, in attributing to them a natural desire to imitate the divine or eternal, they

are too generous. But if we reduce eros in animals to something less lofty, and

if there is no essential distinction between human and animal soul, we are left

with an even more severe reduction of human eros. Bloom is recovering to

gether the notions of form and nature. It follows, then, that the human being is

an individual in a species. But, if there is no essential difference between a

human and animal soul, there is no reason why the individual human should

not be related to its species in the same way as the individual animal is to its

species.

Similar consequences follow from a denial of immortality to the human

soul. The human soul cannot be a subsistent, spiritual substance if the intellect

is a bodily organ, because it would have no operation that would be wholly
immaterial.15

Therefore, the human soul would be corrupted with the corruption

of the composite. The individual organism would be as transitory as any other

organism, and the more stable perfection of the species would surpass the very

transitory perfection of the individual. It is not surprising that the eros of the

individual would be naturally directed to the species through reproduction if its

own existence is so temporally limited. The eros in nature Bloom sees as striv

ing towards perfection would find greater fulfillment in the species than the

individual because the perfection of the species continues after the death of the

individual. Bloom does note that Diotima has counseled Socrates on a threefold

hierarchy in which one can achieve immortality through reproduction (pp.
512-
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24). Lowest among these is the physical reproduction of offspring by the fam

ily. Bloom calls this an illusion of immortality that is even more difficult to

attain in our time when family ties are weaker. Higher is the immortality that

comes from the education of human beings, which includes the activity of

poets, inventors, statesmen, lawgivers, and founders. This immortality is very

attenuated as well, since, although cities, works of art, and so on may be more

lasting than families, they are still essentially temporal. Last and highest is the

philosophical life, but Bloom's interpretation of it seems to be entirely devoid

of immortality. Indeed, he sees Socrates as a wholly inner-directed, self-suffi

cient solitary who derives satisfaction from himself. His Socrates is completely

individual, and he discounts the Socrates of the Phaedo arguing for the immor

tality of the
soul.16

In short, Bloom wants to maintain the philosophical life of

the individual as the highest perfection, but his view of soul cannot support it.

Human soul for Bloom is mortal, and thus the perfection of the species should

be superior. Moreover, since there is no essential difference between human

and animal soul, there is no reason why intellectual activity should be an end

in itself rather than a means to self-preservation and the reproduction of the

species.

The phenomena Bloom wants to preserve can be saved on the assumption

that the soul is a spiritual substance, that is, immaterial, subsistent, and incor

ruptible. A nonhuman organism is in a species in the sense that it is only a part

of the species. A plant or animal is limited not only by its essence but also to

its essence. Nonhuman organisms are limited to the perfection circumscribed

by their essence. On the other hand, if the intellect is immaterial, the human

being is not in a species the way that other organisms
are.17

For Aquinas, the

individual human being is limited by its essence, but it is not limited to its

essence. Through its essence, the human being is finite, but through its imma

terial intellect it is open to the infinite. In fact, Aquinas calls the purpose of

intellect in creatures a
"remedy"

for the finitude of essence (De veritate 2.2).

Of each essence we can say that it is not some other essence, and the perfection

of each essence is limited by the fact that it is not the perfection which is every
other essence. This limitation of essences is overcome in a way when one

considers the universe as a whole. The essences which make up the universe

are limited with respect to each other, but as parts of the whole they comple

ment each other and make up for the limited perfection of the other parts.

Nevertheless, the perfection of the whole is external to any essence considered

by itself. There is, however, another kind of perfection in knowledge which is

a remedy for the limited perfection of essence because it is an inclusion of the

perfection of other essences within the limited perfection of the knower.

Through the immateriality of the intellect, the knower is open to the perfection

of the whole universe. Immateriality is the necessary condition for this open

ness of the intellect to external perfection because matter is the principle which

limits the perfection of form to being the perfection of just this one substance.
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If the intellect is a bodily organ, then there is no remedy for the finitude of

the essence of which it is a part. Hence the perfection of the species remains

superior to that of the individual, and intellectual activity is subordinated to the

good of reproducing the species. But if the intellect is immaterial, the human

individual is not just a part of the human species but is itself a whole. Through

the intellect the individual is open to a whole that transcends the species. The

human intellect is not only open to the whole perfection of the universe but to

the whole of being totum ens (see Summa contra gentiles III. 112). In a sense,

the human individual transcends the limitation of the species inasmuch as the

object of the intellect is a whole that includes the human species as a part.

Furthermore, the individual is on a par with the species when it comes to

immortality because the human soul is immortal (see Summa contra gentiles

III. 113).

Consequently it makes sense to say that the intellectual life is not subordi

nated to lower activities but an end in itself and the highest kind of eros. The

remedy for the finitude of essence in the immateriality of the intellect coincides

with the liberation of the individual from the natural necessity to seek the con

tinuance of the species as a perfection superior to that of the
individual.18

The

individuality and freedom of the philosophical life, which Socrates exemplifies

and which Bloom praises so highly, is possible only if the intellect is imma

terial and the soul immortal. In addition, the remedy of an immaterial intellect

means that eros, in its natural desire for immortality, is not an illusion. We are

not driven to see nature as illusory, nor are the phenomena of love and friend

ship a kind of bewitchment to help us forget the ugliness of human life. There

is thus no need to qualify the reality of the phenomena of the highest manifesta

tions of love and friendship.

The immateriality of the intellect as the basis for the subsistence and immor

tality of the soul is necessary to save the phenomena that Bloom's phenomenol

ogy distinguishes. But
Aquinas'

psychology can go further in saving the

phenomena because he argues that the soul is not only a subsistent substance

but the form of matter. For Aquinas, the soul as an intellectual substance is

complete in its existence but not in its nature because human intellectuality
requires the sense powers, which, in turn, require formal union with the body.

In order to be an adequate knower, the human soul as an intellectual substance

that possesses existence must communicate that intellectual and immaterial ex

istence formally to the body with the result that it is united to the body as a

substantial form. The soul is both an intellectual substance and form of the

body (see Quaestiones de anima 1). This latter aspect further heightens the

reality of the phenomena in question.

One of the most interesting aspects of
Aquinas'

psychology is that the hu

man being is united by a single act of existence, but that act of existence

belongs per se to the soul as an immaterial
substance.19

It follows from the

formal union of this immaterial and intellectual substance with the body for the
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sake of its intellectuality that the body exists through an immaterial and intel

lectual existence (see Quaestiones de anima 1 and 14). As Anton Pegis puts it,

the whole human being is an
intellect.20

So unified is the human being in this

immaterial and intellectual existence that Pegis says that we must conclude that

death is not, properly speaking, an event of physical nature but a spiritual

event. Since it is raised to the spiritual existence of the soul, the body dies in

the spiritual and intellectual world of the soul in which it
lived.21

If death,

which is at the extreme limit of the human, must be understood in terms of the

unity of human existence, the
phenomena of eros must be no less placed within

that understanding.

A central concern of Bloom is to maintain alongside his ranking of the

philosophical life as the highest kind of eros a continuity of the lower kinds of

eros with the higher; more precisely, those who are not engaged in the philo

sophical life are, nonetheless, seeking to some degree the same thing the phi

losopher desires (see quotation from p. 544 reprinted above). From the unity of

human existence in
Aquinas'

psychology we can say that all human eros from

the lowest to the highest is intellectual. If all human existence is intellectual, if

the human being in its entirety is an intellect, then all eros, all friendship, and

all love are intellectual. All human eros is a desire to know and a way of being

intellectual. There is a commonality between the most bodily of desires and the

most explicitly intellectual. The desire of the body is raised to the intellectual

existence of the soul, and the intellectual substance that is the soul needs to be

completed by the desires of the body.
Aquinas'

psychology is thus able to

provide a framework for seeing the unity of human eros as well as differentia

tion of higher and lower forms of eros.

In conclusion, the denial of the phenomena appearing to the lover or friend

as real, the modem reduction of eros to sex, is a denial of form. Bloom's

phenomenological method, which proposes to take the phenomena seriously,

entails a recovery of form. Bloom admits that this also entails a recovery of

soul, but he does not go far enough in this direction. A soul that is only the

form of matter is not sufficient to save the phenomena, nor is a soul that is

mortal. In other words, a
form-matter distinction alone will not keep the phe

nomena from slipping back into illusion. What is needed in addition is a human

soul that is an immaterial and immortal substance. But even this does not go far

enough, because a dualist psychology cannot explain the unity of human eros.

The soul that is an immaterial and immortal substance must also be the form of

matter, united to the body as substantial form. My contention is that
Aquinas'

psychology is uniquely capable of supporting the phenomena.

Bloom's phenomenological method is a good starting point for the recovery

of form, particularly insofar as it takes seriously the perspective of the poet and

novelist, but it is not a good conclusion. Without an ontological consideration

of the nature of the soul, the phenomena, as represented by the example of

Bloom himself, cannot maintain their reality (see p. 547). Love and friendship
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are activities of the human soul. From those activities we can and must proceed

to the nature of the soul itself. This is the method that Aquinas learned from

Aristotle: from the objects and activities of soul we can understand the powers

of the soul, and ultimately the nature of the soul itself (see Sentencia libri De

anima II.6, 131-72). The advantage of Bloom's phenomenological method as

a starting point is the care given to understanding the activities of soul, and the

insight of the artist into those activities, before proceeding to the nature of the

soul.

Why, then, is there such resistance to discussing the human soul and its

nature? Bloom suggests that the notions of "self and
"consciousness"

were

introduced by modem philosophy in resistance to the linkage of the notion of

soul with Catholic thought. In particular, he rejects the linkage of soul and

immortality in Catholic
teaching.22

Nevertheless, that linkage between soul and

immortality need not be through faith. On the grounds of philosophical reason

the immortality of the soul can be asserted. Indeed, that linkage of human soul

and immortality must be made, given the phenomena of love and friendship
which Bloom believes should be taken as real. We cannot detach a denial of the

soul's immortality from a denial of the reality of phenomena of love and friend

ship. Together with the recovery of form, we need to recover the immateriality
and immortality of the human soul.

NOTES

1. "This book is an attempt to recover the power, danger, and beauty of eros under the tutelage

of its proper teachers and knowers, the poetic writers.

"What has disappeared is the risk and hope of human connectedness embedded in eros. Ours is

a language that reduces the longing for another to the need for individual, private satisfaction and

safety.

"Isolation, a sense of lack of profound contact with other human beings, seems to be the disease

of our
time"

(Allan Bloom, Love and Friendship [New York: Simon and Schuster, 1993], pp. 13-

14; quotations not otherwise identified are to this work).

"Make no mistake about it, the specific forms of eroticism that we know have been constructed

by modern philosophy in an effort to correct its [sc. the Hobbesian view of human nature] original

defects. They appear, however, to be unable to overcome the force of the clearheaded and fully
self-conscious thought of its

founders"

(p. 262).

2. "This [reductionistic] theory is utterly inadequate to explain saints, artists, lawgivers, or

even the scientists themselves who propound the theory. But people soon began to see the theory as

the reality and to forget what does not forget fit the theory
"

(p. 23).

"Rousseau's soft school was replaced by a hard school. A savage reductionism, unlike the cool

reductionism of modern science, which proceeded in its work without being very conscious of its

consequences became the order of the day. . . Evermore the movement is away from the transcen

dent unity of the loving couple toward Sartre's assertion that 'Hell is other
people'"

(p. 260. See

also pp. 21, 100, and 262).

3. "There are distinctively human faculties that allow sex to actualize itself as eros in human

beings. Animals have sex and human beings have eros, and no accurate science is possible without

making this distinction. Kinsey pays no attention to the fact that animals, although they indulge

themselves whenever they can, have a much smaller range of sexual desires, almost exclusively
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directed towards procreation. The strange variety of human sexual desires points toward an indeter-

minateness that requires molding for a truly human life.

". Yet in America, imprisoned eros turned for liberation not to a romantic literature but to

scientific
reductionism"

(p. 19).

"Supporting this unerotic treatment of eros is the new hot principle that all human relations,

especially sexual ones follow from the one motivating principle in man, the will to
power"

(p. 27.

See also p.510).

4. "It is the war of all against all again, and the only possible peace is to be found in artificial

constructs. This is the last stage in the attempt to found all human relations on contract, the

discovery of complementary interests, rather than on natural inclinations. Abstract reason in the

service of radically free men and women can discover only contract as the basis of connectedness

the social contract, the marriage contract, somehow mostly the business contract as model, with its

union of selfish individuals. Legalism takes the place of
sentiment"

(pp. 27-28).

"Parenthetically, it should be mentioned that almost all modern thinkers have started with

Hobbes's state of nature, but our perennial problems in understanding human association make it

doubtful whether many have succeeded in emerging from
it"

(p. 128. See also pp. 48 and 261).

5. "For those who rebel against the orthodoxies of our day and the prescriptions about what

they should feel and think, there is a need to recover nature, which is buried under successive

layers of ideological ash.

"I suggest that we need a generation or two not of theory but of an attempt to discover the real

phenomena of eros. This means a flight from our time to those times and places that believed in it

more and did not share our project for transforming
it"

(p. 29).

"The new philosophy and the new natural science had reduced men to atoms without natural
connectedness"

(p. 48).

"The permanence of any kind of visible order in nature is a real problem for such atomism. The

connectedness of atoms in enduring shapes or forms is very difficult to explain. But the lack of a

foundation for the phenomena of the world does not disturb atomists, who tend to despise the

visible order as something ephemeral and from which one can not take one's bearings. This, of

course, is not tolerable to lovers, who see something real and natural in their
beloveds"

(p. 472).

6. "Ancient views of politics taught that man's nature has an impulse towards society and that

society is not necessarily a maiming or division of man but potentially his perfection. Similarly, the
ancients taught that eros is a natural longing for the beautiful, which, given the complexity of man
and of things, can be damaged and misled but is in itself a perfection of human sociability by way
of the

passions"

(p. 21).

"A psychology that hopes to do any justice to the phenomena must begin by understanding the

highest and most interesting human
types"

(p. 544. See also pp. 89 and 395).

7. "Psychology means the science of the soul. Socrates considered himself to be a psycholo

gist; and he was what we would call today a
phenomenologist"

(p. 543).

8. "His [sc. Shakespeare's] plays remind us of the classical goal of contemplation rather than

the modern aspiration to transform.

"Shakespeare's naturalness is what induces me to meditate on his plays in this discussion of

human connectedness. I hope through doing so to articulate something of the premodern view of

man's relations with his fellows, to provide serious, and perhaps more satisfactory, alternatives to
our characteristic ways of looking at

things"

(pp. 269-70).

"I have often in this book spoken of nature, and this is the crucial question about it: is nature
the selfish atomization of individuals, or does it contain a unifying, and hence moralizing impulse?

. . Shakespeare and Montaigne present us in detail relationships formed from the natural inclina
tion to society existing in men that is asserted by Aristotle and denied by Hobbes. This is the

fundamental difference among our
authors"

(p. 421. See also p. 396 and n. 1 above).
9. 'The experience of longing for eternity, as when one holds one's beautiful beloved in one's

arms, is constitutive of Eros as opposed to
sex"

(p. 510).

10. "Man is a poor, weak being. His greatest terror is his utter extinction. All the wonderful,
rational goods are desired for the sake of being always, which is impossible and hence irra
tional. . Human life is too ugly for anyone who thinks about it to rest content with it. This is the
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cause of the being of the gods, who underwrite the cosmic significance of human life. The old formula

timor deumfecit, fear made god, has to be supplemented by amor deum fecit, love made god. . . . This

longing, impossible of fulfillment, culminates in the Olympian gods, always young, always beautiful.

It is both necessary for man's spirituality and his most dangerous
illusion"

(p. 510).

11. "Psychology means the science of soul. . For a number of reasons today, some con

nected with democratic leveling and easygoingness, there is today an almost religious commitment

to the denial of the soul's existence. Inasmuch as we cannot avoid thinking about what is in us,

practically everyone gets into the habit of quickly turning from what he really thinks and feels to

one of the current categories that are intended to explain it: our selves, our consciousness, all
half-

baked substitutes for the soul. We lose the habit of taking ourselves seriously and examining the

movements of our souls with delicacy and with that combination of affirmation and doubt that is

the hallmark of the rare psychological
truths"

(pp. 543-44).

12. See Quodlibetum VII.7.1 and Sentencia libri De anima III.7, 48-55.

13. See De anima 415a26-415b7 and
Aquinas'

commentary, Sentencia libri De anima II.7,

98-107 and 141-57. See also Summa contra gentiles DT.22.

14. "A statesman or an executive who undergoes psychoanalysis or who gets caught up in

psychoanalytic theory cannot take his activities on their own level but only as the complex result of

lower or more primitive causes. Such people get into the bad habit of being ironical about what

they do in life, for it must always be interpreted in terms of other things for which it is only a

cover-up"

(Love and Friendship, p. 22. See especially the quotation from p. 544 reprinted above.).

15. For the transition from the immateriality of the intellect to the subsistence of the soul, see

Summa theologiae 1.75.2 and Quaestiones de anima 1 and 14.

16. "The kind of immortality hoped for by acts of reproduction preached by Diotima is based

on an implicit rejection of the fondest hope, that our individual souls will be saved. At the very

outset, aware or unaware, the erotic persons have to give up the expectation that their own con

sciousness, which they treasure so much, will live on beyond them. On the day of his death as

recounted in the Phaedo, a somewhat slacker Socrates, perhaps suitably so, given the occasion,

tried not entirely successfully to persuade his grieving friends that his soul will survive always.

This hope contains no element of Eros in it. In the immediate face of death Socrates, in his speech

at least, is not
erotic"

(p. 511).

"This lonely contemplation,
Socrates'

soul engaging in dialogues with himself, proves that for

all his involvement with human beings, he is essentially a solitary who can derive satisfaction from

himself (p. 537. See also pp. 531 and 535).

17. For
Aquinas'

account of the infinite openness of the knower which follows upon the imma

teriality of the intellect, see De veritate 2.2 and Summa theologiae 1.14.1.

18. An indication that, according to Aquinas, the human individual is not subordinated to its

species in the way that other organisms are is the freedom of the individual with respect to repro

duction. See Summa contra gentiles III. 136.

19. "St. Thomas is saying something rather startling, namely, that a spiritual substance not

only makes man to be man, but makes man to be an animal, makes the human body to be a body,

that is to say, makes matter to be material. Now it is not surprising that matter should exist with a

material to be; but it does seem at first sight rather extraordinary that matter should exist as matter

with a spiritual to be. Yet that is exactly what he is
proposing"

(James Robb, "Intelligere Intelligen-

tibus Est
Esse,"

in An Etienne Gilson Tribute, ed. Charles O'Neil [Milwaukee: Marquette Univer

sity Press, 1959], p. 210).

20. "Hence, after all, St.
Thomas'

view of man does in fact answer Averroes. There is a

proportion between the immaterial substance that the soul is and the body to which it gives exis

tence. The soul is suited to being an intellectual substance through the body. In and through the

body, it is an intellectual substance; which is why we may say of the whole man that he is in a real

sense an
intellect"

(Anton Pegis, "St. Thomas and the Unity of
Man,"

in Progress in Philosophy:

Philosophical Studies in Honor of Rev. Doctor Charles A. Hart, ed. James McWilliams [Mil

waukee: Bruce, 1955] p. 172).

21. "Embodiment is not to be understood simply as the existence of the soul in the world of

matter; on the contrary, it is the existence of the body in the spiritual world of the soul itself. The
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existence, the life and the economy of the human composite derive from the nature of the soul, so

that it is not strictly correct to say that in the human composite the soul is in the body; it is more

proper to say that the soul exists in the body and in the world of matter only because the body
exists in the world of the soul. The human body is matter existing and functioning within the life of

the intellectual soul. [I]n this union the body is raised to the spiritual existence of the soul.

It is in the same human world that we must see the meaning of death. The body dies

because it is material, and that seems natural enough. But if, with St. Thomas, we make an effort

to understand the body as human, then death as a human reality is not properly designated if it is

simply characterized as a fact of physical nature. It is rather a fact of human nature, that is, a nature

that exists wholly within the intellectual life of the soul. . . If we accept what St. Thomas is

saying, then, on the same philosophical ground on which he established the unity ofman, we must

say that death is a spiritual event. The body dies within the same spiritual world of the soul in

which it
lived"

(Anton Pegis, "Between Immortality and Death: Some Further Reflections on the

Summa contra
gentiles,"

in An Etienne Gilson Tribute, pp. 14-15).

22. "The ingrained and stubborn unwillingness to think about the soul or admit its existence

has much to do with the religious criticism of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. The study

of the soul had become such a part of Catholic Christianity that its destruction in the name of

something like consciousness seemed a necessity. But the Christian teaching was about a specific

version of the soul characterized by separability from the body and immortality, great miracles that

defied common sense and
reason"

(p. 545).
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Theos e tis anthropon humin, 6 zenoi, eilephe ten aitian tes ton nomon diatheseos?

(God or some man is it, o strangers, who is the cause of the disposition of your

laws?)

A recent writer laments that the school of Leo Strauss has fallen into fac

tious dispute regarding the character of the American regime.

Some see the American political order as altogether modem and therefore defective.

Some see it as not so bad because not so modem. Mostly, these implicitly reject

the Straussian insistence on the partition between ancients and moderns. At first

they claimed to be a kind of subset of Straussians, but now they openly speak of

"Straussians"

with the same bitterness and derision which characterized the earlier

reactions of Marxists and behavioralists. A third group insists that the American

scheme is wholly modem, but still good.

And, without the slightest trace of irony, a recent writer notes that "I have

tended in this third
direction"

(Crisis [June 1993], p. 5).

No one epitomizes the central position more than Harry Jaffa, who, more

than any other student of Strauss, has devoted almost his entire career to uncov

ering and articulating the natural right foundations of the American regime. His

frequent reliance on classical political philosophy in the explication of those

foundations is particularly offensive to a recent writer because it rejects

Strauss's "insistence on the partition between ancients and
modems."

Jaffa an

swered a recent writer in the following terms:

What Strauss taught about the modern break with the principles of antiquity

whether of reason or revelation refers to the history of political philosophy. It

does not refer to the history of politics, or of the incorporation, or
non-

incorporation, of principles, whether ancient or modem, in political regimes.

Strauss was not an historical determinist. If his own belief in the superiority of
pre-

interpretation, Spring 1996, Vol. 23, No. 3
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modem principles was possible, why was it not possible in others, especially

statesmen and
legislators?'

Strauss, of course, wrote only obliquely about the American regime, and in

widely scattered places. The backdrop of his work was "the crisis of the
West"

rather than "the crisis of
America."

Yet it would be difficult to believe that

Strauss did not somehow see the crisis of the West and the crisis of America as

stemming from the same causes, namely, the abandonment of natural right.

The question that confronts us is whether decent constitutionalism can be but

tressed by teachings derived from classic natural right. Although Strauss's

works present daunting problems for the interpreter not the least of which is

the fact that he left many false trails and unmarked
traps in his writings (amply

attested to by the recent works of Shadia Drury and Stephen Holmes, to men

tion only two) there can be little doubt that for him the study of classic natu

ral right was not merely a matter of antiquarianism. Jaffa quite reasonably

expresses the conviction that
"Strauss'

entire work pointed toward rescuing the

political practice of the modem world from the consequences of the political

theory of modem
philosophy,"

and that this project would necessarily rely on

"

'powerful support from ... the premodern thought of our western
tradition."2

On the issue of ancients and modems, Strauss wrote in 1952 that

a modem phenomenon is not characterized by the fact that it is located, say,

between 1600 and 1952, because premodern traditions of course survived and

survive. And more than that, throughout the modem period, there has been a

constant movement against this modem trend, from the very
beginning.3

To say nothing of other considerations, there are significant points of agree

ment between ancients and modems, most notably the modem premise "which

would have been acceptable to the classics, that the moral principles have a

greater evidence than the teachings even of natural theology and, therefore, that

natural law or natural right should be kept independent of theology and its

controversies."4

The modem doctrine of the state of nature must be understood

precisely in the light of this agreement.

Strauss, of course, emphasized the differences between classic natural right

and modem natural right. Classic natural right is teleological; man's perfection

must be understood in terms of his natural ends. Modem natural right rejects

teleology in favor of beginnings. Men have rights; freedom rather than virtue is

the proper goal of man. Classic natural right does not require consent of the

governed to legitimate rule. Modem natural right is egalitarian; consent of the

governed is necessitated by natural human equality. Classic natural right em

phasizes prudence as a guide to political action. Scientific certitude replaces

prudence in modem natural right. In short, modem natural right lowers the

goals of political life in order to guarantee its actualization. Most importantly,

however, modernity attempted to overcome the distinction between reason and
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revelation. It was within the context of the larger and more important distinc

tion between reason and revelation that Strauss understood the quarrel between

ancients and modems. The revival of the quarrel was necessary to the preserva

tion of both reason and revelation. In any case, the success of modem natural

right means that classic natural right if it is to be a force in modernity must

be presented by statesmen in the form or guise of modem natural right.

With the advent of Christianity, the question of political authority took on an

entirely new dimension one that could not have been anticipated by classical

political philosophers. In classical political philosophy, the laws of particular

polities are always supported by the gods of those polities. As Jaffa remarks,

"divine
sanction"

is necessary for citizens even though "the intrinsic
ground"

of

the authority of the laws "is its reasonableness. There must then be either im

mediate divine sanction for the laws, or a natural sanction translated from that

form visible only to philosophers, to one that is intelligible to nonphiloso

phers."

But the universalism of Christianity makes the appeal to particular gods

as the ground or foundation of the laws of particular polities impossible. In this

case, there must be "some way of translating the authority of a universal nature

into the ground of particular laws. This ... is exactly what the doctrine of the

state of nature . . accomplished. Moreover, it did so by defining nature itself

in the light of the differences between man, beast and God. That is to say, it

did so by a natural theology consistent with monotheistic revealed
theology."5

(One might add that this is precisely the way in which many perhaps most of

the preachers of the colonial and constitutional periods understood the relation

between natural and revealed theology.6) Jaffa concludes that the "necessary
emendation"

of Aristotle in particular was

required not by any transformation in Aristotle's principles, but by the

transformation of the human condition of political life in which those principles

are applied. The idea of the state of nature modifies and yet preserves the idea of

man as by nature a political animal. Moreover the idea of the state of nature, by

treating civil society as a voluntary association, lays a firmer foundation for the

idea of the rule of law than in Aristotle's Politics. ("Equality, Wisdom, Morality
and

Consent,"

p. 27)

Thus the direct appeal to nature unmediated by theological authority pro

vides the ground for the separation of church and state as well as the common

ground of statesmanship, ancient and modem.

For Strauss, natural right in its classical understanding is always potentially

demonstrable in the human condition. It is the ground of the most fundamental

human experiences, those simple experiences of right and wrong, good and

evil, and just and
unjust.7

If man is by nature political, then natural right is

more or less a part of every regime. Or, to put it in slightly different terms,

natural right is a part of political right, it has everywhere the same dynamis

even though it is everywhere changeable. As Strauss remarked, "[t]he evidence
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adduced by conventionalism is perfectly compatible with the possibility that

natural right exists and, as it were, solicits the indefinite variety of notions of

justice or the indefinite variety of laws, or is at the bottom of all
laws"

(Natural

Right and History, p. 101). And if it is tme that natural right is a part of

political right, the political philosopher will come to sight first as a kind of

umpire: "he tries to settle those political controversies that are both of para

mount and of permanent
importance."8

It is tme that Machiavelli "tried to ef

fect, and he did effect, a break with the whole tradition of political
philosophy"

(What Is Political Philosophy?
,
p. 40), but Strauss's entire career seems to be a

kind of proof that he did not believe that Machiavelli had succeeded in destroy

ing the possibility of natural right.

In the role of
"umpire,"

the political philosopher is indistinguishable from "a

good citizen who can perform this function of the good citizen in the best way

and on the highest
level."

Even though the political philosopher finds it neces

sary to look beyond the purview of the citizen, "he does not abandon his funda

mental orientation, which is the orientation inherent in political
life"

(What Is

Political Philosophy?
,
p. 40). It almost goes without saying that the political

philosopher as umpire is necessarily a "natural right
teacher."9

The task of such

a teacher in the first instance would then be to uncover and build upon the

natural right elements of his regime indeed perhaps even magnify and adorn

those elements for politically salutary results. Here the political philosopher

must always be mindful of the "theological-political
problem,"

the necessity of

presenting his natural right teachings in a manner consistent with the authorita

tive moral and religious views of his political community. But, if the political

philosopher is both
"umpire"

and "natural right
teacher,"

he is also necessarily

a teacher of legislators, since "it is by being the teacher of legislators that the

political philosopher is the umpire par
excellence."

According to Strauss, "Plato

demonstrated this ad oculos in his dialogue on legislation, by presenting in the

guise of a stranger the philosopher who is a teacher of
legislators"

(What Is

Political Philosophy?, p. 84). And the Athenian Stranger is the natural right

teacher par excellence (Laws 63 Id).

Awareness of the "theological-political
problem"

will, of course, entail the

appropriate use of rhetoric, a rhetoric that will be animated by a kind of "Socra
tic

kalam."10
In our time, this Socratic kalam will derive its rhetorical force

from the twin roots that have animated the West, reason and revelation, both of
which came under attack by modem philosophy. Today, the prospect of suc

cess is made exceedingly difficult not only by the self-destruction of reason in

modem philosophy but also by the fact that "there is no traditional piety which

can form the moral substratum for any such
kalam"

("The Legacy of Leo
Strauss,"

p. 20). But, of course a difficulty is not an impossibility the respon

sibility of the natural right teacher remains unaffected by the prospects for

success.
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Strauss, of course, often wrote of the fundamental incompatibility of the

accounts of the human good given by reason and revelation (Natural Right and

History, pp. 74-75; "Progress or Return? p. 260). He nevertheless reiterated

"that this unresolved conflict is the secret of the vitality ofWestern
civilization"

("Progress or
Return?"

p. 270). It is, of course, the duty of the defenders of

Western civilization, i.e., the defenders of both reason and revelation, to main

tain the existence of this dialectic. The victory of one or the other would be the

death of both and, undoubtedly, the death of the West.

Despite the opposition between reason and revelation, Strauss argued that

there is a crucial point of agreement between these conflicting views of the

human good: "the Bible and Greek philosophy agree in regard to what we may

call, and we do call in fact, morality. They agree, if I may say so, regarding

the importance of morality, regarding the content of morality, and regarding its

ultimate
insufficiency"

("Progress or
Return?"

p. 246 ). What divides the Bible

and Greek philosophy concerns the "ultimate
insufficiency"

of morality or "the

basis of
morality,"

i.e., what "supplements or completes
morality"

(ibid.).

Jaffa surely captures the spirit of Strauss's understanding of Greek philosophy

when he remarks that "as the founder of political philosophy, Socrates was also

the founder of a new way of looking at the whole, that is to say, he became a

refounder of
philosophy."

The consequence of this
"refounding"

is that the

ground of philosophy itself becomes manifest access to the being of things is

through moral distinctions. "In
Strauss,"

Jaffa writes, "the moral distinctions

become the heart of philosophy. And statesmanship thus itself becomes part of

philosophic
activity"

(01, pp. 369-70).

It is tme that we cannot turn to classical political philosophy for recipes for

the resolution of the crisis of our time. "For the relative success of modem

political
philosophy,"

Strauss wrote

has brought into being a kind of society wholly unknown to the classics, a kind of

society to which the classical principles as stated and elaborated by the classics are

not immediately applicable. Only we living today can possibly find a solution to

the problems of today. But an adequate understanding of the principles as

elaborated by the classics may be the indispensable starting point for an adequate

analysis, to be achieved by us, of present-day society in its peculiar character, and

for the wise application, to be achieved by us, of these principles to our
tasks."

It hardly needs to be pointed out that the natural right of the American Found

ing is not classic natural right. With the success of Christianity, the only natural

right that was available to the Founders was egalitarian natural right. But some

of the Founders at least seemed to know or divine that natural law was the

modem world's access to natural right and that natural law was therefore a kind

of exoteric version of natural right. In egalitarian natural right, consent neces

sarily takes precedence. It is the task of constitutional government and the
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rule of law to insure that consent is not merely the expression of the people's

will but of their rationality.

Strauss remarked in an oft-quoted passage "that liberal or constitutional democ

racy comes closer to what the classics demanded than any alternative that is via

ble in our
age"

(What Is Political Philosophy?, p. 113). Consequently, "wisdom

requires unhesitating loyalty to a decent constitution and even to the cause of

constitutionalism."

Wisdom requires "unhesitating
loyalty"

to constitutional re

gimes because of their moderation, and "moderation will protect us against the

twin dangers of visionary expectations from politics and unmanly contempt for

politics"12

The loyalty will be to a moderate regime, but what of the character of

the loyalty? Moderation is not a virtue of philosophy, although it is a "virtue

controlling the philosopher's
speech."

The character of the rhetoric that provides

the "unhesitating
loyalty"

will depend upon prudential considerations, i.e., the

extent of the dangers threatening constitutionalism. The philosopher sees farther

than the citizen, and what may appear to the citizen and the intellectual as

immoderate speech may in fact be the soul of moderation. If it is true that "[f]he

United States of America may be said to be the only country in the world which

was founded in explicit opposition to Machiavellian
principles,"13

then the fate

of America may well determine the fate of both reason and revelation. Jaffa's

unhesitating defense of the American regime is animated by his thoroughgoing
conviction as I believe it was also Strauss's conviction that "the crisis of

American
constitutionalism"

is "the crisis of the
West"

(01, p. 42). And in defense

of America and the West from "the superstitions of that relativism, positivism, and

nihilism that are the reigning modes of thought in this new dark
age"

(01, pp. 244,

252-53), moderation must surely be a vice.

In the mid-1980s, a remarkable debate surfaced in academic and legal cir

cles concerning the principles of constitutional interpretation. At issue was the

weight that should be given to the intentions of the Framers in interpreting the

Constitution. As originally conceived by the Reagan administration's Justice

Department, the argument in favor of "a jurisprudence of original
intent"

was

specifically designed to restrain judicial activism. The defenders of judicial

activism most notably Justice Brennan, Justice Marshall, and the law-school

professoriat relied on arguments that envisioned the role of the Supreme

Court as a kind of "continuing constitutional
convention,"

specifically charged

with reinterpreting the Constitution to meet the progressively evolving stan

dards of "human
dignity."

The opponents of judicial activism most notably

Attorney General Edwin Meese, Chief Justice Rehnquist, and Robert Bork

derived a jurisprudence of original intent from a strict adherence to the text,

history, traditions, and logical structure of the Constitution.

The two sides, otherwise so different, agree on one thing: neither sees any
need to return to first principles. This is the vacuum that Jaffa fills in his latest

book, Original Intent and the Framers of the Constitution: A Disputed Ques

tion. This book consists of a Foreword, "On Jaffa, Lincoln, Marshall, and
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Original
Intent,"

by Lewis E. Lehrman; Jaffa's original essay "What Were the

'Original
Intentions'

of the Framers of the Constitution of the United
States?"

to which he has attached three appendices, a critique of Edwin Meese, a disser

tation on the professional philosopher Leszek Kolakowski, and a critical ap

praisal of Chief Justice Rehnquist. There are three critiques of Jaffa's original

essay: Bruce Ledewitz, "Judicial Conscience and Natural Rights: A Reply

to Professor
Jaffa;"

Robert L. Stone, "Professor Harry V. Jaffa Divides the

House: A Respectful Protest and a Defense Brief; George Anastaplo, "Seven

Questions for Professor
Jaffa,"

with three appendices on various topics. Jaffa

has responded to each of his interlocutors in turn and has added another appen

dix (on Robert Bork), an epilogue, and an afterword. The afterword consists of

a prefatory note and four unanswered letters to Edwin Meese upbraiding him

for refusing to become an interlocutor. This odd-appearing volume presents a

sustained political polemic at the highest level.

Jaffa is not a partisan of either side of the debate, although he certainly

supports a jurisprudence of original intent. It appears that Jaffa entered the fray

merely as a partisan of first principles. He has reserved his considerable fire

power, however, almost exclusively for the conservative proponents of original

intent his critique of Meese, Rehnquist, and Bork is devastating. Why not

make political common cause with them against the liberal judicial activists?

Are they not the common enemy of sound constitutionalism? Surely this ques

tion has been asked by many who contemplate Jaffa's
intention.14

Jaffa argues that, at bottom, the position of Meese, Rehnquist, and Bork is

indistinguishable from that of the liberal activists they both share a kind of

moral relativism rooted in the fact/value distinction. As Jaffa remarks, both

sides "differ in the particulars of their 'value
judgments,'

but not in the subjec

tivity of what they propose as the ground of constitutional
law"

(OI, pp. 238,

49-50). Yet, because Meese, Rehnquist, and Bork profess at least a formal

commitment to original-intent jurisprudence they would seem to be eminently

more teachable than the liberal activists. And, besides other considerations no

less important, one surely has more obligation to benefit and instruct friends

than enemies. The partisans of original intent who have fallen under Jaffa's

severe gaze here are opinion leaders (in former times they might have been

called "gentlemen") who have been seduced by the false theories of modem

philosophy, a danger from which opinion leaders and gentlemen are never im

mune indeed, they "are nearly defenseless against false gods and false theo

ries"

(OI, pp. 313, 314-15, 319). The moral relativism of the right is no less

pronounced than that of the left; this is especially evident in the positivism of

Rehnquist and Bork. It matters little that Rehnquist makes decisions with which

Jaffa mostly agrees. Rehnquist has no principled understanding of the Constitu

tion, and his opinions have more the character of accident
than principle. What

is vastly more important, in Jaffa's longer-term view, is not the particular deci

sions, but the articulation of the
principles of the Constitution.
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The major portion of Jaffa's career has been the explication of the principles

of the Declaration of Independence. His point of departure was Strauss's re

marks about the Declaration in the opening lines ofNatural Right and History:

"The nation dedicated to this proposition has now become, no doubt partly as a

consequence of this dedication, the most powerful and prosperous of the

nations of the earth. Does this nation in its maturity still cherish the faith in

which it was conceived and raised? Does it still hold those 'truths to be self

evident'?"

(p. 1).
Strauss'

answer, of course, was that the faith in the truth

of these principles had been eroded by the combined onslaught of histori

cism and modern science. Strauss here issued an invitation to extend his

analysis of natural right to the Declaration, and Jaffa took up the challenge

in his extended analysis of Abraham Lincoln's political thought in Crisis of

the House Divided (1959). Since then, Jaffa's understanding of the Declara

tion has matured and deepened. He is less inclined now to speak of the

Declaration as "wholly a document of the rationalistic
tradition"

or the

necessity of "a synthesis of elements which in Jefferson remained antagonis
tic."

Jaffa sees a greater theoretical unity in the Founding than he did previ

ously. The unity of the Founding is the principal theme of his latest work, a

work that stands as the final prelude, as it were, for the sequel to Crisis of

the House Divided, The New Birth ofFreedom, a volume that is now, I am

happy to report, more than half completed.

Jaffa has always seen the Declaration of Independence as filling the same

function as the Athenian Stranger's prelude to the law code in Plato's Laws. It

is a statement of regime principles, the ground not only of American constitu

tionalism but of the moral and political life of Americans. The natural law

principles of the Declaration are embodied in the Constitution; thus "we do not

look outside the Constitution but rather within it for the natural law basis of

constitutional
interpretation"

(OL p. 60). Meese, Bork, and Rehnquist, on the

other hand, understand the Constitution as a purely positivist document, a pro

cedural instrument that is indifferent to results. Thus, in their view, constitu

tional jurisprudence should be one of "neutral
principles."

In Bork's version,

the intent of the Framers must be gleaned solely from "the text, structure, and

history of the
Constitution."15

Any reference to "abstract
theories"

such as the

Declaration of Independence simply opens the door to judicial activism the

substitution of the judge's own values for the values of the Framers. And these
"values"

have no ground in reason; they are merely the subjective product of

"the social class or elite with which [the judge]
identifies"

(The Tempting of

America, pp. 16, 31, 35, 43, 130, 145, 241, 242, 331).

Rehnquist makes an even bolder statement when he remarks that constitu

tional "safeguards for individual liberty . . . assume a general social acceptance

neither because of any intrinsic worth nor because of any unique origins in

someone's idea of natural justice but instead simply because they have been

incorporated in a constitution by the
people."16

For both Bork and Rehnquist,
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reason has no role to play in constitutional jurisprudence; reason is merely in

the service of the idiosyncratic values of the so-called "reasoning
class."17

Bork and his epigones have formulated a constitutional jurisprudence based

solely on opposition to judicial activism, one that views the Constitution as

"mere process without
purpose"

(OI, p. 294). Ignored entirely in Bork's ac

count is the possibility of legislative tyranny, a problem that preoccupied the

Framers more than any other constitutional issue. For Bork, legislative tyranny

is a legitimate and positive expression of the democratic will of the people.

"Our lack of consensus on moral first
principles,"

Bork writes, dictates that

questions of morality should be decided by democratic majorities (The Tempt

ing ofAmerica, pp. 257, 259). Any
"consensus"

on first principles, of course,

would simply be an accident, since value judgments are merely the idiosyncra

tic expression of class interests. In the absence of any rational basis or ground

for morality, the will of the majority serves as the substitute for morality.

"The Madisonian
dilemma,"

according to Bork, is the dilemma of how to

reconcile the opposing principles of self-rule "that in wide areas of life major

ities are entitled to rule, if they wish, simply because they are
majorities"

and

the protection of individual rights (The Tempting ofAmerica, p. 139). But as

Jaffa cogently argues, there is no hint anywhere in Madison that majorities are

entitled to rule "simply because they are
majorities"

(OI, pp. 285-86). Indeed,

Madison, like Jefferson, argued from the opposite point of view, that a major

ity may do only those things "that could be rightfully done by the unanimous

concurrence of the
members."

Thus, it is not simply the will of the majority

that
"rightfully"

rules in a democracy, but the rational will of the majority (OI,

p. 296). In the same vein, Jefferson wrote that "[independence can be trusted

nowhere but with the people in mass. They are inherently independent of all

but moral
law"

(Letter to Spencer Roane, Sept. 6, 1819; OI, pp. 249, 287).

Thus, it is clear that Madison and Jefferson viewed the people as a moral

entity, not simply as a collection of discrete value-positing individuals. The

positivism of both Bork and Rehnquist is predicated on a kind of moral relativ

ism that ultimately leads to nihilism. In Jaffa's view, this is the direct conse

quence of attempting to sever morality and justice from their ground in nature

or natural right. Jaffa argues that the "necessary
presupposition"

of Western

civilization is that there is a "nonsubjective morality of man as
man."

And

without this presupposition "[a]ny discussion of 'original
intent'

. . is ulti

mately
vain"

(OI, pp. 89-90).

Much of the debate between Jaffa and the
"originalists"

concerns the issue

of "substantive due
process"

and the Dred Scott case. According to Bork, Dred

Scott "was the first appearance in American constitutional law of 'substantive

due
process,'

and that concept has been used countless times since by judges

who want to write their personal beliefs into a document that, most inconve

niently, does not contain such
beliefs"

(The Tempting ofAmerica, p. 31). The
"substance"

that Taney
"poured"

into the Constitution's purely procedural
guar-
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antee was that "slave ownership was a constitutional
right."

But, according to

Bork, "[sjuch a right is nowhere to be found in the
Constitution."

Taney found

it in the Constitution merely "because he was passionately convinced that it

must be a constitutional
right"

(ibid., emphasis original). Yet, as Jaffa has

demonstrated in excruciating
detail,18

Bork simply ignores the "text, history and

logical
structure"

of the Constitution. While the Constitution does not use the

word
"slave"

(preferring a variety of circumlocutions), it cannot be doubted

that the fugitive slave clause, while not conferring a right to property in per

sons, certainly recognizes and protects that right. This, and the other clauses

in the Constitution referring to slaves, are parts of the Constitution's com

promises. Jaffa is quick to note that these compromises are ultimately in

the service of emancipation. The compromises with slavery were made out of

political expediency; without compromise, there would have been little pros

pect that any constitution would have emerged from the Constitutional Conven

tion. And without a strong federal government, there would have been little

prospect that slavery would ever have been put in the course of "ultimate
extinction."

But Jaffa rightly argues that it is impossible to distinguish the prin

ciples of the Constitution from its compromises without reference to the Declar

ation (OI, pp. 281, 21, 62, 71, 271, 293-94).

From Jaffa's point of view, the Founding was incomplete insofar as it de

parted from the principle of human equality in providing support for slavery. It

was not until the adoption of the reconstmction amendments that the Constitu

tion came into formal harmony with the principles of the Declaration. And, on

the understanding that rightful sovereignty can be exercised only in the protec

tion of inherent and unalienable rights, the thirteenth amendment would be an

unrepealable expression of the Declaration's principle of the sovereignty of the

people (OI, pp. 58-59).

The
"originalists,"

on the other hand, maintain that the Constitution is only a

procedural document that allows majorities to make decisions, restricted only

by the specific guarantees in the Bill of Rights. Whatever
"substance"

the Con

stitution acquires must be determined by Congress acting as the representative

of the will of the majority. In attempting to define property for purposes of the

fifth amendment, Taney in Dred Scott was merely substituting his own values

for those of the Congress. Jaffa, however, argues that Dred Scott was not a

case of judicial activism, since the Missouri Compromise Act forbidding slav

ery in the remaining portions of the Louisiana Purchase Territory had already
been repealed by the Kansas-Nebraska Act of 1854. More importantly, in the

Compromise of 1850, Congress had specifically allowed for appeals of any
disputes regarding the status of slavery in the Utah and New Mexico territories

directly to the Supreme Court. That is to say, Congress had specifically re

quested the Supreme Court to make the decision as to the issue of slavery in the

territories. IfDred Scott is an example of "judicial
activism,"

then it was "judi

cial
activism"

authorized in advance by the Congress!
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The use of the concept of "substantive due
process"

is wholly anachronistic.

None of the Framers ever used such terms or thought the Constitution was

merely a procedural document that could be understood apart from its ends or

purposes. The only question that animated the political debate surrounding the

Dred Scott decision was whether a slave was a person or property and what the

obligations of the federal government were in protecting persons and property.

The Constitution itself is ambiguous; it refers to slaves as
"persons"

but also

regards them as
"property."

Certainly an individual's "due
process"

rights

under the fifth amendment are conditioned upon a prior determination of

whether the individual is a
"person"

or
"property."

And this is impossible to

determine within the "four corners of the
Constitution."

Bork, of course,

would leave it for Congress to determine the issue: "The definition of what

is or is not property would seem at least as an original matter, a question for

legislatures."19

Madison, however, had argued, in his famous June 8, 1789, speech intro

ducing the Bill of Rights in the First Congress, that the greatest danger to

liberty resides in "the legislative, for it is the most powerful, and most likely to

be abused, because it is under the least
control."

"Independent tribunals of

justice,"

Madison concluded, "will consider themselves in a peculiar manner

the guardians of those rights expressly stipulated for in the constitution by
the declaration of

rights."

Indeed, courts will provide an "impenetrable bul
wark"

against the violations of individual
rights.20

Here, Madison was merely

echoing Hamilton's argument in The Federalist, number 78 (even to the extent

of using the same language). If Madison and Hamilton are correct, it was not

only appropriate, but absolutely necessary, for the Court to determine whether

Scott was a person entitled to "life, liberty, or
property"

or whether he

was merely a chattel, the property of another. Scott's due process rights or

conversely the rights of his master were conditioned upon such a prior

determination.

Unfortunately for the originalists, Taney also considered himself to be an

originalist and in fact was an originalist. The clauses of the Constitution,

Taney argued in his Dred Scott opinion, must bear the same meaning that "they
were intended to bear when the instrument was framed and adopted. ... If any

of its provisions are deemed unjust, there is a mode prescribed in the instru

ment itself by which it may be amended; but while it remains unaltered, it must

be construed now as it was understood at the time of its adoption. . . . Any

other rule of construction would abrogate the judicial character of this court,

and make it the mere reflex of the popular opinion or passion of the day. This

court was not created by the Constitution for such
purposes"

(19 How. 426

[1857]; OI, pp. 13-14). No originalist could possibly disagree with this state

ment of the jurisprudence of original intent. But while Taney stated the princi

ples of interpretation correctly, he, like Bork and the whole tribe of
"originalists,"

was unable to give an accurate account of the
Framers'

intentions.
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Although Taney saw the necessity of confronting the Declaration, he utterly

mistook its meaning. While he admitted that the language of the Declaration

was capacious enough "to embrace the whole human
family,"

he nevertheless

believed that no one, given the historical circumstances of its adoption, could

possibly conclude that the language of the Declaration was meant to include

blacks of African descent. Indeed, it was "a fixed and universal
"

opinion,

Taney wrote, "that the negro might justly and lawfully be reduced to slavery

for his
benefit"

(at 407). Besides, "the conduct of the distinguished men who

framed the Declaration of Independence would have been utterly and flagrantly
inconsistent with the principles they

asserted"

had they intended to include

blacks in the statement "all men are created
equal"

(at 410). Had the authors of

the Declaration meant what they said, they would have at once emancipated

slaves. Taney thus imputes to the authors of the Declaration a duty derived

from a kind of categorical imperative if they believed what they said, they

would have acted on their belief; their failure to act is proof that they didn't

believe that "all men are created
equal."

It is more than evident that Taney
misunderstood the element of political prudence embodied in the Declaration's

principles (OI, pp. 29, 239, 245, 281, 304-5). Lincoln accurately reflected this

element in his famous "Dred Scott
Speech"

opposing Taney's decision. The

authors of the Declaration, Lincoln stated,

did not mean to assert the obvious untruth, that all men were then actually enjoying

that equality, nor yet, that they were about to confer it immediately upon them. In

fact they had no such power to confer such a boon. They meant simply to declare

the right, so that the enforcement of it might follow as fast as circumstances should
permit.21

Taney nevertheless concluded that under the
"original"

understanding of

both the Declaration and the Constitution, no black of African descent could

ever be a citizen of the United States and the Constitution regards slaves as

property with a status no different than any other form of property. Since slaves

are property, the federal government has "the power coupled with the duty of

guarding and protecting the owner in his
rights"

(at 452). Taney thus demon

strated that it is not enough merely to invoke the jurisprudence of original

intent. Its invocation must be merely a prelude to determining what in fact the

tme intentions of the Framers were. Both Taney and Bork deny the relevance

of the natural law principles of the Declaration in determining the question of

whether a person can be property within the meaning of the fifth amendment.

For Taney a kind of historicism is dispositive; for Bork, "it is a question for
legislatures."

Both fail to discern the intentions of the Framers.

It is Jaffa's long-held position that "[i]n asking what were the original inten

tions of the Founding Fathers, we are asking what principles of moral and

political philosophy guided them. We are not asking their personal judgments

on contingent
matters"

(OI, pp. 41-42). Jaffa points to evidence from a variety
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of sources indicating that it was the explicit intention of the Framers to base the

Constitution on the natural law principles of the Declaration. Passages from

The Federalist, from the Convention Debates, from the writings of Jefferson,

Washington, Madison, James Wilson, Hamilton, numerous state constitutions,

public proclamations, and sermons make this an indisputable point. Indeed,

John Hancock, president of the Continental Congress, in his official letter

transmitting the Declaration to the States remarked that since it would serve as

the "Ground and
Foundation"

of any future government, the people should "be

universally informed of
it."22

John Marshall certainly understood the extent to

which the Constitution was animated by natural law principles. His decision in

Marbury v. Madison (1803) is a primer on the social contract origins of civil

society. Yet the plethora of historical evidence is disputed by Bork and his

epigones; they find no evidence that the Framers relied on the Declaration in

drafting the Constitution, nor any indication that they intended the Constitution

to be interpreted in the light of natural law
principles.23

One must surely wonder

when "We the people of the United
States"

the creators of the Constitution

became a
"people"

if not by the constitutive act of the Declaration. Surely, the

"one
people"

and the "good
people"

of the Declaration are the same as "We the
people"

of the
Constitution.24

Indeed, in light of the evidence it would be diffi

cult to deny that the Declaration occupied the "authoritative role . . for the

whole revolutionary generation, and most certainly for those who framed and

those who ratified the Constitution of
1787"

(OI, p. 26). Jefferson himself said

that the Declaration was "intended to be an expression of the American
mind"

(Letter to Henry Lee, May 8, 1825). Given its universal acceptance, it should

not be surprising that extended dissertations and arguments were not published

advocating the acceptance of its principles.

I believe that Jaffa has persuasively argued that "[a] jurisprudence of origi

nal intent would then of necessity have been in decisive respects a jurispru

dence of natural law or natural
right"

(OI, p 26). It is the principle of natural

human equality that points to nature or natural right. The Declaration's state

ment that "all men are created
equal"

affirms the existence of a created universe

in which rationality adheres in the very idea of nature itself.

The equality of man proclaimed by the Declaration of Independence is to be

understood first of all by comparison with the inequality that characterizes man's

relationship with the lower orders of living beings. In comparison with this

inequality there is nothing more evident, in the familiar words of John Locke, than

that no human being is marked out by nature to rule, while others are marked out

for subjection. (OI, pp. 78-79).

Equality thus must be understood in the light of the
"great chain of

being."

And

it is in this light that equality becomes the ground of morality. As Jaffa notes,

"the inequality of man and beast, and of man and God . . . implies an objective

order of being, upon which is founded a prescriptive moral
order"

(OI, p. 323).
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And it is the existence of this "prescriptive moral
order"

that allows Jaffa to

remark correctly in my
opinionthat "[t]he idea of 'the laws of nature and of

nature's
God'

is derived from classical political
philosophy"

(OI, p. 355). In

Jaffa's view Locke's explication of the laws of nature points to the classics.

Jaffa no longer sees Locke as a radically modem influence on the American

Founding. Among other things, it is clear that the Framers did not understand

Locke as a radical modem. Rather, the exoteric Locke was easily reconcilable

with an understanding of "the laws of nature and nature's
God"

as an expres

sion of the objective order of being compatible with the teachings of the classi

cal political philosophers. A recent scholar, however, has argued that it makes

little difference whether the Framers relied on the exoteric teachings of Locke

or his radically modem esoteric teachings the esoteric teaching will eventu

ally undermine and subvert any political practice premised on his seemingly

traditional view of the laws of
nature.25

Equality is understood in the light of the inequality of man and God on the

one hand and man and beast on the other. This surely reminds us of Aristotle's

description of man in the Politics as the in-between being: man is neither beast

nor God. The providential rule of God over man, because it would proceed

from perfect wisdom, would not require the consent of man. Similarly, it

would be ludicrous to think that man's rule over the beasts requires their

consent, i.e., the consent of those without rational will. Among men, con

sent is properly regarded as the reciprocal of equality because by nature

there are no natural rulers, only consent can legitimate rule. It is true that

virtue or human excellence does give some the "right to rule"; but "[i]t is a

right which comes to light by virtue of the prior recognition of the equality
of mankind and of the rule of law constructed upon its

premises"

(OI, p.

79). The rule of law in Aristotle's terms the rule of reason without pas

sion is the substitute for the rule of the wise. And the "fallibility of human
reason"

also requires the institution of limited government with such consti

tutional devices as the separation of powers. This is all designed to create

the conditions where it is possible for the
"reason"

of "the public ... to

control and regulate the
government."

And while "the laws of nature and

nature's
God"

have their ultimate roots in classical political philosophy,

Jaffa clearly maintains that "[t]he classical political solutions are strictly

speaking only for the ancient
city."

Indeed, Jaffa argues,

the Declaration addressed a problem peculiarly that of the Christian West, arising
from the conflicting claims of reason and revelation. The idea of human equality,

independent of sectarian identity, led to the idea of the enlightened consent of the

governed as the ground of law. It enfranchised Aristotle's idea of law as "reason

unaffected by
desire"

by removing from the jurisdiction of theology and theologians

the judgment of rationality. It was no less pious for doing so, because it

incorporated into the idea of enlightened consent respect for the rights with which

all mankind had been endowed by their Creator. ... In the Declaration and more
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generally in the American Founding we find a principled ground for law that we

cannot find in Aristotle. What we do find, however, is fully in accordance with

Aristotle's intention, within a framework consistent with biblical religion. (OI, p.

322)

Thus, the genius of the American Founding and the basis for the rule of law

understood in the Aristotelian sense is the recognition of the claims of both

reason and revelation. As Jaffa notes, the truth of the Declaration is "a truth no

less of unassisted human reason than of divine
revelation"

(OI, p. 350).

It has been argued that the reliance on equality as the regime principle is

misplaced because equality will inevitably degenerate into "permissive egalitar
ianism."

As Anastaplo put it, "[dedication to equality can no doubt contribute

to justice and the common good . . . [b]ut it can also lead to an emphasis upon

self-centeredness and upon private right and these in turn can promote relativ

ism, if not even nihilism, and hence another kind of
tyranny."

And in an idea

made popular by Tocqueville, Anastaplo concludes that "[c]ertainly, mediocrity
can easily become the order of the day when equality is made too much of

("Seven Questions for Professor
Jaffa,"

in OI, p. 174). "Permissive egalitaria
nism"

is thus seen as the enemy of liberty as well as human excellence. For the

Founding generation, of course, the words
"liberty"

and
"equality"

were vir

tually synonymous terms. Indeed, liberty found its ground in natural human

equality. Tocqueville never saw the importance of the Declaration as a state

ment of regime principles; rather for him and his modem-day followers

equality meant primarily an equality of condition. Liberty was opposed to

equality because, for Tocqueville, liberty meant the cultivation of talents and

abilities that would lead to an inequality of condition. But the Framers surely

did not believe that there was an historically fated necessity that equality and

liberty would become antagonistic elements of the regime. Those who argue

that the principle of equality inevitably put the regime on the slippery slope to

equality of results have succumbed to a kind of historicism that is expressly

excluded from any proper understanding of natural human equality, i.e., equal

ity understood in terms of the principles of natural right.

It has also been argued that egalitarian natural right requires too much "dilu
tion"

to be a genuine expression of natural right or the foundation of a decent

politics. Indeed, one commentator has recently written that "a regime based on

the self-evident half-truth that all men are created equal will eventually founder

because of its disregard of the many ways in which men are created unequal.

Even if such a regime seems powerful at the moment, it will be subject to

revolution by the partisans, in this case those of the few, whom it
ignores."

This analysis is said to be derived from the Aristotelian point of view that

regimes are vulnerable and subject to revolution because they are "partial and

partisan. Although they claim to advance the common good, in fact they repre

sent the good of a party, typically the party of the few or of the
many."26

Thus

the
Framers'

notion that the principle of equality, properly understood as the
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equal protection of equal rights, could provide the common ground for the few

and the many is merely an illusion or perhaps a deception. But the principle

of distributive justice inherent in the idea of natural equality is equal oppor

tunity, that there are no preordained class or caste barriers to the expression of

natural inequalities.

Indeed, the genius of the American experiment was to replace pseudoaris-

tocracy with natural aristocracy. Jefferson, in an oft-quoted letter to John Adams,

remarked that

the natural aristocracy I consider as the most precious gift of nature for the

instruction, the trusts, and government of society. And indeed it would have been

inconsistent in creation to have formed man for the social state, and not to have

provided virtue and wisdom enough to manage the concerns of the society. May we

not even say that that form of government is the best which provides the most

effectually for a pure selection of these natural aristoi into the offices of

government? The artificial aristocracy is a mischievous ingredient in government,

and provision should be made to prevent its
ascendancy.27

Both the partisans of the few and the many can support this principle of natural

justice which reconciles both the claims of equality and the claims of inequal

ity equality of opportunity and the legitimacy of the inequality of results.

Surely this is the meaning of Madison's famous statement in The Federalist,

number 10, that "[t]he protection of different and unequal
faculties"

is "the first

object of
Government."

It is only with some hyperbole that one could call this

"the truest and best
equality"

"the natural equality given on each occasion to

unequal
men"

(Laws, 757d).

It is tme that Strauss, on occasion, argued that "natural right or natural law

must be diluted in order to become compatible with the requirements of the

city"

(Natural Right andHistory, p. 152; "On Natural
Law,"

pp. 139ff.; Liber

alism Ancient andModern, p. 15). This observation has less force, of course, if

the natural right principles have the support of the regnant morality and reli

gion. In any case, Strauss makes an exception for Aristotelian natural right

where "there is no fundamental disproportion between natural right and the

requirements of political society, or there is no essential need for the dilution of

natural
right"

(Natural Right andHistory, p. 156; "On Natural
Law,"

pp.
139-

40). As far as the necessity of
"dilution"

in Platonic natural right, Strauss

makes reference, not only to the obvious case of the Republic, but also to

Plato's "most political
work"

("even ... his only political
work"),28

the Laws

(756e-758a) (Natural Right and History, p. 153; "On Natural
Law,"

p. 139).

The Athenian Stranger teaches that the regime should always aim at the mean

between monarchy and democracy, two regimes animated by incompatible no

tions of equality. It is necessary sometimes to blur the distinction between the

two forms of equality if civil war is to be avoided. The
"blurring"

principally

involves the assignment of equality by lot or as we might say today, equality

of result. Among a host of other considerations, it is clear that this kind of
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"dilution"

was no part of the American experiment. The classics generally

aimed at a kind of mixed regime, a regime not wholly incompatible, as Strauss

notes, with the one described in The Federalist (Liberalism Ancient and Mod

ern, p. 15).

In any case, the analysis of Plato and Aristotle was predicated on a regime

of scarcity the few wealthy who had leisure to acquire virtue and education

and the many poor. The Framers, however, explicitly looked forward to the

end of the regime of scarcity and all that this implied for the establishment of

constitutionalism and the rule of law. Strauss noted that "[i]t is a demand of

justice that there should be a reasonable correspondence between the social

hierarchy and the natural hierarchy. The lack of such a correspondence in the

old scheme was defended by the fundamental fact of
scarcity."

The "old
scheme"

was thus exposed for what it was: oligarchy masquerading as aristoc

racy. The doctrine of natural equality, "that all men have the same natural

rights"

is the foundation of natural justice "provided one uses this rule of thumb

as the major premise for reaching the conclusion that everyone should be given

the same opportunity as everyone else: natural inequality has its rightful place

in the use, nonuse, or abuse of opportunity in the race as distinguished from at

the start. Thus it becomes possible to abolish many injustices or at least many

things which had become
injustices."29

As Jaffa's many protagonists surely know especially the conservatives

he is strident in his efforts to articulate a natural right ground for the American

regime that will serve as an antidote to the corrosive effects of modem philoso

phy's assault on both reason and revelation. The triumph of moral relativism

grounded in nihilism will inevitably lead to tyranny. Nihilism is the belief that

the metaphysical freedom of man is merely a delusion. Strauss, however, made

it clear that he believed the human mind was at home in the universe: "By

becoming aware of the dignity of the mind, we realize the tme ground of the

dignity of man and therewith the goodness of the world, whether we understand

it as created or as uncreated, which is the home of man because it is the home

of the human
mind"

(Liberalism Ancient and Modern, p. 8). But it is a very

short step indeed from the denial of man's metaphysical freedom to the denial

of his moral and political freedom. At bottom, the denial of man's metaphysi

cal freedom is a denial of man's nature. What is called
"nature"

is either the

epiphenominal product of history or simply a self-willed delusion. Standing

against these currents of contemporary nihilism are the natural law and natural

right principles of the Declaration of Independence.
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Joseph Cropsey begins Plato's World by observing, "There are at least three

principles on which the dialogues of Plato . . . can be arranged to form a

general
scheme."

First, there are the ancient tetralogies; second and more com

mon, there are the many attempts to order the dialogues according to their

supposed date of composition. Since the basis for the dating remains specula

tive and inconclusive, Cropsey himself employs a third principle of arrange

ment, internal evidence of the sequential order of some of the conversations.

Because of things said within the dialogues themselves, it is incontrovertible that

the Republic, Timaeus, and Critias relate discourses that took place in that order

and consecutively. Their order is not conjectural. . . In the present book, the

guiding but not determining fact is that there is an unbroken dramatic sequence. .

that arranges Theaetetus, Euthyphro, Cratylus, Sophist, Statesman, Apology of

Socrates, Crito, and Phaedo in that order, a sequence that makes of them an

evident entity and thus a true hermeneutic object. (Pp. ix-x)

Cropsey departs from the dramatic order by adding a study of the Protagoras as

an introduction to the octet, because the teachings of the ancient sophist figure

so prominently in other of the dialogues, especially the Theaetetus, and by

omitting detailed consideration of the Cratylus, because he thinks the gap be

tween word and thing is adequately addressed in the other works.

By characterizing his difference with other commentators as one of "princi
ple"

of arrangement or method, Cropsey radically understates the challenge his

study poses to previous scholarship. For the last two centuries, students of

Plato have tended to divide the dialogues, generally speaking, into three types

or periods: the early elenctic or
"Socratic"

moral writings,
"middle"

dialogues

like the Republic in which Plato puts forward his own "theory of
ideas"

in the

mouth of Socrates, and
"late"

works including Sophist and Statesman in which

Plato has non-Socratic philosophical spokesmen put forward critiques of the

theory of ideas and offer instead what Plato had come to see was a superior

understanding.1

According to Cropsey, on the other hand, the dramatic links

Plato explicitly drew between the
"early"

depictions of
Socrates'

trial, thought

interpretation, Spring 1996, Vol. 23, No. 3
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by some to be more
historical,2

and the
"late"

non-Socratic Sophist and States

man are not merely accidental or fortuitous. On the contrary, they signify

Plato's desire to have his readers view the different kinds of intellectual en

deavor represented in these dialogues Socratic philosophy, Protagorean so

phistry, Parmenidean ontology in conjunction. More specifically, Cropsey
argues that the studies of incommensurability and/or irrationality in mathema

tics by Theaetetus and of the character of being and becoming by the Her-

acleitan Protagoras and the Parmenidean Eleatic Stranger provide the context,

the grounds and reasons why Socratic philosophy constitutes the best response

human beings can possibly make to a fundamentally unintelligible and indif

ferent, if not hostile world. According to Cropsey,

It is
Socrates'

purpose ... to teach the ethos of philosophy rather than its

doctrines: unfailing perseverance that is capable of being strengthened by the

goodness of the pursuit rather than defeated by the impossibility of consummating
it in a world in which light is spread over darkness. The definition of the morality

of philosophy will prove to have an importance that cannot be exaggerated, for it

will disclose the moral order for man in a whole in which the gods and nature are

indifferent and humanity seems abandoned to lawlessness. (P. 35)

The Plato Cropsey presents is thus rather modem:

The insight, thought to be original with Machiavelli, that man has everything to do

for himself in a world where courage and caution are the tme salvation, is available

in any age and was indeed accessible to the time and mind of Plato. ... (P. 35)

Cropsey's reading of Plato differs in important ways from those published

no only by other students of Leo Strauss but also by Strauss himself. For exam

ple, both Seth Benardete and Stanley Rosen have pointed out the dramatic

connections among seven of the eight dialogues: Theaetetus, Euthyphro, Soph

ist, Statesman, Apology, Crito,
Phaedo.3

But neither analyzes the connection

between the
"late"

trilogy and the depiction of the trial and death of Socrates in

any detail. In contrast to Cropsey both Benardete and Rosen tend to stress the

difference between the
"mathematical"

approach represented by the Eleatic

Stranger and the
"moral"

understanding of the
"noble"

exemplified by Socrates.

Both tend to see the introduction of the Eleatic Stranger with his modified

Parmenidean doctrine in the Sophist as a criticism of the emphatically
non-

doctrinaire Socrates, which criticism is later modified by the indications in the

Statesman that the knowledge the Eleatic Stranger claims to possess is no more

apt to be realized in practice than the rule of the philosopher-king Socrates calls

for in the
Republic.4

Cropsey's overall reading of the eight-dialogue "Socratic
valedictory"

stands

in even greater contrast to the interpretation of Plato's Trilogy by Strauss's

friend and colleague, Jacob Klein. Cropsey maintains that the discovery of
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incommensurability at the heart of mathematics and the myth of the Statesman

express Plato's belief that the world is not fundamentally intelligible and so the

reason that only philosophy, love of wisdom, and not the possession of knowl

edge itself, is possible for human beings. Klein, on the other hand, argues that

the Eleatic Stranger's analysis of the coexistence of the five basic eide in the

Sophist presents Plato's understanding of the character of the comprehensive

intelligibility of the
whole.5

In light of that fundamental disagreement, it seems

ironic that, in apparent disagreement with Strauss, both Cropsey and Klein

argue that the Eleatic Stranger's understanding of differentiated Being and the

need for a study of the Precise Itself is compatible with the Socratic doctrine of

the Idea of the
Good.6

Cropsey's readings of the individual dialogues are as controversial as his

overall thesis. The eight dialogues, as he relates them, develop the recognition

on the part of Plato that human beings have been abandoned by the gods to

their own devices, which prove in all cases to be inadequate.

Although he admits that Protagoras is bested by Socrates in debate, Cropsey
presents the sophist and his teaching much more positively than Patrick Coby
does in Socrates and the Sophistic Enlightenment (who in this respect follows

the transcript of the seminar given on the Protagoras at the University of Chi

cago by
Strauss).7

In his myth Protagoras suggests, as will the Eleatic Stranger

when he tells a similar myth in the Statesman, that human beings have to

organize themselves into political communities, because they are not well pro

vided for by nature. Also like the Eleatic Stranger, Protagoras thinks virtue has

different aspects or parts.
Socrates'

argument that courage, like all the other

virtues, consists ultimately in knowledge "depends heavily if not absolutely on

the power of the noble ... to outweigh
death."

But, Cropsey asks,

What if
"noble"

translates into civic reputation and the arguments that make death

perhaps not an evil have an origin in the good of the city? . . The art or science

of comparative quantities [of pleasure and pain that Socrates seems to advocate]

saves us only when the quantities to be compared can be known. (P. 24)

Human beings do not know the future, which is "the moral equivalent ofpi, the

symbol of the irrational in the
universe"

(p. 25). That is as much as to say that

human beings will never have the knowledge requisite to make virtue entirely

or completely rational. Cropsey thus concludes his consideration of the Pro

tagoras by observing that "Socrates departs on the wings of a small
myth"

(p.

26).

Having argued that virtue consists in knowledge, Cropsey observes, Socra

tes turns in the Theaetetus to ask, What is knowledge? As all readers of the

dialogue know, Socrates and the young geometer prove unable to formulate an

adequate definition. But, Cropsey suggests, the aporetic dialogue is by no

means without effect. "Theaetetus . . . will before our eyes drop his Pro-
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tagorean definition of knowledge as perception and will spend his life elaborat

ing the mystery of the irrational, a somehow
Socratic"

(p. 50). Where Benardete

argues that the too docile young geometer hardly needs to be humbled, and

Klein emphasizes his forgetfulness, Cropsey suggests that Theaetetus has been

fundamentally improved.

Socrates explicitly concludes his conversation with Theaetetus to go to the

porch of the king archon to respond to his indictment by Meletus. The conclu

sion of the Theaetetus, that we should learn, at least, to know that we do not

know, might be taken to be a ground for piety. But, Cropsey suggests, the

conversation Socrates has with Euthyphro indicates "the impoverishment and

disorder of human
life"

which would result from a regime of literal-minded

belief. The Euthyphro thus serves to link the trial of Socrates to the theme of

the Theaetetus-Sophist-Statesman trilogy. For, if the gods do not clearly com

municate their will or wisdom to us, the question necessarily arises: To whom

should human beings turn for guidance? To "the sages called sophists who

make their own claims to a comprehensive and pragmatic human wisdom and

to the skill of imparting it to who would learn"? To "the statesman . . . [who

might] possess the art of tending us as we could have hoped the gods them

selves would do"? Or to "the philosophers, whose rule can be seen in the ether

of the Republic but has never been observed in any other
element"

(p. 68)?

The effort on the part of the Eleatic Stranger to lead Theaetetus to discern

the difference between the sophist and the philosopher is instructive, Cropsey

argues, about the character of Socrates, who listens silently. First, the Stranger

makes clear, the choice between exposition and interrogation is merely a matter

of form. He leads Theaetetus "through a series of diremptions, often fanciful,

arbitrary, or tortured, toward a definition of sophist that has all the appearance

of having been present to the Stranger's mind as a conclusion from the begin
ning."

The contrast between his procedure and
Socrates'

usual form of ques

tioning a specific individual about his beliefs shows "if demonstration is

necessary, that the 'Socratic
method'

is not simply inquiry by interrogation but

belongs to a profound conception of the human being as intelligent wonderer

whose intelligence as well as its cosmic object will always withhold something

of itself from his
understanding"

(p. 72). We readers may be surprised to see

the extent to which the Stranger's definition of the sophist describes behavior

usually associated with Socrates. Although the sophist is first characterized as a

hunter of young men who sells speeches, and so looks very different from the

Athenian who will claim in his Apology that he has never taught anyone, any
thing, and thus takes no money, the sophist is subsequently described as a

refuter, who shows his interlocutors that they do not know what they think they
do and also recognizes his own ignorance. "Since the premise of the entire

discussion is the possibility or even the likelihood that the philosopher and

sophist may be confused with one
another,"

Cropsey admonishes us, "we

should not be surprised that the Stranger's hunt for the sophist is not an exer-
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cise in unrelieved
vilipending"

(p. 76). The difference between the sophist and

the philosopher proves, as Hans Georg Gadamer, following Aristotle Meta

physics 1004b24, also argues, to be prohairesis tou biou, that is to say, moral

rather than
intellectual.8

The sophist's traits reveal, in their negation, the nature of the philosopher. The

latter is insatiable in his passion for logos and at the same time imperturbably
serene in his skepsis for the whole. He is profoundly selfless and unassuming,

passionate not for prevailing but for clarity, yet caring very much for the condition

of his own soul. He cares for his city and for its youth, but he cares nothing for the

wealth, power, and renown that are the city's gifts. (P. 110)

In the ensuing conversation, the Eleatic Stranger defines the statesman as the

human being possessing the knowledge requisite to care for the human herd. In

order to specify the character of the requisite knowledge, he finds it necessary

to disabuse the Young Socrates (and us readers) of the pride he (and we) tend

to take in our rational faculties, whether they be understood to be a product of

natural or divine dispensation. Describing the
"herd"

in terms of its externally

visible characteristics relevant to preservation as "featherless
bipeds,"

the

Stranger proceeds to indicate in his
"myth"

that human beings develop their

rational and political capacities not so much by inclination or choice as from

harsh necessity. They have no alternative but to develop the means of caring

for themselves, because they are not provided for by nature or divinity. The

kind of knowledge the statesman needs to preserve his people proves to be

analogous to that the Stranger attributed to the philosopher in the Sophist; just

as the dialectician must first separate and so purify the things into their various

kinds and then recombine or weave them together into a whole, so the states

man must first separate out the different kinds of arts and inclinations or virtues

necessary to preserve the city and then recombine them in the proper propor

tions. Where Rosen emphasizes the difference between this kind of prudential

judgment and all other forms of knowledge, Cropsey sees the point of the

dialogue to be the gap between this extraordinary wisdom and the "second-

best"

we have any reason to expect to be realized in practice, the rule of law on

the basis of popular consent.

In a remark that reflects the somber perspective of the discourse as a whole, the

Stranger admits that their search for the least burdensome form of government is

marginal (parergon) (302B) to the project for defining the best polity, but that . . .

it is probably the search for
the least bad form that really drives their entire

enterprise. The Statesman and the Republic are reciprocal complements. (P. 135)

Cropsey reads the Apology of Socrates, Crito, and Phaedo very much in

terms of the Eleatic Stranger's contention in the Statesman that, fearing the

abusive rule of a law-less tyrant, most people will suspect anyone who raises
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questions about prevailing practices and opinions in search of knowledge. They

will, indeed, accuse him of undermining the rule of law and corrupting the

young. Lacking knowledge themselves, the people cannot recognize such knowl

edge, were it to exist, in others; they have no alternative but to adhere to the

opinions and practices that have proved to work best in practice, that is, to the

traditions that become articulated as law, and to prosecute those who depart

from them. Silently taking issue with Allan Bloom's reading of the
Republic,9

Cropsey urges, "The Apology is not the key to the confrontation between phi

losophy and the city or between the citizen and the human being, because

Athens is not simply 'the
city,'

it is a democracy. . . . The Apology can,

however, be understood as illustrating that incommensurability between the

philosopher and the many human beings that has already been pointed out in

the
Statesman."

As Cropsey reminded his readers in his gloss on the Pro

tagoras, the limitations of human knowledge (of the future) are very much

associated with our mortality. Thus he also observes, "the Apology is increas

ingly a homily on death, indeed the proemium to the extended discourse on

death that continues in Crito and
Phaedo"

(p. 145).

"The Apology of Socrates might well have been titled the indictment of the
People,"

Cropsey observes. The philosopher's defense of his own activities

consists in large part of an accusation of the people: they do not understand

what and why he does what he does (i. e., they pretend to know what they do

not know, that death is the greatest evil); like his accuser Meletus (the root of

whose name means care) they do not truly concern themselves about the good

of the souls of their fellow citizens; as judges, they do not live up to their own

notions of right.

Reading Plato's Apology in light of Xenophon's, Strauss suggested that Soc

rates provoked the jury into condemning him with his hubris. According to

Strauss,
Socrates'

claim that he deserves to be fed at public expense is partic

ularly outrageous; if the Athenians are as corrupt as he claims, Socrates had

surely not succeeded any better than the statesmen he regularly criticized

Perikles, Kimon, Miltiades, and Themistokles in improving their
character.10

Had Socrates been younger, he might have chosen exile and/or escaped to

Crete in order to continue
philosophizing."

Cropsey also observes that "Socrates considers most men to be his inferiors

in some decisive
respect."

Nevertheless, Cropsey emphasizes, Socrates "has

ever toiled for their good at the risk of his
life."

Why did he persist in what

some might take to be an irrational endeavor? "If he is to be believed, it was

philosophy and 'the
god'

that drove
him."

Strauss suggests that
Socrates'

con

cern for Athens was rooted primarily in a desire to maintain the conditions of

his own philosophizing. At the center of his defense Socrates admits that he

told the story of the Delphic oracle, even though he suspected his audience

would think he was speaking ironically; if he told them the truth, that philoso-
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phy is the only life worth living, Socrates thinks, they would have believed him

even less (SPPP, p. 50).

Cropsey emphasizes
Socrates'

statesmanly care for his fellow citizens. Soc
rates'"'god'

was a god known to no one but
him,"

he admits; it was "a private

deity whose only miracle was to inspire Socrates to appoint himself the melio-

rator of the people's souls, to assume the mantle of the tme caretaking states

man"

(p. 156). There is no way "to account for the extraordinary doings of so

wise and healthy a man except on the premise that he was governed by an

innate inclination toward right and good. ... It is of utmost importance to

recognize in this disposition what deserves to be called his nature, so that we

may be reminded that nature sends the better angels of caring and nobility as

well as the afflictions of cruelty and
baseness"

(pp. 156-57). As Cropsey sees

it,
Socrates'

piety expresses

a respect for civil authority that he expects soon to extinguish his life. As the

Statesman has foretold and Crito will confirm, Socrates is under the influence of an

unfeigned if subdued patriotism that is bom of the understanding silently subscribed

by him in company with the Eleatic Stranger, that the human authority erected in

political society is our nearest guarantee of prosperity in an uncaring milieu. It is

our enduring misfortune that both the subjects and the agents of civil life are

inferior in wisdom and goodness to the beings they would have to be if they were

to replace the gods. (P. 160)

In the Crito Socrates thus presents arguments to convince an ordinary man,

who cannot overcome the fear of death natural to most of us, that he and others

should obey the law. Both in his Apology and in his final conversation, as

recorded by Phaedo, Socrates also attempts to persuade those who have be

friended him not to fear death by demonstrating his own fortitude in deed and

telling them reassuring stories "noble
lies"

about the advantages of the life

hereafter.

Some readers of Plato's World may be surprised by the evocation of Hei

deggerian themes the temporal limitations of human knowledge, the central-

ity of the confrontation with death in the definition of human existence, and the

importance of care even though Heidegger himself is never mentioned by

name. In his discussion of the Sophist, Cropsey points out, again like Heideg

ger, that "the difficulties ... [of] solving the riddle of being will prove to be

intractable because or so long as the impulse to speak as if being were itself an

entity goes unsuppressed. . . . [W]e know Being through the things that are but

cannot know it in itself; ... yet we
'know'

. . . that it must forever be present

everywhere, always as a (pp. 90-91). Unlike Heidegger, Cropsey

does not think either the question of Being or basic character of human exis

tence was forgotten, beginning even in Plato's writings, to be recovered only in

the twentieth century. As we have already seen, Cropsey thinks that there is
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something quite
"modem"

about Plato, precisely because he gave expression to

such enduring truths.

Cropsey's reading of Plato raises questions not only about the distinction

often drawn between the ancients and the modems but also about the extent and

character of the difference between reason and revelation. As Cropsey reads

Plato, the ancient philosopher acknowledges the desire most, perhaps all, hu

man beings have for the rule of an omniscient, caring deity. Finding no

evidence of such in the cosmos we inhabit, Plato presents Socratic philosophy

as the best possible, although decidedly less satisfactory way of life. Strauss

draws a different, harder line between the Bible and Plato. "It has often been

said that the philosopher who comes closest to the Bible is
Plato,"

he observes

in "Jerusalem and
Athens."

"Yet the differences between the Platonic and the

biblical teaching are no less striking than the
agreements"

(SPPP, p. 166).

According to Plato, there is a visible order in the heavens (and thus an intelli

gible order to be found in nature); according to the Bible, everything depends

ultimately on the unfathomable Will of God. Cropsey takes the repeated refer

ences in the dialogues to the square root of two and the
"myth"

told by the

Eleatic Stranger to indicate an admission on Plato's part that the cosmos is

neither wholly intelligible nor hospitable to human
beings.12

Strauss admits that

the whole is not fully intelligible to us, but he gives a different reason for his

conclusion the incommensurability between mathematical and purposive in

telligibility. This reader is not convinced that the discovery of incommensur

able lines (or
"irrational"

numbers) will bear the weight Cropsey puts on it.

Although neither the square root of two nor pi can be expressed as whole

numbers, i. e., reduced to multiples of a single common unit, they both indi

cate regularly occurring relations between the side and hypotenuse of a square

and/or the radius and circumference of a circle which are intelligible. As the

Eleatic Stranger suggests, the intelligibility of the whole consists in an under

standing of the relation of its heterogeneous parts. Nor is this reader convinced

that Cropsey is warranted in taking what is explicitly called a
"myth"

told by
the Eleatic Stranger (and by Protagoras) to express Plato's own view.

Nevertheless, if Cropsey leads Strauss's many other students to reconsider

the differences they tend to assume between the ancients and the modems or

reason and revelation, he will have performed a most valuable service. He has

shown beyond a shadow of a doubt that there is no single
"Straussian"

read

ing of Plato or of almost anything else.
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In reviewing James Morton Smith's three-volume edition of the Jefferson-

Madison correspondence, The Republic ofLetters, I will direct my remarks to

his introductions to the sections into which their letters are divided. Smith's

work is extremely impressive, aside from its being a monumental enterprise

undertaken with great care. What I am essentially concerned with, as a re

viewer, is the point of view expressed in these introductions, a point of view

which could easily be characterized as distinctively Madisonian.

In his introductory chapter to the three volumes, Smith expresses the view

that Jefferson's and Madison's thinking represents "the two sides of early

American thought, each setting forth, with a different emphasis, the eighteenth

century version of the wisdom of the ages transformed . . . into a completely

American
synthesis."

Smith appears to make every effort to emphasize the

differences between Jefferson and Madison, which are surely there, but it

would be very hard indeed to imagine that whatever differences they had repre

sent the two sides of early American thought. We are given the distinct impres

sion from reading the introductory chapter that the correspondence between

Jefferson and Madison, or what Smith describes as "the republic of
letters,"

is

understood to embrace the broad spectrum of republican thought. Smith ap

provingly but uncritically accepts Adrienne Koch's characterization of Jefferson

and Madison as "the two greatest philosopher statesmen of the American En
lightenment,"

which is an extremely problematic statement, displaying a clearly
anti-Hamiltonian bias.

It is rather interesting that, while Hamiltonianism and Jeffersonianism have

been used to characterize movements of thought in America, there has been no

comparable term to elevate Madison's name to a movement, and there must be

a good reason for that. Madison's contributions to the thought and statesman

ship that made the American
Constitution were singularly impressive, but there

is no movement comparable to Hamiltonianism or Jeffersonianism associated

with the father of the Constitution. There is no Madisonianism, as it were,

influencing the stream of history. Madison distanced himself from Hamiltoni

anism by referring to the difference in
"the general complexion of their political

theories"

at the time of their collaboration on The Federalist and from Jeffer

sonianism by moderating Jefferson's
more radical stances in their collaborative
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effort on the Virginia and Kentucky Resolutions, as well as on other occasions.

He simply could not accept Jefferson's almost complete depreciation of politi

cal power, a difference which explains his more moderate stances on practical

political issues. He can most clearly be distinguished from Jefferson by the fact

that he had more appreciation, certainly in theory, for the necessity of energetic

government. It is enough to say that Madison's thought moves between the

boundaries drawn by Hamilton and Jefferson, but if there are two sides to early

American thought, as Smith believes, then Jefferson and Madison would ap

pear to be on the same side. It is more than apparent that the great tension in

early American thought was between the Hamiltonian Federalists and the Jef-

fersonian Republicans.

I am somewhat bewildered by the fact that Jefferson is treated, at least

implicitly, as a founder of the American regime, especially in view of the fact

that he was clearly on the sidelines at the time of the Constitutional Conven

tion. There is no doubt that Jefferson is chiefly responsible for the Declaration

of Independence and that the principles of the Declaration are implicit in the

Constitution. It is vital to remember, however, that Jefferson had nothing what

soever to do with establishing the Constitution as a frame of government. It is

clear that the Declaration merely declares; but it is the Constitution that consti

tutes a government. The series of exchanges between Jefferson and Madison on

the proposed Constitution would hardly make up for his absence from the con

stitutional proceedings. He was, in Madison's language, "an interested but dis

tant spectator [of the train of events which brought about the important crisis of

a general convention, as of those which followed
it.]"

Jefferson would have

been well satisfied with something less energetic than the American Constitu

tion, like a reconstituted Articles of Confederation. He certainly did not deny
that the Constitution represented an improvement over the Articles, but none

theless wrote to John Adams that "all the good of this new constitution might

have been couched in three or four new articles to be added to the good, old,

and venerable
fabrick."

But it should not surprise us that Jefferson, although

inclined toward radical change, was defensive of the Articles, for he was more

thoroughly a rebel in thought than in action. He defined himself with great

precision when he described himself as author of the Declaration of Indepen

dence, of the Virginia Statute for Religious Freedom, and father of the Uni

versity of Virginia. He knew that he was not a founder of the American

regime and must therefore become resigned to deriving his prestige from

other accomplishments.

Smith includes in these volumes a congratulatory letter from Jefferson to

John Adams upon the latter's election to the Presidency in 1796, where he

writes that, although he knows he will not be believed, he has "no ambition to

govern
men"

preferring to "leave to others the sublime delights of riding in the

storm, better pleased with sound sleep and a warm birth [sic] below, with the

society of neighbors, friends and fellow laborers of the earth, than of spies and
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sycophants."

What is surely impossible to say is whether Jefferson had coveted

the Presidency in 1796. Smith suggests that from Jefferson's point of view

"there was ... a substantial political reason for [his] not coveting the Presi

dency in
1797"

with a view to 1800. But it would be a matter of speculation

whether he had future designs on the Presidency even as early as 1791. It is

more than conceivable that his willingness to trade off his opposition to the

Bank bill for placing the seat of government in land carved out of Virginia was

made with a view to his eventually sitting in the presidential office. It is not

inconceivable that his unwillingness to have his presidency listed in his epitaph

was merely a matter of feigned humility on his part.

Smith devotes twelve pages of his introductory chapter to an examination of

the Jeffersonian-Madisonian position on the slavery question. He defines their

essential problem in terms of the disjunction between practice and principle,

saying that "their deeds [were] at odds with their democratic
dreams,"

that is,

between their practice as slaveholders and their democratic principles. What is

more important, however, is that Jefferson and Madison not simply accommo

dated themselves to the practice of slavery as slaveholders, but denied the con

stitutionality of congressional power to restrict slavery, especially evident in the

case of their position on the Missouri Compromise of 1820. In a later chapter,

Smith refers in passing to Jefferson's labelling of proposed restrictions on the

right of Missouri citizens to own slaves as a violation of the Constitution. As a

matter of fact, Madison denied the power of Congress to attach an antislavery

condition to a new state and questioned the constitutionality of laws excluding

slavery from national territories, although these sentiments are not contained in

any correspondence with Jefferson, but in a letter to Robert Walsh on Novem

ber 27, 1819, and hence are not mentioned by Smith. But it is rather hard to

believe that Smith does not see their opposition to congressional restrictions on

slavery expansion as part of their ambivalence on the slavery issue.

It appears that Smith comes closer to the truth when he says that "both

Jefferson and Madison accommodated themselves to the practice of slavery,

knowing that their republican dream was tragically flawed by the existence of

slavery in a system founded on liberty and
equality."

But Jefferson and Mad

ison accommodated themselves to the practice of slavery, not simply by being

slaveholders, but more essentially by opposing restrictions on the rights of citi

zens in the new territories to own slaves. It is relevant therefore to inquire into

the question as to whether their real problem was that their deeds were at odds

with their democratic dreams, as Smith suggests, or whether it was in a more

fundamental sense on the level of one democratic principle versus another,

namely, the procedural democratic principle of consent (i.e., the consent of

majorities to vote slavery up or down) versus the substantive democratic princi

ples of liberty and equality. In other words, the deeper problem was on the

level of principle itself. Therefore, if the disjunction exists at all, it exists ulti

mately within the very structure of the democratic principle as they held it.
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On the matter of
states'

rights, not unrelated to the slavery matter, Smith

devotes a considerable portion of his last chapter to Madison's attempt to counter

Calhoun's claim that his doctrine of nullification was based on the Madisonian

doctrine of interposition enunciated in the Virginia Resolutions of 1798 (which

is beyond the scope of the Jefferson-Madison correspondence). Smith allows

Madison to state the case for himself. Madison does so to extricate himself

from having any responsibility for the nullification doctrine. Smith presents the

Madisonian argumentation in meticulous detail, but does not pass judgment on

those arguments. He does not appear to intrude himself into the discussion, but

his elaborate exposition of Madison's position (without any criticism) would

seem to suggest that he is sympathetic to those arguments.

Madison presented interposition in the Virginia Resolutions as the right of

states to make declarations of unconstitutionality against laws of the United

States that exceeded their delegated authority, but he never mentioned the right

of states to resist measures of the national government, only their right to inter

pose declarations of unconstitutionality. Nevertheless, the position he took in

those resolutions had consequences which went far beyond the debate over the

Alien and Sedition laws, that is, his statement that the states have the right to

"interpose"

declarations of unconstitutionality, whenever in their view the na

tional government oversteps its bounds by construing its powers too broadly,

supplied the crucial premise from which the doctrine of nullification could later

be drawn.

Even though the Virginia legislature had declared the Alien and Sedition

laws unconstitutional, Madison argued that these resolutions were never meant

as a prescription for action, and he made a studied attempt during the nullifica

tion crisis to separate his own doctrine from the Calhounian doctrine. In his

Report on the Resolutions of 1799, Madison represented the Virginia doctrine

merely as a criticism of unconstitutional action. He referred to those resolutions

as only "expressions of opinion unaccompanied with any other effect than what

they may produce on opinion by exciting
reflections."

Madison argued that the

right of a state to declare a law unconstitutional did not have a nullifying signif

ication, only a declaratory one, inasmuch as a declaration of unconstitutionality

does not have the effect of nullifying a law. His contention was that the pur

pose of the resolutions was only to call upon the states collectively to recognize

and announce a principle. But Madison could not disguise the fact that the right

of states to declare laws of the United States unconstitutional, whether called
"interposition"

or
"nullification"

(Jefferson used the latter term in his draft of

the Kentucky Resolutions of 1799), is more than a protest. He was unwilling to

admit that the terms
"interpose"

or
"interposition"

as well as
"nullification"

have precise meanings, inasmuch as their essence is suspensive or preventative

and not merely declaratory of opinion. But Madison did not appear to recognize

in those resolutions any risks for the regime. The kindest thing would be to say
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that he never really allowed himself full consciousness of what he had written

there.

We must return once more to the fact that Smith places very great emphasis

on the differences between Jefferson and Madison, the former "fearing govern

mental power as a threat to
liberty"

and the latter "viewing the new and more

powerful government under the Constitution as a protector of
liberty."

It cannot

be denied that there were significant differences there, but Smith overlooks or

obscures the fact that Madison could be said, in a more fundamental sense, to

share Jefferson's understanding that the Constitution is an explicit delegation of

sharply defined powers, a position which is especially evident in his opposition

to Hamilton's Bank bill. Madison never denied that the necessary and proper

clause gave power, but only such powers as were absolutely necessary for the

execution of the enumerated powers, and that places him squarely in Jeffer

son's comer. Madison admitted that there must necessarily be discretion with

respect to the means, inasmuch as a constitution cannot possibly enumerate all

the means by which the powers of government are carried into execution, but

he was nevertheless concerned that the government might abuse its discretion

as to the choice of means under the necessary and proper clause.

Madison viewed the necessary and proper clause in such a way that its terms

tended to confine rather than enlarge the enumerated powers, whereas Hamilton

placed more emphasis on the importance of construction to extend governmen

tal power. The necessary and proper clause on its face could be construed as an

extension of power or a limitation on power, for if it means absolutely and

indispensably necessary, it could be construed as a limitation on power. The

essential difference between Hamilton and Madison concerned not the fact that

the government had some discretion with respect to the means of carrying out

its enumerated powers, for everyone agreed on that, including Jefferson, but

whether the necessary and proper clause was an extension of power or a restric

tion on power. Madison was concerned that the abuses of power invited by

Hamilton's construction of the necessary and proper clause would, by a process

of accretion, convert a limited constitution into an unlimited one. He stated in

opposition to the Bank bill that the terms
"necessary"

and
"proper"

gave no

additional powers to those already enumerated. He was arguing that the power

to establish a national bank could not be reasonably inferred from such enumer

ated powers as taxing, borrowing, coining money, paying debts, and regulating

trade.

John Marshall reminded us in McCulloch v. Maryland in 1819 that the nec

essary and proper clause is
found among the powers in Article I, Section 8, not

among the restrictions of Article I, Section 9. Hamilton had argued that the

necessary and proper clause should be recognized for what it is, as a means for

establishing the
enumerated powers, broadly construed, but he never contended

that this clause added to the Constitution any new or independent powers
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(through construction) not already in the Constitution. The views of Hamilton

and Marshall on this are clearly consistent. It should be said, however, that

from this perspective, a limited constitution allows considerable latitude in the

selection of the means by which national exigencies are to be provided for. But

Madison, from another perspective, was considerably prone to overestimate

and overemphasize the danger to the regime of constructive powers. It was

impossible for him ever to be certain in his own mind that the government

might not exceed its limitations as to what could reasonably be inferred from

the enumerated powers in Article I.

The argument over the constitutionality of the national bank provided an

opportunity for articulating alternative constructions of the necessary and proper

clause in relation to the enumerated powers of the national government. Smith

concedes that Hamilton's arguments on the constitutionality of the bank (pre

sumably in contrast to Madison's arguments) were "bold and
persuasive,"

but

he still leaves no room for Hamilton's thought in early American thought, at

least as far as we can determine. It would appear that he considers Hamilton's

thought to be outside the purview of republicanism altogether. It could of

course be argued that there is no place for a discussion of Hamilton's thought in

volumes devoted exclusively to the Jefferson-Madison correspondence, except

for the fact that the Republican party ofMadison and Jefferson found its origin

in its reaction to Hamiltonian programs and policies. It would be hard indeed to

study the political history of the 1790s without taking into account the tensions

between Madison and Jefferson on the one hand and Hamilton on the other.
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What is it to be just? What is it to be moral? What is it that we call beauti

ful? According to Luc Ferry, one of France's most prominent new intellectuals,

the experience of modernity has brought with it an uncertainty in answering

these questions. There are those, followers of Nietzsche, who seek to dispel

them in a radical perspectivism: there is no justice, only power; no morality,

only self-interest; no beauty, only an infinity of interpretations. At the other

extreme, there are the defenders of stable hierarchies, traditional orders, eternal

verities: there is no question of what is just, or moral, or beautiful, only cer

tainties. Ferry rejects both the relativism of the first and the dogmatism of the

second; what he embraces is the space of philosophical reflection. In Homo

Aestheticus: The Invention ofTaste in the Democratic Age, Ferry tells the story
of the beautiful in modem thought. Although it is a story that primarily seeks

an answer to the third question above, it is also rich with subplots in the ethical

and political. As a political theorist, I find the subplots most interesting, but

before I get to them, I want to present the basic tale Ferry tells. In order to do

this I first have to describe the setting.

There are two basic props which form the background to Ferry's entire en

terprise. The first is a tragic reading of the modem age; the second is bound up

with the history of subjectivity. Let us briefly examine each in turn, although

they are ultimately inseparable. As we shall see, they remain essential to

Ferry's concerns in Homo Aestheticus.

The first prop is what Ferry refers to elsewhere as the "diabolical circle of

modernity."1

What does Ferry mean by this rather fearsome phrase? Something

that has been stressed by pessimistic liberals from Tocqueville to Berlin: mod

ernity, for all its benefits, has resulted in loss, irredeemable, tragic loss. The

twin revolutions that constituted the modem experiment epistemological and

political have resulted in the discrediting of tradition. The erosion of tradition

has in turn opened up existential
and normative dilemmas that are increasingly
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difficult to solve. The resulting culture of suspicion problematizes an ever

larger range of human life, from the ridiculous what should I wear today? to

the sublime what is the meaning of
life?2

At the limit, Ferry contends, the

historical forces unleashed by modernity have resulted in the complete eradica

tion of shared frameworks for interpreting the world. We talk past each other,

each speaking his or her own private language, endlessly recreating the fall of

the tower of Babel. The space of communication has been filled by static and

distortion: the impossible consensus. I will later call into question this portrayal

of modernity, at least in some of its aspects; for now, let us turn to our second

prop.

Martin Heidegger wrote of the modem age that it was the inevitable pro

cession of the individual liberating itself from every constraint until it culmi

nated in a raging "will to
will"

ravaging the planet through technological

domination.3
This seductive vision of modem subjectivity, echoed in the pages

of Horkheimer and Adomo, and found, interestingly enough, in the works of

conservative thinkers like Strauss and Maclntyre, is spumed by Ferry, although

it severely tempts him. It is spumed for two reasons: first, because it fails to

recognize the substantial achievements of the modem consciousness; second,

because it reduces what is a complex and conflictual history to a linear process.

Ferry unequivocally supports modem inventions like democracy, tolerance, and

human rights. He also feels that there are lessons to be learned from the history
of modem subjectivity, lessons neglected by the narrative of decline recited,

often mantralike, by Heidegger and his admirers. Ferry's ambition has been

and continues to be an effort of philosophical retrieval: what
"positions"

of the

subject remain open in a postmetaphysical age?

So we come to the history of aesthetics with this context and these consid

erations in mind. But why aesthetics? How can pursuing the often elusive writ

ings of the great modem rJiinkers on what constitutes beauty contribute anything

to the understanding of our tragic condition, or help renew our thinking on the

question of the subject? Ferry supplies an answer in the initial pages of Homo

Aestheticus: "aesthetics is the field par excellence in which the problems

brought about by the subjectivization of the world characteristic of modem

times can be observed in the chemically pure state"(p. 3). It is there, Ferry
hypothesizes, that the tension between modem individualism and the demand

for objective criteria is most starkly revealed. This tension does not manifest

itself solely in the aesthetic realm, but appears in the moral and political quand

aries each of us encounters on a regular basis, in our own lives or in the lives of

others. Certainly in our life together. Ferry isolates five
"moments"

in the his

tory of aesthetic contemplation, each, he thinks, representative of a paradig

matic response to the configuration of the relationship of the individual to

collective norms in the modem universe. His panorama of aesthetic theory is

admittedly schematic there is no discussion of Goethe, Humboldt, Burke,

Gadamer, Oakeshott, or the Frankfurt School but it is illuminating on the
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towering figures it discusses: Kant, Hegel, and Nietzsche. Chapters dedicated

to these thinkers are framed by an extended look at the prehistory of modem

aesthetics, on the one hand, and an investigation of the aporias of the twentieth-

century avant-garde, on the other. Ferry concludes Homo Aestheticus with an

elaboration of the moral and political subplot I mentioned earlier, but it reads

more like a "coming
attraction,"

announcing a work yet to be written, than a

sufficient treatment of the myriad threads connecting aesthetics to moral and

political philosophy. I will return to this later.

We have, then, two broad problems we are concerned withthe tragic loss

of shared horizons and the perplexing question of the subject along with

Ferry's justification for approaching the history of modem aesthetic theory in

the quest for answers to these problems. How does Ferry's history proceed, in

substance? In order to grasp the logic of Ferry's narrative, it would be useful to

spend a moment discussing the matter of beauty in the premodern Western

world. There, whether in Platonic thought or in Christian theology, art, con

cerned as it was with the sensible the essential mark of human imperfection

and finitude was considered as completely dependent on a truth established

elsewhere. This elsewhere was the omniscient, purely intelligible view of the

Divine. The aesthetic realm was consequently considered something somewhat

suspect, and those who dedicated themselves to it as subversive, perhaps even

dangerous. They trafficked in illusion and were masters of seduction. We can

see this suspicion of the aesthetic represented in the expulsion of the poet from

Plato's Republic. Thus, the idea of consecrating a project dedicated solely to

the study of sensibility was a radical break with the entire classical tradition:

We have to size it up correctly: the object of aesthetics, the sensible world, has no

existence except for man; it is, in the strictest sense, man's own. The birth of

aesthetics, implying as a specific discipline a decision taken about the autonomy of

its object, expresses thus in concentrated form the upheaval the eighteenth century

inaugurates in all domains. It symbolizes better than metaphysics or religion the

project of providing the human point of view with a legitimacy which the

development of the finite knowledge of the positive sciences is beginning to

require. (P. 20)

The break Ferry is referring to did not occur all at once, however; rather,

several stages preceded it, stages in the "withdrawal of the
Divine."

In the

seventeenth century, for example, aesthetic considerations tended to fall into

two categories: an aesthetics of reason, heavily dependent on the Cartesian

epistemological revolution; and an aesthetics of sentiment, which was Pascalian

in its emphasis on the ineffable stirrings of the human heart. These models

classical and sentimental for all their differences, were fundamentally linked

in two distinct ways. First of all, both aesthetic theories retained reference to

the truth. The role of the work of art was, at best, to illustrate that truth, which

found its source in the intelligible. Secondly, both theories were individualistic,
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hence revealing their modem genesis. How was the establishment of criteria

settled, if the starting place was the individual? As Ferry meticulously details,

the problem was handled through a reference to God. God, the supreme "satel
lite,"

would provide the guarantee of communication between individuals oth

erwise locked within the solitude of their monadic fortresses. God would allow

access to the intelligible. The seventeenth century exhibits a cultural tension,

therefore, pulling in two directions: towards a secular, democratic future and

towards a religious, ordered past. This tension would be resolved, Ferry avers,

in favor of the secular and democratic only with Kant's critical philosophy.

We might call Kantian aesthetics, at least according to Ferry's reading, the

triumph of sensibility over the intelligible. What Kant advances in the Critique

of Judgement, for the first time in the history ofWestern thought, is an under

standing of beauty independent of any reference to a foundational truth which

would grant it meaning. It would be difficult to overestimate the significance

of this elevation of sensibility to the same level as theoretical and practical

truth:

The affirmation of the autonomy of the sensible means nothing less in this context

than the radical, perhaps definitive, separation of the human and the divine. Even

more: it implies the existence of a sphere, that of the properly human, outside all

divine legislation and yet not thereby a mere imperfection, a flaw or a lack when

compared to the divinity. It is a fatal blow dealt to the ancient status of the divine,

an act of pride of which it is not too much to say that it is, within the realm of the

intellect, comparable to the other act of lese-divinite constituted by the French

Revolution in the realm of politics. (P. 28)

With this retreat of the divine, Ferry posits, a new figure of subjectivity ap

pears the finite, sensible subject, "living at some remove from
God"

(p. 28),

confronted with the impossibility of reference to God as guarantee of "common
sense."

Aesthetic consensus can now be established only through reflective

intersubjectivity, that is, through discussion. But what is the communicability

of the aesthetic judgement? If it is not founded on the conceptual if, in other

words, there is no truth to taste what possible relationship to objectivity could

aesthetic judgement have? What is to stop me from asserting that Madonna is

aesthetically superior to Berlioz, or comic-book art to Matisse?

Kant's solution to this "antinomy of
taste"

turns to what he calls indetermi

nate concepts. These are ideas of reason which are common to humanity and

which are awakened by objects of beauty. In order to grasp what Kant means,

think for a moment of what takes place in determinative judgement the judge

ment we use in cognition. There, the universal whether it is a rule, principle,

or law is given. All that is required is the subsumption of the particular object

under the universal category. Reflective judgement, on the other hand, the kind
of judgement that makes use of indeterminate concepts, proceeds from the par

ticular and seeks out the universal. This is what takes place in aesthetic com-
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munication, Kant believes, once the classical model is abandoned. The universal

exists, not as a determinative concept, but as a regulative idea a principle of

reflection, a goal to be sought. The universal thus forms a horizon of expecta

tion which we regularly encounter in matters of taste: Kant expects us to reach

a general agreement, over time, that Berlioz is indeed aesthetically superior to

Madonna, although this can never be proven in the same way we can prove the

truths of science. There will be, in other words, a harmony of sensibilities.

Now what is clearly at issue for Ferry in Homo Aestheticus is less the sub

stance of Kantian aesthetics, which, for all its genius, is quite arid, than the

fundamental importance the ideas of reflective judgement and indeterminate

concepts take on as a potential response to the existential predicament of mod

ernity. Before I assess the salience of this strategy, however, let us first quickly

follow the further movements of Ferry's retrieval of the history of subjectivity
on the terrain of aesthetics. His next stop: Hegel.

Hegel's aesthetics, unlike Kant's, are anything but arid: they show a breath

taking, often spellbinding sensitivity to the material history of art, from antiq

uity to the eighteenth century. But in Ferry's account, they mark a decisive

retreat from the humanistic perspective opened by Kant's third critique. With

Hegel, sensibility is once again inserted within a divine framework. The hu

manist perspectivereflective judgement in Kant becomes a mere moment in

the inexorable unfolding of Hegel's Absolute Spirit; aesthetics once again be

comes the handmaid of truth, rather than an equal partner. The space of human

autonomy conquered by Kant is retaken by Hegel in a paradoxical return of

aesthetic classicism and determinative judgement in aesthetic communica

tion within the heart of modernity. That Hegel's classicism is thoroughly
his-

toricized changes little of what, for Ferry, is essential: "The Hegelian project is

not at all one of opening philosophy up to history, but of absorbing historicity
back into the concept, which task, until proof to the contrary, is not the same
thing"

(p. 147). What the Hegelian idea of Absolute Spirit rejects, in other

words, is human finitude. This rejection, in its extension of the principle of

reason to the totality of the real, was to have powerful and lasting repercus

sions, many of them disastrous, in the human sciences, in politics, in the des

tiny of men and women across the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries.4

With Nietzsche, the third major thinker Ferry explores in depth, we confront

the abandonment of both reflective and determinative judgement indeed, we

confront the abandonment of reason itself, an abdication which has also bale-

fully influenced the subsequent history of our time. What is left behind after

Nietzsche's dismantling of reason is a radical historicist perspectivism, a
per-

spectivism more radical, Ferry asserts, than any relativism previously articu

lated in the history of Western thought. Nietzsche, like Kant, seeks to grant

autonomy to sensibility; he, too, views determinative judgement as useless in

matters of taste. But the father of modem antihumanism sees no substitute for

God in securing aesthetic consensus. In Nietzsche's dark vision, the retreat of
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the divine shatters the subject, exposed to vertiginous forces that render ideals

of autonomy and communication illusory. Instead of reflective judgement

maintaining the possibility of aesthetic communication, Nietzsche forwards

what Ferry refers to as an "ultraindividualism"(p. 158). Instead of a horizon of

expectation aiming at universality, we are left with an endless play of inter

pretations. The fashionable nihilist sophistry of Derrida and his acolytes is just

around the
comer.5

Determinative and reflective judgement are thus pushed

aside in favor of an unlimited perspectivism, not only in aesthetics, but in every

area of human endeavor, including, importantly, the world of the social and the

political. Yet as Ferry's shaded reading of Nietzsche unmistakably shows, be

hind this total relativism lies, paradoxically, a
"hyperclassicism"

an attempt

to capture "a truth deeper than that of philosophy"(p. 30). It is no longer a truth

of order and reason, however, but a truth of multiplicity and fracture. And only

art can convey this deeper truth: with Nietzsche, aesthetics becomes all-impor

tant.

Nietzsche's thought thus exhibits the dichotomy running through the twen

tieth century modernist avant-garde, at least up to the end of the sixties:

. . . ultraindividualism on one side, which while preserving the revolutionary

values of the individual emancipation from tradition, consecrates innovation as the

supreme criterion of aesthetic judgement, and thus causes the latter to fall into the

sphere of historicity; the other side being a hyperclassical concern that art should be

assigned a truth function, or even that it should be aligned upon science's progress

so that it may translate a reality which, unlike what was the case in the original

classicism (the seventeenth century one), is no longer rational, harmonious,

Euclidean, but illogical, chaotic, shapeless, and non-Euclidean. (P. 158)

From Picasso to de Kooning, the history of modernist art, for all of its varia

tion, ultimately obeyed the same dual logic: on the one hand, to break with

every norm; on the other, to pursue a truth deeper than any yet achieved.

As everyone knows, or should know by now, however, the avant-garde is

dead, superseded by
"postmodernity."

It is in Ferry's understanding of the
post-

modem that we find the threads tying together the social and political subplots

with the main theme of the history of aesthetics I have just sketched. Ferry
rejects two frequently held conceptions of postmodernism. The first, associated
with Jean-Francois Lyotard, is really more of an extension and radicalization

than a break with the individualist impulse of the avant-garde. This postmoder

nism, which it would perhaps be better to call ultramodernism, furthers the

erosion of tradition while at the same time undermining Enlightenment "grand
narratives"

which had been erected in the place of
tradition.6

The second post

modernist variant, diametrically opposed to the first, would be to legitimize a

return to tradition. We could call this postmodern
conservativism.7

Ferry rejects
both of these options, arguing that they form a false alternative. The first re

sults in relativist nihilism, which Ferry is at pains to avoid, in aesthetics or
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politics. The second seeks to recreate something which has passed from the

world, for better or ill. Even if such a recreation were possible, Ferry some

what implausibly maintains, a postmodern conservativism could easily lead to

unacceptable coercion and the loss of the benefits, such as the extension of the

franchise, of modernity. A third prospect is available, however, that would not

squander the achievements of the modem era yet would at the same time take

heed of the legitimate aspects of the critique of the metaphysics of subjectivity.

Postmodernity would in this third view be a supersession of modernity, where

modem categories Enlightenment universalism, individual autonomy and

self-expression, collective self-determination would be thought through again

without being jettisoned. It is in this context that the Kantian notions of indeter

minate concepts and reflective judgement, which, as we have seen, are at the

core of Kant's aesthetic theory, take on political and moral importance for

Ferry. Instead of treating Enlightenment ideas like
"reason," "universality,"

"progress,"

or
"autonomy"

as determinative concepts, these ideas can be recon-

ceptualized as horizons of expectations as projects to be pursued but never

definitively accomplished. They become regulative ideals, to be argued about

in discussion, rather than blueprints for an ideal society. The subject, in other

words, can be thought of as if it were autonomous, all the while granting the

role of unconscious forces, the fragmentation of communication, and the per

manence of social and historical determination. Autonomy would not be pre

supposed but instead sought. The possibility of communication, rather than

being foreclosed by ultraindividualism, would remain open. In the same way

Kant would expect us to reach agreement on the relative aesthetic merits of

Berlioz and Madonna, Ferry expects the extension of reflective judgement to

the moral and political field will also result in at least temporary consensus

around which human rights are to be respected, advanced, or created. The

crucial problem is that of discovering or inventing forums where discussion of

political and moral issues can take place in an unconstrained and open fashion:

a new public square for what Ferry sees as a secularizing universe.

The final section of Homo Aestheticus explicitly confronts the problem of a

postmodern, secular ethics. Ferry contends that there are three principal ethical

paradigms at work in the postmodern world: the ideal of excellence (referring

to a predemocratic ideal of a subject realizing its telos its preordained nature),

the democratic ideal of merit, and finally, the contemporary ideal of authen

ticity (referring to self-realization absent any preordained nature)(pp. 249-61).

That these ideals coexist uneasily and are ultimately incommensurable means

that the postmodern moment is fundamentally antiutopian, necessitating precar

ious and renegotiable balancing acts among our conflicting
ideals.8

It is the role

of reflective judgement, as reconceived by Ferry out of the tradition ofWestern

aesthetic theory, to execute these renegotiations. There is no Hegelian synthesis

which would determinatively bring our ideals into perfect accord; any attempt

which proceeded under the assumption that a final agreement was possible
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could only lead to violence, and at the limit, totalitarianism. But to reject deter

minative judgement, whether in aesthetics, ethics, or politics, and replace it

with radical perspectivismas might be found in the writings of, say, Lyo

tard can only lead to fragmentation, incoherence, and at the limit, nihilist

despair. There is, then, an unmistakably normative dimension to Ferry's ac

count of reflective judgement in aesthetics. It amounts to, on the level of mo

rality and politics, the defense of a suitably chastened reason and universality

under conditions of pluralism.

What to think of all this? How helpful to our current situation is Ferry's

project? What is this subject Ferry has fastened on in Kantian aesthetics? How

plausible is this reading of modernity? In concluding my analysis I would like

to address these questions and post a few caveats. It seems to me that Ferry's

Kantian subject, the wielder of reflective judgement, is empty of content in a

way that will be quite familiar to postanalytic political thinkers. It is the liberal

disembodied self criticized extensively by more historically minded thinkers

like Charles Taylor or John Gray, albeit from very different political stand

points. There is thus a strange sense of deja vu when the reader familiar with

these debates teases out the moral and political implications of Ferry's history
of the subject. Ferry elsewhere describes the authentic self as "nothingness": "if

man has a distinguishing feature . . it can only lie in his ability (small differ

ence whether we call it transcendence or freedom) to wrench himself free from

every attribution of
essence"

(Heidegger andModernity ,
p. 4). But recognizing

that subjectivity has this dimension, this capacity, this characteristic is not to

provide a sufficient argument for its
defense.9

After all, human beings kill each

other or commit heinous crimes with alarming frequency: couldn't we just as

easily see this as a distinguishing feature of human nature? And why should the

subject exercise this liberty if in so doing it reduces all commitments, all shared

frameworks, to so many lifestyle choices? Further, how is Ferry's notion of the

subject, which owes more than a little to Sartre's early existentialism, reconcil

able with the former's stance on the role of the unconscious and history in

making impossible any naive return to the metaphysics of
subjectivity?10

There

is, I would argue, a sharp tension between a Sartrean humanism and a post-

metaphysical defense of subjectivity, a tension so sharp that Kantian notions of

reflective judgement and intersubjectivity appear rather quixotic as a means of

relief. I do not believe that Ferry is entirely without recourse in answering these

questions, but they are not adequately addressed in Homo Aestheticus or, for

that matter, anywhere else in Ferry's work. At least not yet. The problem of

drawing limits to human freedom, which Ferry rightly sees as central to our

present confusion, remains unanswered on the grounds where Ferry has sought

an answer.

My first major difficulty with Ferry's project, then, is this thin notion of the

subject, the ghostly self, without substantive attachments, passions, nationality,

or history. My second difficulty is related to the first: Ferry's exceedingly thin
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notion of pluralism. Ferry's pluralism is the pluralism of university professors,

and thus thoroughly secular. A tme pluralism, one that recognized the real

meaning of the term, would have to acknowledge the legitimacy and prevalence

of religiously based norms. The democratic revolution, while it has transformed

our lives in myriad and remarkable ways, has not, thankfully, eradicated the

religious impulse, nor has it completely disrupted the continuity of certain tra

ditions. All one needs to do, as the sociologist Peter Berger has persuasively

argued, is look to the Islamic world, where modernity has led to a reaffirmation

of religion, or, for that matter, to the United States, where more Americans

than ever before regularly go to religious services and describe themselves as

holding strong religious beliefs, in order to disabuse oneself of the notion that

the City of Man has thoroughly defeated the City of
God.11

Recent pluralists

like Gray, Stephen Macedo, and John Kekes have shown an encouraging ten

dency to appreciate the depth of the pluralism in modem Western societies;

Ferry's secularist pluralism is tone deaf to religion in a way that actually mini

mizes some of the dilemmas, but also some of the possibilities, of our current

condition.

Thus, my third difficulty with Ferry's work is its unnuanced vision of mod

ernity (or postmodernity). This is an ironic charge to direct against Ferry, for

he himself criticizes Heidegger and Leo Strauss for falling prey to a reductive

interpretation of modem times. But I believe the charge sticks. The way many

people, even within the most modem sectors of modem societies, confront

existential and normative (although probably not aesthetic) dilemmas is not all

that different from the way such problems have always been dealt with

through tradition or through recourse to a transcendent system of religious be

liefs. What is different about the contemporary context is the pressures on

strongly held beliefs, pressures both scientific and moral, that are the product

of cultural confrontation and the ubiquity of technology. When many different

religious world-views share the same civic space with an ample number of

secularized individuals, and modem technology is added to the mix, one has a

recipe for both cultural conflict and cognitive dissonance. This is not quite the

same thing, however, as the loss of shared horizons lamented by Ferry. It is

closer to an overabundance of horizons that refuse to gel into a singular, coher

ent world-view. There is the threat of nihilism, and it is prominent among the

media, the political class, and educators people who often exist outside the

existing frameworks, jumping from one framework to another without ever

experiencing a sense of rootedness but to say that modernity has resulted in a

complete secularization and that the only direction open to us is the establish

ment of a communicative framework on a secularized basis, frankly seems

counterintuitive, even if it were feasible, which I seriously doubt.

I think that Ferry's problems the thin theory of the subject, the thin con

ception of pluralism, the onesided reading of modernity are ultimately rooted

in the author's French intellectual context. As the historian Tony Judt has re-
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cently shown, the status of liberalism, with the notable exceptions of Raymond

Aron and Bertrand De Jouvenal, has always been uncertain in
France.12

Ferry is

thus defending a naive rationalist liberal position that has largely been under

mined in Anglo-American thought. As for Ferry's secular pluralism, it, too, is

a product of a French setting where the cleavages between faith and Enlighten

ment cut more deeply than in other locales.

These are substantive criticisms, granted. But it is essential to note that

Ferry is an exceptionally contemplative philosopher. He is a representative of

an important shift in the status and quality of French theory. Along with Alain

Renaut, Gilles Lipovetsky, Marcel Gauchet, Pierre Manent, and many other

philosophers, social scientists, and historians, French intellectual life is under

going a renewal that is having significant and hopefully permanent results.

Much of this work remains regrettably untranslated, while every piece of

ephemera written by modern-day sophists Derrida, Deleuze, and even, still,

Althusser spews forth to be consumed by unsuspecting English-speaking stu

dents. Ferry's sober humanism, for all of its antinomies and aporias, reconciles

itself, however uneasily, with the universe of capitalist liberal modernity. There

is much to be said for this seriousness in a French philosopher. Homo Aesthet

icus is the author's best work to date, and it deserves wide readership and much

discussion. It provides a superb introduction to the often dense writings of the

major European philosophers on aesthetics and has the distinct virtue of reveal

ing the limits of a certain kind of liberalism, a liberalism which may be in its

waning days.

NOTES

1. See Luc Ferry and Alain Renaut, Heidegger and Modernity, trans. F. Philip (Chicago:

University of Chicago Press, 1990), pp. 81-82.

2. Gilles Lipovetskay has made the exploration of this problematic in all of its dimensions the

principal focus of his work. See, for example, L'Ere du vide (Paris: Gallimard, 1983).

3. The classic account can be found in Martin Heidegger, The Question of Technology and

Other Essays (New York: Harper & Row, 1977).

4. Charles Taylor's magisterial Hegel (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1975) exam
ines this legacy with typical depth and nuance. See also Ferry's Political Philosophy 2: The System

ofPhilosophies ofHistory, trans. F. Philip (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1992).
5. See Luc Ferry and Alain Renaut, French Philosophy of the Sixties: An Essay on Antihuman-

ism, trans. M.S. Cattani (Amherst: University of Massachussets Press, 1990), for a sustained po

lemic against French Nietzscheanism. Or, more recently, Pourquoi nous ne sommes pas nietz-

scheens, ed. Ferry and Renaut (Paris: Grasset, 1993). Ferry's explicit rejection of Nietzscheanism
makes Arthur Danto's recent error-filled review of Homo Aestheticus, "Beauty and the

Beast,"

in

The New Republic, May 16, 1994, all the more bizarre: Danto has managed to misunderstand

Ferry's entire project completely.

6. The famous work of Lyotard should be consulted on this topic: The Postmodern Condition,
trans. G. Bennington and B. Massumi (Minnesota: University of Minnesota Press, 1984).
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7. One could describe the British political theorist John Gray as a postmodern conservative in

this sense. See his original and thought-provoking collection Post-Liberalism (London: Routledge,

1993).

8. The most powerful exponent of the incommensurability of ultimate values is, of course,

Isaiah Berlin. See his most recent book, The Magus of the North: J.G. Hamann and the Origins of

Modern Irrationalism (New York: Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 1994), for a restatement of some of his

major themes.

9. For a development of this argument see Daniel Barbiero, "From Nothingness to No-Thing-

Ness: The Roots of Ferry and Renaut's
Humanism,"

Philosophy and Social Criticism, vol. 16, no.

3 (1991), pp. 179-92.

10. On the connection to Sartre, see Ferry's sometime partner Alain Renaut's new book, Sar

tre, le dernier philosophe (Paris: Grasset, 1993).

11. Peter L. Berger, A Far Glory: The Questfor Faith in an Age ofCredulity (New York: The

Free Press, 1992), pp. 25-46. For a profound reflection on the modern
"difference"

see the new

book by Pierre Manent, La Cite de I'homme (Paris: Fayard, 1994).

12. Tony Judt, Past Imperfect (California: University of California Press, 1993).
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